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from technological improvements and new 
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Ever been to a hi-fi show? They're quite an experience, don't you 

know! With hundreds of manufacturers under one roof, there's so 

much to see, and to hear, too... 

For me, one of the particular highlights of a specialist show is the 

chance to 'meet your maker'. Well not literally, unless you decide to 

go poking around underneath a particularly large valve amplifier, or 

manage to impale yourself on an unusually pointy 

speaker spike. No, by this I mean you can talk to 

many of the characters in the international audio industry.You'll 

regularly see the supremos of companies such as Roksan, Funk Firm, 

Avid, van den Hul,Absolute Sounds,Townshend, Nairn and Sugden 

for example, plus a great many others, all suited and booted, talking 

to their doting fans (or grumpy customers)! And if you're really 

geeky, just go to the bar to spot the journalists and PR people deep 

in conversation... 

The thing is, every hi-fi show has its own distinctive character. 

I do love the UK shows, but sometimes they can be a little too 

parochial, which is why Hi-Fi World goes out in force every year to 

the Munich High End Show.This amazing event has vast amounts 

of kit from every corner of the earth. Of course, as you'd expect, 

there's a lot of German market-specific stuff (easy to spot because 

it's got lots of black acrylic with gold plated knobs on), but there's 

a good deal of British kit too, plus some superlative Japanese high 

end and now Chinese and South Korean kit as well. All of human 

life is there, along with their weird and wonderful products, from 

tonearms made from violin bows to remanufactured V-FET output transistors. 

Noel,Adam and myself had an epic few days out in Munich; read our four page 

show report on p80. We all lived to tell the tale, even if the copious amounts of 

bread and sausages consumed didn't do our waistlines much good (and the less said 

the better about the bitter). k was also great fun to meet some globe-trotting Hi-Fi 

World readers out there, even if my most memorable moment came when I espied 

a team of ten portly North Europeans sporting 'Danish High End Club Munich tour 

2009'T-shirts, some of whom were striking 'curious' poses for the camera. 

Oh well, anything can happen at Munich, and it usually does! 

David Price, editor 

testing 
To ensure the upmost accuracy in our product reviews, 

Hi-Fi World has extremely comprehensive in-house test 

facilities, and our test equipment - from big names like 

Rohde & Schwarz and Hewlett Packard - is amongst the 

most advanced in the world. 

Loudspeakers are measured using a calibrated Bruel 

& Kjaer microphone feeding a Clio-based computer 

simply the best 

extremely capable 

worth auditioning 

unremarkable 

seriously flawed 

keenly priced 

att. I (IONIC MAGAZINE 

Go to our website www.hi-fiworld.co.uk to buy an electronic 

version of this magazine, individual issues or a subscription. 

Itiasent we do not offer back issues, but hope to soon. 

1 

analyser, using pulsed and gated sinewaves, in a large 

room to eliminate the room's influence. Pickup arm 

vibration is measured with a Bruel & Kjaer accelerometer. 

No other UK hi-fi magazine has in-house testing, and 
none has access to such advanced tests across all types 

of equipment. That's why you can depend on Hi-Fi World 

reviews. 
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NEWS 

news@hi-fiworld.co.uk 

TRI VAMP 

news 
LOOK SHARP 
KEF's new Concept Blade loudspeaker is the result of three years of exhaustive 

testing, expert analysis and intricate experimentation, the company says. 

As a concept piece, it highlights KEF's research and development prowess, 

showcasing the brand's capabilities that are sure to influence future products.At 

its heart is the Single Apparent Source technology, which mates with KEF's Uni-

Q driver design to give "a loudspeaker with unrivalled coherence throughout 

the entire frequency range".The materials engineering in Concept Blade is 

complex and sophisticated, it's said, with every component being designed from 

the ground up. 

The four 10" (250mm) bass drivers running in opposed symmetrical pairs 

deliver distortion-free low frequencies, KEF say.They are side firing so their 

acoustic centre coincides with those of the tenth generation KEF Uni-Q 

midrange driver and tweeter — the Single Apparent Source technology.This is 

found in the driver itself, with the tweeter carefully positioned so that it has 

the same acoustic centre as the midrange driver. Formed from critically braced 

liquid crystal polymer — a light but immensely stiff material — and backed by 

a huge 3" (75 mm) voice coil to move any break-up way above its operating 

range - the Uni-Q device incorporates a I" (25 mm) titanium dome tweeter 

whose mechanical characteristics are said to be free from resonance in its 

operating band thanks to rear chamber loading and a patented dome profile, 

developed using Finite Element Analysis.This means that the entire frequency 

range is radiated from one point in space. 

This is all housed in a critically curved cabinet constructed from a carbon 

fibre/balsa wood composite - as found in ultra-high performance cars, used 

for its exceptional lightness and rigidity.The parabolic curvature of the cabinet 

increases cabinet strength, meaning sound is only generated from driver 

movement and not from distortion of the cabinet. Concept Blade is described 

as "more than just a concept, it is a tangible development of an ongoing 

series of KEF technologies, which will feature in many new KEF models in the 

future". And you never know, the speaker itself might just reach commercial 

production... For more information, click on www.kefcom. 

One of the most impressive new turntable designs in a long 

time - in this magazine's opinion - comes from Thorens. 

The new TD 309 Tri-Balance turntable was launched at the 

Munich show, and is available from September 2009 in a 

choice of Black or Red with an estimated retail price of £800. 

Its designer is the highly respected Karl-Heinz Fink, the man 

behind a number of impressive loudspeakers, including the 

darling of Hi-Fs World's budget boxes, the Q Acoustics 1050i. 

It sports an innovative "Tri-Balance" suspended sub chassis 

system, with an interesting suspension system to make setting 

up easy.A low noise, voltage controlled DC motor drives a 

short square section belt to the inner platter, with adjustable 

belt tension for purists to wring the best performance out 

of the drive.An aluminium subplatter with single line contact 

to a "fused silica" (read:"glass") platter is used.The deck also 

sports an all new low resonance TP92 arm with precision 

Japanese bearings, adjustable for azimuth and overhang. Initially 

the TD 309 will be supplied with a Switch Mode Power Supply 

(SMPS) delivering the necessary I2V DC.This was chosen 

from many on the basic of sonic performance. Later in 2009 

Thorens will launch an optional upgraded linear power supply 

which will improve performance considerably. For more 

information, click on www thorens.çh. 
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AMERICAN HERITAGE 

GENESIS... 
The third generation of Adam Audio's Classic series profit 

from technological improvements from the award winning 

high end Tensor series, the company says. The Adam 

proprietary ART transducers give way to their successors, 

the new X-ART transducers. This new transducer has an 

extended ('X') frequency response and a higher efficiency. 

The new lower midrange drivers and woofers match the 

ones used in the ultra high-end Tensor series. In addition, 

the bigger Classic MK3 models are equipped with new 

base plates and spikes to improve the decoupling from 

the floor, Another new feature found in the active Classic 

MK3 speaker is the A/B amplifier, which has been designed 

by ADAM to perfectly complement the X-ART tweeter. 

This amplifier ensures that one of the outstanding features 

of the tweeter, its frequency response up to 50kHz, can 

be realised with no limitations, Adam Audio say. For more 

information, click on wwwadam-audio.de/professionalt. 

Klipsch's classic Heritage Series horn-loaded loudspeakers are returning to the UK. The unique, 

built-to-order line-up includes the only speaker in the world to remain in continuous production 

for sixty years. Descended from a single revolutionary loudspeaker, designed by founder Paul 

W. Klipsch in 1946, the four-strong 2009 range has for its flagship the legendary Klipschorn.This 

mighty behemoth, which stands I.28m high and weighs 79.5kg, is essentially identical to the model 

developed sixty years ago. Featuring a horn-loaded Phenolic diaphragm I in compression driver 

tweeter, 2in midrange and a I Sin fibre-composite woofer the Klipschorn achieves a sensitivity of 

105dB, making it — like all Heritage speakers — an ideal partner for today's new generation of valve 

amplifiers. Next down in the range is the La Scala II, originally designed in 1963 as a RA. speaker for 

Arkansas gubernatorial candidate Winthrop Rockefeller, this fully horn-loaded, 3-way loudspeaker 

sounded so good that people wanted to use it as a domestic hi-fi speaker, the story goes. Smaller 

than its legendary forbear, this model features a grille to cover the mid and high frequency 

horns and an exposed bass horn cabinet. Originally designed as a centre-speaker to be used in 

conjunction with a pair of Klipschorns, the 3-way Cornwall Ill offers the full-range bass response 

of the Klipschorn — thanks to its direct- radiating 15In woofer - but with a sensitivity and output 

that approaches that of the fully horn-loaded models.A riser base, to lift it from the floor, comes as 

standard. Last but not least is the most affordable (and biggest-selling) model in the Heritage line-up, 

the Heresy Ill. Easy to place because of its relatively compact dimensions ( it stands a 'mere' 60cm 

high) the 3-way Heresy, which was first produced in 1957, has been improved over the years so 

that it now boasts a more powerful woofer, a bi-wire network and a titanium diaphragm-equipped 

tweeter and midrange units.A slant riser base for floor placement (removable for cabinet instal-

lations) is supplied as standard.All the speakers in the Heritage range are built to order in Hope,Arkansas, USA. Prices 

are £5,999 for the Klipschorn, £3,399 for La Scala, £ 1,699 for Cornwall Ill and £849 for Heresy 111.All speakers are 

priced as singles and are available in either Black Ash,Walnut or Cherry wood veneer finishes.Available from selected 

dealers and online at www.klipsch.co.uk. For further information call 0845 0822454. 

BLACK CELEBRATION 
Specially made to celebrate Ken Ishiwata's thirty year 

anniversary with Marantz, the new KI Pearl SACD player 

and amplifier are made in a limited edition batch of only 

500 worldwide. Distinguished by their unique 'silk black' 

finishing, Ken Ishiwata has applied some very special tuning 

to both units. Underneath the Pearl SACD player's 5mm 

aluminium cover is a Xyron Disc Tray with Precision 

Super Audio CD Drive, the latest toroidal transformer, 

and the Marantz-exclusive HDAM SA2 circuitry.The Pearl 

integrated amplifier pushes out 90 Watts per channel into 

8 Ohms or 140W into 4. Its two-stage circuit construction 

guarantees a breathtaking signal to noise ratio, says the 

company. For more information, click on www.marantz. 

com/kipearl, where you can also buy the KI reference 

SACD (given away free with every Pearl SACD) - but 

you'd better hurry because (yes you've guessed it) it's also 

a limited edition! 

NEWS 
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NEWS 

TUNE IN 

HI PERFORMANCE 
Mordaunt Short's high end Performance range is now joined by a new compact 

model. "Timbre-matched to perfectly complement the rest of the series, Performance 

2 is designed to be the ultimate standmount stereo or home theatre loudspeaker", 

the company says. It features MS's Aspirated Tweeter Technology, carried-over from 

Performance 6, with an elongated metal diffuser to "breathe" the tweeterThis 

is coupled to Mordaunt-Short's Continuous Profile Cone driver, in I65mm form, 

mounted to the rear of the cabinet to isolate front baffle distortion.To develop 

"the ultimate crossover", exhaustive research determined the ideal combination 

of DVP (Dual Value Parallel) capacitor values for maximum performance. Premium 

components were then selected, including ClarityCap capacitors in all critical parts of 

the crossover. 

The speaker's unusual shape eliminates colouration and has unsurpassed 

inherent mechanical strength, dramatically improving sound quality, it is claimed.This 

is enhanced by a heavy cast metal base with optional spiked feet. Such profiling is 

possible through the use of a complex polymer resin. Enabling injection moulded 

monocoque construction the compound's density can be varied to within less than 

one hundredth of a gram. So, while the outside of the Performance enclosure is rock-

hard, the inner section is far less dense, delivering high acoustic damping and low stored energy.The cabinet is finished 

in stylish Midnight Black, Granite Grey or Brilliant Silver lustre, and there's a bespoke stand for an inert, acoustically 

neutral foundation. For more information, click on  www.mordount-shortcom. 

STANDING OVATION 
Another major Munich moment was the launch of Naim's Ovator 

S-600 high-end floorstanding loudspeaker. Described as "a technically 

advanced loudspeaker system targeted at the music lover", it has 

taken three years to bring to market and uses some very interesting 

technology, in the opinion of this magazine. Indeed it's the first use 

of Balanced Mode Radiator technology, popularised by Fink Audio 

Research, which had a key part in the design process.The BMR 

midband driver offers "no discontinuities of crossover or dispersion 

in critical voice band", Naim say, and it's partnered to two new Naim 

low-distortion high-linearity bass drivers.The BMR is mounted in an 

isolating enclosure positioned by leaf-springs, a favourite of Naim's 

speaker design chief Roy George.The whole cabinet is mounted on a 

high pressure diecast plinth,with adjustable stainless steel spikes.The 

crossover shows great attention to detail; easy to convert to active 

operation, it sports "the finest components chosen by listening to bring 

the ideal combination of technical excellence with listening pleasure", 

primary inductors are audio-grade laminated core with extremely 

low DC resistance to improve control, and audio-grade ClarityCaps 

are used, including the very special ESA types in the feed to the 

BMR. Naim claim the Ovator S-600 is especially easy to set up, and 

its vital statistics are I , I 68x40 I x434mm, and weight 6Ikg. For more 

information, click on wwwmaim-audio.com. [See our special report on 

p28 - Ed.] 

It's not everyday a new high end tuner is launched, so we're 

interested to hear of Electrocompaniet's new ECR I.This 

model has been developed to extend the Electrocompaniet 

product range with a long awaited FM/RDS/DAB/Internet 

radio. It also includes RDS (Radio Data System) for viewing 

Radiotext.A fully fledged I92kHz/24bit DAC section, including 

sample rate converter, is included to handle the delicate digital 

to analogue conversion of the digital radio.Three digital inputs 

are also provided, letting the ECR I be used as a standalone 

external DAC. Optional plug-in modules are available to 

include DAB and/or internet radio, and a USB interface will 

also be made available. Like all other models in the Classic line, 

the ECR I features a fully balanced and symmetrical analogue output section, terminated in a 

balanced and single-ended output connection. For more information, click on wwwelectrocompanietno. 

X(WALK)IEN 
Sony's latest offering in the 

!' crowded MP3 player market is the 

X-Series. Its key features are a 3" 

OLED touchscreen and digital in-

ear noise cancelling headphones, 

the latter claimed to be a world 

first, The big and bright colour 

screen can be used for viewing films 

and videos, the software makes it 

easy to download music-related 

content directly from YouTube for 

example.A web browser is included 

and this can be set to automatically 

download your favourite Podcasts 

whenever you enter a VVi-Fi 

equipped area. Sony also claim that 

, the X Series delivers the, " best ever 

Walkman sound quality" thanks to 

its S- Master digital amplifierA big 

t claim - we say don't throw away 

your VVM-D6Cs just yet! Prices 

start at £209 for the I6GB version, 

going up to the £279 for the 32GB 

model. For more information, click 

on www.sonystyle,co.uk. 

EL ECTPOCOMPANIET 
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Bowers&Wilkins 

Fall back in love 
with music 

CM Series. Imagine sound so detailed, so 

startlingly lifelike, that you feel as though you could 

reach out and touch it. That's what happens with 

a CM Series speaker. Each is packed with high-

performance technologies made famous by our 

reference-standard 800 Series. It'll bring you closer 

to the music you love than you ever thought possible. 

Listen and you'll see. 

Find out more about the CM Series at 

www.bowers-wilkins.co.uk 
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LIGHT RELIEF 
Candela and Luau lights by Vessel are gorgeous 

hand-held ornamental lights that illuminate the 

moment they are taken off their recharging 

stands. Perfect for moody music moments, we 

think! For more information, see 

www.ecotrodingstore.com. 

DIAMOND LIFE 
Wharfedale have a new range of Diamond loudspeakers - the first to emerge 

being the Diamond 10.1 This latest evolution of the classic Wharfedale 

Diamond 'bookshelf' speaker replaces the hugely successful, multi-award 

winning Diamond 9.1, and sports a new cabinet, which is "an ambitious 

design previously unseen at such affordable prices". Wharfedale say. Also key 

are the high-quality drive units, including a mid/bass cone made from woven 

Kevlar. Peter Comeau,Wharfedale's recently appointed Director of Acoustic 

Design, has been responsible for voicing the Diamond 10 Series prior to 

production.Tlie VVharfedale Diamond 10.1 loudspeaker is available from July, 

with a suggested retail price of £ 199.95 per pair. Four high-quality cabinet 

finish options are available at launch — black, rosewood, cherry and walnut. 

For more information, see www.whaffedale.co.uk. 

MP FREE 
AdViS01 s to the British 

government have warned that 

around seven million people 

in the UK partake in illegal 

downloads, costing the economy 

tens of billions of pounds. 

Researchers found I.3m people 

using one file-sharing network on 

one weekday and estimated that 

over a year they had free access 

to material worth £ 120bn, thanks 

to fast broadband which allows 

the download of 200 MP3 music 

tracks to be downloaded in just 

five minutes.The government 

says work must be done interna-

tionally to tackle the problem. 

Intellectual Property Minister 

David Lammy is reported to 

have said that these statistics put 

into context the impact illegal 

downloads have had on copyright 

industries and the UK economy 

as a whole. He added that, " this is 

not an issue confined by national 

boundaries and I am sure that 

other [EU] mcmbcr states and 

their copyright industries will 

find this report of use in the 

development of policy." 

SPOTTED! 

SPACE 2009 
The new £89.95 Eton G6 Buzz Aldrin Aviator Radio 

celebrates fifty years of Space Exploration and forty 

years since NASA astronauts Buzz Aldrin and Neil 

Armstrong landed on the Moon. Its maker calls it a 

'space aged, pocket sized, world band radio for the 

traveller, radio or aircraft enthusiast". It will tune 

into just about everything on MW, FM, shortwave 

and the aircraft band, it's claimed, and it is one of the 

few modern designs to cover the Long wave, perfect 

for listening to the cricket throughout Europe in the 

summer. The feature list includes stereo sound, night-

time back- light, fast or slow tuning, international clock 

and wake-up alarms keep you on schedule, wherever 

your travels take you. For more information, call 

+44(0)23 92 313090 or click on www.etoncorp.co.uk. 

Some people will do anything to 

get their picture in the pages of this 

hallowed magazine! Ken Ishiwata caught 

sneaking a copy of his fave hi-fi rag in 

through the out door of the Munich 

High End Show at the end of May.. 
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Sporty 
Noel Keywood finds Emilie Labs' new KI-40L 
integrated to be a most unusual sounding 
valve amplifier... 

alve amplifiers come in 

a variety of categories, 

and understanding them 

helps make sense of what 

can be a fairly confusing 

field - especially nowadays 

where 'high end' has become synony-

mous with valves and there are ever 

more of them. Into this field comes 

Emilie Labs KI-40L, which I thought 

was an elegant and visually intrigu-

ing design based around a common 

arrangement of EL34 output valves 

working in push-pull - until I looked 

closer, that is.The slim, parallel sided 

envelope wasn't an EL34 at all but 

— surprisingly — a KT77, a fairly rare 

GEC substitute recently reissued by 

JJ of the Slovak Republic (see www.jj-

electronic.com) and NewSensor (see 

www.newsensor.com). a U.S./ Russian 

venture with manufacturing in Russia. 

Of these, Emille use the latter and it's 

a valve that gets plenty of praise on 

the internet, that's for sure. 

The EL34 is a popular valve in 

the Far East, and I like its lean, clean 

sound, full of delicacy and detail. It 

doesn't have the grunt of the big 

triodes, like 211 s and 845s, but it 

is a lot more svelte than the 6550, 

if not with the speed and kick of a 

KT88. However, for all round subtlety 

combined with affordable price and 

plentiful supply the EL34 is a great 

choice and a pair come for a very 

reasonable £35 or so. The KT77 

is a variant of the EL34 originally 

produced by GEC back in the 1950s 

under the Genalex brand name and 

is reputedly a guttsier sounding valve 

with a bit more body to its sound, 

but I admit I have never heard them. 

Originals are rare, and in their KI-40L 

Emilie Labs use NewSensor's new 

production version Genalex, with 

a replacement cost of around £64 

for a matched pair.These come with 

gold plated grid wire, carbonized 

screen grids, and a tri-alloy clad 

plate structure. So I thought the KI-

40L was going to be a nicely honed 

amplifier with well balanced pedigree, 

very suited to a Far East audience 

including Emille's home market, 

South Korea... 

But it wasn't quite 

like that. Emille seem 

to be harbouring within 

their factory walls some 

fairly knowledgeable and 

skilled tube nuts, because 

measurement showed 

the crucial output 

transformers of this 

amplifier are of 

exceptional ability 

and the sound 

was commensu-

rately surprising. 

So by no means is 

this a standard issue 

EL34 design, classically 

epitomised by Mullard's 5-

20 amplifier. The KI-40L is an 

altogether more sophisticated 

beast in every area, with a sound 

that had me both surprised and 

impressed. It was so clean, correct 

and punchy as to be quite eye 

popping; the KI-40L is a valve amp for 

real purists and has obviously been 

designed for listeners with very high 

expectations. 

In line with its substantial £5,780 

price tag, you get a substantially built 

amplifier weighing 30kgs, no less 

- a two man lift if your name is not 

Jeff Capes. Measuring 457mm wide, 

460mm deep and 256mm high the 

case is sizeable, but not so big it 

cannot be accommodated in most 

domestic settings. Cut outs in the 

aluminium side facilitate cooling and 

act as hand holds. Clear acrylic top 

panels are vented for cooling too, but 

KT77s don't need the heater current 

of big triodes or the 6C33C, so heat 

production isn't great, equivalent to a 

9 Watt light bulb.The light anodised 

aluminium bodywork with its satin 

finish looks both modern and smart. 

Press the side mounted power switch 

and the amplifier lights immediately, 

which surprised me for a few 

seconds before I realised that the 

preamplifier tubes have orange LEDs 

beneath them to strengthen the usual 

glow from the filaments.This being 

a refined design, there's no switch 

on noise at all - no thrum, hum or 

anything else. Emille say they make all 

their 

own 

transformers 

in-house and 

1 suspect this includes the mains 

transformer, explaining its lack of 

mechanical hum. 

Also quick to light is the small. 

round bias adjustment meter that 

sits on the front panel. Fixed bias 

gives more power from a valve but, 

contrary to what you might think 

from its name, needs adjustment. It's 

a simple, occasional process with the 

KI-40L, performed by turning a small 

potentiometer that sits just behind 

the front panel, by inserting a small 

plastic screwdriver (supplied) into 

each of four access holes. It's simply 

,etti 

9. 
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a matter 

of turning it so 

the needle settles into a 

small green area on the meter 

scale. It has a useful extra function 

of showing when the valve needs 

replacing, the KT77 being rated for 

5,000 hours minimum, run hard. It 

isn't run hard in this design though so 

should give nearer double that figure. 

Beneath the meter lie the bias valve 

selector, and then a five position 

input selector. Flanking this selector, 

at left and right are separate volume 

control knobs that move against click 

stops and are attached to high quality, 

audio grade Alps Blue Velvet potenti-

ometers. Setting volume is none 

too easy with these I found — they 

need synchronised wrist movement 

— and there is no remote control 

to do it for you.You must set each 

knob visually so its reference indent 

is in the same physical position. 

Independent volume controls provide 

a way of setting channel balance 

without degrading crosstalk though, 

which is why they find use in high 

quality amplifiers. 

The back panel carries gold 

plated phono inputs, left and right 

channels being separated at either 

sides of the chassis, as this is a dual 

mono amplifier Emille say, and indeed 

channel separation was a very wide 

99dB we found under measurement. 

There are 4 Ohm and 8 Ohm 

loudspeaker outputs from a tapped 

secondary winding. 

Power is connected by an 

IEC cord and Emille supply a fuse, 

screwdriver, handling gloves, plus 

manual.The lot comes packed in a 

wooden chest no less, with fishhook 

hasp to hold the lid closed - very 

natty. The KI-40L is straightforward 

and hassle free to use: just switch on 

and go.As always, valve amplifiers do 

take a good fifteen minutes or more 

to really get into their stride, but 

that's all you need... 

IOUND QUALITY 
I recognise the sound of 

this amplifier as one highly 

preened by the use of 

boutique components all 

the way through, reminding 

me very much of the sort 

of sound I used to get in 

the past when component 

tweaking World Audio 

Design valve amplifiers. 

Componentry has a big 

impact upon sound in valve 

amplifiers, where there are 

far fewer components 

than in solid-state 

amplifiers and so 

each one has a 

proportionately 

greater effect.The 

biggest indicator 

of this was the KI-

40L's super clear, 

but drily accurate 

and very brisk presen-

tation that I summarised in 

my listening notes as " stark but 

dramatic". Spinning Celine Dion's 

'I'm Alive' from the CD 'A New Day 

Has Come', released a tidal wave of 

detail at me, from a vividly forward 

midband that was seemingly bathed 

in an intense light. This painted Ms 

Dion as a starkly lit image centre 

stage with a microphone that seemed 

to be picking up almost superfluous 

amounts of information about what 

her oral parts were doing — if you'll 

pardon me putting it that way! — and 

I got the whole production thrown at 

me too, backing singers, added reverb 

and all else the mixing engineers had 

decided to embellish this track with. 

The amplifier's delivery is so full 

on, in best valve amplifier fashion, 

that it wasn't so much a case of 

straining to hear what the Emille was 

doing so much as having it thrown 

at me, complete with kitchen sink! 

I'm very much a valve amplifier man, 

as regular readers will know, so I've 

heard a few, but the KI-40L still took 
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REVIEW 

me by surprise. It isn't gently smooth, 

lullingly soft or easily spacious; it isn't 

like my own warm but expansive and 

relaxing 3008 amplifiers, nor like our 

MB845 thermionic equivalent of a 

Mack truck, which makes solid-state 

sound wimpish.The KI-40L peers 

right into a performance with a 

bright light. 

It has enormous bass grip, 

very deep bass too, just as our 

rneasur ements suggested it might, so 

bass lines were always forceful and 

very apparent. I'm not unused to 

valve amplifiers that have stronger 

bass than solid-state, but again the 

KI-40L left me in no doubt that 

it was exceptionally muscular in 

this area, the walking bass lines in 

Angelique Kidjo's 'Tatchedogbe' 

thundering around the listening room 

like a herd of charging elephants. 

I think that the apparent 

lighter timbre to Knopfler's voice 

I again noticed that the amplifier 

also has unusually airy treble whose 

harmonics seemed to ring out into 

infinite space. 

Here the KI-40L is very specif-

ically different from the herd and is 

a design apart in many ways.There 

may well be other valve amplifiers 

in the world able to match it this 

respect, but so far I haven't heard 

them.Valve amps don't normally 

work out to radio frequencies, but 

this one does and it seems to have 

a commensurately different quality. 

That's not to say that it doesn't 

have the classic strengths of a valve 

amplifier; expanded dynamics, super 

clear midband, deep soundstaging, 

but it has no soothing cloak to throw 

over music, rather it brings a large 

magnifying glass and a high intensity 

light to play — the antithesis of what's 

it orincs a high intensity icht to 
play - the antithesis of what's 
expected from valves..." 
speed of the amplifier, a function 

of the way it delivers bullet-fast 

leading edges, helped bring a sense 

of speed and timing to bass, plus 

clinical precision, that made for a 

quite dramatic "take no prisoners" 

sound. Emilie wind their own output 

transformers and as this amplifier has 

unparalleled bandwidth at both ends 

of the frequency spectrum there is 

something a little unusual somewhere 

under the bonnet, explaining why the 

KI-40L is no run of the mill design. 

And as I said earlier, valve amps 

trumpet their differences in a way 

solid-state amps do not.That the 

KI-40L has wideband transformers 

is subjectively fully reflected in its 

sound: bass runs dry and deep, as if 

Nautilus were close by. Treble had 

an airy, open quality that revealed 

the shimmering decays of cymbals in 

'New Day', but a vivid strength forced 

this perception upon me. 

Turning to LP I thought would 

bring me some salvation, but the KI-

40L showed its mettle here too, its 

brisk, forward midband bringing Mark 

Knopfler's voice close up to the mic., 

through a crisp clarity that shone a 

light. on his gravelly drawl in 'Madame 

Geneva's' from the beautifully cut 

LP ' Kill To Get Crimson'.The view 

was vividly frank and revealing, again 

an unembellished window onto the 

recording with dry analysis, pushed 

out by strong midband dynamics. 

The KI-40L showed that its sonic 

characteristics transfer from CD to 

LP, so strong are they. Apart from a 

expected from valves. 

Equally startling in a different 

way is the amplifier's bass grip: 

its seemingly endless extension 

downward into subterranean depths 

and its conspicuous power aren't 

what I expect to 

encounter.The KI-40L 

also exerts astonishing 

grip and control, and 

this would suddenly 

make itself known 

in moments like the 

powerful and resonant 

single strike of a drum 

in ' Madame Butterfly', 

that had real heft to it. 

Renee Fleming's voice 

was thrown from the 

loudspeakers with quite 

some force: I think 

opera lovers will find 

the KI-40L's revelatory 

midband and projective 

power quite breath-

taking. And lovers of 

Dance would enjoy the 

thunderous bass line 

behind Goldfrap's 'Ride 

A White Hot se' that is 

driven along by those 

KT77s.VVith the leading 

edge of the synthesiser 

spotlit, its sweeping 

chords penetrated the 

room well and Alison 

Goldfrap seemed 

to have gained new 

powers of enunciation. 

CONCLUSION 
This isn't a valve amplifier for those 

who like valve amplifiers! It's quite 

a different animal to most, and 

something of a new experience for 

me.VVhilst Quad II-eightys are clean 

and fast as valve amplifiers go, the 

Emille Labs KI-40L makes them sound 

mild mannered and discreet. Its stark 

ability lays its table out very plainly 

for all to hear. I sense some special 

engineering in the background here, 

for the KI-40L has a highly tuned 

and individual sound, a presentation 

all of its own.VVith a sense of great 

power plus extraordinary insight 

and resolution, it paints a strongly lit 

canvas of sound on which instruments 

and singers are portrayed with 

striking clarity. If you want to hear a 

rather special kind of valve amplifier 

this is one worth auditioning. 

VERDICT epode 
Unusually open and fast sounding 
valve amplifier, that's both deeply 
detailed and forceful. 

EMILLE LABS KI-40L £ 5,780 

Angelsound Audio 

©+44 (0)1923 352479 

www.angelsoundaudio.co.uk 

r0 controlled bass iF deep controlled 

open midband 

- extended treble 

AGAINST 

- twirl volume controls 

- no remote control 

- limited power 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 
The KI-40L had a measured output 

power of 28 Watts per channel on both 

channels, from both 8 Ohms and 4 Ohm 

taps, so secondary coupling efficiency 

was good. However, this is less than 

the 40 Watts claimed ( using Emille's 2% 

distortion limit) and because the KI-40L 

clips suddenly and hard, like a solid-

state amplifier ( indicative of substantial 

negative feedback), it could not produce 

significantly more than this, with 240V 

mains input. So the 40 Watts claimed 

appears optimistic. 

Distortion levels were unusually 

low, especially at low frequencies 

(40Hz) where the KI-40L was as linear 

as in the midband. Distortion was very 

low at high frequencies too, measuring 

just 0.05% at 10kHz, 1 Watt. 

The bandwidth of the KI-40L was 

extraordinary. Its high frequency limit 

measured 150kHz, -1dB, and it was flat 

up to this frequency, free from resonant 

peaking of any sort. It extended down 

to 4Hz at low frequencies and this again 

is a very low limit for a transformer, 

so Emille's output transformer is an 

unusually capable design. 

Input sensitivity was high at 150mV 

for full output, useful where an external 

phono preamp with limited gain is used. 

Hum and noise were negligible at - 

88dB. 

The KI-401 produces an unusual set 

of test results from a valve amplifier, 

with ultra wide bandwidth — more 

than most transistor amplifiers by a 

big margin — and very low distortion 

at all frequencies. Power output was 

disappointing, but adequate all the 

same when using high sensitivity 

loudspeakers. Measurement shows the 

KI-40L is quite different from most valve 

amplifiers. NK 

Power 

CD/tuner/aux. 

Frequency response 
Separation 

Noise 

Distortion 

Sensitivity 

Damping factor 

DISTORTION 

28 Watts 

4Hz-150kHz 

98dB 

-88dB 

0.05% 

150mV 

Oil 

11111 23156799 Input MS Frequency 

TED C111, vs F01001fle"' 

f 1 d2 d3 dl d5 d6 dI 
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GROUP TEST 

Wired For Sound 
Adam Smith connects up to a wide range of interconnects and loudspeaker cables 
at budget, mid- price and high end price points... 

TTs 

here are few areas of the hi-fi industry 

hat attract such diverse opinions as 

discussions over topics 

such as vinyl versus CD or DAB versus 

FM, pale into insignificance by compari-

on.At one extreme, you have the cable 

sceptics who take the attitude, "well, it's all just 

a bit of wire isn't it?" At the other are the cable-

worshippers whose systems are incomplete with-

out six feet of platinum plated, rare earth oxygen-

free metal, surrounded by seventeen layers of high 

tech, military standard dielectric, which costs more 

than most people earn in a year... 

The reality is that both positions are wide of 

the mark, and somewhere in the middle lies the 

right answer. Of course, precisely where depends 

on the personal proclivities — and the system 

being used — of the prospective purchaser. So the 

task in hand is to find a cable that suits you and 

your hi-fi — it's a little to simplistic to paint cables 

in arbitrary good versus bad terms. Care and 

patience in choosing the right cabling should help 

to balance anyone's system. 

With this in mind, we thought it was high 

time to take a broad look at what's available, to 

see what your money buys you at different price 

points both in material and sonic terms. We 

structured it by choosing two affordable items, 

two mid-price designs and two heading into exotic 

territory, for both analogue interconnects and 

loudspeaker cables. 

To give a sense of the sort of improvements 

gained from a good but basic starter cables, 

Techlink's Wires XS interconnect (£30) and Chord 

Company's Carnival Classic loudspeaker cable 

(£45 for a 3m pair) were used. In all cases, the 

interconnects were I m lengths, tested between 

both CD player and preamp plus turntable and 

phono stage, and all loudspeaker cables were 

terminated 3m lengths. 

INTERCONNECTS 

Kimber Tonik p18 £59 

Van den Hul The Thames p18 £125 

Missing Link 'The Link p19 £280 

MIT CVT Terminator 2 p19 £440 

Siltech Classic Anniversary 550i p20 f935 

Clearer Audio Optimus Reference p20 f960 

LOUDSPEAKER CABLES 

Black Rhodium Jive 

Supra Rondo Bi-wire 

Merlin Scorpion 

QED Genesis Silver Spiral p23 £470 

Synergistic Research Tesla Accelerator p24 £1,520 

Silver Arrow Daddy Reference p24 £1,800 

p21 £82 

p21 £ 105 

p23 £450 
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GROUP TEST 

VERDICT •••• 
A clean and detailed performer, this 

cable is a fine budget buy. 

KIMBER TONIK 

Russ Andrews 

IV + 44(0)845 345 1550 

www.russandrews.com 

£59 

FOR 

- top end detail 

- fine musicality 

AGAINST 

- limited depth perspective 

VERDICT ••••£ 
A richly rewarding interconnect with 
superb low level resolution and fine 

tonality. 

VDH THE THAMES 

Henley Designs 

C + 44(0)1235 511166 

www.henleydesigns.co.uk 

f125 

FOR 

- midband flow 

- low level detail 

AGAINST 

- too smooth for some? 

KIMBER TONIK £59 
This entry level interconnect uses 

three ultra-pure copper conductors in 

what Kimber call their 'Tri-Braid' field 

geometry, whereby the three conductors 

are interwoven.There is no overall 

screen and Kimber claim that this is 

not necessary as the aforementioned 

geometry performs just as good a job at 

rejecting RF interference — which is the 

function that the screen usually performs. 

Terminating each end are Kimber's 

'Ultratike' phono plugs and the cable is 

also available in a balanced configuration, 

with studio grade, silver plated XLR 

connectors. Finally, attenuated versions 

are also available for signal matching, 

should you require this. 

Swapping the budget reference 

Techlink Wires XS interconnects to the 

Kimbers brought about a subtle but 

effective change. Essentially, where the 

Techlinks can be a little opaque in terms 

of fine top end detail, the Toniks proved 

a real step forward.Treble gained a useful 

crispness and the upper mid and high end 

seemed to snap into better focus, giving 

a superior view of what was happening 

during the performance, particularly in 

the case of larger bands or orchestras. 

Bass lines were vivid and nicely 

underpinned the main performance 

without ever tending to dominate. Equally, 

across the midband, everything was well 

weighted and blessed of fine insight. 

Although accomplished in the terms of 

soundstaging depth, I found the difference 

the Kimbers made to be less pronounced 

— not least because the Techlinks are 

nicely atmospheric in this respect, if a 

little hazy in terms of absolute instrument 

placement. 

Whilst the Toniks definitely pulled 

performers into line with a vengeance, 

they weren't as three dimensional as is 

possible. There was a less dramatic sense 

of perspective than some cables I've 

heard, although this comes as no surprise 

considering their modest pricing.A 

musically enjoyable cable offering plenty 

of sound per pound. 

Kimber Tonik 

VAN DEN HUL THE THAMES £125 
This new affordable interconnect is 

specially designed "to provide the best 

possible signal transfer quality between 

your high end turntable and preamplifier 

at an affordable price", according to 

distributor Henley Designs. This is 

achieved through the use of a cable that 

exhibits a very low parasitic capacitance 

in order to minimise cartridge loading, 

plus a hybrid conductor design that 

utilises silver coated oxygen-free 

copper conductors enhanced with 

Linear Structured Carbon — a van 

den Hul development. In addition, the 

cable features an additional steel wire 

embedded between the two conductors 

for strength, but which also serves as a 

handy earth wire for your turntable. 

As someone who has used Van den 

Hul's Royal Jade loudspeaker cables 

on many occasions, I would swear that 

I could have identified The Thames 

interconnects blindfolded! I mean this in 

a good way as they definitely have van 

den Hul's signature sound; one that is 

richly detailed and sumptuously layered 

with a fine sense of space, atmosphere 

and midband fluidity. 

The Thames are definitely quite laid 

back performers, but by no means boring, 

capturing rhythms very well indeed 

and seemingly adding in a nicely judged 

extra layer of low end detail. Ultimately 

the vdHs may be a little too smooth for 

some, but I suspect many with brighter 

ancillaries will love them, thanks to the 

rich palette of sonic colours that they 

have at their disposal. 

As a final observation, that the design 

works to their intended purpose seems 

to have paid off as they were definitely 

even happier when placed between 

turntable and phono stage.As the blurb 

suggests, they do indeed perform very 

well in terms of low level resolution — 

making sure that none of those precious 

microvolts are corrupted in between 

stylus and preamp. Recommended. 
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MISSING LINK THE LINK' £280 
Moving into dearer territory, we have 

Missing Link's 'The Link' Interconnect, 

the base model in their Link family of 

cables, and smaller brothers to the 'Link 

Cryo Reference' reviewed very favourably 

by editor David Price in June.The Link 

also takes as its basis 99.999% pure 

silver, constructed in a solid core, and 

surrounded by a silicone jacket,This is 

further surrounded by a braided cover for 

protection and aesthetics and each end of 

the cable is terminated in Eichmann bullet 

plugs.The Missing Link are firm believers 

in crimping their cables to the plugs, but 

they then also surround the joints with 

solder as well for solidity.The final braid is 

available in a choice of Black,White, Purple 

or Blue — the aesthetics of the finished 

product are decent, although it's fair to say 

that the company has not lavished large 

amounts of thought to the cable's visual 

presentation.Whilst this may deter some 

of the cable-as-male-jewellery' brigade, 

others will like the fact that the money's 

obviously been spent on the wire inside... 

In use the Link proved distinctly out of 

the ordinary, offering a very detailed and 

crisp sonic picture. Leading edges of notes 

were beautifully precise and forthright, 

with no sense of hesitancy or blur. Equally, 

the tail end of the action rang out well 

across the soundstage, never outstaying its 

welcome but adding just the right sense 

of precision and timing to proceedings. 

This was matched by the bass end of 

the spectrum which was lithe, tight and 

focused, as well as being more than capable 

in both rhythmical and detail terms. 

To my ears, and in my system. I found 

the Link a little recessed sounding across 

the midband — it doesn't have an upfront 

presentation that grabs you by the seat 

of the pants. Instead, this cable is smooth 

and sumptuous, working on subtlety rather 

than flair. As such, it will prove an excellent 

palliative for those with brightly lit systems, 

but should fare less well in softer systems 

where some extra oomph is needed. 

MIT CVT Terminator 2 

Missing Link 'The Link' 

MIT CRT TERMINATOR 2 £440 

GROUP TEST 

Instantly recognisable by the big box 

along their length, the MIT CVT 

Terminator 2s benefit from MIT's' Multi 

Pole Network' technology, which aims 

to expand the bandwidth of a cable by 

increasing the single frequency pole of a 

conventional wire to a multi-pole type. 

To this end, each MIT design contains 

a network box fitted with a number 

of high quality components and, in the 

case of the CVT Terminator 2, expands 

the cable to an eight pole design.The 

new CVT cables are also known as 

'Hybrid Terminator' as they feature 

networks integrated with the Terminator 

modules used on more expensive 

designs, and also use a CVT Coupler to 

deal with energy reflected back at the 

source component. MIT state that this 

combination of technologies "control 

energy reflection at the input whilst 

increasing the articulation bandwidth 

at the output".The whole shebang also 

comes wrapped up in a very stylish, 

sturdy and well made construction. 

Firing up the MITs really made me 

sit up and take note. Generally, cable 

differences are reasonably subtle and 

occasionally only reveal themselves 

after a protracted listening period, but 

the CVT 2s are far from subtle in their 

operation! These shake your system 

awake, giving a slumbering amplifier a 

healthy boot up the input sockets, whilst 

simultaneously seeming to coax the 

music from your source with brimming 

enthusiasm. Bass was superbly articulate, 

detailed and punchy, bracketed by a crisp 

and spry top end. 

However, these aspects surrounded 

a seriously impressive midrange, which 

was open, characterful and revealing, 

but without being forensically hard. 

Yes, the MITs are definitely not laid 

back smoothies like the van den HuIs, 

and they also take a good few days of 

continuous running to find their feet, 

being a little imprecise in the meantime. 

That said, though, they are vivacious, fun 

and seriously exciting performers. 

VERDICT ••••£ 
Delicate, smooth and finessed cable 
that should be partnered with forward 
sounding systems for the best sound 
balance. 

MISSING LINK THE LINK £280 

The Missing Link 

(C + 44(0)1623 844478 

www.the-missing-link.net 

FOR 

- superlative treble precision 

- fluid, musical bass 

AGAINST 

- gentle midband 

- aesthetic presentation 

VERDICT 000011 
Lively, gripping and engaging sound 
makes for a visceral listening 
experience. 

MIT CVT TERMINATOR 2 E440 

Audiobility 

44(0)870 777 2991 

www.audiobility.co.uk 

FOR 

- build quality 

- superbly integrated sound 

AGAINST 

I - long run in 
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GROUP TEST 

VERDICT 1111•911 
Exceptional cables that are beautifully 
made and sound absolutely divine. 

SILTECH CLASSIC 

ANNIVERSARY 5501 £935 

JE Sugden and Co. Ltd 

+44(0)1924 404088 

www.sugdenaudio.com 

FOR 

- profound detail 

- midband space 

- construction and finish 

AGAINST 

- not cheap! 

VERDICT OM» 
Exceptionally quiet, tidy and focused 
sounding cables with excellent low 
level detail and interference immunity. 

CLEARER AUDIO SILVER LINE 

OPTINIUS REFERENCE £960 

Clearer Audio 

C,+44(0)1702 543981 

www.cleareraudio.com 

FOR 

- superbly balanced sound 

- electrically very 'quiet' 

AGAINST 

- physically unwieldy 

Siltech Classic 

Anniversary 550i 

SILTECH CLASSIC 
ANNIVERSARY 5501 £935 
Now we are heading into serious 

territory, with this cable only leaving you 

with a handful of audiophile LPs worth of 

change from £ 1,000! Upon opening the 

box however, it's possible to see where 

at least some of this budget has gone as 

the cables are nothing short of stunning. 

Heavy and sturdy, and featuring phono 

plugs and termination pods so highly 

polished I could see my face in them, 

I was almost afraid to touch the 550is 

in case I left fingerprints! Siltech are 

of the opinion that it is less about the 

conductor material than the purity of it, 

and so the Anniversary 550is are based 

around G7 silver-gold conductors, which 

Siltech claim has "no audible distortion". 

This conductor is wrapped in EPTFE 

Polyimide Air FEP E-Silicon insulators in a 

dual balanced coaxial configuration. 

If the MIT cables had me sitting 

upright in my seat, the Siltechs nearly had 

me falling off it, as they once again took 

the music in hand and really showed 

what it was all about. Once again, the 

staples of crisp, clear treble offering 

majestically soaring highs plus solid bass 

imbued with fine detail and oodles of 

pace were well in place, but what was 

in-between these almost took my breath 

away. Just as everything seems brighter, 

new and more vivid after a summer 

rain shower, so everything I passed 

through the Siltechs seemed more 

lifelike, more insightful and more 'real' 

somehow. I didn't seem to be listening to 

a record or CD any more, but the band 

themselves, set up nicely at the end of 

my room. 

This sheer transparency across the 

midband was a revelation and just kept 

me coming back for more and more. 

Female vocalists simply stepped out of 

the loudspeakers and orchestras seemed 

to have doubled in size compared to my 

£30 Techlink cables. Nothing escaped 

the Siltech cables, but they were never 

less than totally composed and vividly 

enlightening. Superb. 

CLEARER AUDIO SILVER LINE 
OPTIMUS REFERENCE £960 
This company is another relative 

newcomer to the audio scene, being 

founded in 2003, and the Silver-Line 

Optimus Reference items are the flagship 

interconnects.These feature 6 nines 

Super Pure Silver conductors insulated 

by super low loss polyethylene. Clearer 

Audio's six layer Star Shielding system 

also makes an appearance, with all layers 

grounded in what is termed a ' Parallel 

Earthing System'. Clearer Audio claim 

this results in an attenuation over the 

EMI spectrum of greater than I 30dB.To 

augment this, the Optimus Silver Lines 

are fitted with Super Suppressor ferrite 

rings and the whole cable is braided. 

The Optimus References are very sturdy 

however; almost too sturdy as they are 

unyielding and unwilling to bend very 

much, which makes installation and 

positioning tricky. 

Sonically the Clearer Audios offer 

a fascinating sound. They are supremely 

clean and open, with fine detailing and a 

dramatic absence of noise and low level 

'mush' suggesting that Clearer Audio's 

attention to RF shielding has been 

successful.As a result, quieter passages of 

music come through uncannily loud and 

clear, and the Optimus Silver References 

proved themselves more than able to 

pull each and every subtlety in from the 

furthest reaches of an orchestra pit. 

Although their soundstage isn't 

quite as expansive as some others, the 

instruments within are rendered with 

breathtaking clarity, their positions 

rendered with architectural precision - 

these interconnects have an exceptional 

ability to lock all performers firmly 

into place. Considering that this is 

underpinned by a lucid, flowing and well 

weighted bass, you have a highly cohesive 

sounding cable that thoroughly justifies 

its premium price tag. That ultra tidy and 

well ordered sound will win these many 

friends. 
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BLACK RHODIUM JIVE £82 
And so to the loudspeaker cables! In 

the past decade or so, Black Rhodium 

have established themselves as 

purveyors of fine quality cables (of both 

interconnect and loudspeaker variety) 

over a wide but ostensibly affordable 

price band.The Jive loudspeaker cables 

are the second step up in their range, 

above the excellent value for money 

Disco series. Jive is said to improve 

on its smaller brother by "means of 

doubling the conductor size to deliver 

extended bass and more precise stereo 

Imaging". The Jive consists of 24 tinned 

copper conductors, 0.2mm in diameter, 

twisted together and held in a silicone 

rubber sheath.A bi-wire version is also 

available containing 4 conductors, and 

the cables can be provided terminated 

in either spade or 4mm banana plugs. 

Firing up the Jives after a spot 

of listening to my starting points, the 

Chord Carnival Classic, revealed a 

subtle shift in overall sonic nature. The 

Chords are quite peppy, occasionally 

betraying their budget price by 

becoming a little sharp and fizzy, but the 

Black Rhodium cables are an altogether 

smoother proposition.The top end 

and upper midrange are well judged 

and nicely balanced, offering insight but 

without heading towards sharpness. 

Equally, the Jives maintained an air 

of quiet competence no matter what 

sort of music they were fed with - 

precisely what is needed with a budget 

loudspeaker cable, At the bottom end, 

things had a fine sense of authority and 

weight, although bass wasn't quite as 

propulsive as with some cables. Jive is a 

very cleverly voiced design considering 

the ancillaries it's likely to be used 

with - it makes the most of modest 

amplifiers and loudspeakers without 

pushing either into stridency. An 

impressive entry level wire then - just 

as we'd expect from Black 

Rhodium. 

Supra Rondo 4x2.5T 

GROUP TEST 

SUPRA RONDO 4X2.51 £105 
The second of our more affordable 

loudspeaker cable contenders comes from 

Sweden's Jenving Technology, under the 

Supra name.Trading now for over thirty 

years. Supra say that their aim is to make 

"no nonsense design" products with the 

highest possible quality and their portfolio 

extends to loudspeaker, interconnect, digital 

cables and a huge range of connectors, 

amongst others.The Rondo family of 

loudspeaker cables come one above the 

entry level Classic series and are available 

in both conventional and bi-wire formats. 

In both cases the cable consists of 2.5mm 

diameter tin plated oxygen free copper 

conductors in a PVC jacket, and Supra 

supplied the review items terminated in 

their Combicon plugs which are in two 

parts — one is a screw terminal that clamps 

onto the cable and then a banana or spade 

'end' is screwed into this. Supra strongly 

espouse this solder-free method on sound 

quality grounds, but it does theoretically 

allow the cable to be open to the air and 

eventual oxidisation. 

Connecting the Rondos up for normal, 

non bi-wire, operation revealed a highly 

detailed and insightful sound.The top end 

of the frequency spectrum was impressively 

forthright and this gave the overall sound a 

confidently projective nature, although this 

would be something to look out for, for 

those people whose systems are already a 

little bright. Still with good source material 

the Supra was there to make the most of it 

- and the midband was also very open and 

detailed, with a real sense of atmosphere, 

even if it proved a fraction less rhythmically,. 

committed than some rivals. 

At the low end, the Supra's bass dug 

impressively deep, giving a clear rendition of 

the attack transients of a bass guitar string 

being plucked for example - even if outright 

dynamics were subtly softened. Interestingly, 

the low frequencies were little warmer than 

the spry midband would have suggested, 

making this cable quite a sumptuous listen, if 

not the most incisive cable on the market.A 

tidy yet slightly sumptuous sounding piece 

of wire, this proved an impressive product. 

VERDICT OMNI £ 
Fine starter speaker cable with a well 
oaiancea ana pleasingly neutral souna.  

BLACK RHODIUM JIVE £82 

Black Rhodium 

,C + 44(0)1332 342233 

www.blackrhodium.co.uk 

FOR 
- excellent value for money 

- smooth, even performance 

AGAINST 

- rhythmically relaxed 

VERDICT Oelle 
With a spry and crisp treble and 
midband allied to a warm bass, this 
is a pleasantly euphonic cable to 
listen to. 

SUPRA RONDO 4X2.5T £105 

Wavelength Distribution 

1)+44(0)1223 441299 

www.supracables.co.uk 

FOR 
- pleasing tonal balance 

- tidy, clean character 

- atmospheric treble 

AGAINST 

- well lit top end Black Rhodium Jive 
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KI-40L 
STEREO INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER 

Distributed in the UK by Angelsound Audio 
www.angelsoundaudio.co.uk 
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Merlin Scorpion 

MERLIN SCORPION £450 
Merlin Cables are another member of 

that elite band of small British manufac-

turers who are gradually carving a 

name for themselves in the wire world. 

Indeed, they've recently succeeded in 

making their cables available through 

Amazon, which is an impressive feat.This, 

combined with their thirty day home trial 

offer, means that finding their cables need 

not involve a long and protracted trek 

to a dealer miles away. These Scorpion 

cables are second only to the Dragon 

in their range. and consist of a ' Hybrid 

Core' construction that Merlin claim 

offers the best of both solid core and 

multi-core worlds. This involves the use 

of twelve miniature solid core centres, 

surrounded by an Inert Resin Coating, 

spun into a helical spiral to improve RF 

rejection, and then surrounded by a thick 

copper screen.As a result of this complex 

construction. Merlin do not generally 

supply their cables unterminated, but 

offer banana plugs or Furutech spades at 

each end. 

Kicking the music into life through 

the Merlins revealed a lovely, bright, clean 

and crystal clear top end, underpinned 

by a highly detailed and pleasingly charac-

terful midrange. As a result, singers 

came across very well, and the nature of 

individual instruments was easy to pick up 

on and follow. Setting up a nicely balanced 

soundstage, the Scorpions proved to be 

most adept at bringing the music out of 

the loudspeakers in a naturally believable 

way, which was very enjoyable to listen to. 

At the low end, I found the bass 

to be satisfyingly warm and fulsome 

— making this cable ideal for bass- light 

systems, although it wasn't quite as 

propulsive as some others.With partic-

ularly distinguished treble and midband 

performance, the Scorpion is perfect for 

lovers of choral, folk and acoustic music 

and/or forward sounding systems.These 

cables sing with whatever music you play, 

or whatever system you play them with. 

QED Genesis Silver Spiral 

QED GENESIS SILVER 
SPIRAL £470 
In terms of loudspeaker cable, I think 

QED probably have one of the best 

known names of all, as there's a very 

good chance that the majority of people 

reading this will have taken their first step 

on the cable ladder thanks to QED 79 

strand — the person writing this certainly 

did! However, the Genesis Silver Spirals 

are a little more technically advanced than 

good old 79 strand, and mark a substantial 

step up in both price and performance. 

The Genesis Silver Spirals have nine 

bunches of 5 nines silver plated copper, 

wrapped in ultra thin low loss LDPE 

insulation in a triple concentric spiral 

geometry.This is covered by an isolated 

PVC outer jacket and the resulting cable 

is delivered all coiled smartly in a very 

neat pouch. It is also certainly chunky — at 

over 16mm in diameter, you won't be 

hiding this under the carpet! 

In use, the Genesis Silver Spiral is 

as transparent as it looks physically.The 

silver content certainly adds a fine level 

of filigree detail to proceedings, but the 

whole cable is very well judged, although 

with an overall balance that is on the 

brighter side of neutral.Treble detail is 

impeccably ordered and crisp, and the 

midrange projects beautifully out of the 

loudspeakers to deliver a well weighted 

atmospheric result. 

All this is handily backed up by a so 

and punchy low end that also turns in 

a lithe and swift sense of fluidity across 

the upper bass and lower midrange. 

This means rhythms are dealt with 

expertly and the Genesis Silver Spiral 

has no trouble boogying when required. 

Instruments and vocalists came through 

with body and depth, meaning that the 

music seemed in no way curtailed or held 

back, but allowed to breathe and flow. 

A very fine premium priced loudspeaker 

cable, best suited to smooth, mellow 

systems. 

REVIEW 

VERDICT eilee 
Atmospheric and lucid sounding cable 
with a satisfyingly pleasant sound. 

MERLIN SCORPION £450 

Merlin Cables 

©+44(0)870 321 0215 

www.merlincables.com 

FOR 

- top end detail 

- midrange insight 

- pleasing overall balance 

AGAINST 

- gentle rhythms 

VERDICT elm» 
Excellent cable that offers a musically 
satisfying and sonically balanced 

performance. 

QED GENESIS SILVER 

SPIRAL £470 

Armour Home Electronics 

r)+44(0)1279 501111 

www.qed.co.uk 

I FOR 

- musical integrity 

1- well balanced 

AGAINST 

- nothing at the price 
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GROUP TEST 

VERDICT 1111Meil 
Technically unique and with 
exceptional sound, this takes the 
science of cables to a new level. 

SYNERGISTIC RESEARCH 

TESLA ACCELERATOR £ 1,520 

ABC Audio 

C + 44(0)208 819 4274 

www.abc-audio.co.uk 

FOR 

- fabulous neutrality 

- eye-opening bass detail 

- effective active shielding 

AGAINST 

- not cheap, sadly! 

VERDICT •••• 
Finely balanced performers with 
great upper bass speed and overall 
resolution. 

SILVER ARROW DADDY 

REFERENCE £1,800 

Rochester Hi-Fi 

e  + 44 (0)845 300 9056 

www.rochesterfti-fi.co.uk 

FOR 

- lithe upper bass 

- pleasingly sweet tone 

- consistency 

AGAINST 

- formidable price 
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Synergistic Research Tesla 

Accelerator 

SYNERGISTIC RESEARCH TESLA 
ACCELERATOR £1,520 
Moving into the high end bracket of this 

test, the Tesla Accelerators are Synergistic 

Research's new cables named after 

Nikola Tesla, the scientist who made huge 

progress in the fields of electricity and 

magnetism, and gave his name to the unit 

of Magnetic Flux Density. Appropriately, 

the cables incorporate some very unusual 

technologies, including the Tesla Tricon 

cable geometry that Synergistic Research 

claim "focuses the signal in the same 

way that a lens focuses light".The other 

notable feature is Zero Capacitance 

Active Shielding, which claims to,"signifi-

cantly improve cable bandwidth especially 

in the areas of low frequency extension 

and control" by applying a DC Voltage to 

the cable's shield through miniature DC 

sockets woven into the cables.A plug-in 

'wall wart' power supply is provided to 

aspirate this, and blue LEDs in the cable 

show when it is active. 

Starting with the shielding unpowered 

the Tesla Accelerators proved highly 

impressive from the off.They have 

a focused sense of feisty musicality 

combined with a lightness of touch 

about them that seems to not impede 

the music's passage from source to 

loudspeaker in any way at all. In essence, 

I was struck by their neutrality across 

the entire frequency range and the way 

in which they simply allowed the music 

to flow, And then I plugged the power 

supplies in, and things really took a leap 

forward... 

Now the upper mid and treble gainel 

more air and detail. In the tradition of 

so many subtle upgrades, everything just 

seemed that little better etched within the 

soundstage. Most notable was at the low 

end, when bass detail took a huge leap 

forward, and my loudspeakers seemed to 

have been given a clip round the ear and 

told to really perform - or else! The Tesla 

Accelerators made light work of whatever 

it threw at them, seemingly loving it all. 
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SILVER ARROW DADDY 
REFERENCE £1,800 
Silver Arrow may be a new name to 

many but they are becoming well 

known thanks to their use of exotic 

materials such as palladium in their 

interconnects.The intriguingly named 

'Daddy Reference' loudspeaker 

cables reviewed here don't go quite 

this exotic, but still make use of 

multiple 99.99% pure silver foils in an 

air, natural cotton and PTFE dielectric 

matrix to give rise to what is 

apparently "one of the finest speaker 

cables on Earth", no less! Admittedly. 

the finish is very good, although 

the cables are surprisingly light in 

weight which does tend to diminish 

the sense of perceived value, but as 

always it's the sound that counts... 

Sonically speaking, the Silver 

Arrows fare better than their 

understated looks might suggest. 

Immediately they announce 

themselves as sprightly performers, 

with fine levels of top end and 

midrange resolution, and a nicely 

judged sense of spatiality and timing. 

In soundstage terms, things are well 

weighted, pleasingly deep and with 

everything immaculately ordered in-

between the loudspeakers. 

At the low end, bass is clean 

and tight, not perhaps digging as low 

as some other top contenders, but 

always remaining unerringly tuneful. 

As is so often the case, the tradeoff 

from losing a little welly however, is 

that the upper bass is highly taut and 

swift, allowing bass lines to start and 

stop with great precision - making 

for a very propulsive sound. All in 

all, the Daddy References are utterly 

enjoyable musical companions. They 

simply have no objectionable traits, 

which is just what you want from a 

cable - other than that esoteric price 

tag of course! 

Silver Arrow Daddy Reference 



CONCLUSION 

T
o those outside our clois-
tered circle of audiophiles, 

a cable is a cable, and that's 

all.The non-believers can-

not possibly see why hi-fi 

buffs get excited over such 

things and more importantly, why we 

should bother spending such ridicu-

lous amounts of money when the 

equipment usually comes with one in 

the box in the first place! The prob-

lem is of course that, whether we 

like it or not, there's more to it than 

that — as this test showed. 

Taking the interconnects first, 

the prices of those items tested 

ranged from £59 up to £960 and the 

contenders came in all shapes and 

sizes. Starting with the Kimber Toniks, 

these are fine and steady performers, 

offering a decent step up in terms of 

detail and precision over my chosen 

£30 starting point interconnects. If 

rhythm and timing are your passions, 

then the Kimbers can be given a 

confident recommendation at their 

price. If you do like a bit more 

atmosphere however, then look no 

further than the slightly pricier van 

den Hul Thames, which is a superbly 

detailed and relaxed performer that 

punches well above its weight in 

sonic terms and suits a vinyl source 

down to the ground — just as the 

manufacturer claims... 

Spending a little more will put 

you into Missing Link and MIT 

territory, and it was here for me 

that differences became more 

pronounced. Starting with the Missing 

Link cables, they're not the most 

lavish in terms of presentation, but 

they were certainly highly polished 

in their sound. So much so that 

the midband might be a little too 

recessed — if you're a headbanger 

like me.The other side of this is that 

if you're running a bright or maybe 

even starkly explicit sounding system, 

their poise and polish makes them 

absolutely ideal.The MITs however 

carry no such caveat — they are 

Si!tech Classic Anniversary 550. 

simply rhythmical, lively, detailed and 

fun. Granted, they could be a little 

too much on the end of a more 

forward system, but I'll wager that 

more people will love them than 

loathe them. 

For the biggest outlay of all in 

the interconnect class, we have the 

Clearer Audio Optimus References, 

which are hefty and solid almost to 

the point of being a bit awkward 

to deal with! Persevere though, and 

they reward with a distinctive sound 

that's characterised by the complete 

and utter absence of any unwanted 

noise - they're a classically neutral 

reference cable, which is precisely 

what so many system builders crave. 

Then we have the Siltech Classic 

Anniversary 550is which could either 

be cables or jewellery, depending 

on your point of view. If you wear 

them round your neck though, 

you'll be missing out as they're one 

of the most impressive sounding 

interconnects I've yet heard.These, 

I felt, would move even the most 

hardened cable sceptic! 

Moving to the loudspeaker 

cables, we have the black Rhodium 

Jive and Supra Rondo 4x2.5T at the 

budget end.The smooth Jives are a 

bargain frankly, and turn in a properly 

grown-up performance for a properly 

Synergistic Research Tesla Accelerator. 

detailed and beautifully made, they're 

an essential audition at the price if 

you're running a smoother sort of 

system. 

Coming to the top of the tree, 

and changing the order slightly, 

we have the Silver Arrow Daddy 

references.These are intriguing 

designs as they really are rather 

super, offering a mature and polished 

take on things.A little more low 

end weight would have been nice 

in my system, but actually many 

will crave their balanced but gutsy 

nature.The Synergistic Research Tesla 

Accelerator proved exceptional value. 

Oh, yes, they have the power supplies 

"to anyone who still doesn't believe cables 
bring real changes to the sound after they've 
chewed through this little lot, there's 
probably no arguing with you!" 
budget price.The sound never 

screams "cheap!" at you when you 

listen to them, which is just what you 

should be looking for at this end of 

the market. Ditto the Supras, which 

are generally warm and easy-going 

performers, with a smidgen more 

treble detail and a touch less drive in 

the bass. An effective mid-price cable, 

especially if your listening material 

is of good quality, and comes via a 

smooth CD player or turntable. 

Moving to the middle ground, the 

Merlin Scorpions are a neat step up 

from the budget items, developing 

a clear and well defined sense of 

authority across the mid and treble 

and a well balanced soundstage. 

Ultimately their slightly genteel 

bass didn't suit my system, 

but I could still discern 

their many fine qualities. 

The QED Genesis Silver 

Spirals however need no such 

qualification, as they proved great all 

rounders - well weighted throughout 

the frequency range, atmospherically 

and the flash shielding and the blue 

LEDs but one listen will make you 

realise that these are not simple 

showroom gimmicks — they really 

work. With confidence and detail 

the like of which I've seldom heard 

before - plus a brilliant bass with 

those unusual power supplies running 

— these should be at the top of your 

audition list if you have the system 

and the budget to do them justice. 

So, to anyone who still doesn't 

believe cables bring real changes 

to the sound of your system after 

they've chewed through this little lot, 

I think there's probably no arguing 

with you. Likewise, to those conspir-

acists who think it's all a con and 

they're almost as good (or as bad) 

as each other regardless of price, I 

would implore you to go and listen 

for yourself — the differences can 

be profound. Match carefully to the 

system you're using — and the sort 

of sound you love — and a sensibly 

chosen set of cables is a sound 

investment. 
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Music is our Passion 

OUR CURRENT PRE-OWNED STOCK LIST: 

Wavac MD805m Valve monoblocks. One owner 

from new and very very rare indeed. Stunning 

reviews, cost new (£ 17000) 16 months old only, 

unmarked condition, original box and packing. £8295 

Plinius P8 Power amplifier. Boxed in quite excellent 

condition. One very minor mark to front plate. One 

owner from new, great reviews. (£3600) £ 1495 

MBL 7008 Integrated amplifier. One owner, 

boxed, manuals. As new condition. Brilliant reviews. 

(£6500) £4878 

Van den Hull ( VDH ) Array A-1 pre-amplifier. 

One owner from new and a very rare item indeed. 

Costing the best part of £3000 when new, this 

pre-amplifier will surprise many with its incredible 

performance. (£3000) £ 1395 

MBL 6010D Reference Pre-amp. Boxed in as new 

condition, one owner from new and a huge saving on 

new price. (£ 16800) £7999 

Quad 909 Power Amplifier. One owner from new, 

4 months old. Unmarked, boxed, manuals. 

(£999.95) £625 

Eastern Electric MiniMax Pre-amp. Boxed in as new 

condition, one owner from new and only a few months 

old. 5 year warranty. FREE Chord SuperScreen mains 

lead (£95) Fantastic reviews. (£1195) £795 

DIGITAL 

Accoustic Arts DAC1 mk4. Full balanced operation, 

current spec. One owner from new, unmarked 

condition. Boxed, manual. 5-year warranty for the new 

owner. (£3950) £2295 

McIntosh MCD201 SACD player. One owner 

from new in outstanding condition with original box/ 

packing. Great reviews. Built in pre-amp, so can be 

used directly into a power amplifier. (£3495) £1895 

Sugden CD21 Series 2 one owner from new, 

unmarked condition, boxed, manuals, remote. 

(£1400) £895 

Linn lkemi CD Player. Absolutely mint condition. 

One owner, boxed, manual. A simply stunning red 

book cd player. Uniquely, the Linn has an AES/EBU 

digital output, making it an excellent transport for 

use with a high end DAC. (cost new £2000) 5-year 

warranty £1049 

Raysonic 228 two box cd player. Stunning red book 

cd replay. One owner, upgrade vintage Mullard NOS 

valves included (cost £300). Unmarked condition. 

(£3800 - £4100 inc valves) £2495 

MSB Platinum DAC Ill. One owner from new. 

Amazing Stereophile review. Boxed, manuals, 

unmarked. With volume control and balanced 

analogue input. (£6600) £3650 

Perpetual Technologies P-la 24 bit upsampler with 

the upgrade Monolithic PSU, both boxed, one owner 

from new in excellent condition (£ 1350) £495 

LOUDSPEAKERS 

LSA2 Towers - Signature Series Loudspeakers. 

Excellent condition (some minor marks), one owner, 

original boxes, packing, approx. 15 months old. 

Stunning in Rosewood finish. (£3575) £1695 

Quad ESL 989 in the vintage finish (additional 

cost option). One owner from new. Original boxes, 

packing. Stunning condition and very rare and highly 

desirable. (£5000) £2195 

Audio Note AX-2 Loudspeakers. One owner from 

new, 2 years old, boxed in unmarked condition, a real 

bargain speaker. (£595) £249 

Revel Performa M22 Speakers. One owner from 

new, boxed in cherry. A couple of minor marks. 

Stunning performance. (£1700) £949 

Manger 103/3 ZeroBox ZB speakers. One owner 

from new and around 30 months old. These are very 

rare and cost new today £7.5k for the standard finish 

and £8.5k in the Burr veneer finish of this pair. 

Boxed in excellent condition £3295 

MBL 111E Loudspeakers. Finished in black. One 

owner from new, very very rare. (£24500) £ 15475 

Audio Physic Avanti V. Current spec in cherry. 

One owner from new (approx 13 months old), boxed, 

manuals. Unmarked. Great reviews. (£8395) £4995 

Tannoy Tumberry SE - very rare and only 4 months 

old. One owner, boxed as new - huge saving on new 

price. (£3350) £2295 

Tannoy ST200 superlhveeters. Top of the range 

and only 4 months old. One owner from new. Boxed, 

unmarked. Being sold only as a package with the 

Superlinks below. (£ 1200) £749 

Tannoy Superlinks - for use with any Tannoy 

supertweeter. One owner only 4 months old. 

As new. (£300) £ 150 

Please ask about our 

unbeatable part-exchange 

programme. 

> Loudspeakers 

> Amplification 

> Digital 

> Analogue 

> Cables 

> System Infrastructure 

> Accessories 

> Pre-Owned 

ATC SCM19 in Cherry, one owner, as new. 

(£1524) £995 

ATC SCM 50 ASL active speakers in Yew, one 

owner, unmarked. Current spec (£9415) £5495 

Audio Physic Virgo V. Latest spec, approx 13 

months old and finished in Cherry. (£5033) £2995 

ANALOGUE 

Krell KPE Reference Phono Stage (2-box). 

One owner from new, comes with manual (no original 

box and packing) excellent condition and regarded by 

many as one of the finest available. (£2600) £895 

Whest PS20 complete with MSU20. One owner from 

new, stunning 2-box phono stage in black, original box 

and packing. Incredible reviews. (£ 1299) £595 

Pathos in the Groove mk11 phono stage. 

Spectacular performer with separate battery power, 

disconnecting the phono stage directly from the 

mains. Unused, as new. (£1800) £895 

MAINS CONDITIONING 

lsotek Titan, One owner from new, original box 

and packing. Unmarked condition. (£1695) £825 

Vertex AQ Taga - 6-way distribution mains filter. 

Great reviews. One owner from new, unmarked. 

(£868) £595 

Vertex AQ Jaya, boxed with manual, some very 

slight marks, one owner. (£302) £225 

Isotek GII Minisub, boxed new, unused. Huge 

saving on new price. (£599) £425 

Isotek Premium Mains Cable, boxed as new - 

1.5m - Three Core Annealed Oxygen Free Copper 

for better signal transmission. (£75) £49 

CABLES 

Vertex AQ HiRez Solfonn XLR interconnect. 

1.5m. 8 months old. Original Technology demonstrator 

for the new HiRez range of cables. As new condition, 

stunning performance. (£2990) EPOA 

HMS Sestetto Mk2 XLR Digital Cable Wonderful 

digital aes/ebu cable with original box and packing. 

1m Length, 110ohm. £95 

PEACE OF MIND CHARTER 
• 5 year first owner warranty on all new and pre-owned equipment* 

• 14 day no quibble exchange plan 

• ' Industry best' part exchange prices 

• Free room optimisation consultation using o.. proprietary software 

* terms & conditions apply 



Esoterica 
R

emember Aurex? Back 
in the late seventies, 

Toshiba's premium brand 

invented the concept of 

the high end mini system. 

The TEAC Refefence 600 

system you see here is surely its true 

spiritual successor. It comprises the 

new AG-H6OODNT Stereo Internet-

Radio Receiver with DAB and match-

ing PD-H600 CD Player.And with 

a combined system price of £ 1,000, 

they have design input from TEAC's 

own premium brand - Esoteric. 

The £700 AG-H6OODNT 

receiver sports a claimed 75W per 

channel from the direct FET Power 

MOSFET amplifier with discrete 

dual mono layout and large toroidal 

power transformer, There's a DAB/ 

AM/FM RDS and Internet-Radio 

tuner, courtesy of the latest Frontier 

Silicon Venice 6 module (which is 

one of the best currently available). 

The amp sports six inputs (including 

phono, tuner, CD, iPod, Aux, plus one 

for an optional £30 DS20 iPod dock), 

with a front-mounted USB port for 

easy connectivity of external digital 

sources. Complete with Ethernet 

and VVi-Fi capability, a Tone Direct 

switch and dimmable dot-matrix 

fluorescent display, its vital statistics 

are 295x90x320mm and 6.8kg. 

The £400 PD-H600 CD 

player also uses a toroidal power 

transformer, and has a smooth 

loading, well finished sliding disc 

drawer.The transport plays CDs 

plus data discs with MP3 and/or 

WMA files, via the 24bit/192kHz 

Delta-sigma D/A converter. Round 

the back there's the usual analogue 

line outs plus a single coaxial digital 

output.The front dot-matrix FL 

display (also dimmable) matches that 

of the receiver.Vital statistics are 

also identical, with weight being one 

kilogram less.There's a USB port 

for MP3 file playback. Both units 

are said to feature audiophile-grade 

components throughout, and the 

circuits have been carefully designed 

to simplify the audio signal path, says 

TEAC. Needless to say, the thick 

black aluminium finish looks superb. 

SOUND QUALITY 
TEAC amplifiers have always had 

a very distinctive sound - peppy, 

bouncy and energetic with a strong, 

grippy and supple bass, a wide open 

midband and a bright spry treble. 

The AG-H600 does all this, but lacks 

some of the midband fuzz that the 

cheaper Reference amps possess. 

It brings a cleaner, more three 

dimensional soundstage, and a degree 

of tonal richness which - if it cannot 

be called warmth, can certainly be 

described as a dash of colour. Factor 

all this in with a characteristically 

clean and open TEAC CD player 

sound, and you have a very engaging 

system for your one thousand notes. 

Madonna's 'Borderline', a thin and 

clanky sounding piece of mid eighties 

pop, proved surprisingly listenable 

- not smooth you understand, but 

not the expected aural assault course 

Developed by the 

company's specialist 

high end ' Esoteric' 

engineers, TEAC's 

new PD-H600/AG-

H6OODNT mini 

component system 
proves less is more, 

says David Price... 

either. I was impressed by the big, 

fat bass line, and also the relative 

restraint with which Ms. Ciccone's 

nasal strains were rendered. Likewise, 

Coldplay's 'Speed of Sound' began 

with crashing digital piano chords, 

pleasantly sparkling with harmonics. 

The drum kit thumped gutsily 

through my Yamaha NS 1000M 

loudspeakers, the amplifier appearing 

to have every one of its seventy five 

Watts alive and kicking. The track's 

nice on-and-off-the-beat hi-hat 

work was beautifully timed, while 

the morass of keyboards through 

the song's bridge to the chorus 

sounded suitably sweeping and 

ethereal. Enjoyable stuff - but the fun 

continued with Miles Davis's 'Kind 

of Blue', where the TEAC showed it 

wasn't just a party-starter; it could 

do subtle and considered too. 

This is an interesting system 

- one which I hope you don't let get 

under your radar.Whether you're 

looking for a second hi-fi for a spare 

room or simply feel the need to 

downsize, the TEAC Reference 600 

offers excellent sound - with the 

emphasis very much on scale, pace 

and punch - plus that trademark 

Japanese battleship build.All its 

various sources (even including 

the MM phono stage, surprisingly) 

worked well, but best of all were the 

TEAC's CD and amplifier sections, 

which do their job far better than 

expected.A truly distinguished small 

system, this takes over where Aurex 

left off. 

TWEAKING 

Golden rule number one 

is use the 'Tone Direct' 

switch - without this 

it goes back several 

leagues - and leave the 

system on for a couple 

of hours before serious 

use. We placed it ou 

an Audiophile Furniture 

Base isolation platfoini, ' 

and used Missing Link 

Link Cryo Reference 

interconnects between 

CD and receiver, and 

Silverman Clarity mains 

leads. Admittedly, all 

this raises the price of 

the total system con-

siderably, but the point 

is that the system is 

good enough to gener-

ously reward careful 

set-up. Poorly fettled it 

can sound forward, but 

properly configured it's 

just plain fun. 

VERDICT ••••• 
Superbly versatile, finely finished and 
with a powerful, expansive and vividly 
musical sound, this is a superlative 
small system. 

TEAC REFERENCE 600 f1,000 

TEAC UK Ltd. 

©+44 (08)45 130 2511 

www.teac.co.uk 

FOR 

- powerful, punchy sound 

- clarity and detail 

- design, build, finish 

- flexibility 

AGAINST 

- explicit sound needs 

smooth speakers 
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Red hot summer offers 
on Q Series from KEF 

iQ70 
'Intense imaging, accurate balance 
and solid bass' 

Hi-Fi World, Mar 2009 

SAVE UP TO £ 150 

iQ50 
'...it's the only choice.' 

Hi-Fi+, Issue 64 

SAVE £ 100 

iQ30 
'Small loudspeaker with a big sound.' 

Hi-Fi World, Jan 2009 

SAVE UP TO £ 70 

WAS NOW SAVE 

iQ90 pr £999.99 £849.99 f 150 

iQ70 pr £799.99 £679.99 £120 

iQ50 pr £599.99 £499.99 £100 

iQ30 pr £379.99 £329.99 £50 

iQl 0 pr £299.99 £269.99 £30 

iQ60c ea £349.99 £309.99 £40 

WAS NOW SAVE 

iQ90 pr £1299.99 £1099.99 £200 

iQ70 pr £999.99 £849.99 £150 

iQ50 pr £799.99 £699.99 £100 

1Q30 pr £499.99 £429.99 f 70 

iQl 0 pr £399.99 £349.99 £50 

iQ60c ea £449.99 £389.99 £60 

Hurry! Offers only available in June and July Find a retailer visit 

GP Acoustics (UK) Ltd., Eccleston Road. Maidstone, Kent ME15 6QP, U.K. Tel +4410)1622 672261 Fax .44 (01)622 75065 i vvww.kef.com 



FEATURE 

to work in practice - although Magico 

say otherwise as I'll explain later. 

KEF BLADE 
This is a concept loudspeaker, 

commercially unavailable, but shows 

where KEF are going. The single Uni-

Q drive unit that covers midrange 

and treble is being developed to 

possess a stiff, rear ribbed, almost low 

profile cone possessing controlled 

behaviour, driven by a large diameter 

voice coil.At its centre lies a metal 

dome tweeter with an improved 

waveguide to smooth high frequency 

response irregularities. KEF also 

use laser interferometry and 

Finite Element Analysis to design 

their loudspeakers and control 

sonic behaviour, as well as cabinet 

behaviour, so the Blade driver and 

cabinet are heavily researched.To 

make the Blade act as a point source 

over its whole operating range KEF 

have positioned the bass units around 

the single Uni-Q driver, and rigidly 

coupled them together back-to-

back to force cancel, as the cutaway 

Rohacell foam diaphragm in sandwich 

construction.The cone is driven by a 

large diameter coil, I was told, which 

helps ensure motion is pistonic (i.e. 

there are no break up modes in the 

cone). Magico cross over to their 

own ring radiator tweeter or ribbon 

tweeter, according to the model, and 

also Nano-Tec bass units. Magico 

loudspeakers are ultra expensive - 

from E6k up through E20k and more 

I was told, but they sounded very 

good at the show. 

It's fair to ask whether Naim's 

NXT based BMR drive unit points 

the way ahead for loudspeakers.The 

light cone that moves in one piece 

as a piston is a myth, laser interfer-

ometry has clearly demonstrated. In 

practice cones 'break up' and cease 

to act like pistons at high frequencies. 

By driving a flat plate the BMR runs 

a coach and horses through this old 

way of doing things. Is it the future? 

It certainly looks that way.The 

forward response of Naim's BMR 

will be consequential and we have 

yet to measure this. But its range of 

coverage is extraordinary 

by today's standards. In 

future, one piece, three-

dimensional moulded 

plates may be possible, 

excited by distributed 

drive motors to take 

performance even further, 

so there is room for 

development. 

At Hi-Fi World 

we have heard many 

NXT panels, from TDK 

computer loudspeakers 

through to the Cyrus 

Ikon, and there's no 

doubt they all sound 

distinctively smooth and 

cohesive.Apart from the 

utterly lovely sounding 

new build Quad ESL-57 

electrostatic loudspeakers 

being run by Quad Music 

VViedergabe at the 

Munich Show this year 

(see www.quad-musik. 

de) the most impressive 

show loudspeaker I have 

heard recently was the 

large Podium Sound (see 

www.podium-sound. 

com), unsupported, 

non-NXT(!) panel that 

I happened across at a 

Taiwan audio fair in 2008.0f all the 

large panels I have heard this one 

was perhaps the most impressive. It 

uses exciters to drive a large panel, 

NXT-style but outside NXT patents. 

In theory this suggests output will 

not be as smooth and controlled as 

a true NXT design, but all the same 

the Podium is non-pistonic except at 

The Magico M5 loudspeaker uses a 

sandwich cone comprising carbon nano-

tubes knitted into a material that covers 

a Rohacell foam core. This gives a very 

light but stiff cone able to achieve 

pistonic motion, they claim. 

diagram shows.As always KEF use 

a lot of advanced engineering to 

ensure their loudspeakers are at the 

forefront of what is possible. 

New to me were Magico 

loudspeakers from the USA (see 

www.magico.net).They claim to make 

cones act as rigid pistons by using 

rigid carbon nanotubes attached to a 

The Podium Sound 0.5 loudspeaker, a 

flat panel driven by rear exciters. Not 

quite NXT, but similar - and sounds good. 

its lower limit and gives an in-phase 

signal from front and rear, so it lacks 

cancellation side lobes. It sounded 

conspicuously clean and relaxed 

to me, even in fairly busy Taiwan 

show conditions. I mention this just 

to illustrate that there's mileage in 

driving large panels modally and there 

are many ways of doing it. However, a 

large panel like the Podium faces the 

usual panel limitation that it cannot 

reproduce deep bass, a limitation 

NXT suffers too if used in simple 

large panel form, Which is why 

NXT developed the BMR drive unit 

which Karl Heinz Fink has put into 

production form in this new Naim 

floorstander. 

So loudspeaker technology 

is moving forward and today's 

understanding of the properties of 

structures is slowly taking hold in 

high fidelity it appears, to bring us 

better sound. 

A brand new, improved Quad ESL-57 from Quad Music 

Wiedergabe — a design now over 50 years old but still 

sounding great at the Munich High End Show. 
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REVIEW 

XP-ditio 
Cyrus's new XP platform is making its way to the shops now, with an interesting new take 

on the company's modular upgrading philosophy. At its heart is the Cyrus 8 XP d DAC-

equipped integrated amplifier. David Price listens in... 

T
he times they are a chang-
ing. In 2009, we're no longer 

in a world when people 

buy generic 'one size fits 

all' products — which is 

why the perfectly fine Ford 

Mondeo family car now reputedly 

sells but a fraction of the numbers 

of an equivalently priced BMW 3-

series. Likewise, worthy high street 

clothes chains struggle to compete 

with outlet shops selling last season's 

exclusive designer labels, and no 

one wants a cooking PC whilst Mac 

stores seem permanently as crowded 

as Oxford Street on Christmas Eve. 

We're living in a consumerist world 

where customers now feel they have 

a right to dictate terms to manufac-

turers, and not the other way round. 

And why not? 

How many things that you own 

are exactly tailored to your needs? 

Not many I'd guess, but I'd also 

hazard that it's an awful lot more 

than your parents had thirty years 

ago. In the light of this, it's more than 

a little odd that so much specialist hi-

fi continues to be cast from precisely 

the same mould as that on sale back 

in the nineteen seventies.We as 

an industry seem to have this era 

indelibly stamped right through us. 

Like a stick of seaside rock, it reads 

"source, amplifier, speakers" when 

you snap it (us) in half... 

In the old days of course, there 

was a reason that you had a source 

box, an amplifier box and speakers 

— we couldn't fit them all in together 

very well. But now, with ultra large 

scale integration, a nifty line in op-

amps and surface mount technology, 

hi-fi products are constrained more 

by the designer's imagination, and less 

by good old fashioned physics. 

Cyrus, although not quite at 

the vanguard of the 'hi-fi for life' 

revolution, has certainly been 

far closer to it than most British 

companies. Its small footprint 

components with cleverly packaged 

electronics which are just as good 

(and very often better) than huge, 

chunky, showy separates, have proved 

very popular with a certain type of 

hi-fi buyer who regards less as more. 

Now though, after the 

conspicuous success of its 'Servo 

Evolution' platform CD players, the 

company's next move is into the 

new frontier of modular amplifiers. 

The basic building block is the new 

XP integrated amp, which uses a 

preamplifier based on the same 

circuit topology as Cyrus's £2,275 

DAC XP — and is described as "a very 

high quality audiophile amp with five 

digital inputs". Cyrus's Peter Bartlett 

notes that, "although the XP preamps 

are not fully dual mono like the 

DAC XP, the components and layout 

are based on the same concept as 

the more expensive model.This has 

allowed us to expand the tuning of 

the sound to be more open than the 

vs2 models".The component budgets 

are said to be much higher than the 

previous vs2 version of the Cyrus 6 

and 8 integrated amplifiers, giving a 

claimed improvement in smoothness, 

detail and dynamics. 

Here's where it gets interesting 

though. There's also the option of 

a digital board, indicated by a 

suffix — as in the Cyrus 8 XP d you 

see here.This incorporates a high 

quality Burr Brown DAC "of about 

the same performance as a CD6 SE", 

which coincidentally is said to be 
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the same as that fitted to the Naim 

HDX music server.The digital board 

provides two S/PDIF and two optical 

digital inputs, plus a newly developed 

USB input designed to work with a 

computer, making nine inputs in total. 

All these are easily selectable on 

the front panel of the Cyrus 8 XP d 

tested here, or via the remote. 

The USB input is designed to 

work directly with computers.The 

computer sees the Cyrus 8 XP d 

as a sound card and automatically 

directs the digital files stored on a 

computer to the Cyrus USB input. 

Cyrus claim that "they sound better 

to us than files stored on a media 

server because the power supply and 

digital layout we have incorporated 

are less noisy. Because the USB 

section is powered by the connected 

computer, the incoming (electrically 

quiet) file is converted in a lower 

noise environment". Peter Bartlett 

notes that, "this is a much more 

audiophile proposition than our 

Cyruslink LinkServer from five years 

ago because the ground plains in this 

new 'd' equipped amp do not contain 

noisy hard disk drives or switch 

mode PSUs". 

The new model also has a new 

power supply section that now has 

many levels of regulation for the 

amplifier plus a separate toroidal 

transformer for the control sections. 

This makes for a very low noise 

power feed for the DAC section, 

plus a separate transformer for the 

preamp and power amp sections. 

There's also the option of a PSX-R 

power supply. 

This new XP platform is sold in 

three variants — the new Pre XP d 

preamplifier at £ 1,300, the Cyrus 6 

XP at £900 offering the same preamp 

and a 2 x 40 watt integrated amp 

(with a £400 factory upgrade 'd' 

digital card), and the £ 1,500 Cyrus 8 

XP d with a larger power amplifier 

(a claimed 2 x 70 Watts) and PSX-R 

port, plus the digital card. 

But there's more, because all 

models fitted with the d card can 

be further upgraded with the high 

performance Qx series DAC card. 

This adds reclocking and a more 

sophisticated Burr Brown DAC for 

an extra £400 — and if the Qx card 

is ordered at the point the amp is 

purchased, the cost is just £300. Any 

amp in the XP range is upgradeable 

to another and thereby benefits from 

a PSX-R, d digital card or Qx DAC 

upgrade. The result is a modular and 

highly upgradeable range of amplifiers, 

with the only problem being the 

customer (or the hi-fi journalist's) 

need to understand the wide variety 

of options now available! 

As you'd expect, the Cyrus 8 

XP d is a nicely finished bit of kit 

— there is real quality in the way 

the unit is put together. I love the 

purism of its design — devoid of 

fussy appurtenances or cheesy retro 

styling cues, it's very much its own 

amplifier. Particularly pleasant Is the 

informative green backlit LC display, 

which tells you the name of the 

input and the sampling frequency (it's 

amazing how many DACs don't do 

conspicuous lack of gloop, muddle, 

smear or ' hash'. Earlier Cyrus 

integrateds were always cleanish 

sounding, but with a sizeable side-

serving of softness added to that 

basically dry nature.The XP d is 

augmented by quite a bit of extra 

detail, additional air to the treble and 

superior dynamics. In crude terms, it 

feels like a veil has been lifted — the 

amplifier takes you a little closer to 

the band, giving more strongly defined 

soundstaging and a more positive 

centre image to vocals. 

The new integrated gave an 

eloquent rendition of lOcc's 'I'm 

Mandy, Fly Me', with a taut driving 

bass line, wide open midband (with a 

sense of the recorded acoustic falling 

way back behind the speakers) and 

very crisp, spry treble. Notably, the 

amp showed absolutely no sign of 

forwardness even through my ever-

so-slightly bright Yamaha NS 1000M 

loudspeakers — proving this to be a 

svelte smoothie indeed. By contrast, 

the rather more expensive Sugden 

IM4 1 use as reference was a good 

deal more shouty across the midband, 

adding a slight chromium plated tinge 

to vocals and percussion — even if it 

was more transparent with it. There 

"a great new modular amplifier that's 
completely in tune with the exigencies 
of modern life..." 
this!), while the main volume control 

was easy to use given the relative 

complexity of the unit. Still, for a 

unit that's closing on £2,000, I can't 

say the remote control distinguished 

itself — it's not bad, but the quality of 

the main amplifier rather puts it to 

shame... 

SOUND QUALITY 
Just to be contrary, I kicked off my 

listening using one of the Cyrus 8 XP 

d's many analogue line inputs, coming 

via an ANT Audio Kora 3T Ltd. 

phono stage from my Sony TT-S8000/ 

Origin Live Silver/ Ortofon Windfeld 

turntable. This, I reasoned, would give 

as good a benchmark of a high quality 

analogue source as is reasonable. 

The result was most promising, 

the basic analogue section of the 

amplifier showing itself to be a 

step change over the previous 

'vs2' incarnation.That there's no 

fundamental change in its personality 

is perhaps to be expected, but it 

has certainly undergone a rigorous 

routine of grooming and physical 

exercise. ELO's 'Last Train to London' 

showed real 'hear through' clarity, 

a vanishingly low noise floor and a 

was also a great sense of space via 

the Cyrus; maybe it's a little more 

laid back rhythmically, but there's no 

sensation of having the music forced 

at you.This makes it a very amenable 

long time listening companion. 

Moving to a fruity, full fat 

analogue recording in the rather 

lovely 'Theme From Shaft' by Isaac 

Hayes (complete with the legendary 

Stax Records backing band). I 

found the Cyrus pulled just a touch 

of depth and warmth out of the 

recording. Whereas with the Sugden, 

you'd be aware of a dramatically 

different recorded acoustic, the 

Cyrus had a tendency to make 

everything sound a little clean and 

tidy, regardless of the original tonal 

footprint of the recording.This wasn't 

necessarily a bad thing, as the track 

romped along and proved consum-

mately enjoyable, but in stock form 

without PSX-R it's fair to say that the 

Cyrus 8 XP errs on the smooth, dry 

side of the tracks. 

Switching to the digital inputs, 

and a (£950) Cyrus CD Xt SE 

transport was entrusted to feed the 

digits in to the 8 XP d.Although the 

d DAC isn't quite as highly specified 
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elk Balanced Compact Disc Player 

aucl to T 
While many of our competitors have chosen to focus 

on home cinema and screens, at Audio T we've never 

lost sight of our roots ... set down in 2 channel hi-fi 

over 40 years ago.Thar's not to say we don't sell home 

cinema, we do, but we also have a range of 2 channel 

brands that is second to none. 

All our stores have enthusiastic staff and a comfortable 

demonstration room (where we can even make you a 

decent cup of tea). 

So if you love music and want a system that will make 

you listen to more, you know where to come. 

Basingstoke Cheltenham Reading 

01256 324311 01242 583960 0118 958 5463 

Blackpool Enfield Southampton 

01253 300599 020 8367 3132 023 8025 2827 

Bolton Epsom Swansea 

01204 395789 01372 748888 01792 474608 

Brentwood Lancaster Swindon 

01277 264730 01524 39657 01793 538222 

Brighton Manchester Tunbridge Wells 

01273 609431 0161 839 8869 01892 525666 

Bristol Oxford Warrington 

01179 264975 01865 765961 01925 632179 

Camberley Portsmouth Worcester 

01276 685597 023 9266 3604 01905 619059 

Cardiff Preston 

029 20228565 01772 883958 

Buy now, Pay in 12 months time 
On the brands featured below: 

Naim, Cyrus, Rega, Electrocompaniet, Bryston, Chord Electronics, Linn, 
Arcam, NAD, Marantz, Quad, Roksan, Sugden, Michell, Project, B&VV, 

Dynaudio, Focal, KU-, Monitor Audio, PMC, ProAc, Spendor, Tannoy, 

Totem,VVharfedale,Anatek,ART, Graff, Funk Firm, Pure Sound, Unison 

Research and Tom Evans. 

'Subject to status. Ask instore for details. Not all brands are available in 

every shop so please check our website before traveling. 

audio T Practical Hi-Fi 
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as the DAC in the highly reviewed 

Cyrus CD8 SE CD player, Cyrus 

say that the CD 8 SE's transport 

section isn't quite as good (due to 

its different circuit topology), so the 

CD Xt SE transport via the d DAC 

should be almost as good — a better 

transport driving a slightly inferior 

DAC will always work better than 

the other way around.VVhilst I didn't 

have a CD 8 SE to hand, we're going 

to do a follow up feature on the 

many possible permutations, including 

of course (just to further complicate 

things) the (£400) Qx DAC upgrade, 

and adding PSX-Rs to both amp and 

transport. Phew! 

Anyway, driven by the CD Xt SE 

transport via a coaxial digital cable, 

the Cyrus 8 XP d sounded very 

pleasant. It's fair to say that the d 

DAC isn't the warmest sounding of 

devices (Cyrus say the QX option 

brings a deeper, darker tone), but it 

worked very effectively all the same. 

It has a very bouncy, propulsive 

sound, with impressive dynamics and 

an 'up and at you' sort of nature, as 

4hero's ' Morning Child' proved. I was 

impressed by the speed of the bass, 

which was supple and pushed the 

song along with aplomb, and also the 

clean and open midband.Treble was 

well articulated, with a sheen to the 

ride cymbals and plenty of'glint' to 

hi- hats, while this same air helped 

pick out the rich upper harmonics 

of the cellos. Female vocals were 

rcndered with delicacy and also a 

rather surprising immediacy — the d 

DAC takes the listener up close and 

personal, bristling with information 

and enthusiasm. My only substantive 

criticism was of a soundstage slightly 

limited in width and depth; it felt 

very much as if you were in the stalls, 

getting the music coming right at you 

but without the sense of perspective 

that you'd find elsewhere. 

Rush's ' Distant Early Warning' 

was interesting: this is a very dense, 

highly produced slice of eighties 

prog rock ( if there is such a thing?), 

dominated by chiming digital 

keyboards and confected guitars. 

The Cyrus did very well indeed, 

showing the CD Xt SE's excellence 

as a transport in the way it managed 

to keep things together without so 

much as a wobble towards the off-

beat. Once again, there was the sense 

of swathes of detail pushing to get 

out to the listener, but the Cyrus 

nevertheless displayed real grace 

under pressure. Cymbals, although 

a little brightly lit, had delicacy and 

timed superbly, whilst Geddy Lee's 

lead vocal line — never a completely 

harmonious instrument — had real 

insight. Behind this, the keyboard 

tracks were nicely carried, along with 

drummer Neil Peares frenetic skin 

work. Bass — never prominent on this 

album — went reasonably deep but 

timed superbly. 

Switching to something 

altogether more civilised, the 

beautiful soul/jazz strains of 

Fourplay's ' Dream Come True' 

distilled the very best of the Cyrus 

8 XP d package. An arresting mid-

nineties analogue recording (and 

mastering), this brilliantly showcased 

the amp's speed, agility and highly 

focused soundstaging.True, it wasn't 

as expansive as some, but the d DAC 

nevertheless threw out a rock-solid 

centre image, captured the nuances 

of the playing masterfully and turned 

what can be a slightly languid sound 

(on the wrong equipment) into the 

vibrant live event that it 

surely was. 

Again, I wasn't 

overpowered by 

the bass, but it was 

wonderfully fluid 

and all- of-a- piece, 

accompanied by a 

clean and detailed 

midband.Acoustic 

piano had a tangible, 

believable texture, 

cymbals came over 

with speed and rim 

shots gained great 

punch. It was a 

tight, light and feisty 

rendering of some 

classic ' dinner jazz', just 

as it should be. 

CONCLUSION 
As a standalone 

amplifier, the Cyrus 

8 XP is noticeably 

improved from 

its previous 'vs2' 

incarnation, gaining a 

wider dynamic range, 

greater speed and 

more natural musical 

flow. No longer can 

the amp be excused 

as ' pleasantly warm', as it's now far 

more incisive and open, but nor is 

it by any stretch of the imagination 

forward or bright.The d module 

adds a very useful digital to analogue 

converter that makes every digital 

source I tried ( including computer 

audio via USB) sound crisp and 

rhythmically engaging; feed it a 

serious source like Cyrus's matching 

CD XT SE transport and it really 

flies, Admittedly, it's not the deepest, 

darkest or most subtle of performers, 

but compared to any similarly priced 

standalone DAC it needs no excuses 

made.The Qx module (£400) option 

with its higher specified DAC from 

further up the Burr Brown range, 

should be nicer still. 

Overall then, this new Cyrus 

8 is a great new modular amplifier 

that's completely in tune with the 

exigencies of modern life - with 

all its multiple inputs, sources and 

concomitant complexity. Best of all, 

it's highly upgradeable, eliminating 

that other bane of contemporary 

living — built-in obsolescence — at a 

stroke, and that can't be bad. 

REFERENCE SYSTEM 

Sony TT-S8000/0L Silver/ 

Ortofon MC Windfeld turntable 

A.N.T. Audio Kora 3T phonostage 

Cyrus CD Xt SE transport 

Stello DA100 Signature DAC 

Sugden IM4 integrated amplifier 

Yamaha NS1000M loudspeakers 

VERDICT ••••• 
Highly versatile and super-upgradeable 
modular integrated with a powerful, 
crisp and musical sound. 

CYRUS 8 XP d 

Cyrus Audio Ltd. 

+ 44 ( 0) 1480 435577 

www.cyrusaudio.com 

f1,900 

FOR 

- spry, musical sound 

- dynamically articulate 

- overall refinement 

- design, build 

- upgradeability 

AGAINST 

- complex option packages! 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 
For such a small case the Cyrus 

produces a surprisingly large amount 

of power, no less than 84 Watts into 

8 Ohms and 132 Watts into 4 Ohms. 

However, with 5 Watts continuous 

draw the case gets quite hot, although 

this amounts tu a lut inure music Watts 

(20-30) because of the fluctuating 

amplitude of music. The amp runs quite 

warm even with no signal, likely due to 

quiescent current biasing it into Class 

A at low levels to minimise crossover 

distortion. Cyrus amplifiers have 

traditionally returned low distortion 

figures and the 8 XP d is no exception, 

producing a worst case result of 

0.0136% at 1 Watt, 10kHz, seen in 

our analysis, and this is a very good 

result indicating clean treble and lack 

of edginess or grain. Bandwidth was 

wide and the amplifier appears to be 

direct coupled, so there should be no 

low frequency phase shifts. At 240mV 

sensitivity is high enough to work with 

low gain external phono stages. 

The digital convertor has an 

absolutely flat response across the 

audio band but distortion at -60dB was 

on the high side at 0.45%, against a 

norm of 0.22% nowadays. It identified 

a 24bit/96kHz input and downconverted 

it to 48kHz, giving an upper bandwidth 

limit of 23kHz (- 1dB). Distortion dropped 

to 0.18% at -60dB, not a low value for 

24bit resolution. 

The Cyrus 8 XP d measured well, 

but it will run warm or hot in use and 

digital conversion could usefully have 

been more linear. All the same, it is 

powerful and clean — especially for its 

small size. NK 

Power 84 Watts 

CD/tuner/aux. 

Frequency response 

Separation 

Noise 

Distortion 

Sensitivity 

DISTORTION 

1Hz-52kHz 

-90dB 

101dB 

0.01% 

240mV 

TM 23456789 Input MS 

Oil 
012 

0.1011 

0.09 

0.00 

O 0, 

0.06 

0.05 

8.81 

8.03 

8.02 

8.81 

e 
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REVIEW 

(HDhTi waif 
Arcam were not always firm believers in the audio side of 
HMI, but their new all-formats flagship inevitably has to 
bow to the need for the now ubiquitous connector. So how 
does the AVR600 sound in the brave new world of HD and 
full strength surround audio all down one pipe? 
Patrick Cleasby finds out... 

e last time I used an 

Arcam AV receiver it was 

the AVR350 we used as 

a surround music refer-

ence. In those days, while 

providing HDMI switching 

for video, Arcam simply passed audio 

through due, they said, to unresolved 

issues with jitter in the high frequen-

cy interface. 

While waiting for Blu-ray and 

HD-DVD to battle it out I adopted 

a policy much like that of Arcam, 

in that I simply made do with six 

channels of uncompressed PCM 

audio, in a DVD-Audio/SACD style 

(younger readers may like to ask a 

relative what those formats actually 

were...) via analogue connection. 

But now it feels to me that 

the time is right for HDMI — things 

should have stabilised, and all the 

incremental changes in HDMI 

standards seem to have abated 

somewhat. Many fans of UK designed 

hi-fi obviously agree, as initial 

shipments of the AVR600 were all 

taken up with fulfilling customer 

orders, but we have finally got our 

hands on a review sample. And Arcam 

now seem happy to draw audio from 

HDMI, irrespective of jitter. 

I92kHz sample rate is handled too, 

available on recent Blu-ray music 

discs from 2L for example. 

Fed native DSD code from 

SACD by an Oppo DV-980H DVD 

player the Arcam also handled it well, 

but this took Arcam by surprise, as 

the handbook makes no mention of 

accepting or converting DSD and 

when contacted their Chairman said 

he would need to speak to the chief 

engineer (who was in China at the 

time) about whether this function 

was buried in one of the chipsets, 

also suggesting we were feeding in 

PCM from the Oppo by mistake. 

However, a menu check showed 

native DSD flagged up on the Oppo 

and an Onkyo receiver confirmed 

this by flagging up DSD when fed the 

same signal. It looks as if Arcam will 

be making unexpected changes to 

their handbook, adding a function! 

The video side of HDMI is all 

covered, including Deep Colour and 

progressive film frame-rate 24fps (to 

achieve this be careful with settings 

as the manual contains a small 

paper addendum, to the effect that 

1080P is to be set expressly and not 

defaulted) 

Other changes since the days of 

"Let's Go Crazy' was a cevastatinc 
incuction into finally hearing a fi m as it 
wou c oe in the cuooinc theatre..." 

The Arcam AVR600 represents 

a massive sea-change over the slim, 

simple AVR350.1t is a 7.1 channel 

receiver in which audiophiles can 

use two unwanted Rear channels 

to bi-amplfy the front loudspeakers. 

The HDMI switching has become 

five inputs into two outputs, and now 

accommodates all manner of HD 

audio decoding options, including 

crucial Dolby TrueHD and DTS-HD 

Master Audio. PCM up to 24bit at 

the AVR350 which are of particular 

interest to this digital music fan, are 

the inevitable Arcam rDock iPod 

integration, and the equally obvious 

option to simply point the amplifier 

to a hard disk full of music, whether 

directly attached by USB, or available 

remotely on a home network.The 

AVR600 attaches through standard 

RJ45-terminated ethernet.There is 

so much else going on in this box 

that wireless networking would have 

been an unwelcome addition, but it 

is good to see this 'NAS straight to 

amplifier option', effectively taking 

the likes of Slim and Sonos out of 

the networked music picture. If you 

can't run an ethernet cable to your 

AV setup, a simple Airport Express or 

a networking over mains product can 

give you the ethernet port you need 

to get your Arcam on the network. 

In keeping with this new 

'network aware amp' model, it is 

possible for owners to perform 

firmware upgrades via the RS232 

port (although this should ideally 

be done by a dealer).Thankfully, 

the AVR600 was delivered to me 

with the all-important 1.8 firmware 

version pre- installed, but even for 

anyone on that level. I suspect further 

updates are going to be required... 

And as if all this were not 

enough, the receiver has a DAB tuner, 

a VHF/FM tuner, an internet Vtuner 

and an AM tuner. Internet radio 

opens up the world's online stations 

and around 10,000 are available! 

OUT OF THE BOX 
As soon as the Arcam AVR600 came 

out of its box. I was struck by its 

bulk and weight.The silly marketing 

coinage of 'Bauhaus Powerhouse' 

for this machine feels somewhat apt 

— there is that attractive deep vent 

below, and the usual Arcam green 

LED window is located high up on 

the front, with discrete buttons 

below tying it back to earlier designs, 

so a DVI37 doesn't look out of place 

beside the AVR600. But that interface 

has been getting less clunky LED 

and more computery, and restarting 

the box feels more like rebooting a 

piece of computer kit than switching 

• 
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aloque Stereo Direct   5.0 
J D 

dumb 
Master Audio 

on an amp. There is also a fair bit of 

clunking noise through the speakers 

to accompany a power down - not 

attractive! 

Getting your Arcam AVR600 into 

place should really necessitate the 

services of two burly men. Though 

slightly more physically compact than 

my venerable Yamaha DSP-AX I, giant 

internal toroidal transformers make 

this is a very heavy box of tricks... 

Although many may opt for 

getting the beast' dealer or installer 

installed, the AVR600 is among the 

least forbidding surround flagships to 

set up.This is all down to the simple 

and tasteful on-screen set-up menu, 

the look of which will be familiar 

to anyone who has played with an 

Arcam AV product in the last four 

years or so, but here is more pristine 

than ever, rendered in full HD. 

All you really need to do to 

give yourself something to work 

with in terms of speaker level trims 

and EQ, is to plug in the supplied 

microphone to the AVR600's front 

3.5mm input (ingeniously also capable 

of TOSlink S/PD1F), locate it in your 

ideal viewing/listening position and 

run the automatic setup. This process 

is so intelligent it doesn't even need 

you to tell it you have small or large 

loudspeakers in the old style, and it 

uses its microphone scan to propose 

an ideal room EQ to you. Now I 

would normally be very sceptical 

of all these promises, preferring to 

set up myself, and eschewing EQ. 

But I was very happy with the set-

Q 

**dts 
in Surround 
ES Pleo 6 9604 

up, which immediately gave a very 

involving sound-field, which was only 

enhanced by activating the room EQ. 

It is a fact of life that since the 

advent of Sky HD,TV testing of this 

mode of use inevitably is important. 

There is now so much Dolby Digital 

5.1 programming available, from Sky 1 

HD, BBC HD and Channel 4 HD to 

all the HD movie channels. 

Once that was done the Dolby 

processing side of the amp revealed 

itself to be extremely dextrous in 

generating a convincing surround 

experience - notably giving a good 

account of itself in conveying front 

to back (and vice versa) pans. Well-

mixed surround music presentations 

like Tim Burton's 'Sweeney Todd' 

are truly spellbinding in their tonal 

richness and dramatic, enveloping 

surround. Even stereo programmes, 

as ever ably drawn out into the room 

by using Dolby Pro Logic II Movie 

(DTS Neo:6 processing options are 

also available), often have the power 

to startle with their holographic 

placement of certain effects and 

instruments. Bizarrely the one 

that really made me jump was the 

electronic percussion on a Breakfast 

TV clip of Mathew Boumes 'Dorian 

Gray'! The only frustration is the 

classic HDMI 'negotiation' lag on 

amplifier AV channel selection. Worse, 

and less typical, is the fact that audio 

can be mute for a variable number of 

full seconds after each Sky operation 

— fast forward, rewind, whatever, even 

with all HDMI audio 'off' option set 

POWER 

as per Arcam recommendation. 

Stereo music is as much a joy 

as stereo TV — using stereo direct 

from a DV137, 1st CD masterings of 

Bronski Beat's 'Age of Consent' and 

The Cure's 'Boys Don't Cry' were 

so beautifully presented they even 

persuaded my other half to remark 

upon their sonic excellence. Similarly, 

the overall visual and audio presen-

tation of PJ Harvey's BBC Sessions 

simply forced us to stay glued for the 

whole presentation, with the buzzsaw 

band sound being rendered with 

remarkable individual instrument 

separation and clarity, notably on 

'Dress'. 

USB hard disk music play was 

tested using a USB stick containing 

MP3 tracks recorded on a Denon 

DP-100USB turntable ( regrettably, 

the port does not supply enough 

juice to spin a bus-powered drive 

- curses!).The USB device is accessed 

via the 'NET' channel selector, and a 

simple track name display on-screen 

is enough to navigate your folders 

and select tracks. Sonically, tracks 

played in this way sound extremely 

lively, but the real meat is in the 

great trick of making any track on a 

uPnP server on your home network 

accessible via the same simple 

interface. I would love Arcam to 

swish up the on-screen interface a bit 

with artwork support, etc., but at the 

moment it is serviceable for album by 

album listening, and great sound can 

be had from CD resolution FLAC. 

Regrettably, any attempt to play 24bit 
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Magnum NIA and Oracle MA 
The Absolute Sound 

2008 Cables of the Year 
".„111A-X interconnect [shown].. .a full-

bodied and richly saturated rendering 

of tone color extraordinary bottom-end 

extension, startling dynamics, and 

tremendous resolution of low-level 

detail without any analytical sound 

Robert Harley, The Absolute Sound, 

February, 2009 
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REVIEW 

••••,1 

HDMI inputs run in a line along the bottom of the case. There are 

Composite, Component and S- Video inputs and outputs, plenty 

of optical and electrical S/PDIF inputs and outputs, plus Ethernet, 

plus DAB, VHF/FM and even AM radio aerial inputs. Bi-amping of 

front loudspeakers is possible. 

FLAC, which is becoming increasingly 

prevalent from Studio Master 

Quality' vendors, results in unknown 

format messages: disappointing. 

On the subject of 24bit audio, 

my long deferred ( Denon Link 

aside) experience of DVD-Audio/ 

SACD piped straight into the amp 

was finally achieved.And what an 

experience it was! The DV I 37 

converted surround DSD tracks like 

Destiny's Child ' Bootylicious' into 

hi-res 5.1 PCM, squirted it down the 

HDMI, and the AVR600 turned it into 

a lovely, cogent surround whole. 

Pure PCM propositions like the 

24bit stereo ' Music Is Love' DVD-A 

from David Crosby are even better. It 

simply blew away its CD equivalent, 

with right channel tablas rising out of 

the mix. Moving onto the surround 

'Song with no Words' the naturalistic, 

quad- like all round staging was sheer 

bliss via the AVR600. 

Finally the piece de resistance: 

HDMI bitstream Dolby True HD 

decoding was done via a Toshiba 

EX1 HD-DVD player, playing Prince's 

'Purple Rain'.The epic launch of 

'Let's Go Crazy' was a devastating 

induction into finally hearing a film 

as it would be in the dubbing theatre 

— Dolby Digital Plus 5.1 was so-so. 

HD-DVD player decoded True HD 

was marginally better, but AVR600 

decoded True HD really sounded like 

listening to ' Purple Rain' in surround 

DVD-Audio, while watching the 

film in enhanced colour 1080p24. It 

doesn't get much better than that... 

CONCLUSIONS 
Just about every currently imaginable 

mainstream video and audio format 

is ably dealt with by the AVR600 But 

what's plainly a five globe product 

in every respect is let down by 

details.The necessity of handling the 

now ubiquitous HDMI format has 

introduced long switching/startup 

lags which have frustrated many and 

continue under the current version 

1.8 firmware. Perhaps firmware 

upgrades can fix these gremlins in 

the near future? The phono stage is 

an afterthought that falls way below 

current market standards, but it may 

be useful to lure potential purchasers 

by pointing out that, should they have 

SACD collections, it will play them 

beautifully too. Flawed genius! 

VERDICT Ogle. 
Stunning slab of seductive industrial 
and electronic design, which 
thoroughly Justifies dropping the price 
of a small car on it! 

ARCAM AVR600 f3,4991 

Arcam 
1)+44(0)1223 203 200 
www.arcam.co.uk 

FOR 

- brilliant sound 

- beautiful design 

1- networking functionality 

. • build quality 

AGAINST 

, - audio lag 

- temperamental HDMI 

- phono stage 

Power output measured a healthy 105 Watts 
into 8 Ohms and 182 Watts into 4 Ohms, In 
Direct mode, avoiding the input AID, bandwidth 
reached 68kHz and it also appeared to be direct 
coupled and reach D.C. since full output was 
swung at 1Hz. Via the input A/D the upper limit 
was a high 38kHz, suggesting 96kHz sample 
rate, better than many receivers that still use 
44.1 or 48kHz. Input sensitivity was a curiously 
high 50mV ( CD, Direct), so the AVR600 will 
seem to go loud very quickly as volume is 
increased. 

Frequency response of CO via digital input 
was flat to 21kHz and distortion low at 0.22% 
(-60dB), a good result. 24/96 code was handled 
well too, bandwidth extending to 44kHz and 
distortion falling to 0.13%. With 24/192 the 
same 44kHz response limit was reached, but 
output fell smoothly to reach -7dB at 90kHz 
instead of being limited by an anti-alias 
filter. The receiver also handled SACD code, 
bandwidth then being sharply limited to 33kHz 
but as distortion was a very low 0.07°h SACD 
was more linear than PCM, as it should be - a 
good result showing the AVR600 exploits SACD 
well. Receipt of an SACD signal is not flagged 
up on the green display panel. 

The VHF/FM tuner has reasonahly flat 
frequency response, although a -1.7dB dip 
at 8kHz before the MPX filter peaks, due to 
mistermination, at 12kHz. This will give a soft 
balance but an easy going sound, in conjunction 
with low measured distortion. Hiss measured 
-65dB at full quieting, a relatively poor value as 
quality VHF/FM tuners go, -70dB or thereabouts 
being more usual, so faint hiss will likely be 
audible in Radio 3 silences. 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 

The LP section was incorrectly equalised 
on both channels, with a + 4dB lift in the 75uS 
characteristic above lkHz and roll down below 
100Hz. Gain was enormous, just 0.12mV in 
being enough for full output — enough for an 
MC cartridge, even though it is for MMs. There 
seems to be excessive analogue gain in the 
AVR600. Arcam were contacted about this 
and said there was "a hardware malfunction 
or a set of production components that are at 
extremes of tolerance" in our sample. They 
claimed a production sample measured okay. 
Ours was very wonky though and I have never 
encountered anything like this on Japanese 
rivals. 

Phono section apart, the AVR600 measured 
very well in every respect and is a top quality 
receiver of enormous ability, measurement 
showed. NK 

Power 
Frequency response 
Separation 
Noise 
Distortion 
Sensitivity 

105watts 
1Hz-68kHz 

74dB 
-66dB 

0.002°h 
50mV 

CO, OVO-A, SACD 
Frequency response 3Hz - 21, 44, 33kHz 
Distortion (-60dB) 0.07, 0.13, 0.13% 

VHF/FM 
Frequency response 
Stereo separation 
Distortion ( 50% mod.) 
Hiss (CCIR) 

40Hz-14kHz 
42dB 
0.15% 
-65dB 

Signal for minimum hiss 
Sensitivity, stereo 

Disc 
Frequency response 
Separation 
Noise 
Sensitivity 
Overload 

0.6mV 
53pV 

55Hz-1.5kHz 
62dB 
-62dB 

0.12mV 
20mV 
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actually becomes more efficient as current demand 
increases- improving holographic detail in any system. 

The Synergistic Research PowerCell is noncurrent 
limiting. The only limitation being the amount of current 
provided by your Power Company. In fact, the more 

components you plug into a PowerCell the more 
efficient its internal electromagnetic filter becomes 
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REVIEW 

At least the Moon took me deeper 

into the mix, closer to the rear of 

the studio walls, if you like. Indeed I 

found it quite curious that the Moon 

was both a relaxed, lucid and organic 

sounding performer, and unusually 

revealing of the source material it 

was asked to play. Usually it's one or 

the other - either the player is voiced 

to sound romantic (i.e. with a rolled 

off treble in an attempt to sound 

warmer) or voiced to be clean ( i.e. 

ruler flat).The CD3.3 is slightly on 

the warm side, but it remains very 

revealing indeed. 

Fun Lovin Criminals' Up on the 

Hill' was pure pleasure, the Moon 

CD3.3 setting up a big, thumping 

groove to underpin the track. Inside 

this, all that additional percussive 

instrumentation came across with 

great clarity and - more importantly 

- rhythmic flow. Hi-hats floated 

out with natural grace, just as they 

should, rather than sound like they 

were emanating from a cheap, 

looped drum machine on repeat. 

The Moon seemed particularly 

good at conveying those 'inky black' 

spaces between the notes, rather 

than simply blurring and slurring the 

notes in to one another. Of course, 

this is also a classic Naim trait, but 

the Moon seemed to focus more on 

making those inter-transient spaces 

silent, whereas the Naim tended 

to put the emphasis on the attack 

transient immediately following the 

space. It's a subtle distinction, but in 

practice it means the Moon is just as 

rhythmically engaging, but a little less 

dynamically pronounced sounding. 

The combination of a smooth, 

slightly warm tonality, with a 

searchingly open midband and 

tight but organic timing marks out 

the Moon's own unique character. 

Happily it's a very good one across 

all varieties of music, because whilst 

some players can do brilliantly with 

Rock and averagely with Classical, or 

soporific with pop and seductive with 

jazz, the Moon proves a very well 

voiced machine across all genres. For 

example, classic nineteen seventies 

rock from Supertramp 'Oh Darling' 

from the ' Breakfast in America' album 

- came over as both powerful and 

beautifully delicate at the same time. 

With a well recorded disc such as 

this (albeit in CD form a tad bright), 

the CD3.3 could showcase its 

superb treble performance. Spacious, 

atmospheric and extended, those hi-

hat cymbals were brilliantly rendered 

for a CD player of this price - I have 

heard worse coming from a half 

decent moving coil cartridge playing 

my vinyl pressing of this album, 

which is no small feat as analogue 

should always beat digital at the high 

frequency game. 

4hero's 'Morning Child' showed 

that final facet of this player's 

character - the great way it conveys 

the texture of acoustic instruments. 

The track's soaring cor anglais, 

powerful strings and beautiful female 

vocals courtesy of Carina Anderson 

proved an intoxicating mix for this 

reviewer, the Moon delivering a 

wonderfully emotive rendition of 

this superb song. But I couldn't help 

noticing the accuracy of the violin 

sound - whereas many silver disc 

spinners deliver this in a manner 

more akin to electricity power cables 

scraping on a bit of 'wet and dry', 

the CD3.3 couldn't have been more 

different. It just sounded so natural 

- wiry but not with all the associated 

harshness and grain. Likewise, brass 

instruments came over 

completely unsullied 

- you could hear the 

rasp of trombones as 

clear as day but gone 

were all those digital 

artefacts, scraping and 

crunching away in the 

background. 

CONCLUSION 
The more I lived with 

the Simaudio Moon 

CD3.3, the more I 

loved it. I had the 'X' 

version with balanced 

outputs, which I 

ended up using to the 

complete exclusion of 

the RCA outs, and I 

also found it responded 

well to a particularly 

long warm up period. 

But part of my growing 

love for the player 

came simply because it 

has hidden depths. It's 

a very nice sounding 

machine from the word 

go, but it just keeps on 

surprising you - in a 

nice way - the longer 

you listen to (or with) 

it. True enough, it seems 

quite sensitive to recording quality, 

but I think that's because it's so 

transparent, yet it seems particularly 

impartisan about your choice of 

music.Whereas some higher end 

machines seem 'voiced' to get the 

best out of a particular type of music 

(Naim machines love visceral rock, 

Marantz favour sultry soul/jazz), the 

Simaudio remains highly agnostic 

- worshipping the god of all music, 

whatever that may be. 

Taken in isolation, I find it hard 

to fault. Sonically, you could say 

that it is slightly less taut and tight 

than (the admittedly £ I,000 more 

expensive) Naim CDX2 or not quite 

as expansive sounding as the (even 

more expensive) Electrocompaniet 

EMC I UP but compared to anything 

else at its own price point it does 

very well. If you really wanted to 

quibble about something, you'd mark 

it down for the slightly muddled 

front panel and the upfacing, exposed 

screw heads on the top panel, but 

there you go. If it was me, I wouldn't 

let these foibles put me off what's 

one of the most musically satisfying 

silver disc spinners at or near its 

price. I can think of few better ways 

to pass those long snow-bound 

Canadian winters - while your 

extremities are being frozen off, 

here's something to take you closer 

to the heart of your favourite 

music. 

VERDICT ileeee 
Subtle, self-effacing yet magnificently 
musical all the same, this distinctive 
digital disc player proves a brilliant 
listening companion. 

SIM AUDIO 

MOON CD-3.3 

CD-3.3X 

Renaissance Audio 

C +44(0) 131 555 3922 

www.renaissance.co.uk 

£2,200 

£2,350 

FOR 

- overall musicality 

- tremendous insight 

- timbrai accuracy 

- rhythmic articulation 

- DAC functionality 

AGAINST 

- control layout 

- exposed case screwheads 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 
Our convolved impulse analysis of 
frequency response of the Moon shows 
it displays just a slight high frequency 
roll down, amounting to -0.3dB at 
20kHz, barely enough to be discernible, 
but enough all the same to ensure the 
CD3.3 will not sound overtly bright. 

Distortion levels were low 
throughout the player's dynamic range, 
measuring 0.0015% at peak level 
(OdB) and a low 0.178% at -60dB, as 
our distortion analysis shows. This 
suggests the Moon will sound smooth, 
free from harshness. The EIAJ Dynamic 
range did not quite match that of the 
best players ( 113dB), measuring 111dB, 
but it was very good all the same. 

An output of 1.94V is right on 
Philips standard, but less than many so 
in a direct comparison the Moon will be 
less obvious and disadvantaged. 

Signal related jitter from the digital 
output was low at 40pS with a 1kHz, 
-60dB signal, but there was some 
random jitter of 200Hz rate, measuring 
120pS not too bad but could be better. 

The CD3.3 is a neatly engineered 
player that turns in a good set of 

measured performance figures in most 
areas. NK 

Frequency response (-1dB) 
CD 2Hz - 20.6kHz 

Distortion (%) 
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-80dB 
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Visit our website at www.hi-Fiworldco.uk or 
send your entails to letters@hi-fiworld.co.uk. 
Letter of the month wins a pair of KEF i030 

loudspeakers and one years FREE 
subscription to Hi-Fi World. 

LETTER OF THE MONTH PRIZE 

.01111 

KEF iQ30 LOUDSPEAKERS 

A pair of KEF iQ30 loudspeakers is on their way to 
Letter of the Month winner in our JULY 2009 issue. 

Letter of the Month 

RADIO POLITICS 
I am astonished that Steven 

Green would change his political 

allegiance merely in reaction 

to poor government policy 

about DAB [see p93, May 

2009]! After all, ignorance of 

technical issues seems equally 

rife among the political class 

generally. Worse, even among 

the technically literate belief in 

differences between hi-fi systems 

seems distorted by two sorts of 

opposing views, one technically-

based:"20kHz is the upper limit 

to adult hearing so 44. I kHz is 

perfectly adequate a sampling 

rate", the other personal:"I've 

some hearing loss due to 

too many rock concerts so I 

wouldn't be able to tell the difference". 

The former confuses engineering 

measurements with perceived effect, 

and the latter fails to acknowledge that 

a hi-fi system is just a hearing aid. 

Although some of us with our 

obsessive upgrading mania are perhaps 

over-motivated in favour of the sound 

of music, the promotion of the benefits 

brought by music that sounds well is 

paramount if youngsters are to grow 

up wishing to buy hi-fi and that means 

governments which promote music and 

music making of all kinds in schools 

and elsewhere. Which of them is more 

likely to do that? 

Jim Thorpe 

Hi Jim. My comment was admittedly 

rather flippant, and it was influenced 

by the fact that it now looks a 

foregone conclusion that the Tories 

will get in at the next election 

rather than me actually wanting 

that to happen. I would say though, 

that it was partly through following 

how the government has handled 
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DAB — via Ofcom's regulation of it 

— that led me to change my political 

allegiance from Labour (to Liberal). 

Ofcom simply puts into practice 

the government's preferred " light-

touch" method of regulation, which 

in reality simply means allowing 

companies to self- regulate wherever 

possible. Light-touch regulation is the 

style used by all of the government 

regulators, and it was my opposition 

to the practise in general that led 

me to stop voting Labour. 

Staying on this subject, although 

the credit crunch is now having 

a majorly negative effect on the 

country as a whole, I have to say 

that it has been very satisfying to see 

that the FSA's light-touch regulation 

of the banks has been exposed for 

the complete and utter failure that it 

was. 

To answer your final question, 

although there's more chance of 

DAB sounding fantastic than them 

getting into power, I'd personally 

say that the Lib Dems would be 
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Of corn 

the most likely of the parties to 

properly promote music in schools 

and elsewhere. New Labour's answer 

would probably be to do it on PFI 

where some big company (which 

has no experience of music) is given 

a huge contract for which it has to 

provide very little in return. And the 

Tories would probably just "leave it 

to the private sector" completely; or 

in other words music wouldn't end 

up being promoted at all. SG 

Whilst we're delighted that Steve 

gave his considered reply to Jim's 

letter, I'd just like to point out that 

Hi-Fi World magazine itself doesn't 

have a party-political position, and 

wouldn't like to get drawn into the 

wider political debate! There are 

many avenues for such a thing, but 

we're not one of them.That's not to 

say however that we're impressed 

with this particular government's 

Digital Radio strategy, by any stretch 

of the imagination... 

DP 
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MAIL 

SPEAK NO EVIL? 
Dear David - average aluminium 

tweeters have never sounded like two 

dustbin lids being bashed together, 

let alone by a twelve your old - girl 

or boy! And to say that the Usher 

Be- I Os make your average pair of 

electrostatics (whatever that means!) 

sound like a pair of disco speakers is, 

frankly, utter tosh. Quoting from your 

very own opinion column, who of your 

regular readers could ever entertain 

spending upwards of £10k for a pair 

of speakers? And further, dear David, 

to put down nearly all loudspeakers, as 

you kindly put it, with such words as, 

boomfy squawk, dries and hardens the 

sound, holding a megaphone, slurring 

and blurring, unholy sound of cheap 

transducers, chewing through the 

music "like a bulldog with a wasp in its 

mouth". For goodness sake, where are 

you coming from these days; this sort 

of journalism belongs in "What Hi-Fi 

Sound and Vision", which is where you 

will end up if you don't watch it! 

If you are so worried about your "el 

cheapo"speakers - you know the ones, 

Epos, Quad,ATC, Ruark, B&VV, Spendor, 

Dynaudio, Proac, Dali,Tannoy, etc. - then 

have a peruse of Mr Comeau's feature, 

where he says you can improve your 

grotty old "el cheapo"speakers with all 

that megaphone and squawking stuff 

by understanding the critical role of the 

crossover. The mon himself says even 

fairly nondescript drivers can be made 

to sound stunning (his words, in your 

magazine), by making sure the crossover 

gets the best out of them, so there, it's 

mostly down to careful crossover design, 

says the man.That's all I have to say 

for now, I do love the magazine though!, 

Regards, 

Phil Mlles 

Thanks Phil - I take your combative 

criticism of my words in the 

constructive spirit in which it 

was meant! Okay, so I was - shall 

we say - using a little rhetorical 

embellishment in the opinion column 

you're referring to - but actually 

my substantive point still holds. 

Of all the different types of hi-fi 

component, I think loudspeakers 

are still the furthest from perfection 

- and still the most variable. The 

trouble is, most people don't hear 

what's wrong with particular speaker 

designs if they spend any amount 

of time with them, because the ear 

(or - more precisely - the brain 

attached to it) 'tunes out' so many 

of the problems, In the same way 

that you can't really tell how bad a 

fast food burger is unless you cook 

one from raw ingredients yourself, 

so it's hard to accurately get a 'take' 

on a speaker unless you're constantly 

hearing many different types to 

contextualise things. 

For example, hear a good 

electrostatic and most equivalently 

priced box loudspeakers sound 

'boomfy' and uneven.You're aware of 

listening to several drivers pushing 

and shoving in time (well, almost), 

and you also hear how they can each 

'set off' the cabinet.You can also 

hear how slow, and time-smeared, 

the overall sound can be, and how 

diffuse its imaging is, and how the 

port wheezes like an old smoker. 

Then there are the sounds of the 

respective cone (or dome) materials 

Can the sins of a loudspeaker 

be fixed by the crossover? 

- aluminium, paper, polypropylene or 

Kevlar all have distinctive signatures, 

as do HDA, glass fibre or carbon 

fibre to lesser extents.These can 

be ameliorated by a good crossover 

design, but not eliminated, as I am 

sure Peter will agree. Move to a 

good box loudspeaker, such as the 

aforementioned Usher Be- I 0, and 

it shows up a whole different set 

of problems for the electrostatic 

- softer bass due to cabinet flexure 

and limited bass panel size, a slightly 

plasticky tonality (due to the type 

of film used) and a lack of high 

frequency air (due to the design 

constraints of electrostatic panel 

tweeters).There's also sometimes a 

lack of dynamics at high levels, due 

to the physical difficulty of moving so 

much air in the way an electrostatic 

does, and so on... 

My point is this - good crossover 

design or not - loudspeakers are 

very conspicuously subject to the 

laws of physics, and there is no single 

way of transcending these.1 here are 

various clever working compromises 

designed to get around particular 

problems, but this is where the 

debate stops I am afraid. It's about 

finding the working compromise that 

you like best, or the one that works 

for you in your system with your 

music tastes. DP 

NOT NUTS 
I'm not after advice — just an 

observation really; I have to admit I 

read your magazine like other blokes 

with different hobbies might read 

performance car magazines or 'Nuts' 

— drooling over the unobtainable! As a 

father of a young family my available 

spend, including on my media of choice 

- vinyl LPs - is limited. It occurs to 

me that there must be a relationship 

between the spend on kit and any 

improvement in playback quality which 

must diminish past a certain point. 

Initially as you spend more you'll get 

a big increase in reproduced sound 

past a point though you must surely 

reach a situation where the more you 

spend returns only slight improvement 

Iguess the tipping point would vary for 

different people but I wonder if even 

you all would not admit that the extra 

£2,000 on that top-of-the-range deck 

is really giving you two grand's worth of 

improvement 

For me I think I've reached that 

point with my rather basic set-up - 

Thorens TD I 605 turntable with R8251 

and Ortofon 2M Red, Cambridge Audio 

640P phono stage, and Arcom A75+ 

integrated amp. My only concern at the 

moment are my speakers — I'm waiting 

to replace my rather old Mordaunt 

Short 20i when my kids get old enough 

to stop putting their lovely little fingers 

in them. I think that the best upgrade 

for my money from now on will be 

records, records and more records. Enjoy 

the music! 

Phil Turner 

Hi Phil.Yours 

is a not 

uncommon 

refrain, 

but 

also a 

subjective 

one and 

I suspect 

after 

upgrading the 

loudspeakers to 
the likes of Ortofon Red MM 

Usher's 5- cartridge - clearly 

520, you may bettered by the Black. 

well like to 

consider a 

better phono stage! 

Your record deck will do a fine 

job as it stands and I see no reason 

to upgrade if you are happy. However, 

I'm a big Ortofon fan but thought 

the Black a big step up from the 

Blue or Red, well worth the extra. 

Past that, there's little justification in 

going further unless the charms of a 

moving coil take your fancy. 

NK 
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Enjoy the Music.com Readers Say 
I really enjoy your website and find it very 
informative (and read it every day). 
— Richard Holbrook 

I have never replied to online audio reviews 
but wanted you to know that I have 
enjoyed several articles. 
— Craig Mattice 

What a great review! — Paul Kittingerk 

Enjoy the Music.com Contest Winner 
In fact, the Axiom Audio EP500 works so well that my 
wife and I both stood mouths open (not kidding!) 
as it shook the rafters and window glass in our 
house. Amazing! Love that palpable, tight bass.... 
Thank you again for the awesome prize! — Jeff Merth 
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WALK ANOTHER WAY 
Having read your excellent feature 'Walk 

This Way!' in June's edition, I wonder 

if you could tell me whether it was 

possible to use the Sony Walkman (any 

model) as a tape source through one's 

amplifier within a hi-fi system? 

Your article reminded of my first 

"wow" experience of audio following my 

fourteenth birthday in 1982. The WM-2, 

o gift from my Nan which included,JMJ's 

'Oxygene' (not cool for a post punk,Joy 

Division-obsessed teen!) sounded just 

unbelievable. Had it not been for the 

Walkman, I may never have smashed 

my 'tower system' to bits and embarked 

on a twenty five year hi-fi addiction that 

began with a NAD-JBL-Celestion system 

and spiralled out of control until a few 

years back when I used the 'twelve-step 

programme' (i.e. walking twelve steps 

past your local hi-fi dealer) to bring 

things back in check and settle with a 

system I cherish. Your magazine should 

carry a warning that continued reading 

may induce a relapse!! 

Hughie Day 

Hi Hughie - apologies for the 

addictive nature of this magazine 

- we do our best not to make it 

interesting, but sometimes things go 

wrong and it comes out - as literary 

agents would say, "unputdownable"! 

Greatly appreciate the 'twelve 

step method' (can you suggest 

an eBay equivalent for 

me and my classic 

car purchasing 

proclivities?), and yes 

- I can confirm that a 

decent Walkman can 

be plugged straight into 

a hi-fi amplifier via a 3.5mm 

minijack to two phono lead (available 

from the Chord Company, Supra, and 

many others).Alternatively, if you buy 

the mighty WM-D6C, then there's a 

line out so you can plug that same 

lead into the line socket, rather than 

the headphone out. 

Get a good model, as 

recommended in my feature, and 

ensure it's all clean and tidy, and you'll 

find they're capable of great sound - 

even by today's standards.The whole 

point of my feature was that - unlike 

modern day iPods - the best Walkies 

were so well engineered from an 

audio point of view that they can be 

considered 'real hi-fi'. DP 

WHERE NEXT? 
I'm sure this must be one of the most 

frequent questions asked and maybe 

one of the most difficult for you to 

answer, but where do I go next with my 

system, if anywhere? 

I was bitten by the hi-fi bug at 

sixteen, some twenty seven years ago 

when I shored a bedroom with my 

brother who banned me from using his 

Dual 505, Akai receiver,AR18 system 

- when I left a record on that warped 

in the sun. Having nothing to play 

music on drove me mad so a couple of 

mags were purchased and I set about 

trying to figure out what was what. 

A trip to Richer Sounds' second shop 

at Stockport was a revelation to me. I 

was mesmerised... floor to ceiling hi-fi, 

absolutely crammed to the rafters with 

everything imaginable! 

My first system comprised a 

Rote! RP820 deck,Audio Technic° 

AT95 cartridge, Sanyo amplifier (with 

five band graphic equaliser no less), 

Sanyo cassette deck and some original 

Wharfedale Diamonds (from Comet 

when they were a good bet for okay hi-

fi). I got it all home and... well it sounded 

pretty crap to be honest I spoke to 

Richers and they said that the speakers 

were to blame.., too inefficient 

I was suitably confused and 

bewildered, but took them at their 

word and took the Wharfedales back 

to Comet who agreed with Richer's 

diagnosis and suggested some Solovox 

580s (I think). They were three-way 

boxes that looked brilliont.This system at 

the time sounded okay to my ears, even 

my brother said it was pretty good and 

not a million miles from his... 

A year later it was the Rotel 

front end, A&R 

Arcam 

Sony Walkman WM-D6C - a top 

quality player complete with line 

out. 

Alpha Mk 1 and a pair of KEF Coda 

3s (£49 from Richers...1 remember as 

I had to save up for them at the time) 

and that was it. I was totally hooked and 

have over the past twenty seven years 

crept up the hi-fi upgrade trail from 

base camp hoping to one day make it to 

the top. 

Here's where I am at the moment 

TEAC TI transport with modified clock 

and power supply, 

Musical Fidelity Tri-Vista 21 DAC, Cyrus 

Pre-X and power supply, Rote! RB1092 

power amplifier and Linn Kober 

loudspeakers. 

The problem is I'm at a point now 

where I simply, genuinely don't know 

what to do, or where to go next My 

system is good to my ears, still impresses 

MAIL 

me at times, 

but mainly 

just gives 

me hours of 

enjoyment 

The system 

feels like it has 

evolved around 

three key 

components for 

many years now, 

the transport, DAC and 

speakers. That seems to me 

to be where I may have gone 

wrong. Should I have been so 

determined to keep hold 

of the Kabers (they are Monitor Audio GS60 loud-

donkeys years old now), is speaker, a great sound at a 

the DAC really that good reasonable price. 

compared to what's come 

onto the market since its heyday, is the 

transport really good enough for me to 

hear the best from the DAC? 

So that's where 1 am - stuck half 

way up the 'mountain of upgrade' gazing 

up at the peak wondering if I've got the 

energy or knowledge to ever make it, or 

should I stop here and just admire the 

views? 

If you could point me in a different 

direction then I would look at 

chucking between £500 - £ 1,000 

at a worthwhile upgrade, I'll go down 

the second hand route — but not eBay! 

Typically I'm a sucker for a slightly 

analytical sound (if it's on the disc then 

lets hear it please... nice and clear!) 

listen to mainly rock from Journey to 

Zeppelin and like it pretty loud. 

Any help with the next stage of my 

journey to the summit would be most 

welcome, if I make it to the top (if those 

numbers ever come up) then I'll stick a 

Hi-Fi World flag atop. 

Dave Mayer 

Since you like a fast, detailed and 

powerful sound I suggest you listen 

to Monitor Audio GS20 or GS60 

loudspeakers. Alternatively you might 

like to wait for the forthcoming 

Platinum Series PL200, which should 

be very interesting. 

Somewhere in your story you 

switched from an Audio Technica 

AT95 cartridge playing sun ripened 

LPs to a tweaked Teac transport. If 

you still have LPs and the NAD deck, 

swap the AT for a Goldring I 0I2GX 

or 1022. NK 
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Hi Dave - a bit leftfield, but as you've 

got a punchy solid-state power amp 

with lots of power, and you like a 

slightly analytical sound, have you 

considered One Thing modified 

Quad ESL57s? Admittedly, it's just a 

little over your budget, but I feel this 

would be a shortcut to the top of 

the mountain - an escalator to hi-fi 

heaven, if you don't mind the horribly 

mixed metaphors. Pick up some good 

old Quads, and ship them off to One 

Thing for modding.What you'll get 

back will amaze you - truly powerful, 

dynamic and visceral, yet with vast 

soundstaging and insight - and yes, all 

the analysis you could possibly wish 

for.They are spectacular speakers - 

Paul Rigby runs a pair, and Noel and I 

have waxed lyrical many times about 

them.These could be part funded 

with the sale of your Kabers, but 

make sure you hang on to the TEAC 

transport and MF DAC, they're both 

as good as you'll reasonably get at 

the price. DP 

ALTO ANALOGUE 
Hi! I don't trust the Italian dealers I 

know, so I need your help. I'd like to 

improve my hi-fi chain by replacing my 

Denon DLIO3 with a more dynamic 

and detailed cartridge.1 listen to a lot 

of all kind of music with a Rega P3IRB 

300 turntable, Rego Planet, Linn Majik 

Preamp (MM, MC phono input), Linn 

2250 Power amp and Monitor Audio 

703 loudspeakers. In the next months 

the cartridge is the only thing I can 

afford, even if I hope to invest about 

1,000 euros to replace the P.3/RB 300 

next year. Suggestions from the dealers 

are Rega Exact, Dynavector 10x5; 

Denon DL 103R. 

Federico from Florence 

Hi Federico - I would suggest an 

Audio Technica AT-0C9ML II which 

is a little over your budget (but 

only a little), but it works superbly 

in the Rega P3 (I have used this 

very combination), and it is more 

than good enough to survive an 

upgrade next year. I would then 

suggest retaining the tonearm (and 

0C9), and adding a Michell GyroDec 

SE when funds permit.This done, 

you'll have a very potent and well 

balanced vinyl front end - easily good 

enough to see you through the pre 

and power amps, and a new pair of 

speakers. DP 

FOUR PLAYING 
Saturday morning with a cup of fresh 

coffee, music blasting and a copy of Hi-

Fi World in hand is one of my true joys 

in life. More of the same please! 

I would like to ask Mr David Price 

your advice please? I have just bought a 

pair of Quadral Pico speakers and very 

happy 1 am with my new purchase. It 

was your very positive review which was 

one of the reasons I bought a pair and 

they are a vast improvement on the 

13&VV CM- Is they replace. 

As you reviewed the speakers and 

have vastly more experience than 1 

with regards to setting up speakers, 

I would like to ask your opinion on a 

few matters with regards to the set up 

and what you found to be best. Your 

advice will save me having to try many 

different combinations of the questions 

below for the next six months to get 

them right. I know that every listening 

room is different and therefore every 

set up will be different, but your advice 

would be guidance to me and not a 

hard fast rule. My questions are: 

Did you get the best results from 

connecting to the HF binding post or LF 

binding post with speaker cable? Did 

you get the best results with grills on 

or off? What toe in did you find worked 

best, i.e. direct at listener, etc... What did 

you find was the best distance to back 

wall for ideal bass. I use Kimber 8tc 

speaker cable and have 8tc binding post 

links, would you recommend changing 

the binding post links which came with 

the speakers for the 8tc links that! 

have? 

I can of course discover the answers 

to all of the above questions myself by 

trying all of the above combinations, 

but I would still be interested in your 

own findings, you may save me the time 

of having the headache of trying all of 

the above combinations and may help 

me from a subconscious point of view 

wondering if I've got it right. I know you 

must get many requests like this and I 

would be grateful for your time. 

John Gardner 

Hi John - I ran my cables direct into 

the LF binding posts, and used the 

Picos with the grills off. I toed them 

in about 10 degrees, and no more, 

running them about 30cm from my 

rear walls, and at about 70cm off the 

floor.Yes, I'd certainly try swapping 

the links for the Kimbers. Of course, 

I'm always happy to answer such 

questions, but must emphasise that all 

I've told you is how to get the best 

from the Picos in my listening room 

- not yours! As ever, I implore you to 

spend an hour or so setting them up 

properly. DP 

OUT AND ABOUT! 
I'm about as confused as a hedgehog in 

Bruce Forsyth's dressing room! My new 

Samsung flatscreen LED television only 

has a digital audio output, no RCAs, and 

I want to connect it up to my Audiolab 

8000C preamp (which will be feeding 

Icon Audio 845 mono valve amps and 

Wilson 5.1 speakers). 

I've been told I can do this via my 

SKY HD+ box, as that has RCAs, but 

would I be better off buying a new 

preamp?1 have no interest in surround 

sound — with Wilsons one doesn't need 

it! 

Chris H 

Crikey! An Audiolab 8000C will stifle 

your Icon Audio 845 valve amplifiers 

and is no match at all! It's best to 

Icon Audio MB845 valve power 

amplifiers can run with a pas-

sive preamp or a simple valve 

power amplifier - but not a 

chip based solid-state design! 
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use a high quality valve preamp, or 

a passive preamp like the Creek 

OBH-22 I use, because the Icons' 

high sensitivity of 440mV will match 

most sources without preamplifi-

cation.Your choices of preamplifier 

range from Croft through to World 

Design and on upward to the new 

Musical Fidelity Primo we reviewed 

last month. 

Try using the analogue outputs 

from your Sky HD+ first and see 

what you think. Doubtless the D/A 

convertor inside will be cheap, so a 

hi-fi convertor hooked up to the TV's 

S/PDIF digital output will give better 

sound, but if this streams Dolby 

Digital surround-sound a standard 

PCM convertor won't handle it; you 

would need to use an AV receiver, 

or perhaps the Onkyo PR-SC886 

preamp I tested last month. NK 

SCHOOL OF THOUGHT 
I have a Cambridge Azur 640 amp 

which I have been very taken aback 

by its potential.The problem I have 

is I realise that to get the most from 

it would be wise to upgrade my CD 

player as well. I understand that the 

Azur remote 1 have with the amp will 

also work with the accompanying CD 

player (Azur 640C). However I know 

that there is probably a much better 

CD player that would improve upon this. 

So before I fork out the money, can you 

recommend a better ployer for around 

the £300 mark. All the best and keep 

up the good work. 

Ciaran Johnson, 

Hi Ciaran.At the price I think not. 

Cambridge do a very good job 

and you cannot easily better their 

products at the price. However, if you 

have an old CD player with a digital 

output then a £230 Cambridge DAC 

Magic should upgrade it nicely, and 

is an alternative approach you might 

like to consider. Perhaps surprisingly, 

I often use a Samsung BD-P 1500 Blu-

ray player as a budget CD transport 

in AV setups because it has ultra low 

jitter on its S/PDIF digital output.You 

can get its recent replacement, the 

BD-P I 600 for a ridiculously low £ 160 

if you would find its ability to play 

DVD and Blu-ray useful, remembering 

its load times are slow for CD. I 

know this is all a bit left field, but 

then we do try to work outside the 

box as well as in it! NK 

CROSSOVER 
Amen to Peter Comeau's comments 

about the complexity of crossover design 

and its importance to the final sound 

(HFVV,June 2008). I well remember 

visiting Wilmslow Audio's showroom in 

the early 1980s to listen to two kit 

speakers they sold based on the KEF 

Cambridge DacMagic convertor, 

flexible and sounds great at the 

price. 

8110 and T27 units.The 'CS I ' was the 

standard KEF 'constructors' series' kit 

and the 'LS3' had additional cabinet 

damping and a BBC LS3/5A crossover. 

Both speakers were well-balanced, 

with flat response, and had the same 

drive units in essentially the same 

cabinets but there was no mistaking the 

difference in sound quality - particularly 

in stereo imaging. I had to have the LS3, 

even though it was considerably more 

expensive. 

Peter's articles in HFVV have been a 

joy to read and full of interesting insights 

on what makes hi-fi work. I wish him 

well on his Chinese expedition - and 

hope he still manages to find time to 

share some thoughts with us from time 

to time. 

Alasdair Beal 

Thanks for your kind comments 

Alasdair, which I forwarded to 

China in case he's missing his fans 

in Blighty! It is good to hear from a 

real life design engineer rather than 

an armchair expert because it gives 

a good idea of just how much can go 

into a loudspeaker design. Peter was 

slated to appear at the next Audio 09 

Show at Writtlebury Hall, Sept 26th-

27th (see www.chestergroup.org) and 

I understand he will be flying back 

from China to be there. NK 

THAT'S LIFE! 
Just bought the latest issue of Hi-Fi 

World (July 2009) and find I have won 

o new pair of KEFs! What I will do is 

burn them in with my office system, 

which currently uses Mission's M 71i, 

bought from Richer Sounds at half price, 

in July 2003. Very pleased 1 am with 

them, as they suit perfectly the other 

components, the main item being a 

NAD 7155 Receiver (about 35 Watts), 

bought circo 1982, by my late father. If 

I prefer the KEFs then I shall retire the 

Mission's, if not... 

Once the KEFs are run in, I shall 

then substitute them for the 57s, for a 

couple of weeks, just to see how they 

sound. If I like what! hear, I'll send you 

a report, but given how much I like my 

current system, I am unlikely to keep 

them as my main speakers, `cos I really 

do love the sound I get from my Quads, 

on the end of the WAD. My musical 

tastes are Folk/World/Acoustic and a 

wide variety of other music, being a 

particular fan of Early Music. Not into 

Rock or Heavy Metal, but do have some 

early Rock'n'Roll stuff from fifties to 

eighties (Shadows, Stones, Byrds, Eagles, 

Moody Blues, etc.) 

I have had an ongoing love affair 

with valve driven Quad 57s since 1977, 

when my then girlfriend introduced 

me to her father, who had a complete 

Quad stereo system, the front end of 

which was a Connoisseur BD2 with SME 

3009 Mk2 Improved, with Stanton 500 

cartridge and an upgraded stereo phono 

stage in the Quad 22 preamp, which 

had its own dedicated power supply 

KEF MO loudspeakers - a fine small 'speaker, if not quite a match 

for Quad ESL-57s, although you will find they have better bass! 
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and which made a big difference to the 

overall sound. The relationship lasted 

about six months, until she cottoned on 

that I was actually more Interested in 

her dad's hi-fi! Oops. But one has to get 

one's priorities right Of course, I have 

kicked myself on numerous occasions 

since then, but that's life! 

The irony of it all is that she was 

as into hi-fi as 1 was, which is where the 

problem lay, as we were always fighting 

over the sweet spot Three is a crowd. 

Definitely an 'Unholy Trinity'. Shame 

really, as she was the only woman I have 

ever met - who had any real interest 

in music and hi-fi, that is. Could have 

been a match made in heaven, as she 

wouldn't have complained about the 

size or colour of- the kit But we all 

make mistakes. 

Russ Betts 

Thanks Russ - your private life was 

awfully good fun to read about, but 

could I suggest that for your sake, 

next time you pen such a confes-

sional paean, put a false name on the 

end? In the meantime, if the love of 

Russ's life is reading this - you know 

who you are - then don't hesitate 

to phone us to dish the dirt on his 

possibly "unusual" late night listening 

habits! DP 

Hi Russ - and congratulations! I don't 

think the budget iQ30s are quite in 

the same league as Quad ESL-57s, 

so go easy on them! You will find 

they are modern, well focused and 

great value all the same.A real fun 

loudspeaker and accurate as well. Do 

let us know how you get on. NK 

FIVE STAR FAILURE 
I am one of a great number of hi-fi 

enthusiasts who has been guilty of trying 

to hunt down second-hand bargains 

and have built up many hi-fi system(s) 

over the years made up of mismatched 

'5 star' products. The result has been 

lots of time, effort, money and endless 

frustration! With the amount of money 

that I have spent on second-hand 

gear over the years, I could easily have 

afforded a top-notch brand new system 

which I could have auditioned before 

purchase and been happy with for years 

afterwards. 

Now that! am a few years older 

with a significantly higher income I 

would like to make sure that I buy a 

system which works well together so 

that I can forget(!) about the hi-fi and 

just enjoy the music. I am currently 

the proud owner of a Michell Odyssey 

with black HR power supply and black 

TecnoArm a tonearm - mine by the way 

is serial number 100 — the very last one 

made! 

Recently I remembered an old issue 

of Hi-Fi World where you did a feature 

Shipping Yamaha N S1000 loudspeakers in from Japan is risky, 

says David Price. 

on system matching and one of the 

systems was based specifically on this 

turntable. I also have a Musical Fidelity 

X-150, a Trichord Dino and Chord 

Odyssey cable which also featured in the 

suggested system. 

It seemed logical that perhaps I 

should just complete the system as 

chosen by yourself by adding an Ortofon 

Rondo Bronze (to replace my worn 

Sumiko BPS Evoll1) and a pair of Pinsh 

1 speakers, as 1 have just sold mine. 

However, one problem is that there is 

nowhere that I could demo this setup 

before buying primarily because Pinsh 

speakers are not stocked anywhere, 

they just do home demos. Even if that 

was not the case it is rare, particularly 

up North, that any dealer has all of 

the products that you are interested 

available to demo. What they do instead 

is suggest alternative products that they 

do stock (of course)! 

The second problem is that the 

cost of the equivalent Pinsh speakers 

(1.2) now cost £1,500 which is £500 

more than when they where reviewed by 

yourselves. 

Another interesting option has also 

arisen is a friend of mine who lives in 

japan has offered to ship some Yamaha 

NS- 1000M speakers to me.The 

speakers are roughly £1,000. 

I'm sure you've already realised 

where I am going with this letter? The 

question is what is the best way to go 

with my system from here to get the 

best sound per pound (I only listen to 

vinyl)? Should I just buy the Pinsh 1.2 

speakers to go with my existing setup 

of would I get a better sound from the 

Yamaha speakers if I replace my amp? 

Also, if Igo with the Yamaha which amp 

should I go with? 1 believe they work 

best with valves or Class A amp? 

I would greatly appreciate your help 

in this matter. I would also be interested 

to hear what you think about my point 

on the difficulty of auditioning particular 

components together as few dealers 

stock them all in the same place. 

James 

James - thank you, thank you, thank 

you.Your miserable, wretched, guilty 

track record of buying any old thing 

because it's recommended by a 

magazine and/or cheap second-hand 

is manna from heaven for me, as it's 

precisely what I've been banging on 

about (not to do!) for the past six 

years as editor of this magazine. So, 

I'll repeat once again - try before you 

buy! 

The trouble is of course that 

you've just told me what a sticky 

wicket it is, buying 'unseen', and then 

you're proposing to do precisely the 

same thing all over again! Doh! No, 

no, no! 

Your Michell is superb, as is your 

arm.Your amp is very good, as is your 

speaker cable.What's left of course 

is your phono stage which is a great 

budget product but not able to mix 

it with the big boys, so to speak, 

and your speakers. First, I'd suggest 

getting an Audio Technica AT-0C9ML 

II (£ 399) moving coil cartridge - as 

good as the Ortofon but £ 100 or 

more cheaper - and a new phono 

stage. I would strongly recommend 

an ANT Audio Kora 3T Ltd.This 

done you'll have brilliant front end, 

that will squeeze every last pip out of 

the Musical Fidelity amplifier, which is 

already a strong mid-price performer. 

Speakers? Well don't - what ever 

you do, go and buy without a dem. 

NS I 000Ms shipped from Japan could 

arrive in any condition - would you 

buy a used cai- in the same way, with 

no pedigree or guarantee of quality? 

They are truly great speakers - but 

they've got to be perfect to be so 

described, and I suspect they won't 
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be. Instead. I suggest you audition 

AudioSmile Kensais,Yamaha Soavo 

2s and Monitor Audio GS I Os at this 

price - go forth and listen. If you can't 

hear them with the same source as 

yours, then find a machine all the 

dealers happen to stock together 

(a good balanced sounding ("n 
player such as the Cyrus CD8SE, 

for example) and bring your own 

amplifier along to dem - thus 

eliminating as many variables as 

possible. DP 

TINEEKY 
I have discovered a free tweak that 

I cannot recall ever seeing published, 

which may be of interest to readers 

who own speakers like the Dynacos 

mentioned in Peter Comeau's March 

2009 article (i.e. those designed to be 

used with their grilles in place).1 have 

owned a pair ofTannoy M20 Gold 

Mk11 since new in 1989. Whilst they 

are relatively modest and originally 

bought as a stop gap when funds were 

tight, with a couple of minor mods over 

the years (Spectra Dynamics sound 

deadening panels, upgraded crossover 

components) I have continued to prefer 

them to anything I have heard that I 

could afford, and they have survived 

successive upgrades to the rest of my 

system. Like those Dynacos I always use 

them with the grills in place, finding any 

benefits of removal to be offset by an 

over-forward top end. 

Now to the tweak. For the first 

time recently when dusting the room, I 

decided to remove the grills and vacuum 

them. To my delight, I have discovered a 

clear improvement in the sound enough 

for me to want to listen to my vinyl and 

CD collection all over again. Unlike Peter 

Comeau of course I cannot prepare 

frequency response graphs (and it would 

now take another twenty years before 

a comparison could be made!), but all 

I can say is that I can hear much more 

clarity without the brashness that comes 

with the grills off Clearly, twenty years 

Clean your loudspeaker 

terminals with Kontak, 

and don't forget all other 

mechanical connections too. 

of fine dust caught in the grill fabric was 

doing the sound no favours! Warning to 

any readers wanting to try this - you 

must remove the grills before vacuuming, 

or serious damage to speaker cones is 

likely! 

David Deeks 

HI David - thanks for that.And 

while you're at it, why not clean the 

loudspeaker terminals with isopropyl 

alcohol or (better still, albeit slightly 

more expensive) Kontak? This will 

remove lots of oxidisation (you'll 

see the cotton bud go grey as it 

all comes off). Finally, a great fillip 

for ageing speakers is tightening up 

the drive unit screws, They loosen 

off after a while, so a good session 

with a screwdriver will restore 

some dynamics and definition. Just 

make sure you don't overtighten 

them though - you don't want to be 

stripping any threads! DP 

TRANSFORMATION 
I bought a brand new Marantz PM 

94 amplifier nearly three years ago 

from the USA. It was from old stock. 

The amplifier is nearly fifteen years old 

and was complete in its own box and 

manual, etc; it has rosewood planks at 

either side and weighs 2.5Kg; it dates 

from 1991, which 1 think was one of 

the later models. All I need is o power 

converter, but was wondering if you 

could help by telling me what the 

wattage is because I do not want to 

make a mistake buying the wrong power 

converter. I have checked its manual, but 

cannot find anything. At the back it says 

I 20V, 60Hz and 200 Watts Max on its 

other 2 pin power switches. 

I be very grateful if you could 

help and was also wondering if I could 

connect two turntables? I have a Michell 

GyroDec turntable and a Garrard SP25 

MKIII turntable that can also play old 

LPs and 78 records, etc. The amplifier 

also has two speakers, which are KEFs 

and are very good quality. If you get this 

message I will look forward to hearing 

from you. 

Michael Overton 

You would normally use an auto-

transformer to step down 240 to 

120, and 300-500 VA rating will suit. 

The 200 Watt figure you refer to is 

the load that can be handled by the 

power outlet only.The amplifier is 

rated at 150 Watts per channel and 

runs in substantial Class A, but all the 

same is unlikely to consume more 

than 100 Watts quiescent current 

It is worth checking to see if it has 

a universal transformer inside, in 

which case you can simply reset 

it to 240V operation and do not 

need an external transformer. If you 

are unsure about any of this get a 

qualified engineer to do it. NK 

BACK TO THE FUTURE 
Browsing in a local charity shop 

rekindled my interest in vinyl. The 

artwork and the amount of easy to 

read and informative cover and insets 

reminded me of past pleasures in 

owning and listening to vinyl. Could I 
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resist the temptation? No - I arrived 

home with two boxed sets, both 

in pristine condition - Deutsche 

Grammophons recording of Beethoven 

Missa Solemnis (Wiener Philormoniker 

/ Karl Bohm) for £3 and Schumann 

Liederalbum with Elly Ameling on 

Philips for El. Fortunately I had in 

store (wardrobe top shelf!) my 1970s 

Clockwork Orange Transcriptors 

Hydraulic Reference turntable with 

SME arm/ADC I OE MkIV cartridge. 

These where hastily put back in service. 

Even without a clean and check of the 

settings, what a sound revelation after 

listening to CD for some twenty years. I 

know I will be buying more vinyl - pre-

played and/or new! 

The Transcriptors is a work of art 

which 1 admire greatly and would like 

to keep, but (probably) it is no longer 

considered to be state-of-art Browsing 

the web I find that it can be serviced 

for around £ 125. It was bought new 

and has been well looked after, so is it 

worth the servicing or would 1 do better 

to buy new? 

There is also the question of the 

SME 9 inch arm and cartridge. If I 

keep the Transcriptors, would the Arm 

benefit from being rewired? Or would 

I be best advised to change the arm/ 

cartridge for something more modern? 

If so, which arm/ cartridge would you 

pair with the Transcriptors? 

These impulse purchases 

coincided with me looking seriously 

at replacements for my Quad ESL63 

speakers, as my smaller lounge is 

no longer suitable. I now have a 

dilemma; which to tackle first? Do I 

get the speakers right for my room 

(my preferred choice) or look at the 

front end? All purchases will be made 

from income rather than savings, so 

upgrading will be progressive over the 

next twelve or so months. What would 

you recommend? I offer you a budget 

of around f3,000. 

This will be a dedicated stereo hi-fi 

system and will not form any part of a 

surround sound system. 

To complete the picture, my 

amplifiers are Shanling SP8O-C 

monoblocks (EL34 tubes) into Quad 

ESL 63s (to be replaced). I will almost 

certainly be equipping myself with 

World Designs Phono Stage and 

Preamp. My Victorian listening room is 

approximately 12 feet wide with central 

bay window by 22 feet long. Speakers 

either side of the bay window firing 

down the length of the room. Ceiling 

height is about 8 feet, suspended 

wooden flooring with thick rugs. 

Musical taste is symphonic/ orchestral/ 

chamber/ opera/ lieder/ piano, and 

some lighter contemporary work 

but not heavy rock / head banging 

material! 

Gordon 

Martin Logan The Source loud-

speaker is a possible replace-

ment for Quad ESL-63s, thinks 

Noel. 

You may not find it so easy to 

reacclimatise from Quad ESL-63s 

back to conventional loudspeakers, 

especially as your room suits Quads. 

However, ESL-63s are a little warm 

and soft by today's standards, so you 

might just be happy enough to move 

on. I had to abandon mine (or should 

I say they abandoned me by falling 

apart!). If possible try auditioning 

Martin Logan The Source (see our 

review in November 08 issue) price 

£1,600, as this will give you that 

wonderful electrostatic see through 

clarity. NK 

Hmmm... interesting problem 

Gordon! The Transcriptors Hydraulic 

Reference is still a very, very good 

deck in its own right - especially 

if it is isolated from the outside 

world properly on a wall table, and 

the dustcover is removed before 

playing. My instinct would be to get 

it serviced, and replace the cartridge 

with a Goldring GI042, which works 

very well in an SME 3009S2.This 

won't quite give you the quality of 

a modern day machine such as a 

Michell GyroDec, but it will work 

very well all the same, and is a 

beautiful thing to have in the house. 

Then, go for a good modern pair 

of loudspeakers - this is tricky, as 

the '63s are easy to better in many 

respects, but not improve upon 

all round. I would certainly listen 

to the Martin Logans that Noel 

recommends, and also consider the 

new Yamaha Soavo 1 Pianos, which 

we are reviewing next month.These 

improved versions of the Soavo Is 

cost £3,000 and should give you most 

of the delicacy and transparency of 

your Quads plus loads more speed, 

power, dynamics and grip. DP 

FATIGUE 
Help, please! 1 have recently got back 

into listening to music after years of 

ignoring my system because of the 

fatiguing sound bad CD reproduction 

often seems to result in. I am a convert 

to digital streaming. I use my PC with 

dbPowerAmp to rip CDs to FLAC and 

a Logitech Squeezebox Duet to select 

and stream what I want to play. This 

works very well provided 1 correct the 

often bad tagging from online databases. 

I use a Cambridge Audio DacMagic 

DAC which is connected using S/PDIF 

to both the stream receiver and my old 

CD player (NAD 525i).This is so my 

wife and family can play music without 

needing to use streaming. 

The heart of my system is a Naim 

I 22x/150x pre/power combo which 

replaced my old NAD 3020e. My old 

B&W 601 52s are still in place and I 

haven't heard any other speakers that 

make me think 'wow' these are so much 

better than what I have. 

The electronics sit in an old MDF 

TV/Video cabinet, the NAP 150x on 

top of the NAC I 22x on the bottom 

shelf and the DAC on top of the CD 

player on the shelf above. The top used 

to accommodate my turntable but this 

has died and gone to vinyl heaven. I 

use Chord Crimson interconnects and 

Rumour speaker cable. 

My listening is done in the lounge 

and I have headphones for when this 

conflicts with what the rest of the family 

want to do. The room is pretty much 

a rectangle of about I 2ft by 25ft and 

the speakers are positioned on the long 

wall and so have to be quite close to 

the wall about I Oin out on Atacama 

stands. There is no other workable place 

for them.1 listen to a lot of classical 

music (symphonies Beethoven, Bruch, 

Tchaikovsky) and acoustic material 

(Norah Jones) but 1 do have the odd 

head-bonging moment with the likes of 

U2, Deep Purple, Pink Floyd et al. 

1 have musical training and like to 

hear the musicianship clearly. I want as 

little colouration from components os 

possible. I have a reasonably clear ideo 

of where I want to get to but I don't 

know what order to proceed in and a 

few other niggling issues. I think the 

DacMagic is very good for what it is but 

can I am sure be bettered, especially 

with orchestral music (violins) and music 

with a lot going on when things can 

get a bit muddled. I'm thinking Chord 

QBD 76 although I do wonder if the 

Squeezebox Transporter wouldn't be just 

as good given the budget I'm aiming at. 

1 wish I could hear some speakers 

that I think are an improvement but 

having listened to PMC G81 is, Neats (up 
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Audiosmile Kensai — a lovely sound from a modern miniature. 

to Momentum 4i) and 813tVV 804s, I've 

yet to be impressed. Next stop Spendor 

A6 and perhaps SP2/3R — what do 

you think? I will eventually upgrade the 

amplification with a Flatcap 2x. The rack 

has to go, if only because it's ugly. Where 

should I start? 

Marcus 

B&W do a fine job and you are 

now well attuned to the sound of 

their loudspeakers, from a woven 

Kevlar bass/midrange unit and 

aluminium tweeter, so I would 

naturally suggest you move up the 

scale but as the 804s didn't impress, 

perhaps something a little bit more 

radical might suit, like Martin Logan 

electrostatics.They'll make you 

think, especially with strings and 

choirs where individual performers 

and instruments will be clearly 

discernible. My only slight reservation 

here is the Naim amplifiers won't 

especially suit, so try hearing them 

in a showroom first; only valves 

suit electrostatics. Alternatively, 

try listening to our benchmarks, 

the Spendor s8es, since they suit 

classical well, or perhaps try E4k 

KEF Reference 203/2s that are a 

super accurate and highly crafted 

loudspeaker. NK 

Hi Marcus - well it's difficult to advise 

considering you neglect to mention 

what "the budget I'm aiming at" 

actually is! You say you like a low 

colouration sound, but given that 

"there's no other workable place" for 

the speakers but close to the wall, 

then you're really looking at a pair of 

high quality standmounters. I suppose. 

As regular readers will know, the 

AudioSmile Kensais impressed us 

greatly in this respect, but I wonder 

if they might be too small for you - 

lacking low bass? If so, then consider 

Monitor Audio GS20s which have a 

very clean, open and accurate sound, 

with a tad more low end thanks to 

their small floorstander orientation. 

Or if you think you need to stick 

with standmounters, then Yamaha 

Soavo 2s are superb - with great 

openness and clarity; treble is a little 

less finessed than the AudioSmiles 

but bass is stronger and larger in 

scale. I very much like Spendors, 

but they're a tad on the warm side, 

which is precisely not the sort of 

sound you say you like (i.e. B&Ws). 

It's hard to say whether the Chord 

QBD76 would be overkill with your 

computer audio system - if depends 

on the quality of your FLAC rips, 

for one thing. Work on the speakers 

first, then come back to us about the 

DAC. DP 

ALL I NEED IS EVERYTHING 
I must say I was very disappointed with 

your Jelco review in the February edition. 

No attempt to check this arm out on 

a suspended subchassis deck (clearly 

a key market for this must be the Linn 

upgrade/replacement market - it has 

a Linn fitting even!). Not a word about 

its ability with classical music, or with 

a better cartridge than the 0C9. The 

dealer that gets puffed in the piece is 

out there comparing it to an SME V and 

saying it sits happily on £4,000 decks! 

Can this be right? Some attempt to put 

it in the wider pecking order of things 

would be justified. 

It's better than a Nima and an AO'd 

R8250. Okay that's useful (I've tried 

both and been unimpressed too). But 

the Nima is a unipivot and a different 

beast altogether, and the R8 is designed 

for suspensionless decks; both have 

a Rego mount, not Linn ones. What 

about compared to Ittok 2 to Ekos, to 

old classics like the Alphason HR I 00, 

or to current contenders for space on 

Linn-mount decks? How does it handle 

standard test records - what does it 

track at, when does it break up, what 

does it do badly, and how does this 

compare to the competition. I've been 

tempted to buy one but the review was 

no help at all (given I have an LP12 and 

listen to chamber music, not synth bass, 

with a Lyra cartridge not an old MM 

Gùldfing). Sloppy review- lazy doesn't 

even sum it up. I'd even be annoyed 

if I was the manufacturer because 

even with the glowing words, it still 

fails to address a lot of key questions 

prospective buyers would be asking. 

What a let-down. 

Tom 

Hi Tom.Whilst we wouldn't endorse 

certain dealers comparing it to an 

SME Series V, we can report that the 

Jelco is a fine tonearm. Our review 

was done on one of the first samples 

arriving in the UK, and time pressures 

were such that we were unable 

to try it on a range of turntables. 

However, I am planning a system 

feature with a Michell GyroDec 

(suspended subchassis) and ATOC9 

at this moment, and I'll also be trying 

the 12" version of the same. We will 

also be doing a review of the Jelco 

on a modified Technics SLI21 0 in a 

forthcoming issue, so rest assured that 

our coverage of this arm will continue. 

Adam was asked to put the 

Jelco against price rivals, which 

he did, and this is perfectly fair 

and standard reviewing practice. 

Obviously, reviewing it against classic 

arms like the Alphason and lttok is 

problematic as it depends on the 

condition of these arms, whose sonics 

can deteriorate with age. Likewise it 

would be unfair to try it against the 

Ekos which costs nearly five times the 

price - as the manufacturer/importer 

I am sure would be quick to remind 

me. 

Whilst the review may not have 

suited your particular purposes, 

the purpose of the review was to 

compare the Jelco 750D to the 

original Sumiko MMT from whence it 

came.As the review points out, it is 

a close ancestor to the Jelco, and we 

were keen to compare the two for 

historical perspective. 

Sorry that you feel the review 

didn't suit you - obviously we can't 

compare every arm to every other 

through history on every deck, but 

we do try to run through as many 

permutations as we can, when we can 

- which is why you'll see continuing 

coverage of this interesting arm. 

On a final point, it is customary 

to review products with every type 

of music - just because one particular 

type of music was not mentioned 

in the text it doesn't mean it wasn't 

tried. Often, the less remarkable 

results are sub-edited out to get the 
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text to fit onto the page. If Adam 

reported that it performed nicely 

with Bach's Fifth Brandenburg (or 

whatever), but with no notable 

moments, this would have been cut 

out to allow space for more illumi-

nating comments. Remember that 

reviews are merely summaries of 

a reviewer's experience and not a 

complete beginning-to-end account. 

Remember too that space is a major 

limitation and we have a wide range 

of products competing for it, so we 

have to work within tight production 

constraints - much as we would 

rather not to have to! DP 

David. Thanks very much for the reply. 

I've calmed down a bit now, I was a bit 

annoyed when I wrote the email as the 

review didn't tell me what I picked up 

the article to find out! 1 do appreciate 

the constraints you are under (I was a 

daily paper journalist myself for eleven 

years) and am grateful for this response. 

I have been toying with buying this arm 

to replace my Alphason HR1OOS (on 

my old but highly-spec'd and well-fettled 

LP12). I am still tempted to take a flyer 

on it, but I am wary of grand claims 

like a Naim Aro but at this moment the 

timing isn't great, my wife would kill me 

if she saw the statement... 

Current system: LP12/ Hercules II 

PSU/ Cetech carbon fibre subchassis/ 

Lyra Helikon/Alphason HRIOOS-MCS, 

Whest PS20/MU20 phono stage, 47 

Lobs transport and Chord DAC64, 

EAR/Yoshino V20 integrated amp, lsotek 

Sigmas mains conditioner,Townshend 

Seismic sinks and lsolda DCT300 

cabling all round. Speakers are Quad 

57 ESLs (One Thing rebuilt on One 

Thing stands) with Townshend Maximum 

Supertweeters and Quad brackets. It's 

not your average system these days; 

I don't even own a TV, let alone a flat 

screen one with multichannel sound. Also 

running about 1,500 LPs to just 900 or 

so CDs and I would soy vinyl gets an 

easy three to one majority of play. 

Tom 

Hi Tom - good to know the blood 

pressure is falling now! 1 can see by 

your system that you're completely 

into your hi-fi - 1 respect you for 

that. Just reading about what you've 

got tells me you've made a lot of 

very intelligent and informed buying 

Jelco 750D - perhaps not the right choice for 

a really critcal system. 

after recently having a complete debacle 

with the Roksan Nima which sounded 

lovely on unchallenging stuff with a 

beat, but couldn't track soaring tenors 

or fortissimo choirs for toffee (not with 

my Lyra Helikon anyway). I'm looking for 

something less boring than my old Wok, 

somewhere in between the resolution 

of my current Alphason and the 

warmth of the Nirna, with the nuance 

to capture the refinements of chamber 

music but also with the ability to track 

Elizabeth Schwarzkopf at full tilt, or a 

big Monteverdi tutti with 5-part choir 

plus orchestra, with decent soundstage 

information to feed my ESLs... 

What I was really seeking from the 

review was reassurance that this isn't 

just a souped-up Ittok, great for boogie 

merchants but lacking in the nuance 

and subtlety 1 really need in my system 

(the Nima had a big build-up from a 

local dealer but was a serious let-down 

in the end - the fact I took it off and 

downgraded to a twenty year old arm 

says it all really). I've been tempted to 

flex the plastic and pick up something 

decisions, rather than a random 

series of impulsive purchasing events 

- as are so often seen in these pages! 

My only worry is you're trying to 

'load' too much on to the poor 

old Jelco 750D. It's £450 arm - why 

should it be any better than the 

Nima, let alone the Linn Ekos or 

suchlike at five times the price? 

The Roksan Nima is a great 

budget arm, but it's a unipivot, and 

this means it's less consistent (in 

my opinion) with various different 

cartridges - it's highly possible 

than the Nima was/is a complete 

mismatch both for your Lyra 

cartridge and your Linn LPI2.The 

Linn Ittok of course, is a fine match 

for the LP12, but 1 suspect yours is 

a bit tired - in perfect fettle, they 

should sound very lively and dynamic, 

not least because of an armtube 

which is not as well damped as some. 

Ditto the Jelco, whose S-shaped tube 

isn't the quietest, and this makes for 

a bright airy sound - possibly a good 

thing on a warm sounding Sondek, 

but not such a good thing on a 

Technics, for example... 

My own thoughts would be along 

the lines of a Naim ARO as you say 

(which I know to work well with a 

Lyra Dorian, as I've tried it); you'd 

find this very lively, musical and fluid 

- but it has a slightly soft bass and 

not the most extended treble, thanks 

to its unipivot design I suspect. It's 

clearly superior even to a perfectly 

preserved lttok - indeed it's better 

in many ways to the Ekos too. But 

still it seems too expensive for you, 

so I would suggest an Origin Live 

Encounter (£970). It's a fine working 

compromise, with a subtle, even 

handed yet dynamic and musical 

sound at the price. DP 

Tom, your high expectations, tightly 

focused requirements and super 

revealing replay system are in total 

more than a little intimidating, I 

feel. I suspect an SME3I2S and an 

expensive Ortofon Cadenza are 

called forThese are the Rolls Royces 

of the business,1 am listening to them 

now and the whole presentation 

is so polished, smooth yet lifelike I 

could not conceive of better. NK 

IN IT FOR THE MONEY? 
Some interesting statistics came to light 

The MCPS/PRS reported that of the 

13 million songs available for sale as 

downloads, over 10 million failed to sell 

one unit Indeed, some 80% of download 

revenue comes from 52,000 songs. 

Then the International Phonographic 

Industry stated that 95% of the 40 

billion downloads in 2008 were illegal. 

It does seem that most people are 

downloading a small section of what's 

available and that internationally there's 

a lot of illegal downloading going on. 

I don't condone illegal downloading; 

fortunately for those concerned the legal 

downloads still raise a lot of revenue. 

This led to me wondering how harmful 

illegal downloading is, and the concept 

of royalties in general? 

Copying music isn't anything new. 

Looking through my vinyl collection, 

some of the discs have a cassette 

symbol on them, with o black skull 

and crossbones. Remember that? The 

Home Taping is Killing Music campaign. 

We now know it didn't do anything of 

the sort To my mind a bigger threat to 

music came from the electronic drum 

machine, the synthesiser, and the six 

string active electronic bass. Perhaps too, 

the loss of revenue arguments don't take 

into account the possibility that people 

tend to copy music they wouldn't ever 

buy anyway. The likelihood is if someone 

really wants music for their collection 

they'll go out and buy it. 

Years ago, home movie enthusiasts 

had a copyright problem. Many people 
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wanted to make films which had a 

commentary and background music 

on the magnetic stripe of the film 

itself While some copyright free music 

was available, choice was limited. 

To copy most music onto stripe was 

therefore illegal. The Institute of Amateur 

Cinematographers came to the rescue. 

Through them it was possible to obtain 

the necessary licences. Enthusiasts could 

obtain annual MCPS/PRS licences which 

allowed the physical copying onto stripe, 

and a further licence (PPL) to enable 

one to broadcast the sound to the family 

or film club members. The cost was 

nominal. It was a cheap scheme which 

made an illegal act legal and so most 

people used it. 

That might sound very small scale, 

but had a similar licensing scheme been 

introduced to make downloading legal 

for private, home use, it could have 

raised a large sum of revenue for the 

music industry. 

And what of CD royalties? Many 

a time I've heard an artist complain 

they're losing revenue through people 

copying CDs. I think there's another side 

of the coin which is never considered. 

The fact is, there are many artists who 

are receiving royalties when they never 

contributed to the music in the first 

place. 

This happens in two ways. First 

by inheritance, and second by royalty 

purchase. Should the offspring and 

families of deceased artists receive 

royalties in this way? Think of the 

Presley, Harrison and Lennon families, 

to name but three cases for example, 

who are receiving money every time 

someone buys a record to which they 

never contributed. I've no problem 

with artists amassing fortunes when 

alive and others benefiting via the 

inheritance system in the same way that 

anybody else can, but after the artist is 

deceased? That's another thing. 

It's a similar situation with those 

who purchase other people's royalties. 

I believe at one time Michael Jackson 

owned some of the Beatles royalties, 

for instance, and thus received money 

every time a Beatles record was played. 

Why should it be possible for people to 

do that, when they've not contributed 

artistically to the product? If the royalty 

system were changed CDs could actually 

become cheaper. 

The trouble is, so much of the 

copying regulations are trying to shut 

the door after the horse has bolted. It's 

as though the industry was taken by 

surprise when it learned that computers 

came with CD copiers. Likewise the 

film industry with DVD copiers. Now 

the industry wants to stop illegal 

downloading after the technology to do 

so has been established and according 

to those statistics, well used. Had a 

licensing scheme been introduced and 
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the royalty system been fairer, the 

industry might have found a higher 

proportion of legal sales, to everyone's 

satisfaction. 

Melvyn Dover. 

It's difficult to gauge the impact of 

illegal downloading, but now we can 

download for free from Spotify this 

at least gives music lovers a way to 

hear an album before buying it and, I 

hope, will encourage both sales and 

musical enjoyment. Apple's iTunes is 

another way to buy a track rather 

than fork out for an album, as I still 

do, then find it's going to join the 

hundreds played once and never 

again. 

Whilst illegal downloading on 

a small scale can broaden musical 

appreciation and encourages sales 

of worthy albums rather than hyped 

ones, piracy on a large scale is simply 

theft, and in most cases it is theft 

carried out for commercial gain. It 

appears a benefit to the recipient of 

the goods, when those goods come 

cheap or free, but there is a long 

term cost to us all if it undermines 

artists. I have no sympathy for Pirate 

Bay and the 'free' world it supports 

and find their arrogant attitude 

distasteful. Similarly, I have seen 

shopping centres in Malaysia full of 

ultra cheap CDs and DVDs - and 

apparently they were all counterfeits. 

Having bought some thinking they 

were cheap simply because of 

exchange rate differences etc., I was 

shocked to find a few years later 

that a crack down by Malaysia on 

piracy closed the lot! So not one of 

those CD/DVD outlets was selling 

legally obtained goods. That's the 

scale of the problem when it gets 

out of hand. It's a pity that the music 

business sullies its image by pursuing 

individual downloaders through court 

action when they are not in it for 

commercial gain and continues to 

try and sell us a negotiable ' right to 

listen'. NK 

The trouble is, we are between 

a rock and a hard place. On one 

hand is the music industry, which 

has been far too complacent, far 

too keen to protect its (one time) 

monopoly on the 'manufacture' and 

sale of music, and far too myopic 

about what its customers actually 

wanted from it. Like an old fashioned 

nationalised industry, it was slow to 

react, arrogant and out-of-touch. Of 

course, there were always notable 

exceptions, but the mainstream non-

indie side is guilty as charged, as far 

as I'm concerned. 

However, on the other side, 

there's no skirting around the issue 

- downloading music without paying 

for it is stealing, like walking in to 

WH Smith and sticking a CD under 

your jacket.There's simply no room 

for equivocation about this.The thing 

is of course that people say, "oh well, 

it was free, so it's alright really, isn't 

it?". No it isn't - just as you'd know 

it was wrong to steal that CD from 

Smiths if the shop assistant wasn't 

there watching you, so you should 

know it's wrong to download an 

illegally copied music file now.There 

are two reasons I'm saying this - [a] 

because it's technically, legally, correct 

and [b] if you personally choose to 

selectively opt out of the law (which 

is what you're doing when you 

download an illegally copied file), then 

you won't have music in fifteen years 
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time. Or rather, we'll have masses 

of ' Britain's Got Talent' acts, and no 

credible recording artists - simply 

because they can no longer afford to 

live like that... 

So we do need to arrive at some 

kind of consensus where people 

get used to paying a (modest) fee 

for music - otherwise all the quality 

will be driven from the industry, and 

we'll be looking back at this time in 

our history as "the music age", when 

people once considered recorded 

sound an art form, What that 

consensus is, or how to get there, I 

do not know. But we would be very 

interested to hear from readers on 

how you would like to listen to and/ 

or buy music in an age where CDs 

are no longer sold. DP 

TOP TIP 
Recently, I received an Award Winning 

album, which on first audition was a 

complete disappointment I received the 

LP via the Royal Mail in Vinyl. This was 

a critically acclaimed work which had 

been in receipt of world-wide approval. 

I eagerly opened the package and the 

sleeve was undamaged (good start). In 

order to give the LP a right and proper 

aural examination, I reset the Roksanl 

Ortofon Rondo Bronze, carefully placed 

the record on the turntable, reached 

for my Espresso and prepared to be 

spellbound... 

Frankly, I was less thon impressed, 

the vocalist was dreary in the extreme, 

the production whilst clearly smooth, 

hod a languid, soupy quality, the whole 

affair was a lifeless clotted dirge. I was 

at a loss.., perhaps the fault was mine, 

maybe some serial tweaking was in 

order? 

Then it struck me... a simple 

adjustment and the vibrancy and power 

of the production was clear. The LP 

now bounced and clattered along, the 

difference in the sound from the Acoustic 

Energy AE I Mk3s was so immense that 

I feel it is simply the decent thine to do 

and pass this on as a Hi-Fi World Top 

Tip. If on receipt of a recording you feel 

that there is a lifelessness apparent, 

look to your turntable, for therein ries 

the problem: switch the turntable speed 

to 45rpm rather than the more typical 

33.rpm. Elbow's 'Seldom Seen Kid' is 

indeed a vast improvement when played 

at the recommended speed. 

Brian Oakley 

I have this problem all the time Brian, 

especially with I2in singles that play 

at 33rpm and there's nothing on the 

label to say so. NK 

"I THINK I NEED HELP" 
A funny thing happened to me on 

the way out of Richer Sounds, while 

clutching a new DacMagic to replace 

my old faithful DacMagic. I saw a 

second hand CD4 SE in the window 

for £60. Being in a bit of an impulsive 

mood and remembering its budget 

World Classic status I bought that as 

Q Acoustics 10501 

- inexpensive but 

offers a great 

sound and, with 

strong bass, can 

replace a TDL 4. 

well. Obviously once the new boxes were 

smuggled into the house and connected 

up to my Audio Analogue Puccini and 

TDL4s the experiments started. 

I liked the new DAC very much, 

flexible and very listenable with the 

downside that while I like the sound 

everything does seem a bit like it was 

recorded in the same studio; is that a 

shortcoming or is it consistency? 

The CD4SE by itself is probably just 

as good and with some music rather 

betted was wondering whether I should 

look to a new power cable for the CD 

or a better power unit for the DAC to 

see if there could be extra atmosphere 

squeezed from these units? 

Then I read the excellent Letters 

page response from Cambridge Audio 

in your March issue and moved over to 

my Marantz OVO player. Following his 

explanation of the filter limitations in 

using the DacMagic with Red Book CDs 

I added a Monarchy Audio upsampler 

and then send a 96kHz signal to the 

DAC. Result? By spending £400 pound 

on two extra boxes (plus cables) I can 

make a £300 OVO player sound as 

good as a £60 second-hand classic! I 

then read Noel's column about keeping 

it simple and wondered whether I was 

deluding myself? 

I think I need help. Perhaps to 

repent, I have now learned my lesson 

and having read your magazine for 

fifteen years I'm sure I must now qualify 

for specific guidance to bring me back 

to sanity. 

Here we go. Speakers are often 

very pleasing but with some muddle 

in complex lower frequencies. Room is 

stone walled cottage type with 8 foot 

ceiling perhaps 4x5 just about, there 

are bookshelves and two sofas. The love 

of my life is the type who likes simple 

uncluttered things, likes the speakers for 

their proportions and as long as they 

remain close to the wall she is content 

The other half has no idea how they 

sound as she is impaired somewhat in 

the musical appreciation department. 

Musical tastes ore around 

Americana, rock, pop, folk, blues, gospel 

and a bit of jazz. The question now 

for me would seem to be: is there a 

'speaker which fits the bill in the £500 

to £800 bracket or should I postpone 

instant gratification for the sake of 

future upgrades and move up a league? 

There is a third alternative, to 

modify the TDLs (I have a crossover 

spec with suggested upgrades) though 

reticent due to inherent incompetence 

with practical type things. Would 

improved crossover with new tweeters 

and/ or other drive units answer my 

yearnings? I could find some one to 

help out if it all gets too technical. Rest 

assured any suggestions will be followed 

exactly. 

yours, 

A Repentant Audio Sinner 

The TDL 4s were a bit thick at the 

bottom end I recall and suspect a 

pair of Q Acoustics 1050is would go 

a long way to solving your problems, 

although they are not balanced for 

near wall use and may sound a bit 

bass heavy. KEF iQ50s also give a 

clean lower end and suit smaller 

rooms. 

NK 
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If I were you, I'd spend a little but 

of time and money fettling your 

existing system with decent supports 

and interconnects.This done, relax 

and enjoy while you start saving 

for the big one - a serious pair of 

speakers. I'd counsel Missing Link 

Link Cryo Reference interconnect 

between your Cambridge CD4SE 

and your Audio Analogue amp, and 

Chord Odyssey 2 cables going to 

the speakers. Quadraspire make 

great supports, but if you don't want 

a whole new rack then why not 

invest in an Avid Platform for your 

CD4SE? Then, clean all the contacts 

with Kontak, and use a decent mains 

power lead such as a Silverman 

Clarity 1.You should find the system 

really begins to sing - then you can 

upgrade to a pair of speakers in the 

£2,000 bracket when you've saved 

up. Come back to us then for advice! 

DP 

AIM FOR GOAL 
I was delighted to read Paul Rigby's 

article in February's edition, about 

setting a hi-fi goal and aiming for it. 

I've been wrestling with exactly this 

knotty problem myself I don't want to 

waste time and money on unnecessary 

upgrades for small incremental increases 

in quality, to then find my format of 

choice is being phased out and having 

to buy everything again. I've built a pair 

of speakers with drive units and plans 

from Commonsense Audio. These I think 

are superb, by far the best speakers 

I've ever owned and consequently want 

to make these the cornerstone around 

which to build the rest of my system. 

My next decision is to opt out of 

format wars and go to computer audio. 

As I already have a Mac iBook I intend 

to focus on Apple Lossless and MC. This 

will allow maximum flexibility both at 

home and mobile. I'm thinking of using 

Squee7eboY duet as my main source. 

accessing an Apple time machine loaded 

with all my CDs in lossless format, and 

also using it to listen to internet rodio. 

So far so good I think, so what's the 

rub, I hear you ask? Well I'm hoping you 

can help with advice on an amplifier. 

Previously, I've owned a Sugden A2 I 

which I really enjoyed, and maybe advice 

on whether or not I need a DAC of 

some sort? Like Paul Rigby I'm hoping 

to settle on a system that can meet my 

current and future requirements, and 

by accomplishing this save a fortune by 

avoiding the incremental upgrade route. 

Steve Dixon 

1 do wish readers would give us 

a budget to work with! Can you 

imagine someone writing in to a 

car magazine, saying "hello please 

recommend me a car - err, that's 

it?". Given that you were in the 

Sugden league before, I guess that 

a Naim SuperNait won't be out of 

your price range? This is a clean, 

punchy but smooth and detailed high 

end integrated with a built-in DAC, 

making it ideal for computer audio. 

Alternatively, you could go back to 

Sugden and buy an A2I SE. Just a little 

cheaper at £2,250 it has the clearest, 

cleanest and most open sound you'll 

find for this sort of money - although 

speaker matching is much more of 

an issue, so your new speakers will 

have to be reasonably efficient. Also, 

you'll need a good quality DAC, such 

as Cambridge Audio's excellent little 

DAC Magic (£230). DP 

TUNER TWEAKS 
Why does no one make on FM tuner to 

the quality of the Hitachi FT- 5500 II? 

None of the current FM tuners (mostly 

DAB/FM combinations) have the same 

low noise and sensitivity to make the 

best of what is still a high quality music 

source — FM radio. 

I had this thought after fitting a 

Wattgate 350i plug and IEC socket 

to the Hitachi. I had years ago fitted 

a Bulgin plug to replace the captive 

lead (I was not very confident of my 

metal working skills back then), but 

even this with a Kimber cable, mains 

noise filter, voltage dependent resistor, 

damping panels to the case and gold 

phono sockets brought the tuner to life. 

The sound opened out with a spacious 

image, good depth, detail and bass. I 

noticed recently that Russ Andrews were 

offering for hire an IEC socket punch to 

make the rectangular hole for an IEC 

socket and Wattgate. I thought that the 

quality of the Wattgate compared to 

the Bulgin plug would produce a further 

improvement. This modification produced 

more of the same, a wider detailed 

image against a quieter background 

with more obvious bass. A more realistic 

Hitachi FT-5500 MU tuner - a fantastic performer, but with a 

1970s sound unless tweaked, says Noel. 

sound, all from a tuner twenty years old! 

Yes, Russ Andrews there is also a burn 

in period even with an IEC socket and 

Wattage as the tuner sounded worse 

and better at the same time when first 

switched on after the modification, but 

has improved rapidly since. 

So my question. Why is the 

performance of tuners only so so? 

Usually noise figures are around 70dB, 

some a little better at 72 or 73d8, 

against the Hitachi at nearly 80d8 

(almost the theoretical maximum) with 

a sensitivity to capture weak signals 

to make the most of a station. It also 

has an excellent signal strength meter 

to discriminate between the strongest 

signals. Yet inside it looks nothing special, 

without any exotic components, fairly 

standard for twenty years ago. What is 

the reason that no one is attempting 

the same standard or better now, cost, 

o small market, or lack of interest by 

manufactures or all of these? 

A good web site for FM tuners is 

Restoration@AbSoundLabs.Com who 

recently helped me replace a battery in 

the Hitachi to retain station memory. 

Peter Graves 

Hartlepool 

Ah, the long discontinued Hitachi 

FT-5500. It was a fantastic performer, 

a gem spewed out by a massive 

Japanese company that in the past 

even produced audio chips, but now 

you'll find the name most commonly 

on earth moving equipment! All the 

same, it had a somewhat grey, flat 

sound like a lot of 1970s product, 

but this can be cured by upgrading 

the audio stages, (see www.www. 

fmtunerinfo.com/FT-5500MKIlmod. 

pdf). One day I will do this to mine, 

which I still treasure. 

Isn't it sad that a thoroughly good 

radio transmission system like VHF/FM 

has to be swept away on whimsy. DAB 

was purposed to reach cars effectively, 

where most radio listening is done, 

so the BBC decided to sacrifice the 

vast static radio market for this end. 

This has hardly given manufacturers 

confidence in the future of the VHF/ 

FM market, because it has confused 

the buying public with talk that VHF/ 

FM was to be made obsolete, severely 

suppressing sales. 

Nowadays, what we need for 

better VHF/FM is Software Defined 

Radio, which could give even better 

results than the Hitachi, Radioscape 

modules have shown me (see www. 

radioscape.com), but 1 suspect the 

broadcaSt establishment has convinced 

itself VHF/FM is archaic and worthless 

for no other reason than it was 

conceived a long time ago - and we all 

know that if it's old, it's rubbish, don't 

we? NK 
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Ki doU 
Just as the name suggests, the 
Essence captures the spirit of Zu 
Audio's charismatic loudspeaker 
line, says Noel Keywood... 

I
t looks different - and it is. Zu's new 
Essence loudspeaker comes with 

its own view of what is important 

in loudspeakers and treads its own 

particular path. I'm reminded of the 

Daily Mail's verdict on the Sex Pistols 

here: number one in a field of one! But Zu 

loudspeakers are in a field of two, first laid 

out by Lowther.The lightweight, Lowther 

coated paper cone with parasitic centre 

cone is something of a cult item around the 

world.They pop up to haunt me in obscure 

corners of the Far East, where the Lowther 

religion seems to have a strong hold. 

Dropping into a dealer in the fierce midday 

heat of Penang I'm greeted with the sight of 

Lowthers. and a cheery "you like Lowthers?" 

simply because my gaze fell on them. Playing 

the polite Englishman I say, "yes, of course" 

and hope we can speak about something 

else. But I liked the Sex Pistols, irrespec-

tive of what the Daily Mail thought of them 

— and you may like the Zu Essences too! 

The Essence is purposed to fulfil the 

promise of a Lowther, namely to provide a 

simple, efficient loudspeaker that needs little 

power and delivers a very fast, engaging 

sound - rather than the often ponderous 

gait of so many big speakers that seemingly 

become bogged down and dynamically 

smothered.To this end Zu make their 

own, large paper cone drive units, having 

a chunky, industrial appearance, played up 

by the fixed central aluminium phase plug, 

coarse surface black cones and basket, 

topped by a punched metal grill that hides 

little of what it covers.At the centre of 

the main cone is fixed a smaller ' parasitic' 

cone, there to radiate sound direct from the 

voice coil when the main cone mechanically 

decouples at high frequencies, unable to 

follow fast accelerations. It's an old idea, 

found most famously on Lowthers, and is in 

effect a mechanical crossover network. 

That's the idea anyway. In practice 

these systems are designed on simple basic 

principles and give uneven results, not 

helped by using an inconsistent material 

like paper. What makes me wince with 

Lowthers is their ragged treble: it's very 

sharp and zingy, does violins no favours and 

can be quité piercing. Yet it is projective and 

without an overpowering sense of general 

treble excess you do get to hear metallic 

percussion instruments like cymbals and 

triangles within a dense mix, seemingly 

lifted out in a fashion that defies other 
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loudspeakers - and the Zu Essence 

manages this well too. 

The Essence main drive unit 

reaches 3kHz, a lower limit than the 

Lowthers I have measured, so Zu add 

a ribbon treble unit that, like most 

ribbons, kicks in at 6kHz. On axis, 

it provides flat output up to 20kHz, 

but it is so far from the parasitic 

cone that there inevitable phase 

cancellations and what you hear 

depends upon head height, although 

they integrate reasonably well at a 

distance. I found. 

Unlike, say, quasi-point source 

KEF Uni-Q units, the Essence is 

sensitive to listening position and 

I took this into account when 

positioning and listening to them. 

I preferred them when tilted back 

on their spikes, which strengthened 

high frequency output. Although they 

seemingly snap into focus, as the ear 

hears it, at a specific position the 

large measured dip in their frequency 

response remained fairly obvious, 

softening Sade's vocals in 'Smooth 

Operator', for example, bringing a 

small sense of fluffiness to the outline 

of words and a softening of her 

delivery. But because of the tweeter's 

presence the sound isn't dull; quite 

the reverse, upper treble sparkles as 

usual from a ribbon and this doesn't 

go unnoticed, for the ribbon unit is 

quite obvious in what is doing. 

I like to relate sound to a 

loudspeaker's technology and 

measured performance, guided 

by our Clio measurement system, 

on-going input from loudspeaker 

engineers and my interest in the 

subject. 

But back to the physical side 

of the Zu. In keeping with the 

philosophy of light-touch, full range 

paper cone drive units this one is 

connected directly to the amplifier, 

Zu say.The idea is that nothing will 

get in the way to degrade the sound, 

especially the usual inductor that 

feeds bass units and compromises 

electrical damping. But as Laurie 

Fincham of KEF pointed out, that 

still leaves acoustic and magnetic 

damping to control the cone, and 

the Essence bass unit is quite well 

damped acoustically.This gives the 

big cabinet comparatively light bass 

unless the Essences are moved back 

close to a rear wall.Then I found 

they needed turning in to fire at me 

direct, and happily this positioning 

accords with that suggested in the 

handbook. Bass then became solid 

and deep and was in good balance 

with the rest of the frequency range. 

Thunderous subsonics are not there, 

but this helps bass lines sound quite 

spry. Zu have had to use a large 

cabinet to get the light paper cone 

to go low, so the Essence isn't small, 

standing I 25cms tall, 30.5cms wide 

and deep and weighing 30kgs. It's 

twenty five percent higher than the 

average I m floorstander, so it has 

visual and physical presence, but near 

wall placement counteracts this to a 

great extent, so the cabinet doesn't 

eat living space. 

The Essence has a reflex port 

in its base, and it fires out through 

foam that provides a measure of 

acoustic damping. Floor ports offer 

quite good results I find, those once 

used by Castle Acoustics being early 

exemplars. 

The rear panel carries an unusual 

spade clamp, for the American market 

where spades are popular, not 4mm 

banana plugs as used elsewhere.This 

clamp will accept 4mm plugs but it is 

an inelegant way of handling them. 

As this is in essence a single 

driver loudspeaker, with a tweeter 

fill-in, biwiring is not on offer. With 

an overall impedance value that 

measured out at 12 Ohms the 

Essence is a very light load that 

draws little current, helping under-

utilised solid-state amplifiers run 

cool, and valve amps to work with 

alacrity. The Essence is ideal for low 

power single-ended (SE) amplifiers, 

and the 9 Watts or so available from 

a typical 300B SE is ideal, unless you 

want to run a disco. I used our Icon 

Audio MB845 valve amps as usual, 

fed directly by Stello DA-I 00 DAC 

for CD and Eastern Electric Minimax 

valve phono stage for LP, fed by 

an Ortofon Cadenza Bronze MC 

cartridge. 

SOUND QUALITY 
As I have already explained, measured 

limitations are quite obvious in 

use, but this doesn't explain it all 

by any means. Let's take an unlikely 

candidate for the loudspeaker: 'Mars', 

from Holt's 'Planets'. As expected 

strings were edgy and a little coarse, 

over lit and over obvious. But I was 

suitably impressed the way horns 

rasped out and - especially - how 

single kettle drum strikes bounced 

out of the speakers with well 

described timing and firm impact. In 

that kettle drums in this recording 

usually murmur politely somewhere 

in the background with other 

loudspeakers, the Essences showed 

they could perform sonic feats 

beyond most rivals.As 'Mars' draws 

to a conclusion, the orchestra's 

final recurring passages, or ritornelli, 

had a terminating impact that was 

outstanding, clearly drawing a line 

at the end of the movement.The 

Essence may not be a smoothie, but 

my goodness it has an extraordinary 

ability to lift music up by the scruff 

of the neck, give it life and find its 

meaning in so doing. 

On an altogether different tack, 

but in similar vein, Sly and Robbie's 

'Make 'Em Move' thundered along 

nicely through the Essences, again 

a little spiky and forceful up top 

it seemed, but with a well defined 

bass line from Mr Shakespeare. 

When the tempo suddenly changes 

halfway through the track, however, 

the Essences resolved these changes 

with massive grip and incredible 

resolution, making for a heart 
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Jordan Acoustics 
presents 

TAN•10Y.-- Wh 

411) freephone: 0800 121 4771 or 72 

DC1OT Speakers: £ 5,000 

Term: 36 months 
Monthl Pa ment: £125.0 

DC8T Speakers: £4,000 

erm: 24 months 
onthly Payment: £150.0 . _ 

OCR Speakers: £2,500 

Term:12 months 
Monthly Payment: £187.50 

'subject to status/conditions 

"written details on request 
'buy now pay later / 0% finance 
avallableunimsturudmts 

The revolutionary and radical sub- E5000 phono stage that all 
others are trying to beat... 

The PS.30RDT has been 

reviewed worldwide and 

is accepted as the phono 

stage ' tour- de- force' easily 

competing with phono stages 

three times it's price. 

It's easy to fit into any standard 

rack or cabinet. It's inherent 

ultra low noise levels are 

needed if the user is to use low/ 

very low output moving coil 

est 

• e-mail: asejordanacoustics.co.uk 

o 
di 51200 SuperTweeters included when you purchase a certain 
nir selected product(s) in the Prestige Range*. 

Whether you're looking for 

a pair of loudspeakers for 

a dedicated hi fi system 

or building a multi channel 

home theatre in your living 

room, Tannoy's vast speaker 

range will satisfy your needs: 

exceptional audio performance 

and a choice of stylish designs 

and finishes. 

Ed — r.dges, an area which value/ 

tube phono stages constantly 

fail in. Output impedance is 

a very low 50ohms at 1Khz, 

so even if using extremely 

long output cables, there is no 

chance of losing that precious 

signal. 

With 6 load and 6 gain settings 

(user adjustable internally), 

whatever cartridge is being 

Definition: Detwing tne 
art of sound, Definition marries 

cutting edge technical innovation 

with 80 years of Tannoy 

loudspeaker heritage. The result 

is a true audiophile loudspeaker 

for the music enthusiast who 

will accept no compromises. 

From the dynamic DC8 bookshelf 

model for smaller rooms to the 

imposing DC8T and DC1OT floor-

used, you can be assured 

a setting is there for the 

optimum performance. 

"A brilliant all round design 

then, offering most of what 

anyone would ever need." 

(PS.30RDT) 

David Price, Hi-Fi juiy rj9. 

Hi-Fi World 

VERDICT egmboo 

standing models, the range is 

crafted from the finest materials 

and hand finished to exemplary 

slandards. 

"The DC8T is a great loudspeaker, 

with the power to fill a castle at 
a price more appropriate for the 

overage home." 
Keywood Norld luly OS 

Hi-Fi World 

VERDICT eel.. 

%* 

PS.30R: £1,799 

10% Deposit: 179.00 
Term: 12 months 
Monthly Payment: £135.00 

PS.30RDT: £ 2,799 

10°/0 Deposit: £779.00 
Term: 24 months 
Monthly Payment: £105.00 

SERIES: All and models available. 
Huge range on permanent demonstration. 

www.jordanacoustics.co.uk 
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stopping experience.With organ 

hovering clearly between the 

loudspeakers within a lively ambience, 

'Make 'Em Move' fulfilled its promise: 

it made me move, through the 

Essences — and 1 have to say they 

manage better than most here. Good 

with Reggae then! 

'Rockferry' was a little muddled 

and coarse, and 'Warwick Avenue' 

from Duffy's ' Rockferry' CD, revealed 

some nasality and cuppiness to her 

voice, as well as the slight softening 

of upper harmonics I have already 

mentioned. Intelligibilty was good all 

the same: Duffy's lilting Welsh tones 

were nicely conveyed and I could 

hear every nuance in her delivery. 

Svelte definitely not, but gripping and 

exciting definitely... 

It got better with LP, ' Rockferry' 

sounding more dimensional and 

atmospheric than the CD, the 

Essences highlighting differences 

between the media. Amy Winehouse's 

'You Know I'm No Good' fairly 

bounced along, supported by a 

firm, fluid bass line, gentle but well 

etched interjections from saxophone 

and even a nice, clear rendition of 

the words "chips and ale" — bless 

her romantic heart! — that most 

loudspeakers miss. 

Sensing a very strong ability to 

put the life back into music that 

so often has the life drawn from 

it by solid-state amplifiers feeding 

"it's not a smoothie, out the 
7u has an extraorcinay aoi ity 
to ift music uo oy tne scruff of 
the neck, cive it life anc finc its 
meaning in so conc..," 
magnetism-free loudspeakers, I 

wheeled out my almost new, for 

archives only, Jimi Hendrix box set, 

recut onto new 180gm vinyLVVith 

the extraordinary advantage of 

grooves being read by a brand new 

Ortofon Cadenza Bronze moving coil 

cartridge, I listened to Jimi Hendrix 

apologising to the audience before 

playing 'Wind Cries Mary', with a life 

and freshness as if the recording had 

been made yesterday. What followed 

was incredible, a live session that 

sounded better than the best you can 

hear on vinyl today - and I thought 

old Hendrix recordings were pretty 

mediocre in quality 

(based on my original 

LPs). 

The Essences 

worked with LP 

extremely well, and 

with a decent front 

end plus a valve amp 

inbetween, showed that 

they were able to put 

Hendrix back on stage 

in a way that had me 

more than impressed 

— I was all but amazed. 

Noel Redding's bass 

line was clear as a 

bell, a steady thud 

from Mitch Mitchell's 

kick drum was there 

in strength, and Jimi's 

voice was full bodied, 

supremely clear and 

very crisp. Taken from 

live microphones, there 

was a great sense of 

atmosphere and even 

the audience, although 

whooping and hollering 

(obviously a US 

recording!) were clearly 

differentiated and kept 

well apart from the 

band.This performance 

alone hoisted the 

Essences well up the 

scale of enjoyment, 

close to decent large 

Tannoys, and although 

they are nnt as able 

as Yorkminsters, the 

Yorkies do cost £9k 

— and are covered in 

Tygan! 

So the Zu 

Essences are an unusual proposition. 

Acceptably accurate in spite of the 

Rhondda Valley making an appearance 

in their response trace, they may 

not be the smoothest operators but 

they bring extraordinary life to music 

and are a beguiling experience, one 

that draws you right into the music. 

I ended up quite amazed by them in 

many ways.Very left field, perhaps, 

and expensive too, but purposed 

and able to find the soul of a musical 

performance and lay it out before 

you. In conclusion then: flawed but 

amazing.A very exciting listen; No 1 

in a field of two. 

VERDICT •••• 
Bristling with life, vigour and speed, 
this charismatic loudspeaker has a 
unique musical presentation that's 
not for everyone, but unforgettable all 
the same. 

ZU ESSENCE 

Musicology 

(C) + 44(0)1273 700759 

www.musicology-uk.com 

£5,000 

FOR 

- 'seat of the pants' sound 

- extended treble 

- featherweight load 

AGAINST 

- lacks smoothness 

- midband warmth 

- cuppy colouration 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 
The large, light paper cone is super 
efficient, as light cones are, but needs 
a large box behind it to go low - hence 
the size of the Essence. Sensitivity 
measured a massive 91dB front one 
nominal watt (2.8V) of input - and with 
an impedance of 12 Ohms the Essence 
in truth draws a real 0.65 Watts to 
achieve this high volume. As a load 
then, it is a featherweight, making 
it ideal for low power amplifiers in 
particular. Just a few Watts will make 
the Essences go loud. 

The bass/midrange unit is loaded by 
a foam damped floor port that excites 
a room's vertical mode strongly, giving 
support to upper bass frequencies. 
Port output is broad and well damped 
our response graph shows (red trace) 
and centred at 45Hz. The impedance 
curve reflects this and also shows an 
impedance curve that stays above 10 
Ohms over most of the audio band. 

The Essence gives widely varyi 
frequency response with measuring 
microphone position. The bass/ 
midrange, with its parasitic centre cone 
reaches 3kHz and the ribbon tweeter 
works from 6kHz upward, as most 
ribbon tweeters do. There's a dip of 
around -6dB between the two, as our 
frequency response analysis shows, 
its precise characteristics varying 
with microphone/ ear position due to 
phase cancellations, attributable to 
the distance of the tweetei hunt the 
parasitic cone. Listened to on-axis, the 
tweeter extends up to 20kHz, but from 
below its output rolls away steadily 
above 10kHz. The Essence is relatively 
smooth and even across most of the 
audio band though, from 150Hz up to 
3kHz, and this will usefully contribute 
to overall perceived sound quality. Bass 

distortion was very low, below 1% at 
40Hz and the port 4% at this frequency, 
so bass should sound clean. The decay 
spectrum was clean too, lacking 
overhangs, so this is a loudspeaker free 
from colouration too. 

The Essence is a modern attempt to 
exploit the properties of a lightweight 
paper cone bass/midrange with 
parasitic cone and static phase plug. 
Tweeter integration is poor and high 
frequency response erratic as a result, 
but otherwise the Essence will have a 
fast, clean and distinctive sound that 
will make it attractive, especially to 
single-ended valve amplifier aficionados 
who tend to favour such loudspeakers. 
NK 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE 

+20 

+10 

dB 

0 

Green - driver output 

Red - port output 

IMPEDANCE 

-20k 
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Sub Size 
wouldn't relish the task that 

faced the design team at 

Cambridge Audio, co-ordinated 

by Technical Director Matthew 

Bramble.The brief was to cre-

ate a mini-system for those 

with a discerning musical palate, one 

that was the solution to that intermi-

nable question, "just because my hi-fi 

is small, why does it sound terrible?" 

"Low-priced products can be 

bought off the shelf," said Bramble 

but, and this was his problem, they 

were packed with components 

where, "some other designer has 

done the work, Yes, you can influence 

it and the resultant mini-system can 

be a pretty good performer but you 

have no real control over the internal 

components, there will always be 

compromises.We don't like to do 

that, we like to implement our own 

ideas, creating our own components 

and including our own house sound:' 

That meant the design team 

at Cambridge creating their own 

amplifier mains transformer, building 

their own tuner chip, putting 

together their own CD transport, 

and more.What Bramble and his 

team have produced therefore, is 

a modular mini system comprising 

matching separates that span 

285x270x6Omm, available in black or 

silver, The heart of the system, the 

DR30, is a 2.1 receiver featuring a 

40W amplifier and DAB tuner with 

RDS (a FM/AM-only tuner version, 

the AR30, is also available as an 

alternative). The similarly sized CD30 

CD player can also be joined by a 

DVD player (not reviewed here), 

the DV30.The little lot is topped 

off by a pair of lightweight Sirocco 

S30 bookshelf speakers, available 

in oak and black and measuring 

225x160x225mm. 

Featuring a simple yet effective 

display, the DR30 is adorned only 

with the essential controls such as a 

source selector, headphones socket, 

MP3 socket 

for non-Apple 

products and, on 

the rear, speaker 

binding posts 

(as opposed to 

the usual, basic 

spring-loaded 

affairs often seen 

on mini systems), 

a Record Out 

for a tape deck, 

a Sub Out to 

Cambridge Audio's new 
Sonata mini- system packs the 
punch of full size separates 
hi-fi in half the space, says 
Paul Rigby... 

enhance CD or iPod play, plus a Sub 

In socket to access the low frequency 

affects channel on a video DVD. 

There's also room to plug in the 

included iPod dock. 

Internally, the DR30 features a 

custom-made toroidal transformer, as 

opposed to the more commonplace 

El model found in this audio category. 

The toroidal, says Bramble, produces, 

"less flux leakage, meaning that it 

distorts the waveform much less." 

The upshot is that this transformer 

introduces less noise into the system. 

It also enhances signal regulation 

promising more 'oomph' in the bass 

region. Cambridge has included 

custom-made ICs for input switching 

and for volume changes. 
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REVIEW 

"Sometimes it's worth commis-

sioning something because you can 

get it made exactly as you want it: 

taking out the bits you don't need 

and then get the price as low as you 

can.We were able to have a bespoke 

chip which is better quality for the 

facilities we wanted to utilise," said 

Bramble. 

said Bramble, "encourages a natural 

roll-off." The aim being to improve 

midrange performance. 

SOUND QUALITY 
As you'd expect for a system of 

this type, set-up is pretty straight-

forward. However, the Sirocco S30 

speakers are best stand mounted and 

"the Sonata Droves that, while 
3hysical size may oe recucec, 
attencant sounc cuali-y coesn't 
have to oe comoromisec,.." 

The same philosophy extended 

to the CD player which, alongside 

the basic external controls and rear 

ports plus, internally, the Wolfson 

8716 DAC features a new CD 

transport tweaked to perform 

with audio CDs (as opposed to a 

cheaper, computer-type drive aimed 

at accessing computer data).The 

Cambridge model comprises a simple 

drive, laser head and motors along 

with a new-build servo and specially 

written control software. Cambridge 

is proud of the new drive and its 

relatively low jitter rate of around 

300 picoseconds compared to other 

mini-systems whose jitter can be 

high. 

This is down to the company's 

separation of the noise from the 

power supply and the digital noise 

from the DAC. "We minimise it via 

filtering and multiple regulators," 

said Bramble. "When a DAC runs, 

there has to be a threshold when 

a decision is made to say that a 

particular musical signal is either 

a I or a 0. In fact, there will be a 

small voltage created just before 

that decision is made either way. 

Intrusive noise from the power 

supply can affect that critical 'decision 

point' voltage. It's this that creates 

the jitter as the moment when 

the 'decision point' is reached is 

altered. Even though that change is 

just picoseconds, that alteration has 

a measurable effect on the sound 

output." 

The Cambridge-badged 

loudspeakers were designed by 

Mordaunt Short's Graham Foy. 

Created to produce a dynamic, 

punchy sound, the Sirocco 530s 

feature a small, sturdily braced 

cabinet and a woven, composite 

4.5in bass/mid cone alongside a soft 

cone, dome tweeter. Each driver 

was created via a menu of standard 

components which were then forged 

especially for the 530s and tuned to 

match the simple crossover which, 

positioned close to the wall, around 

8cm away to enhance bass.Toeing in, 

however, is flexible and depends on 

the room. I would encourage experi-

mentation. 

Loading up the Sugababes' 

'Stronger' from 'Angels With Dirty 

Faces' I was immediately struck 

by two principal points. Firstly, the 

Sonata is eminently civilised 

without compromising any 

single facet of the overall 

sound. So, despite the 

damaging, inherent excessive 

peak limiting on the CD, the 

grating sibilance had gone 

whilst the harsh upper mid 

frequencies had been tamed. 

Vocals were also coated with 

a velvet-like presentation that 

was most agreeable. Lower 

bass was largely absent, whilst 

upper bass was surprisingly 

taut and full for such a small 

speaker, which reminded 

me, somewhat, of Spendor's 

S3/5Rs. 

The other noticeable feature was 

the spacious, airy character of the 

soundstage which was also reflected 

in Carol Kidd's 'A Nightingale Sang 

In Berkeley Square'.The resultant 

presentation was considered and 

unhurried, allowing the players time 

to compose themselves.This track 

also highlighted admirable upper 

mid detail, especially via the double 

bass string resonances — a difficult 

frequency band to master. 

The Sonata proved adept at 

sleight-of-hand, its inherent musicality, 

for example, successfully masking the 

lack of treble extension on cymbals 

and a slight forwardness of the treble 

at high volume. 

More mid-detail was derived 

from Can's 'Yoo Doo Right' from 

'Monster Movie' where Irmin 

Schmidt's nasal keyboard subtleties 

are often masked beneath guitar and 

drums. Not here, Also, the attendant 

iPod dock, a well made addition, 

may have suffered from a slightly 

'thin' sound but, again, that incisive 

midrange certainly compensated. 

Finally, the tuner was a bit of 

a Curate's Egg.Testing it via a roof 

mounted aerial, the FM radio was 

a little cumbersome to use. Manual 

station selection was slow and 

unwieldy while, due to the poor 

sensitivity of the FM facility, only one 

local BBC station was found on the 

automatic scan. Every other station, 

whilst offering a relatively rich and 

full mid/bass performance when 

compared to DAB, suffered from 

excessive hiss. So this feature works 

best in areas of high signal strength, 

near a transmitter. 

Although the inherent bitrate 

problems of DAB meant that 

the music became tiresome over 

extended periods at higher volumes, 

the general performance was 

excellent providing a clean and 

vibrant presentation with Radio 4's 

'Gardeners' Question Time' sounding 

particularly fresh. benefitting from the 

Sonata's naturally airy sound stage. 

CONCLUSION 
For such a compact and inexpensive 

system, the new Cambridge Audio 

Sonata packs a large punch.The 

attention to detail showed in 

its design and construction has 

resulted in a system that displays an 

excellent CD performance via a fine 

amplifier mated and well matched 

loudspeakers. It is of course ideal for 

small rooms but, due to its relatively 

powerful amplifier, able to drive 

medium sized spaces. the Sonata 

proves that, while physical size may 

be reduced, attendant sound quality 

doesn't have to be compromised. 

REFERENCE SYSTEM 
Chord Anthem 2 interconnects 

Chord Epic Twin loudspeaker cables 

Atacama Equinox XLPro SE Hifi Rack 

Atacama HMS 1 stands 

VERDICT imbibed> 
Super little system with serious sound 
from diminutive dimensions. 

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO 

SONATA CD30 f199.95 

DR30 2.1 f349.95 

SIROCCO S30 f149.99 

Cambridge Audio 

1)+44 (0) 845 900 1230 

www.cambridgeaudio.com 

FOR 

- super CD performance 

- incisive midrange 

- design and engineering 

AGAINST 

- so-so FM sensitivity 

- slightly restricted treble 
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The all-new 

M-senes 
from RO K SAN 

High performance hi-fi separates 
that will make your heart sing 

r, 
To find out more about the M-Series of high performance hi-fi separates 

from Roksan, and where you can buy them 
visit: vvww.henleydesigns.co.uk 

INLI 
www.henleydesigns.co.uk, 01235 511166 

ROKSAN CENTRES OF EXCELLENCE 

Midland Hi-Fi Studio, Wolverhampton • Audio Merchants, Glasgow • Sound Cinergy, Aldridge • HG Rapkin, Northampton 
Home Media, Maidstone • Kronos Hi Fi, Dungannon • Merlin Music, Melrose • Sevenoalcs Sound & Vision, Yeovil 

Sevenoaks Sound & Vision, Southgate • Sevenoalcs Sound & Vision, Holborn • Technosound Systems Ltd., Dunstable 
Hi Fi Sound, Darlington • Unilet Sound 8c Vision, New Malden • Videotech, HudderOeld • Zouch Audio, Asby-De-La-Zotich 



eres your chance to 

win one of our favourite 

sub-£ 1,000 phono stages, 

that so impressed David 

Price in his review in 

April 2009's Hi-Fi World. 

Here's what he said... 

"Alex Nikitin's work is very well 

known within the industry, and highly 

respected too. As chief engineer for 

Creek Electronics for the best part 

of the nineties, he played a big part 

in the success of that company — and 

duly helped bring high quality sound 

to those on a budget. "I came up 

with an idea of a very simple phono 

preamplifier design, using an unusual 

transistor type for amplification. 

There are only three transistors 

per channel in the Kora 3T circuit 

using a local negative feedback in a 

single-ended Class A circuit with a 

passive EQ in a single stage voltage 

amplification arrangement. I first built 

this circuit as not more than proof 

of a concept, however my biggest 

surprise was when I had a listen.The 

sound quality of this circuit rivals 

most elaborated solid state designs", 

Alex told me.The £775 Kora 31 

Ltd. is hand made to order only, with 

tightly toleranced capacitors and 

Holco resistors throughout, Black 

Gate bias capacitors, and ultra low 

noise PSU and a red LED. It comes in 

a little black box (48x91x133mm) and 

weighs under a kilo. 

This phono stage is in a gang 

of one at the price by being very 

smooth and understated. Rather than 

etching the midband detail onto your 

cranium as you listen — which is the 

path that a number of so-called high 

performance rivals tread — the Kora 

RULES AND CONDITIONS OF ENTRY 

- ONLY ONE ENTRY PER HOUSEHOLD 

- MULTIPLE ENTRIES WILL BE AUTOMATICALLY DISQUALIFIED 

- PURCHASE OF THE MAGAZINE IS NOT A PRE-CONDITION OF ENTRY 

- NO CORRESPONDENCE WILL BE ENTERED INTO 

- THE EDITOR'S DECISION IS FINAL 

- NO EMPLOYEES OF AUDIO PUBLISHING LIMITED, OR OF ANY COMPANIES 
ASSOCIATED WITH THE PRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PRIZES. 
MAY ENTER 

COMPETITION 

WIN A.N.T 

AUDIO'S 

SUPERB KORA 

3T LTD PHONO 

STAGE WORTH 

£775 IN THIS 

MONTH'S 

GREAT 

GIVEAWAY! 

was very subtle, soft and beguiling. In 

a weIl balanced high end system, the 

result is dynamite, because you can 

listen right in to the mix, enjoying the 

Kora 3T's delicate nature and that of 

the music itself. Steely Dan's 'Glamour 

Professional' was a joy; this is a bright 

and snappy recording but oozing 

detail, and it veritably flooded forth. I 

found a wonderfully energetic, rolling 

bassline that started and stopped just 

as it should, wonderfully sonorous 

hi-hats that were given all the sheen 

they deserved, and a fluid and 

engaging midband that hardly suffered 

any loss of definition over the twice-

as-expensive Icon Audio PS3.This is 

an exceptional phono stage — both at 

the price and in its own right. It's not 

quite as sweet, euphonic or beguiling 

as the very best money can buy, but 

like every great 'affordable audiophile' 

product gives much of that high end 

magic at a far more realistic price". 

For a chance to win this great 

phono stage, just answer the 

following four easy questions. Send 

your entries on a postcard only by 

31st July 2009 to: August 2009 

Competition, Hi -Fi World 

magazine, Unit G4, Argo 

House, The Park Business 

Centre, Kilburn Park Road, 

London NW6 5LF. 

QUESTIONS 

[I] Who did Alex 

Nikitin work for in 

the 1990s? 

[a] Naim Audio 

[b] Meridian 

[c] Creek Electronics 

[d] Arcam 

[2] How is the Kora 

built? 

[a] mass produced 

[b] by robots 

[c] hand made 

[d] on a production line 

[3] What colour case 

does it haver 
[a] blue 

[b] green 

[c] black 

[d] amber 

[4] How much does 

it weigh? 

[a] over 3kg 

[b] precisely 5kg 

[c] "under a kilo" 

[d] less that 100g 

August 2009 Competition 

Hi-Fi World Magazine 

Unit G4 Argo House 

The Park Business Centre 

Kilburn Park Rd. 

London NW6 5LF 

entries will be accepted on a postcard on 

MAY 2009 MIT Z-POWER BAR WINNER 
Richard Collingham of Highbury Vale, Nottingham 
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WDKEL84 Valve Amplifier...L=1Kit 

"The quality that can be 

gleaned from this amp is afine 

introduction to the joys of the 

valve sound" 

the WDKF.I.84 features a pair of EL8-1 valvçs in Push 
Pull configuration per channel, providing two channels 
each 18 Watts into an 8 Ohm load. Available as a 5 
input integrated amplifier with ALPS volume control. 

WDKEL84 kit £499 

WDKEL84 built and tested £649 

IliL .MMIMZIMIMMIC: 
• 1••• 1••••••• 

WD88VA Valve Amplifier Ki 

"The result is an amplifier that 

combines majesty, transparency 

and rhythmic boogie factor with 

the ability to swing and sing on 

all types of music" 

Often described as a 'sweet sounding' valve, our particu-
lar implementation of the KT88 makes sure that it is 
driven to its ultimate performance. Available as a 35W 
stereo power amplifier with single input volume control, 
or as a relay switched integrated with five inputs. 

WD88VA kit £989 

WD88VA built and tested £1289 

WDHD3S Headphone Valve Amplifier Ki11111111111111 diummumk- emir 
"WDHD3S is a single-ended 

design with the power pentode 

wired up in triode configura-

tion for added purity and is as 

quiet as a mouse" 

A beautifully simple stereo headphone amplifier design 
using Mullard ECL83 valves. It works directly from 
any source. The circuit uses twin high specification E/I 
output transformers that can be switched to drive any 
headphones between 16 to 300 Ohms. 

WDHD3S kit £398 

WDHD3S built and tested £528 

WD25A Standmount 
7, . •!... 7•••• 

"The one aspect that stands 

out is the easy ability to resolve 

instruments and voices ... bass 

quality and definition is a 

revelation" 

Cabinet kit (pair) £349 

The aperiodic enclosure offers the bass clarity and defi-
nition of a larger closed box, together with the efficiency 
and easy amplifier load necessary for users of valve 
amplifiers. Available with SEAS STD soft dome treble 
unit, or high performance SEAS Millenium treble unit. 

WD25A STD kit (pair) £269 

WD25A EX kit (pair) £699 

WD2lidloorstanding Speaker _ (it 

"The WD25T always sounds 

crisp and taut, but can 'rum-

ble' menacingly giving impres-

sive physicality reminiscent 

offar larger boxes. Imaging 

is superb, the midband is also 

special; it's very open with 

masses of detail about the con-

dition of the recording" 

Cabinet kit (pair) £549 

Cunningly arranged as an aperiodic enclosure leading 
to a lower sealed compartment, the WD25T combines 
the optimum damping of aperiodic loading with the 
bass extension of a large closed box. Available with 
STD soft dome or high performance Excel treble units. 

Both the WD25 kits are based around a SEAS 26cm 
(10") paper cone bass unit with an efficiency of 89dB 
for 1W. The crossover has been developed for an easy 

drive 6 - 8 Ohm load making the system ideal for all 

types of amplifiers. 

WD25Tv2 STD kit (pair) £329 

WD25Tv2 XL kit (pair) £499 

All our kits are complete with pictorial easy-to-follow instructions. 

All parts are included - all you need is a screwdriver and soldering iron. 

www.world-designs.co.uk 

Tel: 01832 293320 



REVIEW 

Flow S 
Avanti Flow is Pure Digital's second Wi-Fi Internet radio 
product, following the launch of the sophisticated 

Evoke Flow late last year. Steve Green tunes in... 

T
his is billed by Pure as "a 
complete connected table-

top digital audio system". 

and that's a fair descrip-

tion given its large size 

(385x I 25x225mm), the 

sizeable claimed 75W output power, 

and because it sports an iPod dock 

as well as allowing owners to stream 

music stored on their computers The 

Avanti also supports DAB, FM with 

RDS, and is upgradeable to DAB+. 

The Avanti comes very solidly 

built, and its design is attractive 

and modern thanks largely to the 

excellent yellow-on-black I28x64 

resolution OLED display, which 

shows five lines of text at a time. 

Initial setup was quick and easy, albeit 

that it required me to register the 

device on Pure's The Lounge website. 

The Lounge website was also the 

place where you can enter your 

favourite Internet radio stations, 

on-demand streams and podcasts, 

so that they appear in the favourites 

menu on the device itself. 

In operation, the menu structure 

on the Avanti could have been 

more intuitive, but the long and thin 

remote control did have buttons 

to take you to the most commonly 

used menus. It was quite fiddly to 

press the up/down buttons without 

pressing the select button though, 

which was quite annoying as these 

were the most-pressed buttons on 

the remote. Controlling an iPod via 

the remote control was very easy. 

Pure didn't exactly make learning 

how to control the iPod intuitive 

at first though, because to navigate 

backwards through the iPod's menus 

you had to press the options' button, 

not the ' back' button! 

The Avanti worked reliably with 

Pure's own Flowserver UPnP music 

server (which supports PC and Mac), 

although it had an on/off relationship 

with Windows Media Player I l's 

UPnP server.The media player itself 

was excellent.There were dedicated 

buttons on the remote to control 

playback, tracks could be fast-

forward or reversed at two different 

speeds, and tracks available on the 

server could be 

searched for by 

entering the first 

few letters of the 

title, album or 

artist, although 

entering the text 

was a slow affair. 

Internet radio 

stations could also 

be searched for in a 

similar way. 

Wi-Fi reception 

quality and range were both good, 

and Internet streams were very 

reliable, although streams took quite 

a long time to start playing.There 

were also a few other outstanding 

issues. Pure hasn't implemented 

Microsoft's ' Intellistream' technology 

yet, for instance, which means that 

the I 28kbps WMA streams from 

many of the bigger UK commercial 

radio stations are only played back 

at 32kbps, so the quality is far worse 

than it could be. And despite the 

manual claiming that the MP3,WMA 

(up to v9),AAC,WAV, MP2 and Real 

Audio formats were supported, the 

media player couldn't play AAC files 

unless they'd been encoded using 

iTunes, and it wouldn't play MP2 or 

WMAv9 files at all.Thankfully, these 

issues can all be resolved because 

the firmware on Wi-Fi radios can be 

upgraded over the Internet, but it's 

a bit disappointing that Pure hasn't 

managed to at least implement 

Intellistream yet. Some good news, 

though, is that the BBC's WMA 

Internet radio streams are now 

available for Wi-Fi radios, and these 

are at higher quality than on DAB. 

DAB reception quality was 

average, as there was occasional 

bubbling mud sounds on the weakest 

DAB multiplex I can receive, but the 

other multiplexes were received 

reliably. FM reception was very poor, 

although this is the case on virtually 

all products that also include DAB. 

The Avanti provided 30 presets for 

DAB and 10 for FM. On the back of 

the unit there was a 3.5mm auxiliary 

input to allow playback from MP3 

players, a headphone socket, and 

art 

a small USB 

socket for upgrades, 

although firmware 

upgrades are normally 

delivered via Wi-Fi. 

The Avanti is vying to compete 

with micro systems rather than with 

Wi-Fi or DAB portable radios, and 

as such its sound quality stood up 

well to the competition, albeit that 

the sound itself is very different to 

that on a typical micro system. On 

the downside, the stereo imaging 

is lost to a large degree due to the 

speakers being so close together. 

But on the plus side. the Avanti's 

use of a subwoofer gave the sound 

much greater depth and presence. 

Also, at the Avanti's £240 price point 

the sound provided by similarly-

priced micro systems tends to have 

significant flaws of one kind or 

another, whereas the only negative 

thing to say about the Avanti's sound 

was that it was occasionally a little 

constrained due to the small size of 

its forward-facing speakers. 

Other than that, the Avanti 

provided fine levels of detail and 

precision, the treble was good, and 

due to its use of a subwoofer the 

sound was anything but thin. I also 

find that the sound on small systems 

that use a subwoofer tends to be 

very engaging to listen to, and the 

Avanti was no exception, although 

the subwoofer itself wasn't the best 

I've heard to date. 

Overall then, assuming that Pi ire 

will address the outstanding issues 

in the near future, the Avanti would 

make an admirable second system, 

and it is a strong competitor to 

similarly priced micro systems. 

VERDICT ••••• 
This package is impressive all round, 
and definitely worth considering as an 
alternative to a micro system. 

PURE AVANTI FLOW £240 

Pure Digital 

C + 44 ( 0)845 1489001 

www.pure.com 

!Fit 

- fine sound 

- diverse range of radio 

- excellent display 

AGAINST 

- some unresolved issues 

- fiddly remote control 

- unintuitive menu system 
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FEATURE 

fh. obiee 
It's that time of the year again! David Price and Adam Smith take a slightly askance 

look at the wonderful world of hi-fi separates in the past year, and hand out the 
industry's most coveted awards. Well, sort of... 

THE 'RETRO REAPPEARANCE' AWARD 
It cannot have escaped anyone's notice that retro is 

in. Everywhere you look, people are walking around 

decked out in eighties clobber, the charts are full 

of old bands settling their differences and reform-

ing, and the car industry seems awash with blasts 

from the past. Not all of these are a success of course, as for every cute and stylish Fiat 500 there is a 

rather half-hearted and blobby re-badged Volkswagen Golf called the Beetle. This technological remi-

niscence has not escaped the hi-fi industry either, but on the whole it has been rather more success-

ful. And for us, the crowning glory has to be the relaunch of the Musical Fidelity Al integrated ampli-

fier. The original was a surprise and the new one even more so, particularly after MF's pronounce-

ments that power, power and more power was where true hi-fi nirvana was at. Still, the new Al is a 

blinder. Okay, so maybe the volume control buttons blot its copybook ever so slightly, but nonetheless 

we love it, and we're delighted to see it back! AS 

THE 'WHAT ON EARTH IS THAT THEN?' AWARD 

Think about it. With the possible exception of some classic late seventies Bang & Olufsen separates, 

one instinctively knows what any given piece of hi-fi is. Tuners have dials or digits to tell you the fre-

quency, plus a tuning knob or buttons to change it. Amplifiers have heatsinks or case ventilation. CD 

players have drawer recesses or slots for discs. Turntables have.., well, you get the idea. But what 

of this odd box of tricks? The trouble with Linn's Sneaky DS is that it looks like two isolation stands 

stuck together with a Linn badge in the middle. Worse still, just like a PlayStation, you can turn it on 

its side. Ermm, what is that about? With no knobs or sliders to give the game away, this product's 

problem is that you wouldn't want one unless you knew what it was. And even if you did want one, 

then you wouldn't lie awake at night dreaming about its delicious form. Worse still, even if you do 

know it's a network music player, then you might not actually know what one of those is in the first 

place. It's a brilliant product, but doesn't half confuse the natives - bring back cassette decks, all is 

forgiven! DP 

THE 'POWER MUNCHER' AWARD 
As the phrase "eco-friendly" becomes ever 

more prevalent, it's true to say that few fac-

ets of life in general have escaped the spec-

tre of environmental awareness. The resourc-

es that run our entire world are finite, so it 

makes sense to be careful with them, but 

the trouble is this doesn't always fit with the 

home entertainment industry. Plasma televi-

sions suck more juice than their old cathode 

ray forbears, and valve amplifiers are hardly 

paragons of efficiency. As a result, many 

companies are pursuing the efficient loud-

speaker/digital amplifier route to combine 

quality with environmental friendliness. Not 

so Kingsound, however! Storming into the 

market with some full-range electrostatics, 

the Prince Ils are marvelous news, but the 

downside is their efficiency (or lack thereof). 

73dB is frankly rubbish, and means that seri-

ous amplification will be needed - the sort 

that will dim your house lights when you turn 

it on! Crank 'em up, Doris! AS 

THE 'RECORD BREAKER' AWARD 
We at Hi-Fi World have a lot of equipment pass 

through our clutches, and some of it is rather 

fragile. On the other hand, there is equipment 

that is built like a tank and would probably survive 

anything - I've heard a rumour that you can take 

an SME V, drive over it a few times, then use it to 

whack in a few fence posts in the garden and it 

still won't have as much as a paint chip on it. And 

no, I'm not going to put this to the test... This was 

in my mind when I encountered Jonathan Monks 

of Keith Monks Record Cleaning Machines fame 

at the Bristol Hi-Fi Show this year, and he was 

telling me how someone had caused one of his 

machines to grind to a halt for the first time that 

he knows of, in over forty years of manufacture! 

Apparently, our very own Editor, Mr. David Price 

[who he? Ed.] had been so engrossed in making 

the most of this superb machine that, in his own 

words, he "merely cleaned so many records with 

so little concern for the state of the cotton thread 

running up the suction arm, that it... ermm... all 

sort of got a bit stuck". Rumours that the waste 

fluid jar had to be sent to Sella field for decontami-

nation are, as yet, unconfirmed. AS 
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THE 'MARRIAGE MADE IN HEAVEN' AWARD 

Some things in life were never meant to come together. Oil and water, for one exam-

ple, MPs and honest expense claims for another, and anyone who has tried combin-

ing a dirty cat with bath water will know that the results can be very messy indeed. 

The same rules apply in hi-fi as well - turntables simply don't work as in-car audio 

(although, believe me, I've tried...), you can't obtain good results from loudspeakers 

if they're acting as pot plant stands as well and naturally, valve amplifiers and A/V 

systems are two opposites that can never attract. Interestingly however, it appears 

that no-one told our intrepid publisher Noel about the last one, otherwise 

I'm sure he would have had second thoughts about plugging Onkyo's 

monster all-singing, all-dancing solid-state multichannel AV preamp, the 

PR-SC886, into a pair of Quad Il-Eighty valve power amps, but plug them 

in he did! And do you know, the sky didn't fall in, the portal to hell didn't 

open and Noel didn't find himself enveloped in a solid state black hole. 

In fact all that happened was music; very good music, too! Once again, 

Hi-Fi World hurdles technological boundaries and comes up trumps! AS 

THE 'MAGIC TOUCH' AWARD 
It saddens me to say this, but what's obvious to all Japanese companies goes over 

the head of many of their British equivalents. You know, the touchy, feely thing - the 

physical, visceral sensation of using hi-fi. In the seventies, when many UK compa-

nies (with some notable exceptions) we making electronics with all the aesthetic and 

tactile appeal of a biscuit tin. the Japanese were making far more average sounding 

products that felt like a little piece of perfection. From thc massive high end Marantz 

receivers to entry level Pioneer cassette decks. they all worked with rifle-bolt precision 

and came immaculately well presented. A stark reminder of this was when I reviewed 

the new EAT Forte turntable - complete with its magnificent Ikeda tonearm. Here was 

something that looked rather old hat - lacking the 'stealth bomber' sex appeal of an 

SME Series V, for example. But taking the headshell's fingerlift between finger and 

thumb, and hand cueing the cartridge on to the disc was the most lovely sensation 

I've had without a icey pint of Kronenburg in my right hand on a sweltering summer's 

eve. The Ikeda just feels gorgeous - even the dizzy heights of the brilliant SME don't 

surpass what must be one of the very best built tonearms ever. Silky as a silkworm on 

something very silky, sliding down a Teflon coated ski-slope - it is sublime! DP 

THE 'OUR LOSS IS THEIR GAIN' AWARD 
When I opened a press release from Andy Giles Associates recently, to find 

the face of our very own Peter Comeau smiling back at me, I was rather 

taken aback. Of course, the reason is, as Noel mentioned last month, Peter 

has taken a job as Director of Acoustic Design for IAG in China and will 

be overseeing a whole host of new products for their companies, includ-

ing Wharfedale and Mission. Naturally we're all very sad indeed to wave a 

farewell to him as he heads off East but we wish him all the very best and 

feel glad for IAG that they will be taking on one of the most capable and nic-

est people in the industry. So Peter, this award's for you, and if you feel like 

k jumping on the retro bandwagon I mentioned earlier and resuscitating the 

1980s Mission 780 Argonauts, I'll have the first pair please. In eighties grey 'Light Ash', naturally. AS 

THE 'PICK YOUR JAW OFF THE FLOOR' AWARD 

To be brutally frank, Compact Disc players are not sexy things - certainly if you've spent more years 

than you'd care to mention basking in the lavish beauty of classic turntables, complete with their 

shiny Perspex, polished brass and sandblasted aluminium structures, magnesium diecast tonearms 

and cartridges fashioned from the exotic woods of the Oomba Boomba tree, indigenous to only one 

corner of a distant Micronesian island... Well, Oracle's CD1500 mk Il changes all 

that. Instead of the obligatory steel wrap box with compulsory brushed alumini-

um fascia and rabble of unlovely buttons, this exotic confection looks like some-

thing Da Vinci himself would have crafted, on his day off from painting the local 

church roof. Hewn from aluminium which is expertly brushed on top and lovingly 

lacquered to seal in the sheen, the Oracle looks like no other CD player we've 

ever soon. A token display and a few basic buttons are the only things that 

sully its elegant lines. Sculptural beauty, this expensive bit of kit is all the more 

impressive because of the exceedingly nice noise it makes. The only downside is 

the £8,000 price tag - but if you're not prepared to spend this then learn to love 

silver pressed steel! DP 
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WORLD 
STANDARDS 
These are the best products we've heard that are currently on sale in the UK, complete 
with the date they were originally launched and their current retail prices. 

TURNTABLES 
PRO-JECT GENIE 2 2008 £ 175 
A masterpiece of minimalism, this is well 
made for the money and includes a decent 

Ortofon 0M3 moving magnet cartridge. 
Great sound per pound. 

REGA P2 2008 £220 
Some say the cheapest real hi-fi turntable 
money can buy - excellent value for money 
engineering, easy set up and fine sound. 

TECHNICS SL I200/11 1973 £395 
Slick build makes it a respectable performer. 
although the cheapo arm limits it - fit a Rega 
RB250 and it's suddenly a brilliant mid-price 
machine. 

REGA P3-24 2008 £400 

Seminal affordable audiophile deck with fine 
bundled tonearm.Tweakable, and really sings 
with optional C150 outboard power supply. 

MICHELL TECNODEC 2003 £579 
Superb introduction to Michell turntables 
- on a budget. Top quality build and elegant 
design make it the class of the mid-price field. 

ROKSAN RADIUS S 2003 £750 
Fantastic value allied to intelligent, interest-
ing and 'out of the box' design makes for a 

wonderful entry-level superdeck. Open and 
musical sound is more inviting that Michell 
TecnoDec rival, and the bundled Nima 
Unipivot arm is a superstar. 

FUNK FIRM VECTOR II 2009 £860 
Innovative engineering gives a nimble, pacey and 

musical sound that's one of the best at the price. 

MARANTZ TT-I5S I 2005 £999 

Cracking deck/arm/cartridge combination, 

this must surely be the best sounding 'plug 
and play package at this price point. 

MICHELL GYRODEC SE2005 £ 1005 
Design icon with superlative build and finish. 

Sound is beautifully smooth, effortless and 
exceptionally expansive. No longer peerless 

at the price, but still a brilliant platform. 

AVID DIVA II 2008 £ 1,200 
Commanding performer with great speed, 
dynamics and detail allied to an expansive 
soundstage; surely the one to beat. 

ACOUSTIC SOLID CLASSIC WOOD 

2008 £ 1,350 

Majoring on impact, punch and drive, this is an 

impactful mid-price turntable in sonic terms as 

well as physical size 

PROJECT RPM 10 2006 £ 1,500 

Brilliant 'fit and forget' deck that gives every-

thing it plays a clean, warm, enjoyable sound 

- but not quite as effective in absolute terms 

as some price rivals. 

REVOLVER REPLAY 2007 £ 1,500 
Revolver spring back into the vinyl market 
like they've never been away, with a stylish 
and solidly built LP spinner.Welcome back! 

SCHEU ANALOG BLACK 
DIAMOND 2007 £ 1,500 
Stylish and highly capable turntable with seri-

ously impressive bass. Comes with tweaked 
RB250 and high output Benz Micro MC car-

tridge as a package - superb value for money. 

THORENS TD2030 2006 £ 1,895 
Excellent design and a supplied Rega RB300 
make this a highly capable vinyl spinner. Blue 
tint to the Perspex base is rather pretty, too! 

MICHELL ORBE 1995 £ 2,500 

The top Michell disc spinner remains a 

superbly capable all rounder with powerful, 

spacious sound that's delicate and beguiling. 

LINN LP I2SE 1973 £3,510 
Surely hi-fi's most iconic turntable, the 
legendary Sondek goes from strength to 
strength. New Keel subchassis and Rachkal 
DC motor add precision and grip to one of 

the world's most musical disc spinners. 

SME MODEL 10A 1995 £4,556 
Exquisitely engineered deck and SME V tone-
arm combo that's an extremely accomplished 
performer with classical music. 

CLEAFtAUDIO REFERENCE 2003 £4,000 
The company's best value vinyl spinner; 

good enough to get the best from almost 
any tonearm and cartridge combination. 

Brilliantly open and neutral sound; superla-

tive pitch stability; stunning build and styling 
- Michell Orbe does most of this at half the 
price, however. 

ACOUSTIC SOLID ONE 2007 £4,000 

Huge turntable, both in terms of sheer mass 
and sonic dynamics. Fit up to three arms and 
enjoy, just don't damage your back moving it... 

AVID VOLVERE SEQUEL2007£4,600 
Stylish high end vinyl spinner with industrial 
strength build quality and a sound to match. 
Exceedingly neutral yet powerful sound is 
edge-of-the-seat stuff. 

McINTOSH MTIO 2008 £8,995 

Big, expensive, controversially styled and 
glows more than some might consider neces-
sary, but an astonishingly good performer. 

EAT FORTE 2009 £ I 2,500 
Lavishly finished two box, two motor turn-
table with gorgeous Ikeda 407 tonearm 
bundled. Exceptionally stable and unfussy 
performer with a relaxed but highly enjoy-
able gait. 

TONEARMS 
REGA RB25 I 1984 £ 136 

Capable way past its price point, the new 
3-point mount version of the classic RB250 
serves up a taut and detailed sound.A little 
lean for some tastes, but responds very well 
to rewiring and counterweight modification. 

MICHELL TECNOARM A2003 £442 
The late John Michell's clever reworking of 
the Rega theme, using blasting, drilling and 
rewiring! Surely the best overall performer 
under £.500. 

ORIGIN LIVE SILVER 2006 £599 
This expertly fettled Rega boasts a superbly 
even, transparent and tuneful sound. Gives 
away only a small degree of finesse and 
dimensionality to top arms. 

HADCOCK 242 SE 2000 £649 
Latest of a long line of unipivots, with added 

mass, revised geometry and better finish. 
Musical like no others at the price. 

SME 309 1989 £767 

Mid-range SME comes complete with cost-
cut aluminium armtube and detachable head-
shell.Tight, neutral sound with good tonality, 

but lacks the IV's pace and precision. 

SME SERIES IV 1988 £1,127 
Offers nine tenths of the SME V's magic at 

just over half price. Exquisitely built and fin-
ished, and a design classic. Faces stiff compe-
tition these days, but lovely nevertheless. 
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AUDIO ORIGAMI PU7 2007 £ 1,300 

HFW's best tonearm of 2007 is a deriva-

tive of the classic Syrinx PU3 updated to 
spectacular effect. Hand made to order, with 

any mass, length and colour you care for Fit, 
finish and sound truly impressive. 

NAIM ARO 1987 £ 1,425 
Charismatic unipivot is poor at frequency 
extremes but sublime in the midband; truly 
emotive and insightful. 

HELIUS OMEGA 2008 £ 1,595 

Stylish and solid lump of arm with fabulous 
build quality., that turns in a dynamic and 
weighty performance. 

SME SERIES V 1987 £ 1,614 
The so-called Best Pickup Arm in the World 
isn't quite, but comes pretty close.Vice-
like bass with incredible weight, ultra clear 
midband and treble. Does everything except 

beguile the listener. 

LINN EKOS 1987 £ 1,700 

Subtle mods over the years, including revised 
bearings and the recent new wiring has 

kept it a serious contender in the superarm 
stakes. Lacks the SME's slam, the OL's clarity 

or the ARO's emotion, but has a feisty musi-
cality all of its own. 

GRAHAM PHANTOM 2006 £2,495 
Sonically stunning arm with magnificent 

bass dexterity and soudstaging. Build quality 
almost up to SME standards, which is saying 
something... 

ORIGIN LIVE CONQUEROR 3C 
2002 £2,650 

Latest carbon tubed version of OL's penulti-
mate arm is a breathtakingly capable device 
with a dizzyingly fast and neutral sound. 

-e'"14k 
TRI-PLANAR PRECISION2006 £3,600 
Stunning build, exquisite design and surely 
the most naturally musical and lucid sound 
around makes this a remarkable pickup arm. 

CARTRIDGES 
AUDIO TECHNICA AT- 110E 1984 

£29 
Great starter cartridge that's refined, detailed 

and musical beyond its price. 

ORTOFON 2M RED/BLUE 
2007 £60/£120 

The first new budget MM designs for many 
years, Ortofons 2M Red and Blue are high 
resolution designs that are an engaging listen 

GOLDRING GI042 1994 £ 135 
One of the best MMs going, with sweet and 
extended treble and punchy, muscular bass. 

ORTOFON SAMBA/SALSA 
2006 £ I50/200 

Fine cartridges that offer that MC magic at 
an affordable price. Samba is more dynamic 
and forward, Salsa rather smoother but both 

are great performers and track well. 

DENON DLIO3R 2006 £200 
Awkward to get working properly with a 

poor mounting arrangement, yet it rewards 
with a musical performance that makes simi-

lar priced cartridges sound cold. 

DYNAVECTOR DV 10)(52003 £250 
A distant descendent of the classic Ultimo 

10X, this has warmth and sweetness in 

spades, allied to a punchy bass. Beats GI042 
comfortably. 

AUDIO TECHNICA AT-0C9MLII 

2007 £399 

New and improved stylus and cantilever 
plus serious price reduction equals stunning 

dynamics and clarity.A real bargain 

ORTOFON 2M BLACK 2007 £350 
Staggeringly good high-end MM that uses a 
stylus from the MC Jubilee and easily rivals 
similarly-priced MCs 

DYNAVECTOR DV20X-H2003 £395 
The best modern budget MC combines 
deliciously sweet sound with fantastic get-
up-and-go. High output version works a treat 
with valve phono stages too. 

LYRA DORIAN 2007 £495 
Incisive and musical, the Dorian is one of the-

most revealing cartridges at the price. 

ORTOFON KONTRA' BI999 £720 
Surprisingly articulate performer by Ortofon 
standards.All the brand's usual polish and 
detail allied to real vim. Loves making music! 

ORTOFON RONDO 
BRONZE 2005 £500 
Excellent mid-price moving coil with real 
rhythmic alacrity and a decent deal of finesse. 

ZYX R- I 00H 2005 £625 
Exceptionally tight sounding and detailed car-
tridge with the musical skills to match, this 
is up with the very best at the price, with a 
presentation all of its own. 

BENZ MICRO GLIDER L2 2008 £650 
Crisp, clean and detailed MC; particualrly 
impressive at both ends of the frequency 
spectrum 

TRANSFIGURATION AXIA 
2007 £890 

Musically adept and highly resolute cartridge 
with impressive tracking abilities.Top end lift 
means careful matching required, however.. 

ORTOFON KONTRA" C2004 £ 1,000 
The most secure tracking MC we've heard; 

its super clean, fast, detailed and neutral 
sonics make it a brilliant partner to warmer 

sounding turntables. 

ORTOFON INC WINDRID2008 £ 1,799 
Ortofon's new flagship MC is a sophisticated 

and alluring performer that takes the vinyl 
experience to a new lcvel. 

KOETSU RED K SIGNATURE 
2007 £2,399 

The new K Signature adds a hefty dose of 

insight and finesse to the already impressive 
Red and the results are fabulous 

DIGITAL DISC PLAYERS 
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO 
640C V2 2006 £250 

Superb entry level CD player; crisp, com-

posed, musical sound plus fine build and 

ergonomics. 

REGA APOLLO 2006 £498 
Highly rhythmic and beguiling performer, 
although lacks some warmth of tone. Superb 
ergonomics and design 

RUSS ANDREWS 
DAC-I USB 2007 £599 

Not just a USB gadget, but a truly accom-
plished upgrade DAC that makes the best of 
CDs, MP3s and digital radio 

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO 
640H 2005 £599.95 
Fine sonics and decent build make this our 
favourite affordable HD music server. 

MARANTZ SA700IKI SIG2006 £600 
Brilliant CD/2ch SACD spinner with a big, 
sweet, analogue-like sound - CD is totally 
competitive at the price with the best dedi-
cated machines.. 

AUDIOLAB 8000CD 2006 £450 
Ultra clean and transparent sound with great 
detail retrieval; just a tad bright and analytical 
for some, though. 

SHANLING CDT-80 2005 £650 
Very impressive mid-price machine with a 

big, sumptuous, expansive sound - better still 

when tubes are changed. 

CAMBRIDGE AZUR 840C 2006 £800 
Well built CD player with a silky, yet detailed 

sound and a whole host of useful facilities. 
Excellent value for money. 

NAIM CD5i 2008 £895 
Naim's new italic e variant improves even 
further on the original mid-price classic, 

offering super tight, grippy and musical sound. 

EASTERN ELECTRIC 
MINIMAX CD 2005 £925 
Highly accomplished tube-equipped all 

rounder with a clean, open and musically 
lucid sound: superb value. 

I‘ '7; 111111 e 

CYRUS CD8 SE 2008 £ 1,200 

New Servo Evolution mech makes this the 
most musically engaging machine at the price, 
with super smooth tonality to boot. Optional 

PSX-R adds bass and dimensionality. 

BENCHMARK DAC-I USB2007£999 
Pro-biased DAC with useful range of inputs 
and impressive headphone outputs, too. Save 

£250 if you don't need the USB-equipped 

vei Sion. 

ELECTROCOMPANIET 
PC- I 2008 £ 1,034 

Tidy and polished-sounding CD spinner 

with strong bass and an assured sense of 
confidence 
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EXPOSURE 3010 2003 £ 1,200 
One of the most analogue' CD players, sec-

ond only to the Shanling.Wonderfully beguil-
ing balance leaves you looking for the tube 
output stage. 

STELLO CD-T100/DAI00 SIG 

2008 £ 1,270 
Fine top loading transport linked via i2s to 

an excellent upsampling DAC. Confident, 
detailed, explicit and architectural sound but 
smooth too. 

REGA SATURN 2007 £ 1,298 
Wacky looks surround a highly accomplished 

CD spinner that marries a smooth midband 
to excellent bass grip. 

EDGAR CD- I 2007 £ 1,350 
Quirky Slovakian CD spinner with all-valve 
output and a truly spine-tingling performance. 

RAYSONIC CDI28 2007 £ 1,599 
Spaceship styling and fine build around a 
highly competent mid-priced CD spinner 

means a feast for the senses. 

CHORD QBD64 2008 £3,000 
Bespoke architecture gives a truly uniquely 

musical sound that's beguilingly musical in 
nature, with dizzying incision and grip. 

SHANLING SCD-T2000 2007 £2,250 
Updated version of original SCD-T200C 

standardises upgrades optional on the older 
model and adds a few more tweaks for good 
measure.The result is a stylish player that 
works superbly with both CD and SACD 

TUBE TECHNOLOGY 

FUSION 64 2006 £2,200 
Unique digital and analogue audio engineering 
makes for an exceptional CD player that, on 

some programme material, is peerless. 

NORTH STAR MODEL 192 TRANSPORT/ 
EXTREMO DAC 2006 £2,918 

Superbly finessed and loquacious sound allied 
to excellent build and finish make for a bril-

liant value high end buy. 

ELECTROCOMPANIET EMC- I UP 

2003 £3,450 
Quirky yet extremely capable high end 
upsampling CD spinner, with a musical flu-

ency that beguiles more than it impresses. 

ACCUSTIC ARTS CDPIMK2 

2007 £3,985 
Styling not to everyone's taste but build 
quality is impeccable and the performance is 
stunningly musical. 

NAIM CDX2-XPS2 2003 £4,950 
A fine high end machine, but add an XPS2 
and it becomes one of the most charis-
matically engaging 16bit machines we've ever 
heard. Plays music with such passion! 

NAIM CDS3 2003 £7,050 

The most polished Naim CD to date; tre-

mendously capable and musical, but lacks the 
Rottweiler quality of the cheaper CDX2-

XPS2. 

ACCUSTIC ARTS DRIVE I MK2/ 
TUBE DAC 2 2007 £7,980 
Superbly built high end CD transport and 

DAC combo that shows just what the for-
mat can be capable of.Very tangible, musical 
sound with wonderful dynamics and glisten-
ing harmonics. Only curious styling and 

clunky build detract from its brilliance! 

ESOTERIC X-01 2005 £8,995 

Breathtaking feat of digital audio engineering, 

and surely the best sounding combination 
CD/SACD spinner money can buy. 

LINN KLIMAX DS 2007 £9,600 
Landmark network music player, offering bril-

liant sonics at up to 24/96 resolution from 
hard disk/NAS. Expensive, but you can hear 
why... 

NAIM CD555/555PS 2006 £ 14,000 
Very probably the best CD player yet made 
- certainly the most expensive; a digital tour 
de force. 

DIGITAL RECORDERS 
SONY RCD-W3 2002 £250 
Usual superb Sony ergonomics make for no-
nonsense budget buy. Fine direct digital cop-

ies, but analogue input poor. Middling sonics, 
but there's a digital output! 

NAIM HDX 2009 £4,405 
Interesting one-box network enabled hard 

disk music system gives superb sonics 
together with impressive ease of use. 

PHONO STAGES 
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO 640P £99 

Excellent entry level design that raises the 
bar for budget phono stages. Crisp, smooth 
yet brightly lit sound on both MM and MC 
that's a vast improvement on most budget 
inboard designs. 

PROJECT PHONOBOX LE2004 £99 

Great little box that improves on most bun-
dled phono stages found in budget integrated 
amplifiers, adding detail and definition and a 
measure of smoothness too. 

TRICHORD DINO 2002 £299 
Great all rounder with switchable MM/MC. 
Fast, fluid and smooth like no others at the 
price. 

JOLIDA JD9 2006 £400 
Hybrid tube/solid state phono stage with a 
good range of adjustability. Excellent value for 
money and a fine, dynamic sound. 

GRAHAM SLEE ERA GOLD V 

2004 £460 
Wonderfully warm, open and musical nature 
makes this an essential audition for those 
wanting a top value mid-price phono stage. 

PURESOUND P I 0 2007 £400 
Guy Sargeant's new MM phono stage is an 
absolute belter. Simple but very effective. 

AQVOX PHONO 2 CI 2006 £598 
Brilliantly versatile yet affordable phonostage 

with a beguiling sound, but careful matching 

essential. Balanced operation of real benefit. 

ICON AUDIO PS1.2 2007 £599 
Excellent value valve phono stage with good 

range of facilities and fine imaging abilities. 

A.N.T. AUDIO KORA 3T LTD 

2008 £775 
Exceptionally musical and natural sounding all 

discrete transistor phono stage, with highly 
lucid, valve-like presentation. 

ANATEK MCI 2007 £850 
Spectacularly good MC phono stage that 
offers serious insight underpinned by power-
ful and tuneful bass. 

LINN LINTO 2000 £900 
A musical and incisive performer, with more 
speed than the Delphini at the expense of 
detail and tonal colour. 

QUAD QC24P 2007 £995 
Dynamic performer that can be used on its 
own as a complete phono-level preamp. 

EASTERN ELECTRIC 

MINIMAX PHONO 2006 £ 1,099 
Highly capable valve phono stage with a 

relaxed yet involving demeanour. More 
beguiling than rival transistor designs, but 
sacrifices little in detail terms. 

TRICHORD 
DIABLO + NCPSU 2006 £ 1,198 

Highly musical performer. this is one of the 
best phonostages at or near the price, but 
lacks the polish of the rival Whest. 

ICON AUDIO PS3 2008 £995 
One of the very best valve phono preamplifi-

er's we've heard, with an expansive, engaging 
and organic sound that makes vinyl a joy to 
listen to. 

AMPLIFIERS 
AUDIOLAB 8000S 2006 £400 
In other life, this sold for three times the 
price, making it a stand-out bargain now.Very 
clean, powerful and tidy sound but not the 
world's most beguiling. 

ICON AUDIO STEREO 25 2008 £500 
Cracking entry-level valve integrated, with a 

warm and engaging sound. Limited power so 
needs careful partnering, though. 

ROTEL RA-06 2008 £550 

Vivacious sounding device that, whilst lacking 
the finer musical points, wears its heart on 
its sleeve and has plenty of power to match. 

NAIM NAIT Si 2007 £725 

The italic i version remains one of the most 
musically competent and dynamically engag-
ing integrateds at the price. 

CAMBRIDGE 840A V2 2007 £750 
Version 2 addresses version l's weaknesses 
to turn in a mightily accomplished perfor-
mance, offering power, finesse and detail. 

JUNGSON JA-88D 2006 £899 

Stunning value for money Class A monster 
integrated; extreme power and clarity at a 
puzzlingly low price. 

SUGDEN A2I A S2 2007 £ 1,299 
More power and greater transparency 
improve even further on the already impres-

sive A2la to give truly impressive results 
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NAIM NAIT XS 2009 £ 1,250 
With much of the sound of the Supernait at 
half the price, this is powerful. articulate and 
smooth beyond class expectations. 

SHANLING STP-80 2007 £ 1,199 

Well built and surprisingly muscular valve 

integrated. Engagingly musical. 

CREEK DESTINY 
AMPLIFIER 2006 £ 1,200 

Superb build, useful power plus a deep full 

bodied sound make this an excellent mid-
price buy. 

ELFCTROCOMPANIET 

P1-2 2008 £ 1,430 
Powerful integrated with seriously solid bass 
and impressive dynamic abilities. Superbly 

SUGDEN A2IA S2 2008 £ 1,469 

Crystalline clarity, dizzying speed and forensic 
detailing makes this seminal design the most 

musical at the price, but power limited so 
needs sensitive speakers. 

ANATEK A5OR 2007 £ 1,600 
Simple integrated amplifier with spectacular 

bass grip and effortless dynamics. 

UNISON RESEARCH S62002 £ 1,625 
Tremendously musical and lithe sound with 
real finesse and subtlety too.Very slightly 
upper mid forward encourages careful part-
nering with ancillaries ( Revolver R45s are 
ideal), but overall fantastic value for money. 

MOON 1-3RS 2008 £ 1,890 
Grippy and clean performer with fine sound-
staging and build quality. 

COPLAND CSA29 2006 £ 1,998 
Unfailingly svelte, sophisticated and smooth - 

both to listen to and look at — this is a truly 
desirable high end integrated. 

NAIM SUPERNAIT 2007 £2,475 
Technological and sonic tour de force from 

Naim that combines impressive functionality 
and connectivity with superb sound quality. 

VINCENT SA-TI/SP-T100 2006 £2,300 
Impressively built and stylish pre/power 

combo that take any kind of music and make 
the best of it 

LUXMAN L-550A 2007 £2,800 

Monster Class A integrated with powerful 

and revealing sound and a whole host of 
useful features, including a highly competent 
MM/MC phono stage 

AUDIO RESEARCH VSISS 2003 
£2,89$ 
The Naim NAP250's tubular alter ego; oodles 

of power allied to a strong bass and smooth 
open midband makes this a brilliant all round 
amplifier. Lacks the subtlety and finesse of the 

low powered single-ended brigade but makes 

up for it with sheer brio. 

LEEMA TUCANA 2007 £2,995 
Leema's success story continues with this 

integrated amp that combines power, detail 
and great musicality in a solidly built package 

SUGDEN IA4 2007 £3,650 
Goodly amount of Class A power, icy clarity 
and a breathtakingly fast, musical sound make 
this one of the very best super-integrateds. 

AV AMPLIFIERS 
YAMAHA DSP-AX861SE2007 £700 
Highly capable A/V amplifier with mind-bog-

gling array of surround sound options. Even 
has a decent MM phono stage! 

ARCAM AVR350 2006 £ 1,500 
Superbly accomplished do-it-all AV receiver 
package, with an uncommonly, warm, natu-

ral and musical sound.A winner goes from 
strength to strength. 

DENON AVR-4308 2007 £2,000 
Huge behemoth festooned with facilities and 
sockets, plus two remotes! Fortunately it's a 
brilliantly flexible and powerful performer. 

NAIM AV2/NAP 
150/NAPV 175 2002 £4,I90 

Brilliant audiophile multichannel pre-power 
amplifier combo; not as good with music as a 

two-channel Naim set-up at the same price, 
obviously, but surprisingly close. Elegant con-

trol layout plus a strong, clean and brilliantly 
engaging sound make this a serious crossover 
product. Ultimately lacks power compared to 
similarly priced Arcam gear, but is more musi-

cally involving. 

HEADPHONE 

AMPLIFIERS 
CHANNEL ISLANDS VHP-
I / VAC-1 £390 
A truly exceptional headphone output stage; 

the best at the price and an essential audi-
tion. 

MUSICAL FIDELITY 

X-CAN V8 2008 £350 
Open and explicitly detailed sound plus 

serious bass wallop and the ability to drive 
anything to very high levels makes this a 

great partner for most mid-to-high end 
headphones. 

SUGDEN HEADMASTER 

2003 £600 
Unusual combined preamplifier and head-
phone amplifier, this boasts a surprisingly 
smooth and open sound. 

PREAMPLIFIERS 
CREEK OBH-I2 2000 £220 
Brilliant value budget passive, giving little 
away in sonics to far more expensive designs. 

Connectivity and build aren't great, but what 
do you expect at this price? 

MF AUDIO PASSIVE PRE2003 £ 1,500 

Effective pre with switchable gain via a trans-

former, and balanced operation. Open and 

incisive sound, yet makes most active rivals 
sound edgy by comparison. Silver version at 

the twice the price adds transparency. 

MODWRIGHT SWL9.0SE £2,000 
Captivating sound quality that will transform 
your system. Build quality is equally impres-

sive and value top-notch. Highly recom-
mended 

NUFORCE P-9 2007 £2,200 
Impressive two box preamp with superb 

resolution and an engaging sound. 

MELODY PURE 
BLACK 10ID 2007 £ 3,295 
One of the best preamplifiers we have ever 

heard.Takes the clarity and openness we 

expect from valves and adds a staggering 
level of grip and detail. Stunning. 

MUSICAL FIDELITY PRIMO 
2009 £7,900 

Staggeringly expensive, but one listen explains 
why. Wonderfully exuberant sound that can 

only come from a top quality tube design. 

POWER AMPLIFIERS 
ROKSAN KANDY LIII 2008 £600 

Fine budget power amp that punches well 
above its weight. 

QUAD 909 200 I £900 
The latest current-dumper has a smooth and 
expansive character with enough wallop to 
drive most loads. Not the most musical, but 

super value all the same. Lovely build, finish 
and Quad's legendary service are nice. 

!MAIM NAP I SO 2002 £795 
Driven by a decent source and a NAC 112, 

this gives highly enjoyable results - providing 
you like the Naim sound! Taut, fast and feisty 
despite its relative lack of power. 

SUGDEN MUSIC MASTER 
2003 £ 1,300 

Quintessential Class A Sugden sound 
is not warm as many expect, but 
extremely neutral and open with real 
tonal colour. Superb when partnered 
with efficient loudspeakers like Revolver 
R45s, but many will find it underpowere 

NUFORCE REFERENCE 9SE V2 
2006 £ 1,750 

Brilliant value for money monoblocics with 
massive power and super-clean, three dimen-

sional sound. 
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STANDARDS 

ROTEL RBI092 2007 £ 1,595 
Hugely powerful digital amp with neutral 

midrange and a wonderfully spacious treble 

CHANNEL ISLANDS 

AUDIO 0100 2005 £ 1,595 
Clean and musical Class D monoblock power 
amplifiers in a neat, small package. 

SILK GLOWMASTER KT88 

2007 £ 1,699 
KT88 based power amplifier offers dramatic 
clarity and excellent bass heft. 

ICON AUDIO MB845 2009 £ 2,499 

Creamy and seductive yet blisteringly fast and 
musically lucid, this pair of 845 tube monob-
locks is staggering value for money. 

QUAD 11-40 2005 £3,230 
Modern tube monoblock power amplifiers 

with plenty of power, liquid and open mid-
band and spacious, airy treble. Explicit, engag-

ing sound, but not as euphonic as some. 

GRAAF GM20 OTL 2003 £3,300 
Awesome output transformer-less valve 
power amp gives dazzling speed and incision, 
with an ethereal soundstaging and delicious 
filigree detail.Tremendous punch belies its 
humble 20W power rating. Factor in one of 

the most exquisite finishes this side of an 
Aston Martin and it's very hard to say no... 

ELECTROCOMPANIET NEMO 2009 
£4,450 (EACH) 

Monoblock power amplifier with breathtak-
ingly open and fast sound. and apparently infi-
nite reserves of power. Match with a smooth 
source for big audio dynamite! 

QUAD 11-80 2005 £6,000 
Quad's best ever power amplifier, this is a 
dramatic performer with a silky but dark 
tonality, blistering dynamics, serious power 

and a compellingly musical sound. They don't 
come much better than these... 

LOUDSPEAKERS 
ACOUSTIC ENERGY NEO I 

2007 £ 199 
Tidy and well balanced standmounters with 
pleasing clarity and detail. 

B&W 686 2007 £279 
B&VV's new baby standmounters offer a 
sophisticated and mature performance that 
belies both their dimensions and price tag. 

USHER S-520 2006 £320 
Astonishingly capable budget standmounters 

that offer detail and dynamics well beyond 
their price and dimensions 

MORDAUNT SHORT 
AVANT 9141 2007 £300 

Another pair of storming budget floorstand-
ers from Mordaunt Short. Detailed, punchy 

and crisp. 
REVOLVER RW I 6 2004 £400 

Outstanding standmounter with tonal accura-
cy and speed that totally belies its price; good 

sensitivity for a small box makes it great with 
valve amps too.A budget audiophile classic. 

LEEMA XERO 2007 £650 
Superb mini-monitors that belie their modest 
price tag with a bold and finessed perfor-
mance 

ACOUSTIC ENERGY AEI CLASSIC £845 

Brilliantly successful remake of an iconic 
design; not flawless, but surely one of the 
most musical loudspeakers ever made. 

SPENDOR S3/5E 2004 £950 
A natural successor to the BBC LS3/5a, 

whose impressive neutrality, imaging and 
evenhandedness makes this a superior, if less 

charismatic. loudspeaker. 

WHARFEDALE OPUS 2- MI 2007[999 

Large standmounters with impressive mid-
range dome and fine integration across the 

frequency range. 

RRR FS100 2007 £ 1,055 
Mind-boggling amount of loudspeaker for 
the money. Big and sturdily built with serious 
bass and awesome soundstage scale.A real 
bargain. 

YAMAHA SOAVO 2 2007 £ 1,200 
Just as capable as their floorstanding breth-
ren, the Soavo is have an assured sense of 
sophistication and poise. 

REVOLVER RW451 2006 £ I,199 
Very musical floorstander that's clear, concise 
and truthful, whilst being exceptionally ampli-
fier friendly - a dreamboat for valves. 

ONE THING AUDIO ES157 

2007 £ 1,450 
One Thing Audio's modifications keep the 
good old ESL57 at the very top of the game. 

KIBRI NAIMA 2007 £ I,550 
Unusual-looking omnidirectional loudspeak-
ers with an absolutely captivating perfor-
mance. Huge soundstage and bags of clarity 
- brilliant! 

GURU QM- 10P 2007 £ 1,595 
Quirky but adorable standmounters that 
are way off the pace in respect of detail and 

power, but amazingly capable at playing a tune 
and pulling you in to the music. 

MARTIN LOGAN SOURCE 

2008 £ 1,599 
Brilliant entry level electrostatics, giving a 
taste of loudspeaker esoterica for the price 
of most moving coil boxes.Tremendous clar-
ity, eveness and delicacy, although not the 
world's most powerful sound. 

USHER BE- 7I8 2007 £ 1,600 

Beryllium tweeters work superbly, allied to 

a fast and punchy bass driver, The result is 
subtle, smooth and emotive. 

SPENDOR S8E £1,895 
Generously large, silky smooth delivery, this 

dynamic sounding floorstander is an excellent 
all rounder. 

MONITOR AUDIO GS60 £2,000 
Brilliant modern rock loudspeaker with a 

fantastically lithe and engaging sound, but 
partner carefully with a warm front end. 

YAMAHA SOAVO 1 2006 £2,000 
Musical and transparent floorstanders with 

impressive dynamics and cohesion. Fine build 
and finish. 

ISOPHON GALILEO 2007 £2,100 
Big standmounters that really grip the music 
and offer quite startling dynamics and grip. 

MONITOR AUDIO PLIO0 2008[2,300 
The MA boys pull out all the stops for their 

flagship 'Platinum' series standmounter with 
stunning results. 

PMC OB 1 I 2008 £2,950 
Cleverly updated floorstanders give scale and 

solidity in slim and well finished package. 

KEF IQ30 2009 £330 

Beautifully built, classily styled standmounters 
with exceptional image projection and a very 
clean, detailed sound. 

MOWGAN AUDIO MABON 

2007 £ 3,995 
Massively capable loudspeakers that offer 
dynamics, scale and clarity in an elegantly 

simple package.Wide range of finishes, too. 

Ba0 BEOLAB 9 2007 £5000 
Technically impressive and visually striking 
loudspeakers with sound quality that more 
than matches their looks. 

ARS AURES MI 2006 £5,995 
Sublime build and finish allied to an insightful, 
assured and even-handed musical perfor-
mance makes these an essential high end 
audition. 

QUAD ESL-2905 2006 £5,995 
The old 989 with all the bugs taken out, this 
gives a brilliantly neutral and open sound like 

only a top electrostatic can; still not a natural 
rock loudspeaker, though. 

REVOLVER CYGNIS 2006 [5,999 
Revolver pull out all the stops and show 

what they can do with this magnificent flag-
ship loudspeaker.A superb monitor that is 
like a mini B&W 80ID in many ways. 

B&W 80ID 2006 E I 0,500 
In many respects, the ultimate studio moni-

tor; dazzling clarity and speed with com-
manding scale and dynamics. 
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STANDARDS 

ISOPHON CASSIANO 2007 £ 12,900 

Drive units featuring exotic materials allied to 

superlative build quality result in an immense-

ly capable loudspeaker. Not an easy load to 

drive, however. 

ACCESSORIES 
MONITOR AUDIO IDECK2006 £200 

Fine design, impressive flexibility and a lucidly 

musical sound make the iDeck the current 

iPod dock champion. 

ISOTEK Gil VISION 2006 £550 

A genuinely effective and surprisingly cost 

effective upgrade, but results could vary so 

a home dem of the power conditioner is 

recommended. 

TOWNSHEND MAXIMUM 

2003 £800 

Classy ribbon supertweeter with flexible level 

settings and cool styling - you'll be amazed at 

the difference it makes, especially with Quad 

electrostatics. 

HEADPHONES 
SENNHEISER MX-SSO 2005 f 19 

Our unqualified recommendation for those 

seeking a serious sounding pair of in-ear 

phones. Smooth, detailed and musical. 

SENNHEISER PX-I00 2002 £29 

Cracking pair of lightweight open back cans 

ideal for personals, but good enough for real 

hi-fi use. Superb build allied to a smooth and 

engaging performance make them the spiri-

tual successor to the HD400s. 

GOLDRING DR150 2006 £70 

Excellent build and fine sound makes these 

budget cans superlative value for money. 

SENNHEISER HD-590 1998 £ 199 

The company's bcst real-world cans to date. 

Open and smooth with plenty of detail. 

Brightly lit midband makes them an ideal 

partner for a valve headphone amp. 

SENNHEISER HD-650 2004 £250 

Not the best headphone in the world, but a 

superb all round reference all the same.Very 

crisp, detailed and even sound allied to super-

lative build and fine comfort makes all most 

people will ever want. Cable upgrade yields 

great results. 

STAX SR-007T OMEGA 

II/SRM-007T 2006 £2,890 

Simply the best headphones we've ever heard 

at any price, these sweetly translucent elec-

trostatic earspeakers are like no other head-

phone, or loudspeaker for that matter... 

INTERCONNECTS 
TECHLINK WIRES XS 2007 £20 

Highly accomplished interconnects at an 

absurdly low price. Stunning value for money. 

WIREWORLD OASIS 52003 £99/M 

Excellent mid-price design with a very neu-

tral, silky and self-effacing sound. Superb value 

for money. 

CHORD COMPANY 

CHAMELEON 2 [90/M 

One of our favourites, these are musical per-

formers with a smooth yet open sound. 

DNM RESON 2002 E40/M 

Neutral and transparent - a stel 

VDH ULTIMATE THE FIRST 

2004 E260/0.6M 

Carbon interconnects that help you forget 

the electronics and concentrate on the music. 

Miraculous transparency.Tight and tuneful 

bass mixed with air and space results in a 

cracking cable for the money. 

TCI CONSTRICTOR I3A-6 BLOCK 

2003 £ I20 

Top quality 'affordable' mains outlet block, 

with fine build and good sonics.Well worth 

the extra over standard high street specials, 

which sound coarse and two-dimensional by 

comparison. 

MISSING LINK CRYO REFERENCE 

2008 £375 

Currently our favourite 'affordable high end' 

interconnects, with a deliciously smooth, 

open and subtle sound without a hint of edge 

or grain. Superb value, inasuch as it's as good 

as some designs at three times the price. 

TUNERS 
DENON TU-1500AE 2006 £ 120 

Excellent entry level analogue tuner; slick 

sonics and fine feature count makes it a 

bargain. 

o ió o 

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO 640T2005 £250 

Sweet sounding digital/analogue hybrid with 

fine build and finish at the price. 

MARANTZ ST-700I 2006 £299 

Super performance on FM coupled with its 

ability to get the most from DAB broadcasts 

makes this the best affordable tuner. 

YAMAHA TX-76I 2007 £350 

Sets the standard for FM performance at the 

price and is no slouch on DAB either 

ARCAM FMJ T32 2009 £550 

The world's first DAB+ hi-fi tuner, and it 

also happens to be the best DAB/FM hybrid 

we've heard to date.A brilliant product that 

deserves to succeed. 

CREEK CLASSIC TUNER20116 £550 

No tuner offers better sound per pound, 

wonderfully three dimensional and smooth 

from bottom to top. 

MYRYAD MXT-2000 2005 £ 300 

Truly sumptuous sound and excellent build is 

all most will ever need in a tuner; superb. 

MAGNUM DYNALAB 

MD- 100T 2006 £ 1,895 

One of the best ways to hear FM that we 

know; superbly open and musical sound in a 

quirky but characterful package. 

SYSTEMS 
YAMAHA CRX-MI70 2007 £200 

One heck of a lot of quality performance on 

DAB. CD and FM for C200! Optional match-

ing £ 120 NX-E300 loudspeakers aren't too 

shabby either. 

TEAC DR-H3OODAB 2008 £329 

Nicely built and styled mini with fine perfor-

mance on all sources that even plays DVDs! 

NAD C-715DAB 2008 £429 

Small, neat looks cover a truly capable system 

that shows just what a compact design can 

achieve. 

ARCAM SOLO MINI 2008 £650 

Half the size and two-thirds the price of a 

full-sized Solo, the Mini gives very little away 

in terms of performance to it bigger brother. 

ARCAM SOLO 2005 £ 1,249 

Excellent all- in-one system, with a warm, 

smooth and balanced sound to match the 

features and style. 

LINN CLASSIK MUSIC 2008 £ 1,250 

Neat update of the original and best one-box 

stereo system; superbly musical sound beats 

equivalently priced separates. 

MERIDIAN F80 2007 £ 1,500 

Fantastically built and versatile DVD/CD/ 

DAB/FM/AM unit, designed in conjunction 

with Ferrari. Ignore nay-sayers who sneer 

that it isn't a 'proper' hi-fi product; most see 

sense when they listen to it... 

AURA NOTE MUSIC CENTRE 

2007 E 1,500 

Lovely shiny CD/tuner/amplifier with fine 

sound quality and dynamic abilities. 

SHANLING MC-30 2007 £650 

Quite possibly the cutest all- in-one around 

with fine performance from the CD player, 

tuner and MP3 player input Very low power, 

though. 

NAIM UNITI 2009 £ I,995 

Uniquely versatile one box musk system with 

excellent ergonomics and sonics to match.A 

landmark product for Naim. 

LINN CLASSIK MOVIE 2007 £ 2,250 

Superbly built all- in-one that offers excellent 

sound across all formats and is surprisingly 

easy to use. 

MARANTZ ' LEGEND' 2007 £ 22,000 

The combination of 5A-751 disc player, SC. 

7S2 preamp and MA-9S2 monoblocks deliv-

ers a truly jaw-dropping performance. Start 

saving now.... 
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FEATURE 

One interesting aspect of the Munich Show was the emergence of South 

Korean audio brands. No, not LG or Samsung - they're more 'consumer 

electronics' than hi-fi - but companies such as Phiaton. They presented 

an impressive range of headphones, offering soberly styled specialist hi-fi 

designs (which sounded great) and some more 'racy' lifestyle-y items too. 

Maybe Sennheiser doesn't need to worry just yet, but the quality was high 

all the same. 

Now here's a thing - a high end, hi-fi specific, hard disk 

based music server! The RipNAS Statement does what 

it says on the tin - put a CD into the slot and it rips 

using a high quality algorithm in the space of 4 minutes, 

which is considerably slower than ¡Tunes precisely for 

the reason that it's ripping for maximum data integrity. 

This beautifully hewn all metal machine is available in 

500GB or 1TB sizes via a hard drive, but there's also the 

option of Solid State Drives (SSD) as well. The RipNAS 

is designed to connect to a computer network, and 

accessed via uPnP software - just like a Squeezebox or 

suchlike. Watch out for a review soon. 

I 
Best sound of the show for me was to be found in the room shared 

by Magico, MIT and Spectral Audio, where the new flagship Magico 

M5 loudspeakers were playing. Incorporating Magico's ring radiator 

tweeter, twin 6in 'Nano-Tee midrange drivers and twin 'Nano-Tee 9in 

woofers, the sound was magnificent in scale and grandeur, and truly 

captivating in emotional terms. Frankly, I had trouble believing that I 

was listening to a music server as the source. Still, $90,000 per pair 

- ouch! 

I 

Of all of the world's great turntables, there are few 

that compare to this stunning Transrotor - at least 

in respect of looks. This made your reporter's heart 

miss a beat, and caused his jaw to move suddenly 

southward. Fortunately, I managed not to drool on it, 

but it was a close run thing. As ever at Munich, the 

Transrotor room was full of elaborately styled vinyl 

spinning devices, and as ever it was hard to actually 

grasp what the underlying design and engineering 

philosophy was - apart from making working pieces 

of art such as this. 

TERSOL1, 

Another day, another valve amp. In any other context 

this stunning MasterSound Evolution 845 would have 

been accorded the status of a god, but at the Munich 

show it almost looked a little small and understated. 

Fortunately you couldn't say this about its sound - 

unlike many amplifiers here it was actually connected 

up - and proved precisely the reverse. Delicious! 
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FEATURE 

This isn't the sort of show where you look around and say, "wow - 

there's a valve amp!" It's more the sort of show where you're quite 

bemused when there isn't one. And in the great scheme of tubular 

belles, even the mighty 3006 is relegated to the status of a mere 

ECC83 - it's as common as muck here. Indeed, the Munich show is 

so valvey that 845s aren't that much less ubiqutious - a tube that 

Noel and I revere. And you can forget about just buying new ones 

- every variant of New Old Stock classic valve was on display too. 

If you like 'glass audio', you'll love this show. DP 

I'm a big fan of this quirky Italian company, which produces hi-fi 

that is both superb sounding, beautifully hand built and sculptural 

in form. It looks striking, but unlike so much at Munich it would 

not sit easily in a house owned by a Bundesliga footballer, com-

plete with his chrome wheel adorned, smoked glass shrouded 

black Range Rover parked outside in the drive. Designer Enrico 

Lusuardi was as ebullient as ever, but sadly still looking for UK 

distribution... 

WTON MEETS SAXSISTEF1. 

Finally, for when all this reproduced music became too 

much, light relief was provided by the talented "Newton 

Meets Saxsisters" - three lovely ladies who walked the 

show continually, entertaining guests with a fine mix of 

saxophone-based jazz classics. Not only visually appeal-

ing and musically adept, they also provided a fine point 

of reference to remind us all exactly what real 

instruments sound like! 

Dr. Roland Gauder's full 

range of Isophon loud-

speakers were on display, 

including the brand new two 

way standmounting Odessa, 

using similar drive units to 

the Hi-Fi World reviewed 

Cassianos. Playing, how-

ever, were the new flagship 

To fanas - a twin box design 

that made superb use of 

Accuton's ceramic coned 

drive units and diamond 

tweeter and turned in a pol-

ished, punchy and emotive 

sound. 

One corner of Munich will be forever Scotland - in the 

Tannoy room, that is. Representing a popular brand of 

Scotch Whiskey, we espied several German gentlemen 

sporting not-so-fetching kilts, dispensing the aforemen-

tioned giggling juice. Next to this were a number of tower-

ing Tannoys, such as the Canterbury pictured here. Try as I 

did, I simply could not find Noel languishing behind one 

clutching an empty bottle of Glen McSporran! 
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the best seat in the house 
For over 15 years UKD has held an 
enviable reputation for a portfolio 
of high quality, European-made 
audio products that combine style, 
build and performance at the 
highest level. 

Names such as Unison Research, Opera, 
Pathos Acoustics, Thorens and Triangle 
are renowned throughout the world by 
customers, retailers and reviewers alike. 

Now there's a new place in the UK to 
experience the range of UKD products 
and the sheer musical enjoyment that 
they bring. 

The uk studio has the largest range 
of UKD products on permanent 
demonstration in the country. A totally 
bespoke service, auditions are by 
appointment only to ensure the highest 
level of service and commitment to the 
individual. The welcome and atmosphere 
is professional, yet informal and friendly. 

We specialise in getting the best possible 
solution for each and every customer, 
who benefit from both expert knowledge 
of the products and the individual's 
requirements. 

studio 
(Near to M25/M4/M40) 

Abbey Business Centre, 18-24 Stoke Road 

Slough, Berkshire, SL2 5AG, England 

e-mail: studio@ukd.co.uk 
web: www.ukd.co.uk 

Tel: 01753 722 050 



OLDE WORLDE 

Utter the word Ferrograph' to most 

audio enthusiasts and they will instantly 
think of open reel tape decks, but this 
enigmatic British company also made 
amplifiers and tuners. But probably the 

rarest of all its products was the legendary 
S1 Monitor loudspeaker, says Adam Smith... 

A
i n enigmatic name, highly 
respected but from a 

bygone age, the British 

Ferrograph recorder 

company was famed for 

'ts open reel tape record-

ers of the nineteen sixties, but also 

made a few other things along the 

way. Probably the most well known 

of these was the F307 amplifier, 

which eventually became the F308 

and spawned a bigger brother in the 

form of the F608. There was also a 

matching tuner, the SFM1. Probably 

the rarest of all items, though, were 

Ferrograph's SI Monitors. 

It was in 1972 that the Sis first 

saw the light of day, and my 1973 Hi-

Fi Year Book shows them as retailing 

for £95 — a not inconsiderable sum 

of money in those days, especially 

when one considers that the mighty 

Celestion Ditton 66s were only £4 

more.This bought you a three way 

design measuring 650x350x440mm 

and weighing 27kg, and sat on top of 

some pretty, but sonically dubious 

castor-based stands. Internally, 

the early S Is consisted of a KEF 

B139 bass driver, a 4in ( 100mm) 

Goodmans cone midrange driver and 

a I in (25mm) Goodmans soft dome 

tweeter. 

Many people refer to the SI s as 

being transmission line designs, but 

this is not the case — they are actually 

reflex designs using a long triangular 

port that runs from the bottom right 

corner of the cabinet, up the back 

and exiting at the top right hand side 

of the baffle, stuffed firmly with wool 

to offer a high level of dampIng.The 

three drivers are connected by an 

18 component crossover with third 

order slopes at 400Hz and 3.5kHz, 

plus several notch filters for driver 

optimisation. 

In terms of updates, the only 

major one was the change of 

midrange driver to a Peerless dome 

type a few years later. Marantz's 

Ken Ishiwata is of the opinion that 

this version of 

the SI is one of 

the best imaging 

loudspeakers he 

has heard. Other 

than this, the 

rather drab grey 

painted cabinet and 

black stand gave way 

to a truly hideous 

teak finish with vile 

brown weave grille 

and white stands later in 

the speakers' life, but by the end of 

the 1970s they quietly faded from 

the catalogue and, seemingly from 

people's memories. 

SOUND QUALITY 
The S I s are a true monitor quality 

loudspeaker in the best sense of the 

word, delivering a beautifully balanced 

midrange and treble that offers 

insight, fluidity and a real feeling of 

being drawn into the music. Never 

harsh or shouty, they seemingly 

remain unflustered no matter what 

you throw at them. If a recording is 

bad, they will certainly let you know, 

but don't come over all mean-spirited 

and really rub your nose in it. 

Naturally, a KEF BI39 with a 

large damped port means plenty of 

bass but those expecting sogginess 

and wallow might find themselves a 

little surprised. Okay, so they don't 

stop on a sixpence like a pair of 

Yamaha NS1000Ms, but bass lines 

are magnificently detailed, pacy and 

surprisingly lithe. Measurement in 

the anechoic chamber at Goodmans 

showed a gentle rise in low end 

output below 70Hz before tailing off 

again to be 3dB down at 32Hz, so 

they really don't need a subwoofer! 

Another unusual facet is their sonic 

'intensity', as they do not need to 

be cranked up loud to project in a 

manner quite unlike any loudspeaker 

1 have ever heard. 

In amplifier matching terms, the 

S I s are quite benign. Electrically an 

Thi 

easy 

load thanks to 

an impedance that does not 

drop below 7 Ohms, their downside 

is a sensitivity of around 84dB, 

meaning that they do need a few 

Watts to wake them up, otherwise 

they can sound lacklustre. 

One of the few models 

that prove that not everything 

loudspeaker-wise from the 1970s was 

a complete disaster, the Ferrograph 

S I s were uncommon when new and 

virtually unknown now, so can be 

picked up for an absolute song.Yet 

they still show just how a properly 

designed monitor loudspeaker of 

yesteryear can hold its head even 

today. 

BUYING 

Something of a rarity, when a pair does turn up it seems to fetch 

very little money indeed owing to the fact that few people know 

of them. Mine came from John Howes' Audiojumble for £ 50, in 

a very battered state and the last pair I saw on eBay, complete 

with the later dome midrange drivers, failed to sell for £ 40. The 

fact that they are a little aesthetically challenged probably 

doesn't help here, but pound for pound they are an astonish-

ing bargain. In terms of tweakery, a set of proper 4mm binding 

posts will fit in the holes that the push terminals sit, the usual 

upgrades to internal cabling and crossover componentry are 

well worth pursuing, and a proper pair of solid stands to replace 

those cute but useless wheeled ones makes great sense — owing 

to their 44cm depth, you may have to go for some purpose-built 

ones like I did, but the expense is well worth it. In replace-

ment driver terms, replacement KEF B139s abound, as does the 

original Goodmans midrange driver, and I found an Audax 25mm 

tweeter that replaces blown original Goodmans items perfectly, 

but the Peerless midrange domes are rather rarer, so do check 

for driver health before parting with any cash. 
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THE ULTIMATE REAL WORLD TONEARM 

HI FI WORLD MAY 2009 

new benchmark for musical communication" STEREO TIMES 

" One of the truly special products I've reviewed in the past 18 years" 
STEREOPHILE 

W inner of Stereo 'limes magazine Most wanted component 
of 2005 award 

cer 
1. he best tonearm I've heard- HI FI WORLD 

" S o far ahead of the pack .... looks about to lap them" STEREOTIMES 

Multi-award winning ORIGIN LIVE TONEARMS make an enormous 

difference due to their leading performance. It surprises many delighted 

owners that changing to an Origin Live tonearm offers many times the 

improvements to that of a cartridge upgrade - Ratios of over 4:1 on 
performance to price are easily possible - and lasts a lot longer. Why not 

experience a new level of musical satisfaction by owning one of these arms? 

See Origin Live web site for full information and reviews. To eliminate any 

risk on your part, the arms are offered with a full money back guarantee 
should you not be anything other than delighted. 

Tonearm Models 
Enterprise 

Conqueror 
Illustrious 
Encounter 
Silver 
OL1 

0  IA 
LIVE 

(telfe(1(1 2005 World Awards 

***** 

Ir1111 

Closest to the original sound 

UNIVERSAL MOTOR UPGRADE 

Upgrades & replaces 
motors & power supplies for ALL 

belt drive turntables 

• 
"The single most important upgrade you can  

ever make to any record deck concerns the motor 

drive...nothing can prepare you for the shock of going DC. In a 
word, gobsmacking." COMMON GROUND MAGAZINE 

"It's value is nothing short of tremendous." LISTENER MAGAZINE 

"The LP12 remains a classic ...but ..upgrade kits by Origin Live 
can bring a vast improvement to it's performance" Hl fl NEWS 

UNIVERSALTURNTABLE MOTOR KIT - No one would 
blame you for being sceptical of an easy to fit, inexpensive dc motor 
upgrade. Especially one that improves on the best of other power 
supplies costing over 4 times as much or your money back. It is simply 
impossible to imagine the level of improvement attained by eliminating 
the motor vibration that your stylus amplifies over 8,000 times! Our DC 
motor kit offers massive improvements to all versions of Linn Lingo / 
Valhulla, Rega, Systemdeck, Roksan, Rock etc. The kits consist of a drop 
in replacement high grade DC motor and off-board 2 speed control box. 
Why not order now? - see web site or phone. 

Standard dc Motor Kit - £250 
Advanced dc Motor Kit - £339 
Ultra dc Motor Kit - £570 
Upgrade Transformer - £ 195 
Upgrade DC 200 motor - £12') u il l) kit 

ORIGIN LIVE 
Tel/Fax: +44 02380 578877 
E-mail: originlive@originlive.com 

www.originlive.com 

made in tngiand 

simply musical 

SLJGDFN 

SUGDEN 

SUGDEN AUDIO TEL 01924 404088 

rescuing music from technology 
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OPINION 

"Ever tanciec owninc your own recorc 
Fred James cd,,," 

la oel? 

paul 
rigby 

E
ver fancied owning your 
own record label? I don't 

mean the type you find on 

MySpace.You know, ten 

CD-Rs full of three-chord 

guitar riffs, waiting on a 

shelf in jiffy bags, an email address, a 

logo drawn on Microsoft Paint and 

Bob's your uncle. Oh, no. I mean a 

proper label with history! Fred James 

did... 

Based in Nashville, USA, James is 

a performing artist, runs production 

companies and has his own roster 

of artists. Putting all that to one side 

however, he's still a music fan. " I've 

always been a bit of a label nut and, 

because I travel in the same circles, 

came into contact with many record 

people", he told me. 

Some of these contacts included 

one or two elderly, venerable 

gentlemen who would disclose their 

secrets, that they were the owners 

of long-standing, often completely 

obscure, record labels whose history 

sometimes ran back to WW2. Casual 

chats lead to serious discussions and 

James suddenly realised that he might 

have the opportunity to actually own 

a piece of history. 

Take the Nashville-based Bullet, 

one of the first, post-war, independent 

labels, started during late 1945 and 

responsible for some important 

releases such as B.B. King's first two 

records plus other works by the 

likes of Wynonie Harris and Big Joe 

Williams. 

"I was able to strike up an 

agreement that was structured very 

much like a publishing deal with 

them," said James, "so that I would 

have the rights but we would split the 

revenue 50/50.This was new money 

for them." 

New money indeed, because it 

never occurred to these old label 

bosses that, thirty to fifty years after 

they launched their respective labels, 

anyone would have any interest in 

the works. " In fact, the first label I 

acquired was Champion, then Rogana 

and Rich.The latter two were owned 

by ex-Dis who worked for the top 

R'n'B radio station in the country, 

based here in Nashville - WLAC, 

in the fifties: Floss Allen and John 

R Richberg, respectively.All of this 

would be seen as a plain conflict 

of interest today and wouldn't be 

allowed, but not then. I approached 

both." 

Once the rights were secured, 

James then had to secure sources 

to enable him to reissue this buried 

treasure onto CD. Finding the 

masters, especially for the larger, 

older labels, was a problem. "The 

label bosses looked at [masters] as 

disposable.They were very careful in 

keeping up their publishing contracts. 

They understood the value of that 

but, for the most part, they tossed 

away all the masters. So I then spent 

many years tracking down rare 

records and getting to know record 

collectors and dealers." 

It wasn't all doom and gloom for 

James, however.While some labels, 

such as Poncello and Champion 

necessitated dubbing from vinyl via 

James's old Pioneer turntable, others 

such as Ref-O-Ree, provided almost 

its entire archive on tape. 

It was during the examination 

of these tapes, recorded during the 

late sixties, that James discovered just 

how much confidence some of the 

specialist engineers had in their work. 

"The earliest master we got 

hold of were 4-tracks via Ref-O-Ree. 

We had gone to great pains to track 

down all the associated 45s.VVe did 

this so we could match the reverb, 

compression and so on with the 

output from the masters to achieve 

the proper mix. But when we finally 

heard the masters we found out 

that everything was already printed. 

That is, on the original masters, all of 

the reverb settings, the compression 

settings and so on had been included 

there and then. Normally, a studio 

would record the masters flat and 

then tweak settings during the mix. 

I can't imagine anyone being so sure 

of themselves today, that you would 

print to the master tape every effect." 

Of course, other reasons for 

doing this would be money: combining 

the master with the mix would not 

only save time but it would also 

save tape. It was intriguing for James, 

however, to see how set in their ways 

the engineers were back then. Even 

when, around 1969 and 1970, the 

label acquired 8-track machines the 

engineers retained 4-track recording 

for a while and then only expanded 

to six tracks. Even those two extra 

tracks were not used for the original 

track but to add a separate demo, for 

example. Hence, the combination of 

economy and confidence continued 

— almost out of habit. 

James now has a healthy 

stable of historical labels including, 

"Bullet, Delta, Surespeed, Champion, 

Cherokee, Calvert, Poncello, Ref-0-

Ree... I think I've had enough!" 

Now you can judge the quality of 

these rediscovered labels for yourself 

because you can hear the lot via SPY, 

in the UK. Generally available via any 

decent Internet retailer and, if you 

can find one, High Street record shop, 

each label is packed in a neat digipack 

with titles such as 'The Champion 

Record Story', ' Bullet Record Blues' 

and 'The Delta Record Story'. On 

Amazon, for example, just enter 

the record label name and SPY in 

the search engine to find the right 

releases. Every CD offers an excellent 

cultural education and, of course, 

some great music.. 
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THE SEVENOAKS SUMMER 

STOCK 
OLEARANCE 
Listed below is just a small selection of our clearance items. There is up to an incredible 70% off 

the original RRP on these end-of-line* hi-fi and home cinema separates, speakers and accessories. 
Stock is limited and when it's gone, it's gone so don't miss a chance to pick up a bargain! 

mFMJ Atli Prodésisor.., - 1908 

Arcam FMJ P7 Power Amplif " £1,549.00 

Arcam FMJ AV9/P7 Processor/Pdwer-£1,999.00 

Dali Suite 2.8 Speakers £499.00, 

Spendor 83e Speakers £599.00 

Spendor 55e Speakers   
Spendor She Speakers .£1,199.00 

Spendor S8e Speakers £1,549.00 

Spendor 8115 Surround Speaker £349.00. 

Spendor C5e Centre Speaker £449 

BRISTOL ^I 
Arcam DNA P1000 

In Focus 8482 DLP Projector £1,949.00 
 £549.00 

 £2,529.00 

 £899.00 

KEF KHT2005.3 AV Speaker Package 

KEF Ref 201 Speakers (Inc Stands) 

Linn Chakra 5100 Power Amplifier 
Monitor Audio Bronze BR2 Speakers £149.00 

Monitor Audio GS20 Speakers £1,104.00 

REL R-505 Sub Woofer £649.00 
REL T-2 Soh Woofer r1141 011 

Spencer C5e Canny% Spaakar 

HOLBORN 02117817 75411 
KEF K1T510 DVD System......_-- £574 

Maranta P1.111 Si Amplifier......  

Maranta PM15 S1 Amplifier £909 

Maranta RC3001 Universal Remote £194 

Pioneer DCS370 DVD System £199 

Pioneer nvi SIP nvn Playa- F789 

OED HDMI 4x4 Matrix Switcher 

Roksan FR5 Speakers £1,62 
Roksan Kandy / III CD Player £41 

Spectral CL1552 Equipment Stand £1,299 

  fl • • , 

KING e 0 8547 0717 
P38 9 

Cyrus AV Master 8.0 AV Prticessor 19 

' Cyrus Discmaster 8.0 DVD Player 19 

' KEF KHT3005SE AV Speaker Package £1,039 

• KEF X010 Speakers £454 

Loewe Individual 32 Selection LCD TV £1,149 

Loewe Xelos A32 OR, 100 LCD TV £1,124 

" Monitor Audio RS5 Speakers £324 
Panasonic 7H42PZ81 Plasm,. TV.  £974. 

Per.onic TH5OPZ800 Plasma TV £1,284. 

_ 
Arcam DNA DV137 DVD Player £549.00 

Arcam Logo Soh Woofer £299.00 

Amami Muso Speakers £99.00 

Cyrus CD6s CO Player £349.00 

Loewe Individual 26 Selection LCD TV .11,049.00 

Loewe Individual Compose 46 HD+/TV.£3145.00 

Loewe Xelos A32 HO, OR, LCD TV £1,499.00 
0 Acoustics 1000, AV Speaker Package ..£349.00 

Tear CRH257i CD / DAB System £199.CX) 

Tear Ref 300/111 CD / DAB System £315.00 
, . 

CHELS 9466 
Arcam DiVA AVP700 AV Processor £939.00 

Arcam DNA P1000 AV Power Arnold ier.£1,104.00 
Cyrus 6 vs2 Amplifier  £454.00 

Cyrus Discmaster 8.0 DVD Player £519.00 

Denon DVD1940 DVD Player £149.00 

Denon DVD2930 DVD Player £324.00 

MOrreir Audio Radius H7.1...5 Hear Spks  £129.00 

Mr011041 AVM Mier In-Gretna SpeaKeM...1.69.8.1 
Project X-Pack Turntable £649.00 

Sharp LX52X1 2E1 CD Tv Cl 569.00 

GUILDFORD 
DVD System   00 

oewe Cu. 137 OR, LCD TV £1.799 CO 

Loewe Cube 2 Motorised Stand... .. £979 00 
Loewe Individual 40 DR, LCD TV £2 299 08 

Loewe Sphems R37 LCD TV £2 559 
Loewe %Mrs 26 LCD TV ......£699 00 
Marantr. SA,15 SI SACD Player £1.049.00 

Meridian G51 Pre Receiver £1.499. 

Meridian G.55 AV Power Amplifier Fl 849 002 

&entire Sae Speakers £1 539 00 

MANCHESTFR 01 1 7969 
Arcen Dip ritiiver..63 
Artcoustic Diablo Surround Speakers £634.00 

Artcoustic Cl Centre Speaker £374.00 
Loewe Xelos 26 LCD TV £729.00 

Monitor Audio reel Speakers £1,699.00 

Monitor Audio Peke R45 Rea, Solis F44.00 

Revel S12 Surround Speakers £214.03 

Tivoli Model One Portable Radio £59.03 

Yamaha AS2000 Amplifier £1,199.00 

Yamaha CDS20X) CO Player £799.00 

NORWICH 0 noe 
Audica CS-S1 Sunound Speakers.. £99.00 

Creek Destiny Amplifier  £779.00 

KEF KHT6000ACE Surround Speakers £159.00 

Lexicon RT10 Universal Disc Player £1,374.00 

Musical Fidelity XT100 Amplifier £584.00 

ProAc 015 Speakers £1,199.00 

ProAc Response lsc Speakers 179901 
Spendor AS Speakers  -11174.00 

Spender SA1 Speakers (Inc Stands) ...a....5974,00 

Yamaha DVDS2500 DVD Player ---.-2260 00 

NOTTING 

HE SEVENOAKS SUMMER 

STARTS 1ST JULY 2009 

VISIT WWW.SSAV.COM FOR 
MORE CLEARANCE & SALE OFFERS 

LOUGHTON 020 9S:12 9770 
Aream I flan Soh Worth..  £ 89.00 

KEF vow Sneakers Cl 405 on 
KFF X050r flantra Spnalrar  £489 00 

Living Cnntrol MirsirRox 3NT CI A49 nft 

I wing Control RonmAnr A £7,924 00 

Maranta B117003 Rlil-Ray Player £519 Cl) 

Maranta MM8003 Power Amplifier £974.00 

Project Debut Ill Phono USB Turntable £194.00 
REI Rr505 Soh Wonfer f'740 nn 

111111q27nn DIM Player £7274 00 

AVR15,5 AV Receiver... _£289.10 

ardor 711970 DAB Toner £194 00 

090 Speakers £649.00 
KH71005.2 AV Speaker System £324.00 

Seems P721Dar LCD TV £3,074.00 

" or Audio Bronze BR2 Speakers £149.00 

for Audio GSFX Surround Speakers £584.00 

toe Audio Radius R270 Speakers £349,05 

ical Fidelity 41008 Amplifier £1,949.00 

121.2 Speakers £349.00 

OXFORD 01865 241773 
Primare A30.2 Power Amplifier .........-1599.00 

Primare CD21 CD Player   £649.00 

Primare CD31 CD Player ------£1,299.00 

Primare 121 Amplifier  1649.00 

Primare Pre 30 Pre Amplifier  £749.00 
Teas CRH2571CD/DAD Sysbem Inc Sisks.2180.00 

RX1 DAB Radio £49.00 

Tivoli Model 3 AM/FM Clock Radio £115.00 
Tivoli Model 3 Speaker £55.00 

Yamaha DVDS1700 DVD Player £199.00 

, 
SEVENO 9! 5 

AVP7C0 Proce 
- 731 Tuner  -£349.00 

se 301 Speakers  

se Lse / Ill DVD System " £2,799.00 

F KHT5C105.2 AV Speaker Package £699.00 
• neer DVDLX50 DVD Player  £399 00 

'mare DVD26 DVD Player.. . . £499 (X) 

msung PS50097HDX Plasma TV .....£799.00 
taco SVD500 CRT Projector £499.00 

I DAB Timer 

IE 5861 
Acoustic Energy Aegis Evo 3 Speakers....£174.00 

138ON CM7 Speakers  .£849.00 

138W XT2 Speakers --£519.00 

KEF e08D5 Surround Speakers,. £199.00 

Onkyo DRS501 IND Receiver ............--£324 00 

Spendor C5 Centre Speaker  £489.00 

Spendor C5.2 Centre Speaker  £484.00 
Spendor 8115 Surround Speaker £549 00 

Sunf ire True Ea Sub Woofer  .£1,099.00 

Yamaha RXN6000 AV Receiver -- ....... ...£299.00 

OUTHAMPTON 023 8033 7770 

Maranta CD6002 CD Player  .00 
MarunG: PM11 S2 Amplifier   144.00 

Maranta PM15 Si Amplifier.........----£899.00  

Maranta VP15 Si DLP Projector  £3,499.00 
Mordaunt Short Mezzo 6 Speakers £499.00 

Pioneer P01129 CO System ....., £390.00 

Quad 99 Power Amplifier .-  £389.00 
Sonos ZP100 Zone Player.  £224.00 

Yamaha 13032000 Ellu-Ray Player £454.00 

BRIDGE WEL 892 
Amain DNA nv107 DVD Player......----
AreamFMJ P7 Power Amplifier ---21 

Cyrus DDSs CD Player  

Denon Avna000 AV Receiver   
DVDO ,-Scan VP50 Md.) Scala  

KEF KIT200 OVO Systeie . 5949 
Living Control Music Box 3 Server.---£1,999 

Living Control Music Box 6 Server £2, 

Partingtc.) D,ead,luuslit Di uatblde CI -

Yamaha CDR1101900 CD/HOD Rer-uider   

"Some items are ex-display but all are sold with full warranty. These products are only available from the stores listed and are subject to availability - please confirm before travelling. 

All prices were correct at time of going to press. End- of- line and clearance offers are not available in conjunction with any other offer or promotion. Advert valid until 31/07/2009, [RAE. 

SEVEN0a<S SO MUCH MORE AT SSAV.COIV1 
SOUND & VISION the experts in home entertainment 



OPINION 

"I can't help feelinc that the design ethos behind most 
transistor amolifiers is farcical for serious aucio work..." 

noel 
keywood 

At loudspeaker that's a health 

hazard isn't anything new 

t seems; in fact it's trace-

able back to Victorian 

times when it was noticed 

hat electric arcs could 

be made to 'sing' - and electric arcs 

produce life-threatening ozone gas. 

So I was amazed to see the purple 

glow of a plasma arc coming from the 

rare Lansche Audio No3 loudspeaker 

in a room at this year's Hi-End Show 

in Munich, Germany. It's an arrest-

ing sight, no doubt, and you can see 

why if you type 'plasma tweeters' 

into YouTube.Yet it was the amplifier 

driving these loudspeakers that was 

even more intriguing I felt after a little 

reflection, because it used custom 

manufactured audio V-FET output 

transistors. Finally, I've stumbled 

across a solid-state amplifier built on 

similar lines to a valve amplifier and 

it's worth saying a little more about 

this product. 

But it was the loudspeakers that 

first caught my eye, although I smelt 

them before I saw them!The Lansche 

Audio No 3s are a two way design us-

ing a conventional bass/midrange unit 

and their own horn loaded plasma 

tweeter (see http://ib-lansche.de). 

Plasma tweeters have no diaphragm so 

there is no moving mass and, in simple 

outline at least, this should result in 

near perfect treble reproduction. 

If only life were so simple! Lansche 

say their tweeter does not produce 

ozone, which has a strong smell, 

because it uses a ceramic catalyst to 

prevent this and because it operates at 

a very high temperature. So per-

haps the peculiar odour I smelt was 

produced by something else; I recall 

that Japanese mains transformers used 

to pong when they got hot because 

a fish byproduct was used in their 

construction. So I can't be certain 

the plasma tweeter was the culprit, 

but the odour was pungent and quite 

strong, and I couldn't help but link it to 

the loudspeakers in my mind.All the 

same, the intense purple glow of the 

arc deep inside the horn diverted my 

attention away from thoughts of being 

poisoned by ozone whilst listening to 

music. Sound quality seemed good, al-

though noise from the Show intruded 

as always. 

A single Japanese gentleman sat 

beside a set of amplifiers driving the 

loudspeakers and he was alive enough: 

I know because I spoke to him! Dr 

Kazuhiko Nishi explained that he 

was the President of Digital Do Main 

Inc (see www.digital-do-main.com), 

manufacturers of the natty look-

ing amplifiers sitting beside him; the 

Lansche loudspeakers were on loan in 

their room. Because the Hi-End Show 

has no fewer than four large halls full 

of extravagantly styled and finished 

products the elaborate extrusions 

used in the B-1 a power amplifiers 

barely registered with me. However, 

when Dr Nishi explained that Digital 

Do Main Inc made all their own (static 

induction) transistors, including the 

output V-FETs - a 1970s fabrication 

technique - and that each V-FET had an 

active surface area equivalent to one 

hundred conventional output transis-

tors, my ears pricked up. Fabricated in 

a vacuum with a deposition of silver 

to help conduction, he told me, it was 

obvious that Digital Do Main were 

attempting to overcome the limita-

tions of ordinary power transistors 

optimised not for audio work, but for 

their ability to handle and switch large 

currents at relatively low cost. 

By way of contrast Digital Do 

Main claim their devices are for 

audio alone and produce even order 

distortion harmonics only.They also 

work at far lower current densities 

than are the norm for transistors.The 

oft quoted strength of valves is that 

they produce benign sounding second 

harmonic distortion and this does 

account for their sense of smoothness 

I believe. But also important is the fact 

that valves operate at far lower cur-

rent densities than transistors and this 

is likely why they lack their hardness 

of tone and slightly opaque midband, 

lower currents exciting conductor and 

dielectric colourations less. Output 

valves such as KT88s and 300Bs 

were designed specifically for audio 

reproduction and transistors need 

to be purposed likewise, but they are 

not at present - this amplifier being an 

interesting exception. 

So will Digital Do Main's B- I a 

amplifier sound like a valve amp? Prob-

ably not because 1 suspect microphony 

and secondary emission add further 

to the valve sound and the Digital Do 

Main amps will lack both. However, 

possessing the strengths of valves 

without their weaknesses, I can't help 

but feel this amplifier is going to sound 

a lot better than most solid-state 

designs.And, just as the best sounding 

valve amplifiers use valve power sup-

plies, so the Digital Do Main amps use 

V-FET power supplies, Dr Nishi was 

keen to point out. 

So here's a solid-state amplifier 

that uses the same thinking that goes 

into the best valve amplifiers and is 

similarly constructed around dedicated 

audio amplifying devices. It isn't cheap 

at I million Yen (E6,550) but it may 

well reveal what is holding solid-state 

back quality wise, and lead the way to 

better amplifiers. For I can't help feel-

ing that the design ethos behind most 

transistor amplifiers, where standard 

IC building blocks containing twenty 

or thirty crappy transistor junctions 

are used blithely as if they were just 

one device, is farcical for serious audio 

work. Perhaps when this radical Japa-

nese amplifier hits our shores we will 

find out whether I am right or not.. 
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Electric 
Blues? 
Experience the benefits of a 
dedicated mains cable for hi-fi and 
home cinema 

One of the most cost-effective 
system upgrades available 

For the latest product development 
news, exclusive competitions and 
technical tips, subscribe to our 
newsletter at www.chord.co.uk 

NEN Chord SuperScreen 
- Dual foil, high frequency effective shielding 

- Vibration damping internal and external casing 
- High purity, multi-strand copper conductors 

- Unique internal wiring geometry 

- I m. I . 5m & 2m lengths available 
- Designed and built in the UK - with CE conformance 
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OPINION 

" yes, cables do make a cifferonce but no, 
you don't need to obsess over them..." 

adam 
smith 

II
must open with something of a 
confession this month, namely 

that I experienced a moment of 

trepidation when tasked with 

carrying out a cable group test. 

Well actually I slammed the 

phone down, and ran and hid whim-

pering behind the sofa, but before long 

a sense of perspective prevailed and 

I decided to take on this formidable 

task! As I mentioned in the review, 

the range of opinions on cables veers 

wildly from enthusiast to enthusiast, 

and takes in the extremes of fully 

paid-up sceptics to out and out obses-

sives.This sure seems to be a topic on 

which strong opinions are frequently 

generated... 

From my own point of view, I 

am certainly not a sceptic, but must 

confess to a generally fairly hesitant 

approach to the whole proceedings. 

As a degree qualified electronic 

engineer I cannot help but feel that 

there is certainly plenty of scope for 

cables with differing capacitances, 

inductances and characteristic 

impedances to have an effect on the 

sound.The whole system of amplifier 

output stage, cable and loudspeaker 

is electrically quite involved and has 

the potential to be finely balanced. 

It is most certainly not beyond the 

realms of science that altering one 

of these factors will indeed impact 

on the sonic performance, be it in 

straightforward frequency response 

terms that everyone understands, or a 

more involved effect that takes in the 

stored energy, impulse response or RF 

susceptibility of the setup. 

The trouble is that this seems 

to open the door to a whole host of 

'characterful' individuals who make 

wild claims about their cables, some 

of which are amusing, some of which 

are fanciful, and a faint few that are 

downright ridiculous! On a purely 

personal level, I still have problems 

with the concept of a directional 

cable; certainly in terms of screening, 

if such an item is only terminated at 

one end of its run, then behaviour 

of the item with respect to noise 

suppression will be altered according 

to which way round it is connected, 

but I cannot help but think that if a 

basic cable really is directional, then 

there is something fundamentally 

wrong with it! 

The problem for the more casual 

purchaser is then how to cut their 

way through this miasma of techno-

babble in order to make sense of 

it all, and find the cable that is right 

for them. Obviously this is where 

magazines like Hi-Fi World come in, 

to try and give you a helping hand 

through the maze and I hope I 

provided a helpful stepping stone with 

this month's group test. 

From my own point of view, the 

test, and the candidates involved, 

proved very interesting. It would be 

nice to think that as the price went 

up, so did the performance but I found 

this not to be the case necessarily, and 

even then I am merely one listener 

with one pair of ears, even if they 

are admittedly superb [if you do say 

so yourself! Ed].The key here is that 

each person has different tastes, and 

my opinion of the excellent van den 

Hul Thames as occasionally a little 

over-smooth may be exactly what 

someone else needs in their brighter 

system. 

It was interesting to hear that 

none of the cables under test were in 

any way disastrous, but some definitely 

showed more promise than others. I 

was also pleased to hear that some 

of those new technologies actually do 

work. I have encountered MIT cables 

before and the mysterious activities 

going on in their little black boxes 

are highly effective at releasing the 

inner heart of the music. Equally, I was 

prepared to be rather underwhelmed 

by the results gained by powering 

up those crazy active shields on the 

Synergistic Research Tesla Accelerator 

loudspeaker cables, but the differences 

were immediate and quite obvious. 

Finally. I managed to stop fondling the 

Siltech Classic Anniversary 550i long 

enough to listen to them and realise 

that they are indeed, rather special... 

Of course, I am not advocating 

that you go out and buy them for 

your budget setup, because the key 

in choosing such items is to fit them 

into your system; building your system 

around them is far from being the 

right way to go! Also take time to 

ponder whether your hard-earned 

moolah would be better spent 

elsewhere. Consider for a moment 

that the £935 price tags that the 

Siltechs carry would upgrade my 

Audio Technica ATOC9MLII cartridge 

to an Ortofon Kontrapunkt b, or 

just about add a Hi-Cap to my Naim 

Supernait and, good as those Siltechs 

are, either of these would bring 

about a far bigger change.A cable 

should never be treated as a cure for 

something that is wrong or missing 

in a setup, but judicious application 

of the right item can fine tune your 

sound by that final degree. 

So there we are, my cable cards 

are laid on the table.Yes, they do 

make a difference but, no, you don't 

need to obsess over them or set 

out to buy the dearest item you can 

possibly afford! As Patrick Miller of 

Sugden Audio, distributors of the 

Siltech interconnects, put it very 

succinctly and with typical Yorkshire 

understatement,"they're overkill on 

a £2,000 system and probably the 

weakest link in a £30,000 one".As 

always, the important thing is to listen, 

find an item you like and then think 

for a moment whether it really will sit 

into your system effectively and if it 

is the best route to take. As with so 

many things in life, striking the right 

balance is the key.. 
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news 
ROLLERCOASTER 12s 
Last month, we looked at a range of 10" vinyl releases 

via Rollercoaster Records.This month, we'd like to tell 

you about that company's 12" selection. Starting with 

the understated title ' Rock! Rock!, Rock!' which focuses 

on Johnny Powers who recorded for Sun Records and 

was the first white artist to sign for Tamla Motown.This 

album features a wide selection of his work. 

'Rockaphilly!: Philadelphia Rock'n'Roll' and 

'Rockaphilly!: More Philadelphia Rock'n'Roll' takes the 

archives from the Arcade label which featured a number 

of fifties rarities and, as Arcade also handled Bill Hayley, 

a number of guest appearances from his Comets. Finally, 

look out for 'Three Piece' from the original Crickets, 

Buddy Holly's backing band. Recorded in 1987. 

ler Crickets 

Three Pie. 

COWBOYJUNKIES 

«et 

COWBOY JUNKIES 
The Cowboy Junkies' Trinity Revisited', 

reissued on Diverse Records (www. 

diversevinyl.com), has been mastered by 

the legendary British engineer, Ray Staff and 

pressed by the audiophile-friendly Pallas, 

in Germany (who also handle Speakers 

Corner and Pure Pleasure).This is a live 

interpretation of 'The Trinity Sessions'. 

HE AIN'T HEAVY... 
...but, then again this rocking set of releases just might be! 

Newly reissued on Devil's Jukebox (www.lamf.biz) is The 

Damned's excellent 'Machine Gun Etiquette' from 1979, 

featuring the sublime, 'Smash It Up'. Now presented as a double 

album with extra rarities and limited to 666 copies. Out now 

on Speakers Corner is Santana's ' Lotus', a whopping great 3LP 

live album, recorded in Japan in 1973 but rarely seen on general 

release — especially in vinyl form.A superb album. 

Next we have three from SPV, in Germany. Creedence 

Clearwater Revisited's ' Recollection' is a triple LP recorded 

in 1997 during their Canadian tour.'Memorial', on the other 

hand, is doom goth metal at its best, being the seventh album 

via Moonspell.A double vinyl LP in a gatefold, it sees the band 

at their heaviest. Rose Tattoo's ' Pain' is a 180gm reissue of 

the 2002 album offering heavy blues-like rock'n'roll in a Led 

Zeppelin kind of way, offering a fun time by fans of the legends. 

M E M 0 lt,1 A L 

MOONSPELL 

HELIOCENTRICS 
The Heliocentrics, a UK-based 

jazz/psyche outfit, have been 

joined by Ethiopian jazz legend, 

Mulatu Astatke with this new 

release, 'The Heliocentrics and 

Mulatu Astatke' (Strut), adding 

a progressive funk vibe to 

Astatke's light jazz touch. 
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CLASSIC RECORDS TRIO 

VINYL NEWS 

New out on the US-based label are two 200gm reissues from Big Star: the power pop trio that, during the seventies, 

sat on the cusp of pop, respecting the Beatles dominated past whilst stretching into the future.'# I Record' ( 1972), 

the band's superb harmony-inflected debut is full of jangly guitars whilst the equally impressive ' Radio City' saw the 

dominance of band member, Alex Chilton, and his pop-centric vibes. 

Classical fans should also look out for Villa-Lobos' The Little Train of the Caipira' and Ginastera's ' Estancia' and 

Panambi'. Excellently mastered direct from thick, 35mm magnetic film which negated any possibility of print-through 

problems, retaining excellent sound quality, these pieces from 1958 exude the best from the primitivism movement. 

FVIIIISI 35-. MAGNETIC FILM RECORDING 35"" 

VINYL LOVERS 8« MONK 
On the Vinyl Lovers label are two albums from 

Ozric Tentacles.' Erpland' ( 1990) mixed reggae and 

dub with Asiatic vibes that fell easily into classic 

Dance culture while 

'Sliding Gliding 

Worlds' is a mid-

paced, trippy outing 

from 1988 with 

plenty of melodies. Next, a retrospective from the 

mid-sixties singer-songwriter, Crisplan St. Peters. 

'The Pied Piper' features his hits 'The Pied Piper' and 

'You Were On My Mind'. More contemporary, is the 

intriguing seven-track 10" EP from Michael Buble 

who sings the songs from the 2001 film, 'Totally 

Blonde'. 

As a label, Monk tends to concentrate on older 

recordings including three from the legendary 

guitarist, Django Reinhardt: 'The 1938 Paris and 

London Debut Sessions', 'From The Ultraphone 

Shelves' and 'The Last Years Of Peace 1936-1937'. 

All three albums are presented in 78rpm-like brown, 

die-cut sleeves. 

TWO FROM MO-FI 
Mobile Fidelity has released two new LPs for jazz fans. McCoy 

Tyner's 'Sahara' is a brilliant release from 1972 offering such energy 

and inspired keyboard playing from Tyner that the LP became one of 

the most significant jazz LPs of the seventies, Although vibraphonist 

Milt Jackson doesn't quite hit the same heights on I 962's ' Invitation', 

originally on Riverside, it is an excellent sextet 'happening'. 

INVITATION 
WIWI. JACKSON SEXTET 

111...AND FINALLY 

I ' 

here's a few to get 

:rough, so settle down. 

st up is Van Morrison 

'ho revisits old times I 's 

'Astral Weeks At The 

ollywood Bowl' (Listen 

' The Lion Records), 

,s'lew double album, 

tefold that looked again 

the 1968 classic for the 

st time. Excellent stuff. 

The Beastie Boys have 

. o revisited a classic 

' 'album - ' Paul's Boutique' 

(EMI) is now 20 years old. 

This digitally remastered 

I 80gm vinyl, in a double 

gatefold fold-out sleeve, 

includes a digital download 

offer plus bonus audio 

commentary from the 

band. 

No so much revisited 

as rediscovered, US: 

Music With Funkadelic' 

(Westbound) by United 

Soul, a side project of the 

members of Funkadelic 

without George Clinton, 

has never been issued 

— until now. 1111 Beirut's 'March Of The 
. apotec And Realpeople 

Holland' (Pompeii) is 

eclectic, to say the least. 

A new indie release, 

combining bedroom-

created synth noodling 

with Mexican funeral 

marrhps nnp fnr t.hp 

adventurous. 
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no sense that's it's a crude bodge 

job.The SME armplate is £89.95, 

with combined fitting costs of the 

armplate (and arm itself) and power 

supply an additional £95. Fitting 

either of the above is not beyond 

a modestly competent DIY-er — or 

even me — getting to the armplate 

is simply a case of undoing a fair 

number of screws (and not losing 

them), then pulling the deck's feet 

and base off, pulling the mid-section 

out and then taking out the stock 

arm — about thirty minutes.The PSU 

wire takes minutes when everything's 

off, so to speak. 

The mat is specially made by 

Steve Herbelin of Herbie's Audio 

Lab. It's an extremely 'tacky' rubber 

that lightly but effectively sucks the 

record on to the platter, and at 

the same time damps the platter 

acoustically, so when you tap it you 

no longer get that dreadful 'ping' 

sound. Instead, it just goes 

'doomp', suggesting itself 

as an extremely effective 

device for the job in 

hand.The downside is 

that it's not the world's 

most sexy looking 

mat, and of course 

unlike the similarly priced 

SoundDeadSteel lsoplatmat 

adds no extra flywheel effect. I've 

found — through lots of experi-

mentation — that the SL- I200 does 

like a little extra mass, although not 

that much.Via the standard inboard 

PSU it rather struggles with the likes 

of Puresound's £249.95 Copper Mat, 

which is just too heavy, although 

Sound Hi-Fi are offering this with 

the Timestep PSU, which reportedly 

works better with cleaner power 

going in to its motor. 

SOUND QUALITY 

mallr 

Having spent a lot of time with my 

original modified Technics, which 

used the stock SL- I 200 power supply 

plus a superbly modified Rega RB250 

tonearm and Lyra Dorian cartridge, 

the first thing I did after I'd run the 

new deck in was to transplant the 

Lyra cartridge to the SME of the 

new deck. The Dorian is a beautiful 

sounding design in my view, but 

has a noticeable upper treble peak, 

so I thought it best to eliminate it 

— initially at least — in my listening. 

The Timestep SL- I 200 seemed to 

take a while to warm through; I left 

the unit powered up and running for 

a few days. As before, I also put it on 

a Base Isolation platform, although 

the Timestep ' 1200 didn't have the 

benefit of the lsonoe isolation feet 

as well, unlike the first modded deck 

I tried in September 2007. Once it 

had all settled, run in and warmed 

through, it was crunch time... 

I first cued up a DCS pressing 

of the Doors"L.A.Woman', their 

brilliant mid-period album featuring 

the epic ' Riders on the Storm'. As 

many will know, this features an 

opening section with gentle hi-hat 

work and a walking bass line. I was 

initially struck by the warmth of the 

sound, the SL- I 200 really capturing 

the fact that this is an analogue 

recording — and from 1971 at that. 

Bass guitar was both fulsome and 

tuneful — the notes were very tight 

and strongly articulated, yet the deck 

also captured the subtle accenting 

in the playing. Midband was spacious, 

with oodles of detail, and fell back 

behind the speakers far better than 

my previous modded Technics by 

comparison. Fascinatingly, that slight 

upper midrange 'glint', which always 

plagued the stock SL- I200, was gone. 

In its place was an inky blackness so 

to speak — there 

was no 

Timestep SL- 1200 power 

supply - connects easily and 

brings a major improvement to 

the sound, especially across 

the midband... 

evidence of ' metal plating' going on. 

Up top, the cymbals were sublime, 

and the whole track had an airiness 

that was breathtaking. 

Moving to Led Zeppelin's 

'Stairway to Heaven' from 'Houses 

of the Holy', and the pattern 

continued.This time I was struck 

by the immediacy of Robert Plant's 

vocals, and the accuracy of image 

placement within the soundstage. 

I found the definition across the 

midband superb — guitar notes were 

unexpectedly crisp on what is, after 

all, a thirty five year old analogue 

recording. Still, the Timestep SL- 1200 

brilliantly caught the way the song 

built up to a crescendo, 

and the soaring guitar and 

drum breaks at the end. 

Needless to say, those 

epic John Bonham drums 

were pure joy. I found 

the fundamental signature 

of the basic SL- 1200 to 

be there in its entirety, 

which is to say that 

wonderfully propulsive, 

'up for it' sound, and a bass that 

seems just a little larger than life. But 

all the nasties — the lack of depth 

perspective, the 'shiny' midband and a 

general monochrome tonality — had 

gone completely. 

Cue up a track with a strong 

groove, such as Scritti Poliiti's 'The 

Word Girl', and you can hear the 

difference that new PSU makes. It's 

almost counterintuitive to say this, 

but it feels looser. Given that the 

strength of the stock deck is its 

tautness and tightness, you'd think 

you wouldn't want to depart from 

this.Well, with that brilliant vice-

like grip comes a slight sense of 

frigidity, kind of like a robot dancing. 

The Timestep deck retains the 

metronomic timing of the original, 

yet it's no longer so intrusive.The 

deck doesn't shout out at you that 

it's trying hard to keep perfect time 

anymore — it just does, and goes with 

the musical flow.This is an interesting 

point, because it's one of the greatest 

objections that 'the belt drive lobby' 

have to direct drive. Direct Drive 

is ( rightly in my view) accused of 

being superbly tight but just a tad 

mechanical — and the Timestep SL-

1200 shows this needn't be so.The 

deck let me enjoy singer Green 

Gartside's vocal inflections in all their 

subtle glory, the new PSU making his 

words seem as sweet as honey. 

Enamoured as I was with this 

sound, I still wanted more. I've always 

adored SME Series V tonearms, 

but not uncritically. I feel they're 

just a little 'over damped' sounding, 

sometimes sucking a little of the 

emotion out of a performance in 

their brilliant and relentless search 

for detail. In my experience, it's 

possible to circumvent this tendency 

with an astute choice of cartridge 

such as the brilliant Koetsu Red 

Signature. Now, the Koetsu is a 
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flawed gem — it is not on the pace in 

terms of its fine detail retrieval and 

treble air, nor its rather soft bass. 

However, if there's a more musical 

and mellifluous sounding pickup, then 

I have yet to hear it. On it went, into 

the SME V... 

Fully loaded with Timestep PSU, 

SME V and Koetsu RS, the Technics 

SL- I 200 is a revelation. It's simply 

not the same turntable as that 

version you see in use every Friday 

and Saturday night — although the 

brilliance of the Timestep Technics 

shows just how great those jobbing 

DJ decks could all be.The Koetsu-

SME combination is surely one of 

nature's best — each flattering the 

other to give their most, whilst 

almost completely circumventing 

their respective downsides. More 

impressive still then, that the newly 

powered SL- 1200 platform was 

willing and able to show all this. 

The Crusaders' Street Life' showed 

a breathtaking rendition of Randy 

Crawford's vocal — tonally deep, 

dark, smokey and velvety (just as 

she is in real life), the opening bars 

of this 1979 jazz funk classic were 

captivating.Then the backing kicked 

in, pushing out a beautifully tangible 

sound in to my room, all playing 

brilliantly together with a sense of 

electricity sparking around the room. 

Kraftwerk's 'Computerwelt' 

kicked off with fissile energy — the 

Technics showed all its grip to best 

effect, and it was now allied with a 

delightful rhythmic flow that made 

the song's precise combination of 

beats and notes suddenly sing lyrically 

in front of my very ears. Whereas the 

Lyra would have told me all about the 

back of the soundstage, the Koetsu 

reminded what was really going on 

at the front.Vast amounts of detail 

were proffered forth, but not pushed 

into my face or rubbed into my 

nose. Instead, I sat back and enjoyed 

a captivating five minutes of classic 

electronica, completely oblivious to 

what it was being played on. 

In absolute terms, the SL- I200 

is still not quite perfect. It retains 

its slightly 'closed in' left-to- right 

soundstaging (a distinctive charac-

teristic seemingly 

regardless of arm 

fitted), and it 

struggles with 

really low bass 

(although 

upper bass 

is among 

the very 

best in the 

business). Also, 

compared to a 

top reference direct 

drive there's still a slight 

lack of dynamic articulation — it 

sits on the very loudest peaks — and 

imaging precision isn't exceptional 

either. Still, let's not forget it's only 

an £ 300 turntable (with the Timestep 

PSU) and despite its foibles remains 

one of the most musical turntables at 

any price. 

My only personal caveat about 

this particular combination is that I 

feel the stock feet simply aren't good 

enough — the deck responded almost 

too well to being placed on two 

Audiophile Furniture Base Platforms, 

whereas my previous Technics project 

with its lsonoe feet, only needed 

one layer of isolation to give of its 

best, This shows the isolation feet 

as a week point — something to 

remember. 

CONCLUSION 
The fundamentals of the SL- 1200 are 

excellent, and the more it is modded, 

the more they shine through and 

all the other issues fade into the 

background.What characterises this 

package is that it lets you enjoy the 

music in an eerily direct 

and unmediated way, 

something all too rare 

in hi-fi of any origin. 

For me, the most useful 

part of this exercise 

was to discover that for 

just £300, any Technics 

SL- I 200 can be 

substantially improved 

with the new Timestep 

PSU, So along with that 

new arm, this is what 

your Technics SL- I200 

now deserves most! 

Timestep PSU mod uses a new National 

Semiconductor LM317L low noise 

regulator, expensive Vishay rectifiers and premium 

Nuvotem 'Audio Grade' toroidal transformer... 

echnics SL- 1210 

SME armplate 

Timestep PSU 

strobe disable 

,audiophile mat 

total fitting cost: 

SME Series V 

Koetsu Red K Signature 

%de. 

£479.00 

£89.95 • 

£299.00 

£49.95 

£89.95 

£95.00 

£2,095.00 

£2,344.05 

TIMESTEP SL-1200 £4,943.90 

Sound Hi-Fi 

(C)+44 (0)1803 833366 

www.soundHiFi.com 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 
The S11200 Mk11 ran at exactly the 
right speed, mir speed stability analysis 

showing 3153Hz against the 3150 target 

value — a negligible 0.1% fast error. 
Unweighted wow and flutter, as much 
a measure of test disc eccentricity than 
anything else, was a low 0.094% with 
the DIN test disc carefully centred 
using a locked outside alignment 
groove. Weighted IEC Wow and Flutter 

was a very low 0.061% — it doesn't 
get much lower. So the Technics is 
measurably very speed-stable and 

accurate. 
The SME V arm is meant to be 

one of the best and our measurements 
of its vibrational behaviour using a 

Bruel Et Kjaer accelerometer show 
that this reputation isn't undeserved. 
The main tube mode is negligible at 

0.02g, distributed around 400Hz. Few 
arms measure as well as this. High 
frequency modes were negligible to 

— unusual. This should be a super 
clean sounding arm, devoid of arm 
tube character and with great low 

frequency dynamics and wide imaging. 
Measurement-wise this 

combination ranks amongst the best 
available for playing LP. NK 

ARM VIBRATION 

15H, fie,qu t Hz 6k H, 

& FLUTT 
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You don't Olfre 

— until you try a van den Hu 
cable in your hi-fi system 

en Hul a e provide 
your music that will deliver It 

accurately and as completely , 
as ossible 

To find out more about the full range of 
interconnects, a/v. HDMI and speaker cables 
from van den Hut, and where you can buy 
them visit: www.henleydesigns.co.uk 

HI 

www.henteydesigns.co.uk 

Got CD's? 
The Brennan JB7 is a new kind of CD player 

that holds up to 2,500 CDs. 
You can find and play a specific track or album 
from your armchair in seconds. Or play your 
entire music collection with one click. 

JB7 is the size of a large book and is simple to 
use. There is nothing else like it. 

Top buys of 2008 
"compact and ultra-simple... the JB7 shows superb 
clarity of thought and engineering" 
GRAMOPHONE - Jonuaty 2009 

www.brennan.co.uk 

HI•FICHOICE 

PARTS CONNE ION 

_.' • •• • 

'4411\1i11\11‘ pcX stocks the largest selection of DIY products 
, for the discerning audio 

hobbyist, in all of 
North America! 

*40 I 
e. 

Accessories 
PEARL Tube Coolers. EAT 
Cool Dampers. Duende 
Cnatura Tube Ffings HIF1 
Tumng Saver Fuses 
Furutech Nanobould 
Walker AucPo SST 

L'eapod isolators Ca.g 
B,bee Quantum 

etc 

e. 

Wes. 
ordereartsconnex10 

905.631.517T 

5109 Harvester 

artsconneXion.com 

Upgrade Mods & Repairs 
. pcX has developed a world-wide 

utation for both high performance 
d high value upgrade modifications 
a tremendous array of audiophile 

Inquiries: 
onnesion.com 

• — 
Mastercard Amex PayPal, Money Order & Bank Draft 

nit 82, Burlington, Ontario, Canada L7L 5Y4 

4 
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espite the fact that the 
vast majority of recorded 

music is now available 

digitally - whether on 

CD, iTunes or Spotify 

- there will always be 

instances of music lovers wanting to 

preserve digital copies of old unavail-

able vinyl B-sides, or those special, 

nostalgia infused crackles of a well-

loved copy of ' Night Owl'... 

USB turntables have been around 

for a while, so where is the novelty 

in the DP-200USB? Well the Denon's 

unique selling proposition is that 

it records MP3s to a flash drive. 

However you will still need to go to 

a computer to make use of the DP-

200USB's other innovative feature 

- its 'Trans Music Manager' software, 

which attempts Gracenote's Music 

ID database lookup for track tagging 

using waveform analysis, as well as 

permitting track editing. 

So in a market where the typical 

ION USB turntable is under £ 100, 

can the premium £ 199 price tag 

of the new Denon DP-200USB be 

justified? 

GOING FOR THE SPIN 
While not as cheap-looking as the 

ION USB rival, the pricier Denon 

still has a very plasticky appearance. 

But the fully automatic (except 

autostart for 10 inchers) turntable 

works well, plays 33s and 45s, and has 

a replaceable stylus with a claimed 

400 hour life. Given it's likely to end 

up in houses with no phono stage 

equipped devices, under the platter 

is what Denon call an "equalizer 

switch" which when 'on' gives a line 

level output via the fixed phono 

outputs. The power cable is also 

fixed.As well as setting the equaliser 

appropriately you have to put the 

drive belt on the driving roller, and 

put the supplied platter and rubber 

mat in place.Then you're able to play 

what the manual rather quaintly calls 

"analog records"! 

Seizing a pile of my other 

half's somewhat mistreated 1980s 

American vinyl, as representative 

of the kind of material likely to be 

played on such a device,1 assessed 

the analogue sound delivered by 

the turntable by plugging into the 

phono inputs of the Arcam AVR600 

currently on test. Malcolm McClaren's 

'Madam Butterfly' 12" appeared to 

be generating a decent, listenable 

resolution - results with LPs were 

more variable depending upon the 

state of the vinyl, but the Fine Young 

Cannibals' first LP impressed with a 

spritely rendition of 'Johnny Come 

Home', maybe just a bit lacking in 

the loping bottom end to anchor the 

track. 

From there, it was simplicity 

itself to assay the direct-to-USB stick 

method of recording. Insert stick, 

press record and you're away (but 

with automatic levels only, unfortu-

nately)! Denon's manual states a I GB 

fob is enough to store 300 albums. 

They also state that other data on 

the drive should be backed up, and 

that other USB devices should not 

be used. Once on the stick, the music 

needs to be attached to a computer 

to transfer or play files, or a USB-

VINYL Stt...I 'LPN 

Here's a thing - a quality turntable 
that records direct to USB flash 
memory! Patrick Cleasby wonders 
if it will work for the iPod 
generation... 

equipped audio device to play them. 

I used a 4GB Verbatim fob to 

record, and played back using the 

AVR600 USB port.The key test was 

whether the sound from the fob got 

close to the deck's own analogue 

capabilities, and the good news is the 

sound was if anything improved, with 

an element of compression tightening 

up that flabby FYC bass... 

Attempting to tag the recordings, 

Trans Music Manager was a bit 

lumpy running on a recent spec 

Sony VAIO PC under Windows Vista, 

and was sadly unable to Music ID a 

selection of ten relatively popular 

tracks, possibly due to their beaten 

up nature. Editing-wise, personally I 

would choose other software such as 

Audacity. 

While the results were never 

going to match audiophile quality 

24bit transcription using an expensive 

interface, the simplicity of the task 

and the decent quality of the I92kbps 

MP3 audio, means the DP-200USB 

is worth considering for those who 

don't want greater MP3 quality. This 

is, lets face it, a lot of people - and 

for that reason the Denon should 

suffice nicely for them. 

CONCLUSION 
Of course, the Denon is never going 

to be the vinyl front end for most 

of the readership of this magazine, 

either from a technical or an 

aesthetic point of view. However, as a 

tool to record your analogue tracks 

in the most elegant and automated 

way possible, it may be worth a 

punt. 

VERDICT 0000 
Expensive compared to the discounted 
competition, but shrewd thinking and 
clever technical design makes this 
ideal for those looking to avoid all the 
faff of recording into a computer. 

DENON DP200 USB f199.95 

Denon UK 

C + 44(0) 1234 741 200 

www.denon.co.uk 

FOR 

- a market-defining product 

- passable sonics 

- convenience 

AGAINST 

- 16bit 192kbps MP3 only 

- uninspiring finish 

- price 
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To The Vortex 
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C
leaning machines of the 
calibre of the Loricraft are 

almost unique in the hi-fi 

firmament. Firstly, they not 

only serve a niche (the 

vinyl market) but address 

a particular breed of vinyl 'creature'. 

Not the occasional vinyl spinner with 

a collection of three LPs. Oh no, this 

piece of meticulous engineering is for 

the chap who is not only dedicated in 

his search for new vinyl from home 

and abroad but is fanatical in his need 

to seek out rare, second-hand, items. 

He (for it's invariably a he, searches 

in old charity shops, rummaging on 

aching knees, in dark, dusty, web-

strewn corners filled with discarded 

socks and bra straps whilst braving 

the possible collapse of half empty 

Monopoly boxes and dog-eared Mills 

& Boons from the shelf above [okay, 

to whom do I make the cheque pay-

able? - Ed.]. More than that, like some 

latter-day explorer in search of the 

source of the Amazon, such fanatics 

will, without any care for their own 

safety, willingly enter local Record 

Fairs and stand next to some of the 

smelliest and most disgusting individ-

uals society has to throw at us, in an 

endeavour to wrestle that rare item 

One of the most respected vinyl record 
cleaning machines on the market, 

Loricraft has upgraded its classic PRC3 
to ' SE' status. Paul Rigby stands, 
mucky records at the ready... 

from the teetering vinyl box that 

sways dangerously from the rear of 

the trestle table [that's enough about 

Patrick Cleasby! - Ed.]. Is it not right 

that such dedication and bravery 

should be rewarded with a tool that 

matches their devotion? The Loricraft 

PRC3 Mk.3 SE is such a tool — and all 

vinyl fanatics should take note. 

Created to thoroughly clean 

records without leaving any residue 

or liquids behind, the Loricraft 

promises to not only remove all of 

the dirt and gunge from the grooves 

of your records but also the muck 

often found in second-hand platters 

and the Mould Release Agent, the 

pressing lubricant that remains in 

brand new vinyl.All of the latter 

infestations will not only hamper the 

progress of the needle through the 

record groove but will degrade the 

overall sound quality. 

DESIGN 
The PRC3 SE is one 

of the latest variants 

of the popular 

Loricraft PRC3 

record cleaner. I say 

"one of" because 

Loricraft has also 

just released a ' DL' 

version which is 

basically an SE plus a 

Perspex cover, hinges 

HI-FI WORLD AUGUST 2009 www.hi-fiworld.co.uk 

and àrm rest for a total price of 

£1,799. 

The new SE version, reviewed 

here and compared to the basic 

PRC3, features the addition of veneer 

on the outside and inside of the 

casing to enhance the looks and aid 

sound-proofing. The SE also includes 

a slightly more powerful, 16.5 litre, 

pump — up from 15 litres. 

The Loricraft is presented as a 

closed box system with an acrylic-

type, air-tight, cleaner liquid-proof 

top.1 did, therefore, wonder where all 

the heat from the pump escaped to, 

until Loricraft confirmed that holes 

in the feet served that ventilation 

purpose along with the inner box 

design to encourage maximum air 

flow. Hence, you should never cover 

the feet or the whole system will 

switch off and reset once the unit 

has cooled down.The feet can also 

be adjusted for chassis levelling 

purposes. 

As for the pump itself, this is a 

high quality model that can run at full 

pelt for extended periods without 

overheating.Then again, this is a 

powerful pump so how noisy is it? 

'Not very' is the answer. In fact, the 

PRC3 is a very quiet machine, aided 

by the internal arrangement of the 

pump to allow asymmetrical sound 

absorption to reduce standing waves 

inside the box. 

I actually found that the Loricraft 

ran quieter than its direct competitor, 



VINYL SECTION 

which uses basically the same 

cleaning technology, the Keith Monks 

RCM Omni Mk.VII (reviewed in the 

January 2009 issue of Hi-Fi World) 

but this was mainly down to the 

choice of platter as the Monks uses a 

metallic, rather clanky moulding. 

On the subject of design 

comparisons, the PRC3 SE is much 

lighter than the beast that is the 

Monks — which will give you a hernia 

as soon as look at you.The Loricraft 

is also much easier and quicker to 

set up because the Monks demands 

a strict, post-transport, stripping of 

transport bolts, tags, covers et al. 

whilst the automatic features of the 

Monks also require more servicing 

than the Loricraft. 

For those who want the 

automation features however, and a 

chassis that looks sleek and modern, 

they will nigh on hate the Loricraft 

which more resembles a hobbyist 

machine than the piece of furniture 

that is the Monks. 

Cleaning fluid application on the 

Loricraft is manually applied, as is the 

brush (both are automatic features 

on the Monks) while the waste 

collecting jam jar is strapped onto 

the side of the chassis ( it's inside, on 

the Monks) which makes the PRC3 

look like a student with a back-pack. 

Many — myself included — actually 

prefer this 'design' commitment.Yes 

the Loricraft switches look like the 

bomb bay controls on a Lancaster 

bomber but they're firm and practical, 

I like to monitor the waste cascading 

out of the vacuum arm to see that 

all is working correctly, I much prefer 

to add cleaner in my own way in my 

own time, thankyou very much, and, 

finally, I prefer to swish the included 

the reverse direction (an option 

unavailable with the Monks) and 

vacuum again. 

cleaning brush into any funny angle 

that I desire. What irritates me more 

is having to open the car bonnet-

like platter lid of the Monks to get 

at the cleaning liquids and waste 

inside. Every time I had to open the 

Monks lid and prop it open with the 

included 'stick', I kept feeling like a 

Morris Minor owner whose fan belt 

had gone again. 

OPERATION 
The operation of the PRC3 SE 

largely follows that of the Monks and 

is derived from a record cleaning 

method first mooted by Percy 

Wilson, technical editor of The 

Gramophone magazine, during the 

late-fifties.You place your record 

onto the platter. Once cleaning liquid 

has been applied, a brush is used 

to dislodge the dust and gunge that 

resides in the record grooves.You 

then lift the attached arm to the 

centre of the record and activate 

the built-in vacuum pump.The pump 

then creates a sucking action at the 

tip of the arm nozzle.The thread 

you see sitting underneath the 

nozzle is there to act as a 'spacer' 

to encourage the vacuum or vortex 

effect at the nozzle's tip.With each 

platter rotation, the arm tracks the 

record outwards, taking advantage of 

the natural centrifugal force, simulta-

neously sucking up both liquid and 

grime, which is deposited into the 

jam jar- like bottle attached to the 

machine.The result? A pristine, dry, 

static-free, record ready to play. 

For a more effective clean, 

instead of the above, standard, 

method, flood the LP with cleaning 

liquid (I heartily recommend L'Art 

Du Son which Loricraft also supply) 

then use the brush to agitate the 

liquid all over the record and then 

leave for two whole minute!. Rotate 

the platter forwards, using the brush 

to form a 'bow wave' of liquid.This 

will help eat into the fats that adhere 

the dust.Then use the vacuum.Then 

re-soak, agitate, wait, then brush in 

SOUND QUALITY 
I tested new vinyl, my own older 

vinyl bought when new and second-

hand LPs.The second-hand LPs 

proved the toughest cases to crack 

and highlighted that even a Loricraft 

cannot repair groove damage which 

will still remain audible, of course. 

Utilising my intensive cleaning 

technique I expected to hear a 

reduction in cracks and pops and 1 

did. What I did not expect to hear, 

over all three categories of vinyl 

tested but made especially more 

apparent with second-hand vinyl, was 

the improvement in overall sound 

quality. 

I didn't believe what I was 

hearing to begin with and had to 

repeat the tests on several occasions 

to make sure it wasn't a fluke. But 

yes, cleaning with the Loricraft 

actually improves the sound over all 

frequencies.The sheen of the original 

music was restored.The soundstage 

was widened and detail, only present 

in those extremes, was revealed for 

the first time. Brass was positively 

vibrant, voices more emotional, bass 

and piano livelier, the presentation 

more exciting and more involving. In 

short — the Loricraft gives you 'more'. 

CONCLUSION 
It may be advertised as a record 

cleaner but I would disagree with 

the description.The PRC3 is more 

than a cleaner, the Loricraft PRC3 

SE is a deep cleaner. It's also a sound 

restorer, removing the malaise, 

encumbering all vinyl: new and old, 

7" and 12" plus 78s. It raises and 

removes a carpet of accumulated 

micro-grime and grease to give you 

back your music. In effect, the PRC3 

can be quantified as a significant hi-fi 

'upgrade', and as such provides fine 

value for money even at its premium 

price. 

VERDICT ••••• 
Despite the hobbyist looks, this is a 
supremely effective cleaning machine 
that has a dramatic effect on overall 
sound quality. 

LORICRAFT PR3 SE £1,599 

Loricraft 

e+44(0)1488 72267 
loricraftinternetshop.co.uk/ 

page008.html 

FOR 

- deep cleaning action 

- relative ease of use 

- build quality 

AGAINST 

- hobbyist design 
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Heatherdale Tel. 01903-872288 or (after hours) 07860 660001 Fax. 01903-872234 202 Findon Road, Worthing, WEST Sussex, BN14 OEJ 
•audio limited -"wee*: e-mall: heatherdaleehifi-stereo.com //www.hifi-stereo.com 

SPEAKERS 

Tannoy Stedings, ex demo' full warranty 
Tannoy ST-200 super tweeters ex demo 
B&W DM 1800 speakers with stands 
Hales Trancendence 5 speakers 
Dynaudio Audience 7 speakers with stands 

KR Audio Kronzilla DM monoblocs peon only 
POA Wavac MD-805M monos (£16,500) as new 
£595 Alum) 318B (new) 
£150 TRI TRV-M300SE amplifier (new) 

£2895 Meridian 551 integrated amp 
£395 Rol‘5an Caspian remote controlled in  amo 

TURNTABLES, CARTRIDGES & TONEARMS 

Kuzma 4 point tone-arm, as new, (£4500) £3495 
Kuzma Ebony record clamp, as new (£165) £125 
Dynavector D17 Karat MC cartridge, unused (£735) £550 
Dynavector 20X MC cartridge, unused (£449) £350 
Dynavector XX2 MC cartridge, unused (£999) £750 

AMPLIFIERS 

AlmarroA50125A int amp, ex demo', (0140) £2250 
Audiolab s000m monoblocks with balanced 80000 pre amp £995 

£7995 
£7995 
£2250 
£4495 
£595 
£495 

PRE-AMPS; 
Mark Levinson ML-40 processor/pre amp cost new 

over £30,000 offer for £9995 
Proceed PAV pre-amp £495 

CD PLAYERS & TRANSPORTS 
Esoteric P-03 D-03 transport and DAC ex demo, 

full warranty POA 
CEC TLOX belt drive transport AS NEW only £8995 
CEC IL-1N transport with DA-1N DAC, AS NEW only £8500 

Panasonic DMREZ-25 DVD recorder HDMI-1080P 
Meridian 508 CD player 
Tri CD player New 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Selection of NEW Madrigal CZ 
Gel balanced interconnect @ 30% discount. 

Selection OYAIDE plugs and power strips 
Sony AM/FM ST-SE370 Tuner 
Winds ALM-01 Stylus Gage (New) 
Sony ST-SE570 Tuner 
2 metre Madrigal CZ gel bal' interconnect, (£695) 
Audiophile Starbase 3 tier stand (£1900) 
Nikon 17-55mm F2.8G IFED lens mint 

£99 
£795 

£1895 

POA 
£75 

£425 
£60 

£395 
£995 
£750 

Main dealer for Esoteric 11 

VISA - SWITCH - MASTER CARD - AMEX - DINERS CLUB WELCOME. 
ALL USED CARTRIDGES ARE CHECKED UNDER A MICROSCOPE BEFORE BEING OFFERED FOR SALE. WE TAKE PART EXCHANGE ON NEW & USED STOCK and buy In for cash 

Sound h ft 

Focal 705TE Jelco SA-750D Avid, SME 8. other turntables 

Avid, SME, Shelter cartridges, AT-0C9, Clearaudio, Jelco, Hadcock, SL-1200 mods 

Denon cartridges, The Cartridge Man, Marantz, Focal, Whest Audio, ANT, Puresound, Transfiguration, 78rpm 

ma ira n t 
PREMIUM 

because music matters 

All demonstrated in a relaxing setting with river views! Very high part exchanges & mail order. 

Sound Hi Fi Dartmouth Devon 01803 833366 web www.SoundHiFi.com 

www.kudosaudio.com 

One Decent Wallshelf 
Thoroughly Recommended - David Price, Hi-Fi World Jan 06 

featuring . 
steel frame with multipoint fixing 

upto 25mm thick 1/2 metre acrylic isolation platform 
tuning pack for system matching 

available: 
hdw - £ 129 

odw ( pictured) - £249 
odwt (2 shelf) - £349 

all in either silver or black 

The Decentscale 2 
SIMPLY THE BEST SUB £ 100 SCALE THERE IS 

Wallshelves, Isolation Platforms, Digital Tracking Force Scales, Cable 

Decent Audio 0845 6019390 
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HEATHCOTE AUDIO 
TEL: 07860 511111 WEB SITE www.heathcoteaudio.co.uk 

E-MAIL heathcoteaudio@aol.com 
DUE TO A VERY BUSY FEW MONTHS EQUIPMENT URGENTLY 

REQUIRED PLEASE PHONE GEORGE NOW!! 
ALL MAJOR CREDIT DEBIT CARDS ACCEPTED 

CLASSIC KIT 
SNELL TYPE KIN WALNUT ORIGINAL PACKING AND BOXES 
PIRATE STANDS FOR SNELL K ETC 
HUGENS STANDS FOR SNELL K ETC 
NAKAMICHI 620 WEDGE POWER AMP 
KRELL MDC-1 TRANSPORT/SBP-64 DAC/PSU (£ 15K?) 
ACCUPHASE OP-90 TRANSPORT (£8000?) 
PASS LABS ALEPH P PRE AMP 
REVOX H-5 INTEGRATED 8 REMOTE 
MERIDIAN 602 TRANSPORT 606 DAC 
MERIDIAN 200 TRANSPORT 
PROCEED (LEVINSON) PDT TRANSPORT/POP DAC XLR/RCA 
MICROMEGA CLASSIC SOLO XLR/RCA (NEW MECH) 
TRICHORD DIGITAL TURNTABLE 
ALCHEMIST FORSETTI 2 BOX PRE RCA/XLR 
ETC PRE- 1 (REMOTE)/POW-1 POWER AMP (£3000+) 
UNISON RESEARCH FEATHER PRE/35 POWER 
COUNTERPOINT SA-5000A LEGENDARY PRE/PHONO STAGE (2 BOX) 
AUDIO RESEARCH SP-9 CON PHONO STAGE (RARE BLACK) 
AVI REF.7 BAND TUNER 
BILL BEARD MM/MC PHONO STAGE 
BILL BEARD BATTERY STEP UP 
CONRAD JOHNSON PF-1 PRE AMP. PHONO STAGE 
ROKSAN S-1 PRE AMP NO PSU 
PIONEER 505 PRECISION 
HITACHI FT 5500 MKII 
QUANTITY OF TAPE AND METAL SPOOLS 
QUANTITY OF ITALIAN ART AUDIO CABLE 3 INTERCONNECTS 1M/1.5M/2M 
AND 4 LENGTHS OF 3 METRE LOUDSPEAKER CABLE 
SNELL TYPE C MK IV AMERICAN OAK 
LINN KANS AND DEDICATED STANDS (LATE MODELS) 
AUDIO NOTE ANO-D SILVER BINDING POSTS 
TM TMR-100 TRANSMISSION LINE LOUDSPEAKERS 
THEIL CS 2.2 LOUDSPEAKERS 
CELESTION A-2 SANTOS R/WOOD (E15/1600?) 
PROAC STUDIO 150 
WTLE HOWARD S2 ROSEWOOD 
138W DM602 MKIII 
MORDANT SHORT 914 FLOORSTANDERS 
REM XEL (ROSEWOOD £1250) 
SONY CARBOCON/SS 5050 LOUDSPEAKERS 

VALVE AMPS 
ROGUE AUDIO M-I20 MONOBLOCS 
EAR 509 MONOBLOCS 25th ANNIVERSARY Ea (RARE LITTLE USE) 
TUBE TECHNOLOGY SYNERGY INT.AMP 
BALANCED AUDIO TECH. BAT VE-HO POWER AMP (£6K?) 
ROGUE AUDIO 88 POWER AMP 
MUSIC FIRST SILVER PRE AMP (OK?) 
ROGUE AUDIO 66 MAGNUM REMOTE PREAMP 
ANTIQUE SOUND LABS THE WAVE MONOBLOCS (2 hours use) 
AUDION REF. BATTERY POWERED PRE AMP 8 PHONO (02500) 
ANTIQUE SOUND LABS AQ1000DT TWIN 845 MONOBLOCS (05000) 
ANTIQUE SOUND LABS LJO1 PRE AMP/HEADPHONE AMP 

SOUD STATE 
ANATEK MB-50 MONOBLOCS AND MATCHING PRE AMP 
PS AUDIO TRIO A-100 ( £800 4 MONTHS USE ONLY) 
MAGNUM DYNALAB MD-208 TUNER AMP 
OK DESIGN VS.1 SIGNATURE MKIII INTEGRATED 
PASS LABS ALEPH P PRF AMP 
PASS LAB ALEPH 0 MONOBLOCS 
McCORMACK RLD-1 REMOTE PRE 8 DNA- 125 POWER AMPS (4.5K) 
KRELL KAY 303i INTEGRATED AMP 
CONRAD JOHNSON PFR REMOTE PRE (03K?) 
CONRAD JOHNSON MF 2500A POWER AMP 
TECHNICS A-800 MKII INTEGRATED 
MARANTZ MA-700 MONOBLOCS 
MUSIC FIRST SILVER PRE AMP OK?) 
H-CAT 12-B PRE WITH WTC CONTROL (£2800) 
H-CAT P-12A PRE AMP (£2500?) 
ROTEL RB-870BX STEREO/MONO AMP 
ADVANTAGE i200 INTEGRATED AMP 

DIGITAL 
IMERGE S-2000 MKII HARD DISK MUSIC SERVER 
CHORD 1500E DAC/DIGITAL PRE AMP (£6800) 
MAFIANTZ SA-7001 KI SIG (LITTLE USED) 
AUDIO ANALOGUE PAGANNINI (NEW MECH) 
ORACLE S-2000 TRANSPORT (£5800?) 
EINSTEIN THE CD PLAYER' 
RESOLUTION AUDIO CESCIUM TRANSPORT(RARE) 
SONY SCD B940 OS SACO/CO PLAYER 
SONY MDS 920 MINIDISC PLAYER 
THETA DATA UNIVERSAL CD/LU PLAYER (RARE!) 
THETA PRO GEN III DAC GLASS 8 BALANCED OPTIONS 
PERPETUAL TECH .P1A/P3A/MODULAR PSU MODRIGHT 5162 

SUPERB /BOXED £395 
EXI CLT £225 
EXCLT £225 

EXCLT/BOXED £575 
EXCLT £2995 
EXCLT £2450 
EXCLT £1250 
EXCLT £750 
EXCLT £995 
EXCLT £375 

EXCLT/BOXED £895 
SALE! £695 
EXCLT £395 

MINT/BOXED £595 
MINT/BOXED £1495 
EXCLT/BOXED £1295 

SERVICED/BOXED £1995 
MINT/BOXED £895 

EXCLT £375 
EXCLT £375 
VGC £199 
VGC £599 

EXCLT £295 
MINT/BOXED £199 

VGC £149 
PLEASE RING 

£1000 
EXCLT £995 
EXCLT £375 
GC £895 
VGC £495 

BOXED £695 
BRAND NEW £995 

EXCLT £695 
EXCLT (BOXED £696 

EXCLT £249 
ECLT £199 
EXCLT £395 
GC £375 

EX OEM/BOXED £2195 
MINT/BOXED £3750 

EXCLT £2999 
EXCLT/BOXED £2450. 

EXCLT £795 
EX.DEM £2250 

MINT/BOXED £795 
EX.DEM £300 
NOS £895 

EXCLT £2750 
MINT/BOXED £295 

EXCLT/BOXED £1795 
MINT/BOXED £499 
EXCLT/BOXED £1595 
DEM/BOXED £2450 

EXCLT £1250 
EXCLT/CRATED £2500 
MINT/BOXED £2250 

VGC £995 
MINT/BOXED £1250 
MINT/BOXED £1995 

EXIT £199 
NOS £495 
DEM £2250 
DEM £1750 
DEM £1250 

EXCLT £175 
EXCLT/BOXED £795 

EXCLT/BOXED £895 
MINT/BOXED £2750 
MINT/BOXED £475 
MINT/BOXED £395 

NEW/DIS £3795 
EXCLT £1275 

EXCLT/BOXED £795 
EXCLT £199 
EXCLT £199 

EXCLT/BOXED £395 
EXCLT/BOXED £795 
LAST SET.BNIB £1895 

PERPETUAL TECH. P3A 24/96 UPSAMPLING DAC 
MOD WRIGHT SIGNATURE-2 (SUPERB) 
DENON 2800 MICH GOLD IHDCDI 
THETA CARMEN CO/OVO TRANSPORT 
THETA DATA II TRANSPORT (SILVER) ADS/RCA ETC 
SONY SMDS JB920 MINIDISC PLAYER 
Z-SYSTEMS UPSAMPLER (01500) 

VINYL 
HELIUS CYALINE ONE OWNER FROM NEW 
OR FEIKERT DFA-105 10" TONEARM 
AUDIO NEMESIS MM PHONO STAGE 
PROJECT RPM 9X/CARBON ARM/GOLDRING 1022GX (£1300) 
ORACLE DELPHI/TURBO PSU 
ROGUE AUDIO STEALTH PHONO STAGE (0800) 
MUS.FID.XLPS 83 PHONO STAGE 
McCORMACK MINI PHONO DRIVE (MM/MC £600?) 

TUNER/TAPE/MISC. 
SONY 777ES DAB/AM/FM REMOTE CONTROL TUNER 
SONY 777ES DAB/AM/FM REMOTE CONTROL TUNER 
SONY SMOS JB 920 MINIDISC PLAYER 
HITACHI 5500 MKII 

LOUDSPEAKERS 
ADVANCE ACOUSTIC upo-4o FEW MONTHS USE 
EGGLESTONWORKS ROSA 
MARTIN LOSAN CLARITY 
REFERENCE 3A VEENA (SUPERB £3000) 
REFERENCE 3A VEENA 
MARTEN MILES II CHERRY (84 NEW) 
BKS 128 RIBBON HYBRID (STAR GRANITE £2800) 
CELESTION F-80 FLOORSTANDERS 
A.L.R. JORDAN NOTE 5 FLOORSTANDERS (£2500) 
CURA CA-30 FLOORSTANDERS (MAPLE) 
HARPER OUARTETO (0.4000) 
MIRAGE M1si BIPOLAR GIANTS (06500) 
AURUM CANTUS V3M GLOSS BLACK (£1700) 
AURUM CANTUS M-103 FLOORSTANDERS (CHERRYWOOD £1300) 
AURUM CANTOS VOLLA (RETAIL £2500) 
AURUM CANTUS MUSIC GODDESS (£2500 
AURUM CANTUS 25E MAPLE (£995) LAST PAIR 
AURUM CANTUS M-102 FLOORSTANDERS (2500?) 

INTERCONNECT CABLE 
RENAISSANCE SILVER CABLE 2 METRE BALANCED 
RENAISSANCE SILVER CABLE 2 METRE RCA 
RENAISSANCE SIGNATURE SILVER CABLE 1 METRE RCA 
DPA SLINK 1 METRE BALANCED 
NIRVANA DIGITAL COAX 4FT (SUPERB) 
HOVLAND G3 I METRE BALANCED 
ATLAS ELECTRA 2 METRE BALANCED 
BLACK RHODIUM CONCERTO 1 METRE RCA(0180) 
X1.0 PRO 1METRE AND 0.5 M ETRE RCA (SIX OFF) 
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 1 METRE RCA 

LOUDSPEAKER CABLE 
NORDOST SPM 3 METRE BI-WIRE (03000) 
CHORD CO.EPIC SUPER TWIN 5 M.PAIR £800 
NIRVANA SL-3 2.3 METRE PAIR 
XL() SIGNATURE 2 TYPE 5.2 4FT PAIR 
QED GENESIS SILVER SPIRAL 3 METRE PAIR 
OLD REF.2.5 METRE PAIR 
DPA BLACK SLINK (£ 100 PER M.) 4.5 METRE PAIR WET LOCKING PLUGS 
SONORAM PLATEAU 4 METRE+ PAIR (HI END USA HEAVY COPPER CABLE) 
Mn MH-750 BI WIRE 3 METRE PAIR 
PS AUDIO 0-STREAM 3 METRE PAIR (VERY HEAVY!) 
DIAMOND HI SILVER 3 METRE PAIR 
BLACK RHODIUM S-300 BI WIRE 7 METRE BI WIRE PAIR(C560) 
BLACK RHODIUM S-300 BI WIRE 5 METRE BI WIRE PAIR(0400) 
BLACK RHODIUM S-300 BI WIRE 4 METRE PAIR (f 240) 

STANDS 
SOUNDSTYLE ST- 105 
SOUNDSTYLE ST- 100 
SOUNDSTYLE ST 90 MIDI SIZE 
SOUNDSTYLE LOUDSPEAKER STANDS 
TARGET R-2 LEAD FILLED 
ELEMENTAL AUDIO LOUDSPEAKER STANDS (02K?) 

MAINS CABLES/BLOCKS/CONDITIONERS ETC 
TICE MAINS POWER BLOCK 
TARA LABS ESO AIR-2 6FT POWER CORDS (SHUKO) 
BLACK RHODIUM SUPER MAINS POWER CORDS 
BLACK RHODIUM POWER CORD RHODIUM PLATED EASYGRIP PLUG 
ISOTEK POWER CORD 

BRAND NEW £795 
SALE! £275 

MINT/BOXED £1250 
MINT/BOXED £750 

VGC £99 
MINT/BOXED £399 

EXCLT f695 
NEW/BOXED £650 
GC/BOXED £475 

MINT/BOXED £650 
MINT/BOXED £2195 

EX.DEM £395 
EXCLT £225 

EX DEN £349 

MINT/BOXED £345 
EXCT/BOXED £299 

VGC £99 
VGC £125 

MINT/BOXED £395 
EXCLT £2750 
EXCLT £1695 

EX.DEM £1595 
NEW/DIS £1995 

EXCLT £3750 
MINT/BOXED £1395 

BOXED AS NEW £149 
EX.DEM £1195 
MINT £995 
OEM £2250 

EXCLT RING 
EX.DIS £1350 
EX.DEM £795 

EX.DISPLAY £1750 
NEW £1795 

NEW/BOXED £595 
NEW/BOXED £1495 

EXCLT £595 
EXCLT £450 
EXCLT £395 
VGC £149 

EX.DEM £249 
DEM/BOXED £199 

BOXED/AS NEW £375 
NEW £95 
EACH 95/85 
NEW £50 

GWO £995 
DEM £550 

DEM/BOXED £450 
DEM £495 

EXCLT/BOXED £149 
EXCLT £325 
EXCLT £395 
EXCLT £500 
EXCLT £695 
EXCLT £500 

EX.DEM £500 
NEW £300 
NEW £170 
NEW £140 

DEM £195 
DEM £195 
DEM £150 
NOS £50 

£175 
BOXED £695 

BOXED £349 
BRAND NEW £225 
BRAND NEW £65 
BRAND NEW £95 

£65 

Come and hear the biggest performance improvement from an LP12 upgrade ever! 
The new RADIKAL Motor Control Unit and URIKA Phono Stage is now available for audition - A must for any serious LP12 music lover. 

The New Linn Radikal Motor unit The Urika fitted to a Trampolin 

LINN .1 

g ok 

I 

—Wok 

248 Lee High Road, Lewisham, London, SE13 5PL it ( 020) 8318 5755 - 8852 1321 
10am - 6.30pm Mon - Sat (Closed Thurs) bIllyvee co uk ' sales@billyvee co uk 

Radikal Klimax Casework 

Radikal Akurate Casework 

/ese 
SOUND.SYSTEMS 
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MANTRA 

AUDIO 

Specialist Suppliers of Audio Accessories 

www.mantra-audio.co.uk 
ORDER SECURELY @ https://shop.mantra-auctio.co.uk 

SEE WEBSITE FOR MONTHLY OFFERS 8, FULL PRODUCT RANGE 

ITEMS EX STOCK DELIVERY BY RETURN OTHERWISE 3 - 10 DAYS 

CARTRIDGE SELECTION STYLUS 

Goldring 

Eloktra £11 

1012 GX £160 

1042 £195 

2100 £83 

2400 £165 

2500 £195 

Eroica LX £217 £176 EX 

Eroica H £239 £195 EX 

Elite £325 £279 EX N/A 

Audio Technica 

AT 95 E £34 £20 

AT 440 MLa £129 £94 

AT 0C9 ML II £425 £400 EX 

Denon 

DL 103 £117 £105 EX N/A 

DL 103R £261 £235 EX N/A 

DL 110 £135 £120 EX N/A 

DL 160 £153 £136 EX N/A 

DL 304 £342 £308 EX N/A 

Grado 

Prestige Black 1 £52 £36 

Prestige Gold 1 £130 £93 
Lyra 

Donan £595 £476 EX 

Argo £895 £716 EX 

Shure 

M 97 XE £98 

Sumiko 

Blue Point Special £239 £195 EX 

£28 

£88 

£135 

£52 

£135 

£155 HI FI ACCESSORIES 
N/A 

HEADPHONE SELECTION 

Grado 

N/A 

N/A 

Goldring 

Prestige SR-60i 
Preztige SR-80i 
Prestige SR-325i 

DR 50 
DR 100 
DR 150 

£90 
cine 

£315 
£40 
£50 
£75 

ARTcessories USB Phono Plus PreAmp £85 
analogue-digital computer interface 
MiltyPro Super Exstatic Brush £14 
Shure SFG2 Stylus Force Gauge £24 

REPLACEMENT STYLI 

Swiss Quality Diamond Styli 

ADC XLM Mk Ill 

Akai AN 5, AN 60 

AN2, AN 70 

Aiwa AN11 

Dual DN 145 E, DN 165 E 

JVC DT 55, DT 60 
National EPS 24 CS, P 30 D, P 33 D 

Ortofon FF15NMS20 Ell, 0M5/10/20 

Pioneer PN 210/220/240 

Shure N75C,N75-6, SC35C 

£17 

£13 

£15 

£13 

£17 

£13 

£13 

£17 

£13 

£13 

N75ED/EJ T2 N75-3, N95ED/EJ £ 17 

N 97 HE, VN 35 HE 

Sony ND 142/155 G, CN234 

ND 143/150/200 G 
£58 Stanton D 681 FEE 

Over 500 Styli Types Stocked*** 
EOE prices may vary without notice 

£27 

£13 

£15 

£21 

EX - Exchange price same make moving coil cartridge 

Order direct online or Tel/Fax (01757) 288652 

MANTRA AUDIO ( HFW), Town End House, Skipwith, Selby, North Yorkshire YO8 5SQ 

A nakjete feeietctio-n, 

Analogue Seduction are do,, Jted towan:- . 
channel Fli-Fi, specialising in vinyl replay. 

As well as our on-line shop we have dedicated demonstration 
retail facilities based in Peterborough, Cambridgshire and we 

can offer our customers home demonstrations. 

te stock the finest in amplification, analogue, digital replay and speakers 

We also specialise in a cable termination and cable burn in service. 

Please visit our website www.analogueseduction.net to browse 
or purchase products that are not easily available elsewhere. 

New vinyl records now stocked 

Tel: + 44 (0)1733 344768 

Precision engineering 

A passion for the music 

Ortofon Cartridges 
at last you will 

find all the music 

in your vinyl 

ortofon 
To find out more about the full range of 

hi-fi cartridges from Ortofon, and 
where you can buy them visit: 

www.henleydesigns.co.uk 

accuracy in sound 

114 

www.henleydesigns.co.uk 
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REVIEW 

and stress free. Sadly, there are no 

parallel sides to aid easy and accurate 

alignment in the headshell, necessary 

to minimise distortion. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Well crafted moving coil cartridges 

are always a special experience 

— and Ortofons especially so. I was 

in heaven reviewing both these units 

because by the time you spend this 

sort of money on one of their MCs 

it will show the art behind their 

technology. Ortofon's expensive MCs, 

including those here, combine beauty 

with accuracy, a combination that has 

me enthralled whenever 1 listen to 

them, which is quite often because I 

choose to live with a Kontrapunkt b, 

with its ruby cantilever. It's fast and 

concise, has a liquid clarity, sweet 

treble that is sonorous beyond the 

ability of CD by reproducing cymbals 

and triangles that ring, not clank, and 

it has an unerring sense of balance 

too. The b digs into the groove to 

reveal a wealth of detail, it sets up 

a wide sound stage and populates 

it convincingly with lively images 

of performers and instruments. 

It's viscerally engaging — but DP 

observes it's coolly accurate rather 

than romantically engaging. Since Leif 

Johannsen of Ortofon insinuated 

the same at the High End Show, 

as he pressed the boxes into my 

grasping hands [your words not 

mine, Noel! Ed.], I was a bit deflated 

by the thought that somehow the 

Kontrapunkt b wasn't quite the 

object of desire I had come to 

assume: it's a bit like confusing Kate 

Moss with a Fresian,1 suppose! 

The new Cadenza Blue suited 

my system nicely — but the Bronze 

did too quite frankly — although it 

was fairly obvious that the Bronze 

will better withstand solid-state 

'shout' whilst the Blue is arguably 

too forthright for a solid-state phono 

preamp followed by a solid-state 

amplifier. My system uses a 300B 

valve amplifier designed and tweaked 

to avoid harshness and shout, so the 

Blue could stretch out and show its 

mettle, as could the Bronze which 

The tapered, tubular alumin-

ium cantilever of the Bronze, 

with a nude Replicant stylus 

attached to it. Tracking force 

2.5 gms. 

was just as impressive, albeit in a 

different way. In a nutshell then the 

Blue and Bronze sound different 

in detail only, and which is 'best' 

may come down to the system and 

personal preferences. 

Both cartridges are, aurally, a 

fantastic experience.Think deep 

soundstaging, a sense of precision 

that challenges CD, wonderfully wide 

timbrai resolution and beautifully 

sonorous treble that lacks the 

monochromatic, jittery quality of 

digital.They are also supremely even 

and svelte: the sound stage stretches 

wide, instruments and singers have 

vivid life — even a practised and 

critical pedant like me can't find fault 

in a wonderfully engaging panorama 

that is supremely fluid and easy to 

enjoy, yet exciting too. At this price 

level Ortofon engineer flat, accurate 

frequency response, devoid of the 

treble peaking that afflicts so many 

MCs, making them very obviously 

'My Generation'. By no means a 

great recording. I still found the LP 

enjoyable, even if the Blue is analyt-

ically revealing and I did find myself 

wondering what studio equipment 

it was that produced such a clanky 

sound, rather than listening to the 

music. 

Bolting the Bronze in changed 

this. It has more presence in 

the lower midband, making for 

a texturally richer and more 

enveloping presentation that better 

drew me into the music, rather 

than encouraging me to sit on the 

sidelines and analyse it. Now 'My 

Generation' thundered out into the 

room — helped a little by a judicious 

increase in volume I'll warrant! — and 

I stopped wondering about what they 

were using in the studio and enjoyed 

the music.The Bronze is every bit as 

revealing as the Blue but fuller and 

a little more vivid with hand drums, 

cellos and male vocals in particular. 

"The new Ortofon Cadenzas 
achieve a level of fideli-y that 
silences my critical faculties..." 
— almost painfully — overbright. Both 

Cadenzas here avoid this problem. 

I started off with the Blue in our 

office system comprising SME M2- I 0 

arm on a Pioneer PLC-590, Eastern 

Electric Minimax valve phono stage 

feeding a Creek OBH-22 passive 

preamp, followed by Icon Audio 

MB845 power amplifiers connected 

to our Spendor s8e loudspeakers, 

quite a balanced system where the 

forward and detailed Minimax is 

contained by the smooth Spendors. 

The Blue was challengingly fast and 

deeply detailed, giving drums in 

Phil Collins 'I Don't Care anymore' 

on a 200gm vinyl re-release of 

'Hello I Must Be Going', deliciously 

resonant impact, as they roll across 

the soundstage.The initial impact 

is hair trigger-fast and the decay of 

the drum kept dry and controlled. 

With a torrent of fine detail from 

cymbals and rim shots tumbling out 

with a sweetness of tone that only 

good analogue can manage,1 was as 

impressed as ever by this cartridge 

(referring to its predecessor). 

Forced to consider it. I could see 

that the new Blue, like the outgoing 

Kontrapunkt b, put speed and 

revelation ahead of richness of tone. 

My usual way to decide whether 

this goes too far is to spin bright and 

hard recordings and see whether 

they become unacceptable in these 

properties. So out came some 

newly pressed oldies, like The Who's 

At home, differences between 

the cartridges were much the 

same as those 1 heard in the office. 

However, with a smooth sounding 

SME3I2 arm on a Garrard 401, an 

Icon Audio PS3 phono stage feeding 

my 300B amplifier direct, and tuned 

WAD KLS9 loudspeakers as well as 

B&W 683s to represent mainstream, 

the Blue was more at home and less 

obviously off balance in any sense. It 

still had striking insight and a vividly 

fast and detailed delivery, although a 

little less so than the Kontrapunkt b I 

had to remove before it, surprisingly. 

It seems that Ortofon are keen 

to steer away from the glassy and 

bright balance of rivals, so the Blue 

is a little more even keeled than the 

Kontrapunkt b whilst the Bronze 

offers a richer and even more 

musically engaging experience. 

It has the same beautifully 

formed bass of the Blue, that is both 

tight and powerful, a richer lower 

midband that seemingly knits bass 

to midrange better to make for an 

enveloping sound stage that's a trifle 

more expansive than the Blue. I only 

had doubts when Glenn Gregory 

from Heaven Seventeen sang "kith 

the boys goodbye" in 'Come Live 

with Me'. Why it missed the sibilant 

content of "kiss" I'm not sure, since 

its stylus traces right out to 20kHz 

our measurements show, but the 

Blue captured "kiss" with surgical 

precision that left me in no doubt 
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Eix,ceptionat V atue edwung- of .eeiceiteit 
Real l-li End Fi to suit all pockets! 2$04.1-51"' 

Ibrevir Spealrer 1VIFir 3 
"Beret;le For. STEalires" 

Release the full quality 
of your valve amplifier! 

Virtually all modern speakers are designed for 
transistor amplifiers. This means that they often 
don't "hit the mark" when using valves. Our 
MFV 3 was designed and tested exclusively 
using valves, using our experience of making 
a wide range of Push-Pull and Single Ended 
valve amplifiers. An ideal partner to tubes, you 
will hear rich deep bass, wonderful lucid mid-
range and smooth transparent treble. We use 
custom designed doped woven fibre 
bass/midrange cones with long life neoprene 
roll surrounds, superb silk dome tweeter, and 
simple high quality crossover, and long fibre 
MDF cabinets. Matched veneers, with a choice 
of dark walnut or light cherry finishes. Fully Bi-
wireable, complete with plinth, spikes (and 
cover) we are confident that the MFV 3 will 
delight your ears on a wide range of music. Full 
leaflet on iconaudio.com or ask for a leaflet by 
post. 

Only £999.00 per pair 

1CPClier 11Xer,riallilocirs 

"A FINE 
INTRODUCTION 

TO THE 
WORLD 

OF SERIOUS 
TUBE POWER" 
Hi Fi World 
April 2008 

Powerful, Beautiful, and Versatile! K188/6550 or KT90 
Smooth, precise and powerful. Without any harshness. Massive 100w headroom 
means you can comfortably drive speakers normally out of reach of most valve 
amps. Hand wired "Point to Point". Hand wound transformers. Will exceed the 
performance of many other brands Check our specification: Incredible 100 
watts (28.3v @ 80). New all valve design by David Shaw. Low & high sensitivity 
means Can be passive or pre-amp driven. Triode driver stage using excellent 
6SN7/6SL7 valves. Silver audio cable. Switchable to 50w Triode output. 
Choke PSU.. Beautiful stainless steel and Plexiglas cover included. Vital warm-
up/Standby facility. 

From £1,799 pair complete (Various upgrades available) 

King Sound 
Full range of these amazing electrostatic speakers 
Now in stock! Full info on: www.kingsaudio.com.hk 

UK Price list on our website. Leaflet on request. 

Fabulous cm, /60//3 $39E5s! 

"Amongst the best amplifiers I have ever heard...Awesome 
dynamics and power! High Drama. Superb Value" N Keywood H F 

Not a quote you hear from NK 
everyday Especially a British 
design at this price! At 90+90 
watts of pure triode magic they 
were designed to go into sonic 
territory inaccessible by 300Bs 
or KT88s.And their simplicity 
gives an openness impossible by 
transistors! The 1931 RCA huge 
power triode is still without equal, 
partnered with the superb 1941 
6SN7/6SL7s using only 3 
stages. Inspired by the QUAD 
Ils! They are the answer to 

anyone jaded by their present system. Footprint=51cmx51cm, 52kg (pair) 

From Only £2499.00 per pair Upgrades available. 

Sbterecn 25 A SelVi011.1lffl 30‘mhr 

YEtlire Amp Only £499.00! 
Based on our award winning £900 
Stereo 40. "Entry level" does not have 
to mean low power or quality! Inspired 
by "Leak". Hand crafted "Point to 
Point" wiring. Versatile: can use 6L6, 
EL34, KT66 or KT88s. Beautiful 
stainless steel and Plexiglas cover 
included. Limited offer of free EL34 
upgrade worth £ 100 

7-7P HeEtelichcme 
Amplifier 

A true ALL VALVE headphone amplifier 
Designed and finished in Leicester UK. 
Multi tap transformer windings for 
best headphone performance. 8-600 0 
All Class "A" Single Ended design uses 
EL84 &ECC83 valves. ( Its 6.5kg because 
it has 3 "proper" hi fi transformers!) 

Only £360.00 complete 

ineS 3 All Y.al-sre lagiorics Stroge 
"Our five Affordable !eland Moo Stage" N.K World. Avoided 5 "Globes" 
Only a pure valve design can get the best 
from vinyl. All triode. No feedback. 
Passive RIAA. Custom British MC TX option. 
A supercharged PS1 with the best possible 
Power supply. Valve rectified & regulated 
for definition and smoothness 
14kg. Upgrades available 
From only £ 399.00 complete (Inc etc Tx) 

Zd.zi Lii2 /37meEl,7/213 
DeaffliNIIY C0111f0all Very 00181700 ...diSIOM011 an all 

time low 01 00009%... excellent rellabllity innnewsnar 2006 

Valve rectification 2x EZ81 
Twin choke smoothing. 
All triode design 3x 6SN7 
Remote control included 
Four inputs plus tape loop 
High & low level outputs 
Will match any power amp 

From only£699.00 complete 

We Only 
Make 100% 
Pure Valve 
Amplficalion 

Common Features: Designs by David Shaw. Hand built Point to Point wiring. Designed and finished in Leicester UK. No posted circuit board. ALPS Volume control. Gold plated terminals. Audiophile components. Silver Teflon 
audio cable. Steel & alloy plate construction. Soft start. Unique HT delay. Comprehensive manual Inc DIY valve change info. "Proper" valve amplifiers are heavy because they must have good transformers! 

Find out more: website at IVINVICOMUNO.COM or ask for an illustrated Leaflet. Available through good dealers or direct from us 
11. _ 

Phone 0116 2440593 email saleseiconaudio.com te_crst 47 7.14o 351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA ( U.K.) 
*Conditions apply Prices correct with 15% VAT at time of going to press but subject to change E & 0 E Visa MasterCard and debit cards accepted 



Aneurism 

ANATEK RESEARCH 

APOLLO 

ATACAMA 

AV INTERNATIONAL 

AVID 

CHORD COMPANY 

CHORD ELECTRONICS 

CLEARAUDIO 

DYNAVECTOR 

[AR YOSHINO 

GOLDRING 

GRAHAM ENGINEERING 

GRAHAM SUE 

G F HADCOCK 

ISOM 

KOETSU 

KUDOS AUDIO 

MARTIN LOGAN 

LORA 

MAGNEPLANAR 

MICHELL ENGINEERING 

MONITOR AUDIO 

HIFISOUND Castlegate mill, Quayside, Stockton on Tees, TS18 1BZ 01642 267012 

NAD 

NAIM AUDIO 

NORDOST 

NOTTINGHAM 

ANALOGUE 

OPERA 

ORTOFON 

PATHOS ACOUSTICS 

PROJECT 

PS AUDIO 

PURESOUNU 

REVOLVER 

ROKSAN 

SME 

STAX 

SUGDEN AUDIO 

TEAC ESOTERIC 

TRANSFIGURATION 

TRICHORD RESEARCH 

UNISON RESEARCH 

USHER AUDIO 

VAN DEN HUL 

www.2ndhandhifi.coauk ...what are you up for? 

11111. 11. 111riston, ex ton ition 
Aesthetic Rhea phono, the best we've ever heard 
Clearoudio [volution with parallel tracking arm 
Clearoudio Muster Solution c/w Unify toneorm 
Conrad Johnson EF I, excellent boxed 
Creek 08H15, excellent boxed 
Dynovector P75, excellent little phono stage 
Graham Phantom, ex demo, excellent boxed 
Graham Sloe Elevator, excellent boxed 
Heybrook 112 t/w Linn (iosik LAX, vgc 
Koetsu Black, mint 
Linn Lingo, excellent boxed 
Linn LP12, with Linn Batik Plus toneorm, excellent 
Linn Ind( LAI], excellent with LP12 armboord 
Linn LP11, arkus, Lingo, reasonable 
Linn LP12 early with Mission 774 tonearm 
Linn Ekos 2, excellent 
Michell Tecnoarm nr mint 
Michell Orbe, excellent order, boxed 
NAIN Stageline, excellent 
Origin Live Silver, mint boxed new version, 
Origin Live fully madded R8250 
Project Debut 2 in Gloss Black, excellent 
Project Perspective t/w arm and Sumiko BPS 
Rego P3, in green 
Rega RB300 Upgraded wiring etc 
Roksan Xerxes Reference P/S, nr mint boxed 
Roksan Xerxes 20/XPS7 os new, used 
SME 3009/2 as new boxed 
SME Sosies V, early model but mint boxed 
Systemdek II ( biscuit tin), c/w Linn UR arm, vgc 
Tom Evans Microgroove plus ( upgraded ISO), as new 
Trithord Dino Mk2 ex demo 
Wilson Benesch Art 1 forearm, nr mint superb 

99 A«uphase A30 Power amp, excellent 
2399 Arcam A65., excellent 
999 Arcom Della 290 and 7r, both available, nth 

1999 Audio Analogue Maestro Santa, ex boxed 
799 Audio Innovations Series 700 integrated, ex boxed 
149 Audiolab 80000, reduced 
249 Audiolob 800008P in grey, boxed, excellent 
1749 Cairn 48080 Integrated, nr mint in block 
349 Conrad Johnson POIS, mint boxed c/w £ 700 phono 
229 (reek 0E022, excellent 
999 Croft Apparition Elite 8 Epoch Elite Pre/Power, lovely 
549 Cyrus Pre and Monos, excellent 
549 EAR 834L, decent linle valve line preamp 
349 Grad GM50, nr mint boxed 
899 Krell KSAIOOS, excellent boxed, o beauty! 
549 Krell KAV300i, excellent with remote 
899 Krell KAV150p/a Pre and Power combo, ex boxed 
Coll Linn I.K100, excellent boxed 
1299 Linn Kolector ex boxed, REDUCED 
179 Linn Wakondo, nr mint boxed, phono boards REDUCED 
449 Linn Akurote 1200, nt mint boxed in black 
249 Meridian 501/555, excellent with manuals 8 remote 
99 Meridian 502/507, excellent with manuals and remote 

349 Michell Argo with Hero p/s 
179 Musical Fidelity A1001 Mega Integrated, boxed 
199 Musical Fidelity XAIOOR Integrated, boxed 
599 Musical Fidelity Al ' Final version' NOT! 
1499 MAIM NAC1128NAP150X, excellent boxed 
249 MAIM NAPI60, recent service 
999 NAIN NA(42.5/NAP90, Chrome, phonoboards, vgc 
299 MAIM NUIT 3, or mint boxed 
499 MAIM NAC201/NAP250.2 excellent boxed 
249 NAPA NAC92, excellent, phono boards 
799 NAPA NA2 32.5/NAPI40, excellent 

Pioneer A400X, excellent boxed 
Puresound 2A3, ex demo boxed 
Quad 99/909, pre/power combo boxed c/w remote 
Quad 44 Prune, 405 Power amps NOW from 
Rothwell Indus SE, as new boxed passive 
Scella M200 Monos, nr mint boxed 100w, fantastic! 
Tog McLaren, PA2Or Preamp and I25M Monoblocks 
Tog Caren, PAID Preomp and 60P Poweromp 
Unison Research Unico Integrated, remote 

Arcom Della 280 
Cyrus FM/, excellent 
Linn Pekin, excellent boxed 
Nokomichi (D2 recent importer service 
Pure 702ES, excellent multibond and DAB tuner 
Cued FM3,FM4, 66FM 

75 
199 
299 
200 
149 
Call 

2999 
179 
119 
999 
399 
399 
349 
599 
1799 
199 

1199 
799 
449 
2499 
1749 
999 
1999 
229 
299 
249 
1599 
749 
1249 
399 
1199 
349 

Due in 
749 
349 
199 
349 

2899 
149 
399 
198 

1449 
899 
99 

399 
1499 
1149 
549 
399 

Arun CE173 block, nr mint with remote 
Arm Alpha 6, excellent remote 
Audio Analogue Maestro 192/24, ex boxed serviced 
Audio Research (117, mint boxed in silver 
Cairn Fog v2, in silver c/w upsompling board, BARGAIN! 
Cambridge Audio CD3 pre-Richer original with remote 
Creek Evo CD, excellent boxed 
Cyrus DAD30, excellent c/w remote 
Esoteric SAID. ex demo nr mint 
Esoteric UX1, nr mint boxed, absolutely stunning 
Esoteric P-05/D-05, ex demo nr mint boxed, stunning 
Krell KID iPod Docking station, ex demo us new boxed 
Krell KPS30i, excellent, recent losermeth, stunning 
Linn Numerik, y lote SPS version REDUCED 
Meridian 508/24, excellent 
Monarchy DIP, nr mint 
Monarchy DAC, nr mint boxed 
Musical Fidelity A3.2CD, excellent, remote, box 
MAIM CD5X, or mint boxed 
MAIM (DX?, excellent boxed 
Pathos Digit, superb boxed 
Pioneer P09700, stable planer bargain, recent laser 
Pioneer 000747, excellent boxed 
Quad 66, excellent boxed 
Roksan Caspian M Series, nr mint boxed 
Shonling ( DTI00, excellent due in 
Shonling ( 01200, excellent boxed newer model 
Sugden CD21SE, nr mint boxed 
Stella ( 00200 Transport, superb boxed, remote 
Scella DP200 DA( Preamp, superb build and value 
TAG Lyngdorf all, excellent in block 
Tag Caren CD2OT and DAC20, excellent 
Tag Caren CD2OR, excellent boxed 
TEAC VRDS10, good condition, boxed remote 
Unison Reseurrh Unite CDR exrellent 

Biessoriesicabies B111111.1.1111111 
Chord Indigo I ro ex demo 
Cyrus PSXR, smooth black 
Grade SR80, SR80, SR115 ex demo 
MAIM Flattop 1X, XPS2, HiCap, for details... 
PS Audio Quintessence ex demo 

Loudspeakers 
199 Art Emotion Monitor Signature, nr mint REDUCED 
99 XVI Neutron IV, excellent ex demo units boxed 

1199 Castle Durham 3, excellent boxed 
4999 Castle Howard choice of 3 pairs REDUCED 
599 Dynaudio Audience 61 Floorstanders nr mint bargain 
199 Focal Mob Chorus 714, excellent boxed bargain 
429 Focal .116Lab Micro Utopia Be, excellent 
199 Griffin, any products by this company wanted! 
1499 Linn Kober, passive, vac 
4499 Martin Logan Source, nr mint ex demo 
Call Martin Logan Purity, ex demo, for details 
1199 Martin Logan Summit, ex demo slight mark, BARGAIN! 
1999 Monitor Audio MA1800 Gold, large floorsionder. bargain 
399 Monitor Audio RS8, ex demo 
749 Monitor Audio 6510, excellent. BARGAIN 
199 Monitor Audio BR2, vgt boxed 
499 MAIM Intro, black, boxed 
449 NEAT Motive ex demo, excellent 
899 Opera Callas nr mint ex demo boxed 
1599 Peak Consult Princess Signature inc Stands, nr mint 
1649 0 Acoustics 1010 AV 5.1 speaker package, os new 
119 Rego Ela v 1.5, vgc in black 
199 Rego RS5 in Cherry, mint boxed ex demo in cherry 
399 Revolver Music 1, ex demo, os new in Maple 
649 Revolver Music 5 New RW45), cancelled order 
649 Rogers 1.54, excellent 
1199 Rogers Studio 5, excellent boxed 
Call Boyd Minstrel, boxed 
749 Ruork Prologue I, vgt REDUCED 
999 Sonos Faber Domos, vgc boxed 
999 Sosos Faber Cremona, brand new boxed 
699 Spendor SAI Original version 
349 Tannoy DC1000, vgc block 
399 Usher Audio 5520 in gloss red, excellent boxed 
599 Usher Audio CP8571, nr mint crated 

499 
149 
Call 
(all 
599 

3249 
349 
249 
449 
449 
249 
1999 
Coll 
449 
1499 
1999 
5499 
349 
549 
599 
149 
299 
Coll 
1699 
2499 
399 
149 
599 
399 

99 
199 
119 
199 
999 

3250 
199 
199 
199 

1999 

Audio Analogue Maestro CD and Amp 
Esoteric A110 Amplifier and SAIO SACO player, mint demo units 
HAD Viso 5, nr mint boxed 
Roksan Kandy 62 Amp and CD in Silver 
Shading MC30, nr mint boxed 

1999 
2999 
Call 
999 
380 

Tue to Sat 10 til 5, tel 0845 6019390 or email world@2ndhandhifi.co.uk 

THE UKs PREMIER VINYL RELATED RESOURCE WILL BE AVAILABLE SOON ONLINE! 
If you need us sooner than that, please call 0845 6019390 for assistance 



DIAL A DEALER 

I HIS is ci comp ellelisive directory oi Hi-Ft Dealers throughout_tb UK and Ireland. _ 

BERKSHIRE 

LORICRAFT AUDIO 

Loricraft Audio is now open for visitors 

but please call to arrange for a visit. You 

can buy all our products directly from us 

or through your local dealer. Our internet 

shop site can take direct orders for our 

turntables and accessories! Loricraft Audio, 

The Piggery, Mile End Farm, Wantage Road 

Lambourn, Berkshire, RG17 8UE Office 

Phone/Fax : +44(0) 1488-72267 

EMAIL lerry@garrard501.com 

website:http://garrard501.com 

BRISTOL & BATH 

THE RIGHT NOTE 

Tel : 01225 874728. Happy with your 

system? Wonder why there's so much for 

sale secondhand? Avoid the frustration 

and expense of " upgrade-itis", never quite 

"there". With infinite patience we'll help 

you plan longer term. Brands selection : 

Accustic Arts, Audio Physic, Aesthetix, Bel 

Canto, CAT, Chord Co, Clearaudio, Esoteric, 

Gamut, Graham, Halcro, Magnum Dynelab, 

Sumiko, VerteMQ, Wadia. 

V'AUDIO HI FI CONSULTANTS 

36 Druid Hill, Stoke Bishop, Bristol. 

BS9 1EJ. Tel: 0117 968 6005. ATC, AVI 

,Nola,ALR Jordan, Audio Analogue,Avid, 

Black Rhodium, Electrocompaniet, Edge 

amps/cd,Harman Kardon, Infinity,Jamo,Lyra, 

Origin live,Opera,ortofon,PS Audio, 

Michelle,REL,SME,Sugden,Townshend. 

Specialist in Video Projects by S1M2, 

Infocus,Sanyo,Power Plan. Screens by 

Stewart, smx and da- lite. Demos by 

appointment only. Home trial facilities. 

CHESHIRE 

ACOUSTICA 

17 Hoole Rd, Chester CH2 3NH. 

www.acoustica.co.uk. 

Tel 01244 344227. HiFi & Home Cinema 

from Amphion, Arcam, ART, Ayre, B&W 

Nautilus, Classe, Focal.JM Lab, Monitor 

Audio, Naim Audio, Primare, Rega, REL, 

Rotel, Spendor, Sugden, Thiel, Wadia. We 

offer full demonstration facilities, interest 

free credit, delivery & install systems 

throughout Cheshire, Merseyside & North 

Wales. Tuesday to Saturday 10.00 to 5.30. 

ACTON GATE AUDIO 

www.acton-gate-audio.co.uk 

4 Ruabon Road, Wrexham, LL13 7PB, 

(01978) 364500 

Arcam, Atlas, Audiolab, Croft, Denon, 

Grado, JM Labs, KEF, Michell, Monitor 

Audio, Musical Fidelity, NAD,Ortofon, Opera, 

Onkyo, Pro-ject, QED, Quad, Rel, Roksan, 

Sugden, Sennheiser, Unison, van-den-Hul, 

Wharfedale,Yamaha. 

Tuesday - Saturday 9.00 - 17.00 

email: info@acton-gate.com 

ORPHEUS AUDIO 

Demonstrating: acoustic signature,Basis,B 

enz,Rcm,Whest,Consonance,Shanling,Lux 

man,Acoustic Masterpiece,Ear,Sumiko,Ac 

oustic zen, Monopulse,W1m, Dueve,Sound 

Mechanics racks and accessories,Brillia 

nce,Albedo, Almarro. Demonstations by 

appointment,home trials,no problem. 

Check website for winter bargains. 

Te1:0161 4281539 

www orpheusaudio.co.uk. 

DOUG BRADY HI FI KINGSWAY 

Studios, Kingsway North, Warrington, WA1 

3 NU Tel 01925828009 Fax 01925 825773. 

Visa Mastercard, 2 dem rooms, home trial, 

Agencies include : Arcam, AV1, Chord, 

Copland, Exposure, Krell, Lyra, Michell, 

Meridian, Musical Fidelity, Monitor Audio, 

Nairn, ProAc, Roksan, SME, Stax, Isotek, 

Kudos, Sonus Faber, Spendor, Ortofon,Prima 

Luna, Quad, Avid, Moon,Nordost,Wilson 

Benesch, and many more. 

CORNWALL 

BIGEARS AUDIO 

To find a system that will allow you to 

hear the music instead of the equipment 

phone Bigears Audio, here you will find an 

interesting array of new and good quality 

used equipment! my intention is to have 

satisfied customers whatever their audio 

preferences. Nairn dealer for the South 

West. chrisbirchley@btinternet.com. Tel: 

01736-740421 

ESSEX 

ROCOCO SYSTEMS & DESIGN 

Essex/London Linn Specialist 

Tel:01371856407 — 02074541234 

www.rococosystems.com 

We have over 30 years in entertainment 

solutions, We can give you expert advice on 

your Linn Hi-Fi, Multi-room AV and Home 

Cinema systems. P/EX, ex-demo and used 

Linn available, Demos by appointment . 

Home Demos welcome. Authorised dealers 

for Arcam , AMX, Artcoustic, Chord, Infocus 

Linn, Loewe, Lutron, Kaleidescape, Marantz, 

Nevo, Opus, Phillips Pronto, Runko, 

Systemline, Speakercraft Sonos Sim2 

GLOUCESTERSHIRE 

CERITECH AUDIO 

Coleford, Gloucestershire. Tel: 0844 736 

5719. Email: info@ceritech.co.uk. www-

ceritech-audio.com. 

We provide bespoke Hi-Fi and AV services 

to customers throughout Gloucestershire, 

Monmouthshire, Herefordshire and 

surrounding areas. We offer honest 

and expert advice, and professional 

demonstrations of an enviable range of 

top brand products. Authorised Agents for 

Abbey Road, DALI, Leema Acoustics, Moon, 

Naim Audio, Neat Acoustics, ProAc, Roksan 

and others. 

LANCASHIRE 

HOUSE OF LINN MANCHESTER 

Telephone: 0161 766 4837 

Email: Info@houseoflinn.com 

www.houseoflinn.com 

The Linn specialists. Independently owned 

by former Linn staff. Straightforward, 

professional expertise with demonstration, 

sales, installation and support for the 

Linn range of components and systems. 

The listening experience is so good that 

demonstrations can last for hours. Discover 

how we make music sound real in your 

home! Appointments only. 

LEICESTERSHIRE 

ZOUCH AUU iU 

The Old Coach House, Off South St, Ashby 

de la Zouch, Leicestershire, LE65 160. Tel : 

01530 414128 Email : mike@zouchaudio. 

co.uk Specialist Audio Equipment from 

Audia, Audica, Apollo, Ayon, Black Rhodium, 

Boulder, Chord Electronics, DALI, Edgar, 

Fatman, Graham Slee, lsotek, LSA, Marantz, 

Mission, Monopulse, Musical Fidelity, NAD, 

Nordost, Ortofon, Project, () Acoustics, QED, 

Quad, Roksan, Spectral, System Fidelity, 

Tom Evans, Usher, Vitus. Over 30 years 

experience and 4 demonstration rooms. 
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DIAL A DEALER 

LONDON NORFOLK 

I his is a comprehensive directory of HI-FI Uealers throughout the UK and Irelano 

THE CARTRIDGE MAN LTD 

88 Southbridge road, Croydon 

CRO 1AF Telephone: 020 8688 6565 
Website: www.thecartridgeman.com 

email address:thecartridgeman@talktalk.net. 
UK Distributor: Hiaudio Distribution 
Makers of the prize-winning range of 
MusicMaker cartridges and other desirable 
audio accessories. We also have a cartridge 
refurbishing service and rebuild classic 

valve equipment to the highest standards. " It 
doesn't have to cost an arm and a leg - but 
there is no such thing a free lunch, either." 

MY AUDIO DESIGN 

35 Whitehall, London, SW1A 2BX 
Tel: 020 7839 8880 / 07782 137 868 F-
mail: sales@madengland.com 
Website: www.madengland.com E-Shop: 
www.shop.madengland.com 
We offer MAD, Benchmark Media, SONOS, 
WBT, Trichord Research, ATC, FatmanTube, 

Project, Lehmann, Ortofon, Vandenhul, 
QED, NAD, Goldring, Grado, Focal, Musical 
Fidelity, Ex-demo & second hand gears. 

Custom Installation, Servicing, Custom 
Design. Appointment Only. Short walk from 

Embankment, Charing-X & Westminster 
Tube. 

MANCHESTER 

AUDIO COUNSEL 
26 High St Cheadle SK8 1AL 
www.audio-counsel.co.uk 
TEl 0161-491-6090 
e mail dave@audiocounsel.co.uk 
Hi Fi and Home Cinema from , B&W 
Densen,Dynavector Cartridges Emm Labs, 
Flutter, lsoblue, In Focus, Naim, Neat 
Acoustics Pioneer, Piega, Quadraspire, 
Rega, Revolver, Rotel, Shahinian, 

Totem, Well Tempered Turntables, Zu 
Loudspeakers. Quality Hi Fi is not plug and 
play. We deliver and install all systems. 
0% Finance available. Tuesday to Saturday 
10.00am to 5.30pm Thursday till 8pm 

MIDLANDS (WEST) 

SOUND CINERG't 
37 high street, aldridge, WS9 8NL 

01922 457926 

www.soundcinergy.co.uk 
clivei&sounocinergy.co.uk 
Quality hifi and home cinema from black 

rhodium, chord co, creek, epos, exposure, 
linn, marantz, monitor audio, mordaunt 

short, nad, okki nokki, ortufon, project, rel, 
roksan, themescene, trichord, vdh. Check 

our website for ex dem and secondhand 

bargains, free car parking. tues - sat 10 -5.30 

BASICALLY SOUND & VISION 

Calveley Court, Southburgh Road, 

Reymerston, Norfolk NR9 413D 

Tel : 01362 820800 

Email : enquiries@basicallysound.co.uk 

Web : www.basicallysound.co.uk 

We offer Naim, Rega, PMC, Bryston, PS 

Audio, Arcam, Wilson Benesch, lsoblue, 

Dynavector and others. Turntable Workshop 

& Multi-Room Solutions.Relaxing out of 

town location, 2 demonstration rooms 

& free parking. Home demos welcome. 

Opening Hours Mon — Sat 9:30 — 7:30 

but please call in advance on Mon, Tues 

& Weds. 

SOMERSET 

ALTERNATIVE AUDIO, 

Alternative Audio, 

Taunton, Somerset, Tel: 01984 624242 

Email:peter@alternativeaudio.co.uk 

www.alternativeaudio.co.uk 

We specialise in valve amplification and 

vinyl replay with the accent on high quality 

musical enjoyment, demonstration by 

appointment. Ex-Dem and used equipment 

for sale. Almarro, Art Audio, Border 

Patrol, EARNoshino, Graham Engineering, 

Experience Filtration, Lector, LFD Audio, 

Lyra, Music First Audio, Nottingham 

Analogue Studio, Quadraspire, Shun Mook, 

SME, Vandersteen Audio, Wave Mechanic. 

YORKSHIRE 

THE AUDIO ROOM 

2 George Street, Hedon, Hull, HU12 8JH. 

01482 891375. www.theaudioroom.co.uk 

Authorised agents for Ayre, Arcam, Bowers 

and Wilkins inc 800series, Classe, Cyrus, 

Densen, Dynaudio, Dynavector, Grado, 

Nutter, lsoblue, Isotek, Linn, Lyra, Mark 

Levinson, Meridian, Naim, Nordost, Proac, 

Quadraspire, Rega, Rotel, Stax, Stereovox 

and others. 0% finance available, free 

parking, 3 demonsration suites, friendly and 

quality staff and advice, mail order service. 

AUDIO REPUBLIC 

78 Otloy Road. Leeds 01132177294 

www.audio-republic.co.uk 

For the best in quality hifi in West Yorkshire, 

representing Naim Audio, Rega, Sugden, 

Audio Research,VPI, Krell, Copland, Sonus 

Faber,Arcam, Nottingham Analogue, 

Roksan, Hutter,Martin Logan, Proac, PMC, 

M&K, Finite Elements, SME, Cardas, Kudos 

Loudspeakers and others. Open Tuesday-

Saturday 9.30am to 5.30pm 

FANTHORPES HI-FI, TV & CUSTOM 

INSTALLATION SPECIALISTS 

HEPWORTH ARCADE, SILVER STREET, 

HULL, HU1 1JU 

Established over 60 years 

TEL: 01482 223096 

Web: www.fanthorpes.co.uk 

Email: shop@fanthorpes.co.uk 

Part exchange welcome. High-end Second 

Hand Equipment. Multi-room instal-

lations. Demonstration by appointment. 

Home trials welcome. Interest free credit 

available. Experienced staff. We stock 

Arcam, Dali, Denon, Dynaudio, Exposure, 

Kef, Loewe, Onkyo, Primare, Roksan and 

much more 

IRELAND 

TONE-PEARLS RECORDS 

"REVOLUTIONARY OLD" 

Tel: 353-87-942-7618 
Email: info@tonepearls.com 

www.tonepearls.com 

New audiophile LP/vinyl records using 

the revolutionary new Tone-Pearls and 

pure analogue techniques. Live recording, 

unedited, unprocessed, pure analogue 

recording and cutting, 180g virgin vinyl 

pressing. New LP released: Piano Music 

in a Church of West Ireland, Classicals of 

Chopin and Debussy and more... 

NORTHERN IRELAND 

KRONOS AUDIO VISUAL 

Dungannon. N.Ireland. Tel 02887753606 

E mail david@kronosay.co.uk 

Web www.kronosay.co.uk 

Brands include Ayon, Atlas, BAT, Bel 

Canto, Boulder, Carat, Clearaudio, 

Consonance,Dali, Electrocompaniet, Kef, 

Leema, Lyra, Marantz, MF, Michell, Moon, 

Music First, Oracle, Pathos, Project, Pure 

Sound, Roksan, Ref 3A, Shanling, SA, 

Triangle, Unison, Yamaha and much more. 
Demos by Appointment. Home Demos 

welcome. 

To advertise in this 

space please call 

020 7372 6018 

or email: 

advertising@hieworld.co.uk 
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MIDLAND AUDIO XCHANGE 
The Old Chapel t. 01562 731100 
Forge Lane f. 01562 730228 
Belbroughton 
Worcestershire e-mail. sales@midlandaudiox-change.co.uk 
DY9 9TD web . www.midlandaudiox-change.co.uk 

Ex -demo and second hand items 

Digital 
47 labs Dumpty S/H 

47 labs Gemini Progression dual mono DAC x-demo 

47 Labs PiTracer Transport x-demo 

Copland CDA823 X-demo 

Gryphon Tabu CDP1 CD Player S/H 

Krell Evolution 505 cd/sacd xdemo 

Krell Showcase DVD x-demo 

Nagra CDC CD Player S/H 

Orpheus Zero CD Player S/H 

Orelle CD100EVO S/H 

Roksan Kandy CD MK1 S/H 

Theta Pro Basic II DAC with Oscom/Balanced S/H 

Analogue 
47 labs MCBee xdemo 

Benz Micro ACE High BNIB 

Clearaudio Smart Phono mm/MC S/H 

Koetsu MCR-1 Transformer S/H 

Mark Levinson No320s Phono Module x-demo 

Roksan Xerxes Standard Power Supply 

Sumiko Blue point Special EVOIllx-demo 

Well Tempered Amadeus x-demo 

Was Now 

1425 

3884 

18000 

2100 

5500 

8598 

3698 

11000 

4600 

1500 

N/A 

2990 

1000 

435 

265 

2666 

995 

800 

249 

2250 

Preamplifiers 
Audio Research SP17 stereo preamplifier x-demo 2749 

Audio Research LS3 S/H N/A 

DartZeel NBH-18s World class preamplifier with phono x-demo 6000 

ECS Preamplifier S/H 5000 

Naim Audio NAC112 preamplifier boxed S/H 799 

Roksan L1 Preamp (wall wart included) S/H 2299 

Spectral DMC 15s Preamplifier Shaa Genii S/H 4700 

Amplifiers 
47 Laboratory Power Humpty x-demo 

Audio Research VT 60 S/H 

Audio research VT 60 S/H 

Audio Research VM220 Valve mono Amplifiers x-demo 

Anatek A5OR Remote class A integrated x-demo 

Audio Research VS115 stereo power amplifier x-demo 

Gryphon DM100 Dual mono power amplifier S/H 

Krell Evo 402 400w stereo power amplifier Black x-demo 

Krell Evo 302 300w stereo power amplifier Black x-demo 

Naim Audio NAP150 Boxed S/H 

Naim Audio Flatcap 2X Boxed S/H 

Pathos Inpol 2 Hybrid x-demo 

1425 

N/A 

N/A 

9000 

1850 

4988 

15000 

12900 

8950 

799 

599 

5650 

799 

2499 

9999 

1499 

1750 

6875 

1999 

5995 

1599 

695 

199 

499 

650 

299 

195 

1399 

649 

640 

175 

1499 

2199 

699 

11300 

2999 

349 

695 

2499 

799 

799 

799 

5299 

999 

3995 

3999 

8999 

7160 

395 

395 

4499 

Tuners Et Tape decks, power supplies 
Magnum Dynalab FTR remote/Tuner for Etude S/H 395 199 

Loudspeakers 
Avalon Opus Cherry S/H 

Konus Essence Floor stander zebrano x-demo 

Martin Logan Vista Dark cherry x-demo 

Martin Logan Fresco pair inc stands S/H 

Martin Logan Aerius Oak S/H 

Martin Logan Vantage dark cherry x-demo 

Martin Logan Summits Cherry X-demo 

Pen Audio Charm Active Subwoofer x-demo 

Sonus faber Minima Classic inc Stands x-demo 

Sonus faber Cremona Elipsa Maple x-demo 

Wilson Audio System 8 obsidian black S/H 

Wilson Audio Maxxllobsidian black x-demo 

Cables and Accessories 
Attacama Equinox 3 tier stand x-demo 

Attacama Europa Reference 83 tier S/H 

Cardas Golden Cross 1m XLR-RCAS/H 

Cardas Cables Golden Cross 3m Bi wire speaker cables 

Cardas Cables Golden Power Cord 33inch UK-IEC mains 325 

Cardas Cables Golden Cross 6m set of RCA interconnects 2830 

Densen De-magic BNIB 10 

Electrocompaniet ECS1 M6 feet x4 BNIB 189 

Cogan Hall Intermezzo EMD 0.75m RCA S/H N/A 

Eichmann Express 4 interconnects BNIB 80 

Finite Elemente Resonator BNIB 320 

Mana acoustics Reference Table S/H 450 

Mana acoustics Mini table S/H 240 

Madrigal MDC1 lmAES/EBU 110 ohm Digital Cable S/H 420 

Siltech HF9AES/EBU 1m Digital S/H 420 

Spectral M1-350 20ft interconnect S/H 2100 

16000 

2800 

3490 

1500 

3999 

5149 

8998 

1995 

2970 

10980 

23998 

45000 

375 

550 

850 

1999 

6999 

1350 

2750 

699 

1099 

3999 

5999 

899 

1899 

8500 

13750 

27500 

199 

299 

399 

999 

162 

1415 

5 

49 

99 

49 

225 

199 

75 

199 

199 

899 

We have a large record collection mainly Jazz and Classical from £3.00 up 

to £20 for some boxed sets. Please call for more details. 

Midland Audio X-change are looking for All high end audio separates best 

prices paid for good examples. 

Suppliers and installers of High 
QualityAudio Systems 

47 Laboratory 
ATC 

Audio Research 
Cardas 

Clearaudio 
Conrad Johnson 

Copland 
Crystal Cables 

Dartzeel 
dCS 

Densen 
DNM/Reson 

Electrocompaniet 
Finite Elemente 

Jadis 
Koetsu 

Krell 
Kuzma 

Lavardin 

• 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

Living Voice 
Lyra 
Magnum Dynlab 
Mark Levinson 
Martin Logan 
Mimetism 
Nordost 
Primaluna 
Primare 
ProAc 
Rega 
Siltech 
Sonus Faber 
Sugden 
Transparent Audio 
VPI 
Wadia 
Wegg 3 
Wilson Audio 

Midland Audio X-change are looking for Audio Research, Krell , Mark Levinson , Naim Audio, SME, Wadia. 
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SME 3012-R 12 inch tonearm 

phono plug base. Excellent condi-
tion, photocopy instruction book, 

can be seen working, £575.Tel: 
01246 209 578 day, 01246 570 

556 evenings 

PROAC RESPONSE I SC for sale. 

Cherry finish, very good condi-
tion, £450.Tel: 01244 812 306, 

Email: peterrog@talktalk.net 

COLLECTABLE VINYL for 
sale. Numbered White album, 

Revolver, Beggers Banquet, Curtis 
Mayfield. Lots more. Tel: 020 8460 

8000 (Bromley, Kent) 

SAXAPHONIST SELLS Rodgers 
LS7's with Atacamas £ 150. 

Sugden CD21 (2006 model) 

£500. Sugden amp, new, £800. 40 
jazz CDs £450. Russ Andrews 
cable and interconnect £ 150. 

Tel: 01246 277 394 (Derbyshire) 

WANTED: REL Sub Q50. Tel: 020 

8740 3352 after 7pm 

MORDAUNT SHORT MS40i 
slim floorstanders, new tweet-

ers, mega bass, rosewood, mint, 

original cartons. Gift at £ 100 ono. 
Collection only. I m Kimber V-2I 

Illuminations AN coax lead male/ 
female £ 12. Mint. Tel: 0151 608 
4481 (Wirral) 

0.8m VDH Bay C5 i/c boxed, 
mint, £35. 0.6m integration 

i/c boxed, mint £60. I m QED 

Qunex 2 i/c BNIB £ 18.3 Russ 
Andrews Big Cone Feet £ 15. P&P 

included.Tel: 0151 608 4481 

MARANTZ I 15B Stereophonic 
tuner, superb reception. Marantz 

1060 amplifier. Instruction books. 
Rare Sony TC399 open reel. 

Reyer DT100 headphones. All 

immaculate.Vintage KB ER30 
intruction book. Serious offers. 

Tel: 01254 385 485 (Lancs) 

ROKSAN KANDY MkIll CD 

player. Roksan Kandy MkLIII 

amplifier. Both boxed, unused. 
£600 for both. Rotel RCD-

02 CD player, as new £ 165. 
Celestion DL8-II large stand-

mounts £95.Tel: 020 7386 9177 
evenings (London) 

TANNOY DUAL Concentric 
3LZ 10" Monitor Golds, mint 

condition, offers over £600. 

Sansui 1001 SP 3 way speakers, 
tone controls, £ 150. Optimum 

speaker stands glass wood £50. 
Tel: Derreck 01455 220 214 

(Coventry) 

MISSION 770 monitors. 
Rosewood cabinets. Original 
open frame, stands included. 30 

years old and still look and sound 
great. £ 195. Check Hi-Fi World 

Classics July 09 for details.Tel: 
0116 284 9087 (Leicester) 

REGA PLANAR 2 with RB250 

arm £60 ono. Tel: 0753 426 9797 
(West Midlands) 

DENON 2800 black DVD (£750) 

£150. Sony SACD/DVD 705V sil-

ver (£470) £120. Denon TU260L 
II black £40. Classe CAPI51 

(£2000) £995. EAR 8L6 (£3100) 
£1790. QED DAC £65. Aiwa 

ADF460 cassette £65. Kef cherry 
floorstanders £ 120. Tel: 0 I 206 

510 392 or 07765 264 381 

AUDIO ANALOGUE Puccini 

Special Edition, original 1997 
model, integrated amplifier, 50 

w/ch. Perfect condition. Owned 

from new. Modified by Audiocom. 

£450.Tel: Mike 01323 645 317 

TUNER CAMBRIDGE Audio 

DAB 500 £60. Minidisc Sony 

MDS-JE 780 £30. CDR Recorder 
Philips twin deck CDR 775 £30. 

Buyer collects Birmingham. Tel: 
0121 476 8507 (after 6pm) 

QUAD QC24 Pre, Eastern 

Electric Minimax power. Both 
boxed and mint condition. £ 1000. 

Tel: 01620 826 950 (evenings) 

WANTED: MELODY Astro black 

50 integrated valve amp. Other 
Melody integrateds considered. 

Also single ended types. For 

Sale: Record collection. About 70 
albums, £50 the lot.Tel: Stanley 
07951 553 091 (North West 

London) 

LOVVTHER, LOVVTHER,Acousta 
twin cabinets wanted. Made 
1960s.Also PM drive units.Any 
condition, Working drawings, 

feet, drive unit mounting screws. 
Please ring Jeff.Tel: 020 8220 
0380 

SHAHINIAN OBELISK Omni 

directional floorstanding loud-
speakers (walnut) (£4000) £ 1550 

ono. Sony STR-DB930 Cinema 
5.1 A/V amplifier (silver) (£600) 
£125. Naim Hydra multiplug 

mains lead £95.AV(5) speak-

ers £ 100.Tel: 07872 955 698 
or Email: pavz_O I @msn.com 

(Midlands) 

CYRUS 780 loudspeakers £40. 
Rotel RA 930 AX amplifier £35. 

Denon DCD 590 CD player £35. 

All boxed.Tel: 020 8688 6397 

CELESTION DITTON 44 speak-
ers floorstanders. Mint condition. 

£200 ono. Tel: 0 I 895 676 670 
after 5pm. (West London) 

QUAD 24/11-40 pie + monoblocs 

KT88's, 40 wpc, superb sound, 
mint, boxed + manuals. £2500. Tel: 

01233 661 556 (Kent) 

JOHN LINSLEY Hood Stereo 

Mosfet power amplifier. Hart 

pcbs, fully built. cased. Good 
offers considered Tel 07779 199 

392 

VPI RECORD Cleaning machine. 
Model HW I 65. Hardly used. One 

of the cheapest sonic upgrades 

you will make.A must for vinyl 
audiophiles. Cost new £500. 
Yours for £250.Tel: 07961 858 
708 

GARRARD 4HF(H) turntable 
pick-up stereo. Collectors item, 

undamaged appearance, work-
ing order. 16 2/3, 33 1/3, 45, 78 
rpm.With styli. £60. Collect only. 

Swindon. Tel: 01793 613 976 

PROJECT DEBUT 11 phono turn-

table speed box 78 adaptor £ 120. 
Marantz PM66SE amp £ 105. Bang 
and Olufsen System 5500 £499. 

Goodman Maxim speakers £30. 
Lexicon MC- 1 remote, offers.Tel: 
01708 457 691 

NAIM CD52 CD Player plus 

power supply. Naim 102 pre 
amplifier. CDI CD player. Naim 

CDS I CD player. (Croft) Epoch 

special valve pre-amplifier. Lector 
Zoe valve pre-amplifier.Two 

Silver Signature Russ Andrews 
(Kimber) Power Cords.Two 

Russ Andrews (Kimber) Power 

Cords. Cardass Imt intercon-

nect high quality lead. 0.5, DIN 
to DIN attenuated intercon-

nect. Great for Naim pre to CD 
player Cabbase 100 wt per ch 
monopower amplifiers. Please 
telephone for sensibl prices. 

CDS2 has brand new fitted laser 
mechanism.Tel: 020 8524 2181 

NAIM 150X power amp, Naim 

122x pre amp. Both mint, boxed. 

New Feb 08. £500 each. Naim 

CD5, mint, boxed, £500. Naim 

Flatcap2, mint, £275. Tel: 0772 

962 0621 

AUDIO ACOUSTICS K2 speak-

ers for sale 2yrs old, excellent 

condition. £7,000.00 Tel:Gareth 

078751 14869 London 
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Radlett Audio sensible hi-fi since 1973 

ATO 
Chord Cable 
Croft Acoustics 
Dynavector 
EAR/Yoshino 
Harbeth 
Helius 
Kudos 
LFD 
Lyra 
Michell Eng. 
Naim Audio 
Neat 
Nottingham Analogue 
Ortofon 
Pure Sound 
Rega Research 
SME 
Sumiko 
Tannoy Prestige 
Tron 
TVV Acustics 
ZYX 

Near Saffron Walden, Essex. Please contact before visiting 
Tel: 01799 599080 Email: radletfaudio@hotmail.co.uk www.radletfaudio.co.uk 

Audio 
Components 

See our Website 

The choice for 
Speaker Building & 
speaker upgrade / 
refurbishment 

projects 

A fresh approach for those who want to save money 

designing & building their own high-end Loudspeakers or 

who want to breath new life into broken or aging Speakers 

Ask about 
• crossover design 
II Speaker upgrades / rebuilds 
II Open Baffle Designs 
• Free advice - chat about your project 

Leading brands, 
Help & advice, 
Wide product range, 
Phone or buy on-line 
FREE DELIVERY! 

For Speaker Builders 
▪  OUll+udKut LU I ve Units 
la Crossover Components 
• Enclosure Accessories 
la I oudspeaker Kits 
II Design & Measurement Services 

Storconew - 
LFD is just another 
amp - right? 
Yeah - like a diamond is just another chunk of carbon! 

I'm Howard Popeck - the owner and sole employee here. I've 

been in this business, on and off, since 1976. LFD produce the 

most musically credible amplification I've ever used, heard or 

sold. Simple as that. Today, through choice, the only analogue 

amplification I represent is LFD. 

On demonstration I have the majority of the range: 

Integrated LE Zero Mk4; NCSE integrated; PA2M SE power 

amp; LineStage 2; PA3 mono power amps; DAC-3; MCT 

phono stage and more. I offer you a range of previously 

owned units from £395 inc VAT. So, your place or mine? 

Uncertain how much you should spend on your LFD? I have 

the answer! Choose a small inexpensive piece, try it for 90 

days to ascertain if it will give you the sound you want, and if 

it doesn't meet your requirements, 'trade-up' to a superior 

model without any loss on your original outlay. You just have 

to pay the difference in price between the two models. 

In a nutshell: It's LFD - but done right! 

To experience the extraordinary, 

contact Stereonow on: Ó 
Tel. 0118 989 0151 

Email. enquirieS@atidlo-components.c.o.uk 
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FREE READER CLASSIFIEDS 

FOR SALE: Sugden Masterclass 

pre-amplifier (Serial No. 0235) 

£895. B&W DM605.2 speakers 

with 130watt sub-woofer £ I 75 
(buyer to collect speakers or will 

deliver within 80 mile radius) Tel: 

Peter 01642 559 078 

WANTED: SENNHEISER head-

phones HD400, HD4 I 4X and 

HD424X. Fons CQ30 lid.Tel: 

01344 776 445 (Berks) 

LOVINGTON SH1 horn speaker. 

Fostex FXI20 full range unit, fast, 

dynamic, detailed. £ 1500. Sugden 

A2 IA £425. EAR 834P MM, only 

£200. Hi-Fi magazines circa 400. 

All details phone 020 7609 5030 

anytime. 

QUAD QC24 linestage, unused 

since Quad service, £495 

(£1000). Matching Quad QP 

phonostage, £550 (£ 1150). Both 

designed by Tim de Paravicini. 

Boxed with manuals. Excellent. 
Tel: 01424 203 I 92 

OPERA SECONDA speakers 

(cherry) £750 (£ 1800). Unison 

Research Valve/Mosfet 'Secondo' 

I 20w/ch integrated amplifier 

£750 (£ 1800). Unico valve FM/ 
RDS/AM tuner £450 (£ 1100).All 

mint and below 1/2 price. Classy 

Italian designs Superb reviews: 

copies available.Tel: 023 8073 

8935 

MARANTZ CD 5003 CD Player 

What Hi-Fi best buy black (has 

pitch control) upgrading As new 
still in warranty (£200) £ 130 no 

offers 01268 415017 (Basildon) 

NAIM STAGELINE phono-

stage (m.c.) with i-supply psu 

and thrown in' Chord crimson 

interconnects (din to rca). New 

£325 yours for £80. Call 0207-
498-8902. 

ONIX 0A21 amplifier, matching 
SOAP power supply, moving coil 

board fitted, 1990, mint, £220, 

Revox B215S cassette deck, the 

very best of the 215 models, 

excellent condition, boxed, £350, 

020-8366-2647. 

CASTLE RICHMOND 3i stand 

mount speakers complete with 

mark 11 Linn Kan stands. Excellent 

condition & speakers complete 

with boxes. £275. Phone 0115 

9176416 (Nottingham). 

FOR SALE ,Marantz PM4200 

amplifier ,black ,no remote ,as 

new ,£30.Hitachi FT4500 tuner 

,as new, £20. JVC JLF4I turn-

table ,fully auto ,direct drive, 

cartridge,vgc,£30 .01925 251107 

evenings ,Liverpool. 

QUAD ESL-2805 
ELECTROSTATIC speakers, 

brand new, factory sealed boxes 
£3250 ono.Val: 07745 995179 
(Milton Keynes) 

RARE OPPORTUNITY pair 
KLH 5 Monitors.These speaker 
used by me as reference moni-
tors on many renowned albums 
including Solid Air, Bryter Later, 
details John Wood 01346 532227 
jrwrec I @mac.com. 

AW1A HSJ I 50 personal stereo, 
digital AM/FM, auto reverse, 
Dolby B, recordable. In good 
condition and working order. 

Best offer secures.Tel 07779 199 
392 

CLASS A stereo power amplifier. 
JLH 15W single ended design. 
Amp and PSU fully working, but 
requires casing to complete. 
Good offers secures.Tel 07779 
199 392. 

KEF 104-2 speakers superb 
sound and condition £410. 
Concordant Excelsior Valve pre-
amp.Truly outstanding preamp 
£490. Kef Concorde 4 speakers 
£120. Snell J2s speakers £310. 
Tel 01902 675060 

PROAC STUDIO 250's, pair of 
quality floor standing speakers 
for sale, good condition pho-
tos available. Original cartons 
with it but these are heavy 
speakers so collection would 
be the best option. £950 Tel 
Dave 01142360166 Sheffield. 
scooby@what20.freeserve.co.uk 

FOR SALE: Revox B760 FM Tuner. 
Excellent condition, £350 o.n.o. 
Buyer to collect. Email peter. 
watkins2@sky.com Te1.01384 
241667. (West Midlands). 

WANTED: CABLE Transparent 
Audio Speaker - MusicWave 
Super (MM technology) or 
MusicWave Ultra (XL technol-
ogy or current MM) M: 07870 
912 962 

e: stuart.wittering@ 
raisedfloorsystems.co.uk 

FOR SALE Marantz CD63 MK2 
KI Signature CD player.Good 
condition.Remote.Tel Alan 
078431 24606 

SONY TA-FE370.Well reviewed 

integrated. £35. Located 
London SE8. Selling as upgraded. 
0770 487 0507. 

THORENS TD160BC MKII 
turntable, mahogany plinth, mint 
condition, no scratches on lid, 
in storage, £250, buyer collects. 

Contact: 
jagtar_singh@hotmail.com 

QUAD ELS 57, Black with cherry 

sides, on Quadrapod steel stand. 

Original manuals but no packag-

ing so collection required.Very 

good condition £350, no 

offers please. 01415520360, 

kjholland@hotmail.co.uk 

WHARFDALE GLENDALE 

Speakers Those two speakers are 

in excellent condition 1 have had 

them from new in 1968 there 

are 560mm x 305mm x 265mm 

deep, in solid teak. £60 -00 the 
pair Tel 01179 567224 this a 

Bristol number. 

NAIM DVD 5 cd/dvd player 

2005 £949.11 2x pre-amplifier 
2004 £349,150x power ampli-

fier 2008 £579 or £899 ono. the 

pair.Chord Company Signature 

2 interconnects I m. RCA termi-

nated £349.All mint/boxed.Tel. 
01984 640588 weekends. 

PAIR of LOWTHER Acousta 

speaker cabs with PM6 drive 

units. In working order but 

need some TLC. £80.00 Oracle 

Delphi Mk 1 no arm, hardly used. 

£450.00. Call 01689 856143. 

YAMAHA NS 1000M speakers 

wanted in good condition and 

working or a single or pair of 

tweeters. graham, 07800 512889. 

DENON DM37DAB system in 

silver with matching speakers 

£199 + postage (£330). Couple 

of months old with reciept, mint, 

fully boxed. lee West Midlands 

01384 412234 

leet2009@hotmail.co.uk 

QUAD 33/303/FM3 £200, 

Garrard 301 (oil bearing, strobe 

platter) £700, SME 3009 £230. 

Telephone 01189 413708. 

FOR SALE.. 2m pair Chord 

Odyssey 4 bi-wire speaker 
cable. £ 100.00. 2m pair Chord 

Odyssey 2 single wire speaker 
cable. £50.00. Chord termina-

tions.Tel (01483) 728657 before 

9 pm. ask for Dave. (Surrey). 

VVANTED:TOP quality Hi Fi 

seperates and complete systems. 

Nairn, Linn, Cyrus, Meridian, 
Quad etc, fast, friendly response 

and willing to travel/pay cash 

Please call me on 0781 5892458 

LOUDSPEAKER DRIVE units 

for sale: Two Celestion HF 1300. 

Two Coles 400IG ( as used in 
the Spender BC I) One Bandor 

bass/mid range unit (testing 

use only) Two KEF 152 work-

ing but some cosmetic dam-

age. Offers? 01962 880424 

(Winchester) 

REL STENTER 3 subwoofer 

(moo) £950 Kimber orchid dig-
ital interconnect balanced 0.5m 

£130 Kimber scart to scart 0.5m 

£60 Isotek pr Emiere mains leads 
2 off £30 each 01772 314151 

Jamesmckendrick@ 
btinternet.com 

PRIMARE CD30.2 Hi-end CD 

player (Black) Excellent condi-

tion c/w remote,boxed.(cost 
£1000+) Lovely machine,fabulous 

reviews .£495 ovno .call Simon 

on 07759205820 (daytime) or 
01483271669 (evening/weekend) 
Surrey. 

SONUS FABER Cremona 

speakers in cherry. Perfect 
condition. Collection only from 

Central London. 07930401351/ 

catswinger@gmail.com. £2700. 

LYNGDORF MILLENNIUM Mk4 

Reference Amplifier As new, 

£5500. Tel: 01743 344 136 

SUGDEN BIJOU Headmaster 
preamp/headphone amplifier, with 
mains lead, remote control and 
I m QED interconnect. 51/2 years 
old, excellent condition, £395. 

Pete, N.Wales.Tel: 01492 596496, 
peteriches@lycos.com. 

'WANTED XTC Pre/Power 
combo by Orelle. Cash waiting. 

Condition not a major isue, but 

must be in full working order. 
01489603765 

mjswain77@googlemail.com' 

QUAD 2805 ELS speaker for 

sale. Great condition with boxes. 

£2500. Tel 07950 024515 

AUDIONOTE AND tigereye 

red mahogany speakers with 
audionote stands because of size 
buyer collects,£700. w.h.y..audio-

lab 8000s amplifier british, alien 
remote, £200. alan.g@talktalk. 
net 0 I 395275698.aural thrills 

deluxe passive preamp 4inputs 

1 output.£140. nakamichi 4cre 
tape deck £250. e-mail for details. 

alan.g@talktalk.net cable talk2.1 
bywire 2.7metres terminated 
speaker cable£75. ultimate cables 

xlr interconnects 2metres long & 
cyro treated £75 alan.g@talktalk. 

net 01395275698. 

CLASS A power amp based on 

JLH circuit. 300VA capacitance 
multiplier PSU cased. Amp built 

with heatsink, requires casing to 

complete. Good offers consid-

ered.Tel 07779 199 392 

WANTED, GRAY 108 tone 

arm or similar must be in 
good condition. Call 07910 

434876 or email Stephen. 

murray5@blueyondenco.uk 
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29 years of passion...Listen to it now! 

efelierhyy 

,ecerfeeeep gatuet 

On permanent demonstration at Mayflower Sounds 

Tel. 01302 711 528 

(M) 07931 524266 

www.mayflowersounds.co.uk 

mayflowersoundsefsmail.net 

A new lease of life 

for your Musical Fidelity 

amp, CD or DAC. 

To upgrade your hi-fi without losing a penny in 

part exchanges, book in for a factory tune up from 

Musical Fidelity. We carry out an exhaustive list of 

upgrades that gives well-used gear a new lease of 

life and means your favourite gear can perform as 

never before. 

We can tune up everything we have made since 

1985, except the SACD player, and our upgrades 

come with a one-year Musical Fidelity warranty. 

Please note: nobody else is authorised to tweak 

our amps. 

With a tune up, you pay only for the upgrade in 

performance, instead of losing on a part exchange. 

To find out more, phone us on 020 8900 2866 or 

visit musicalfidelity.com, where you can download 

a Booking Form today. 

MUSICAL FIDELITY 

Storconew 
Lyngdorf Room Perfect 
"just another gimmick" 

And that self-appointed expert went on to say that "all class D 
digital amplifiers are s..t too!" Hmm. No predudice there then. 

I'm Howard Popeck - the owner & sole employee here. I've been 
in this business, on & off, since 1976. Lyngdorf are really onto 
something. They've gone further towards achieving a practical & 
credible real-world approach to removing the room from the 
"good sound" equation than anyone else. Yes, anyone. 

Over half of what you hear on your hifi is created by the acoustics 
of your listening room. This fundamental problem affects any 
system & is the primary reason why good components simply 
don't give good sound in most rooms. Lyngdorf reduces the 
distortion that rooms create from a typical 20db to less than 2db. 

Do you want proof? Good. So, when can I visit? 

I offer RoomPerfect in three options; the DPA-1 digital preamp, 
the RP-1 standalone room correction processor & as part of the 
extraordinary TDAi 2200 full digital integrated amplifier. You'll be 
amazed. You might not buy it. You might not be able to afford it. 
But you'll be taken aback. I guarantee it. Naturally, I have the 
CD-1 CD player & the mighty Millennium IV on demo too... 

In a nutshell: It's Lyngdorf - & done right because come to you. 

To experience the extraordinary, 

contact Stereonow on: Ó 
020 8447 8485 • vvww.stereonow.co.uk 
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FREE READER CLASSIFIEDS 

ORIGIN LIVE Resolution clas-
sic turntable. Origin Live Silver 

Mk 2 arm. Goldring 1042 MM 

cartridge. Clearaudio Quadro 

record clamp package price 
£3300 will sell £ 1500 e - mail 

alan395shona@btinternetcom 

WANTED FOR spare parts, 

Quad 34 or 44 preamps. Quad 

33 boards, 405-2 boards. decoder 

panel for fm2 tuner. Leak trough-

line stereo tuner, 
Contact Mike 01758 613790. 

FOR SALE - Isotek mini sub G11 
mains conditioner in mint condi-

tion with manual and owned 
from new, £200. MSB technology 
link DAC, excellent 

condition complete with manual, 
£175 Tel: 01303 863424 

PLINIUS PASSIVE Phono stage-
custom made (in Yarra phono-
preamp enclosure) to the usual 

Plinius high standards .£200. 
Missing Link slingshot speaker 

cable 6 meter pair=£150. 
Contact: 

varun_k_singh@yahoo.com 

SPEAKERS. BOWERS & Wilkins. 

Model CM2. Rosewood. 

Positively as new. Offers, please. 
Also Pivotelli brackets to fit 

same. Collect from near Junc. 
9 M5, or negotiate delivery. Tel: 

01684 275399 

LINN KEEL, used but nearly new, 

£ I 400. Also Linn T-Kable I.7mtr 

version, used but nearly new, 
£190. Both immaculate. Contact 
James, 
braceposition@hotmail.co.uk. 

TDL RTL2 floorsanding speak-

ers, black ash £40. Goodmans 

Maxim2, bookshelf speakers 

black ash £ 10. Buyer col-

lects, Liverpool City centre. 

Tel. 0151 709 5116 email 

32eastquay@gmail.com 

CYRUS PRE / power system. 

Pre Xvs,Two X-Powers,Three 

PSX-Rs. Black. X-Powers less 

than 1 year old. Excellent condi-

tion.All accessories including 

boxes. £2,600.00 Steve: 01235 

765986, 

sfinch123@ntlworld.com. 

TURNTABLE PIONEER 

PLI 2dcartOM 10 £70+ p&p 

tuner hitachi FT5500 AM FM 

£70 + p&p CD technics SLP200 

£50+p&p Chester peter 01606 
784767 

QUAD ESL63 speakers: one 
owner; Quad serviced; natural 

wood finish, black grills; stand 

and deliver stands; original car-

tons/packing; vgc; £ 1150; paul. 

lomas@freshfields.com; 01483-

504548. 

NAKAMICHI 680ZX 3 head 

cassette deck £ 150.00 Pioneer 

PD 6700 compact disc player 

£50.00 A&R Cambridge T21 FM 

Tuner Teak finish lmacculate 

cond. £30.00 QED PHONO/ 

phono interconnect lead £5.00 

lxos I 04 OFC Phono/phono 

interconnect lead £ 10.00 Naim 

NAC A4 speaker cable 5 Mtr 

pair £20.00 Naim NAC A4 

speaker cable 10 Mtr pair £40.00 

Telephone 01228 544376 

CLEARAUDIO EMOTION in 

absolute pristine condition, 
with original box, packaging and 

instructions. Includes Satisfy 
Tonearm and Aurum Alpha car-

tridge in need of retipping. £400. 

Rodolfo, 07905 307131 ( London) 

QUAD 989 speakers, owned 

from new, vintage style covers, 

modded with One Thing Widgets, 

excellent condition. £2450 
(£4900). Also for sale, QNAP 

500GB NAS with Slimserver. tel 
07767871928. 

WANTED CYRUS 2 PSXR 

power supply reply 
cldltd@clearnetnz 
Willie.Will buy pre and power if 

required 80 - 100 pounds ono 

WILSON BENESCH torus infra-

sonic generator and amplifier 

mint condition £3,200 
Naim NAP 300 power amp 
£3,250 NAC 252 supercap olive 

£4,000 all mint condition 
boxes can demo Tel 
02380470107 Southampton. 

THORENS TD150AB with 2 
new spare drivebelts and car-
tridges.Goodmans Hi Fi M Range 

Magnum - K speakers, tuner and 

amp with original manuals. Offers: 
andyrsvp@talktalk.net or 0775 
224 0277 

OFF THE reel Kimber Ring 

main cable 3 metres new 
unused £ 110 + 3.5 metres 
of Kimber earth weave new 

unused £ I 4 Telephone 01254 
705589 e-mail 

billdrive@hotmail.co.uk 

CYRUS CD6S CD player in 

quartz silver £350 (£650) Cyrus 

6vs2 amplifier in quartz silver 

£399 (£700) Epos M5 speakers 
in dark cherry £ 199 (£350) All 

items fully boxed & mint 

leet2009@hotmail.co.uk 

MARTIN LOGAN Aerius elec-

trostatic loudspeakers with 

Brand New Panels from Absolute 

Sounds Superb Imaging. Excellent 

condition. £ 1200 ono. Call 
Laurence 07920725110 
Email:- Iclaydon@btinternetcom 

(Bucks) 

PRIMARE CD30.2 Hi-end CD 
Player ( Black) Excellent condi-

tion c/w remote,boxed.(cost 
£1000+) Lovely machine,fabulous 
reviews .£495 ovno .call Simon 

on 07759205820 (daytime) or 

01483271669 (evening/weekend) 
Surrey. 

SME 3012-R 12 inch tonearm 

phono plug base. Excellent condi-
tion. photocopy instruction book, 

can be seen working, £575.Tel: 
01246 209 578 day, 01246 570 

556 evenings 

PROAC RESPONSE 1SC for sale. 
Cherry finish, very good condi-

tion, £450. Tel: 01244 812 306, 
Email: peterrog@talktalk.net 

COLLECTABLE VINYL for 

sale. Numbered White album, 
Revolver, Beggers Banquet, Curtis 
Mayfield. Lots more.Tel: 020 8460 

8000 (Bromley, Kent) 

QUAD 2805 ELS speaker for 
sale. Great condition with boxes. 

£2500. Tel 07950 024515 

CLASSIC CONTACTS 
When a classic goes 'p000f' your troubles have just started, but there may be a good ending. Replacing failing parts can improve the sound, so here is a short listing 

of all those companies who specialise in getting a classic up and running again after its deposited a small ring of soot on your ceiling! 

GT AUDIO 
(Graham Tricker, Bucks) 

Leak Troughline specialists. 
Also Quad and most 

classic tuners, radios 
and amplifiers restored, 

repaired. 

Tel: 01895 833099 
Mob: 07960 962579 
www.gtaudio.com 

TECHNICAL AND 
GENERAL 
(East Sussex) 

Turntable parts - wide 

range of spares and 

accessories, plus arms and 
cartridges. 
Tel: 01892 654534 

CARTRIDGE MAN 

(Len Gregory, London) 

Specialist cartridge re-
tipping service and repairs. 

High quality special 
cartridges. 
Tel: 020 8688 6565 

Email: thecartridgeman 

@talktalk.net 

www.thecartridgeman.com 

AUDIOLAB 
(Phil Pimblott. Leeds) 
Renovation, repair and 
restoration. Specialist 
in valve hi-fi, radio 
transmitters, cinema amps, 
kit building. 
Tel: 0113 244 0378 
www.audiolabs.co.uk 

QUAD 
ELECTROACOUST1CS 
(Cambs) 
Quad's service department, 
able to repair almost all 
Quad products, from the 
very first. 
Tel: 0845 4580011 
www.quad-hifi.co.uk 

ARKLESS 
ELECTRONICS 
(Northumberland) 
Specialist in repairs, 
restoration and modifi-
cations to all amplifiers, 
valve or solid state, ancient 
and modern. 
Tel: 01670 829891 
Email: arklesselectronics 

@btinternet.com 

SOWTER 
TRANSFORMERS 
(Brian Sowter, 1psvvich) 
Large range of audio 
transformers for valve 
amps, cartridges, line 
drive. interstage plus all 
associated services. 
Tel: 0 I 473 252794 
www.sowter.co.uk 

WEMBLEY 
LOUDSPEAKER 
(Paul MacCallam. London) 
Comprehensive 
loudspeaker servicing. 
Tel: 020 8 743 4567 
Email: paul@ 
wembleyloudspeaker.co.uk 
ve.vw.wembleyloudspeaker. 
tom 

EXPERT STYLUS 
COMPANY 
(Wyndham Hodgson, 
Surrey) Stylus replacement 
service for all types of 
cartridge. Including precise 
profiling for 78s 
Tel: 01372 276604 
Email: w.hodgson 
@btclick.com 

ONE THING 
(Coventry) Specialist 
in electrostatic panel 
manufacture and repair. 
Can refurbish ESL 57s 
and 63s as well as Leak 
Troughlines and Quad Ils. 
Email: one.thing 
@ntlworld.com 
www.onethingaudio.com 

CLASSIC NAKAMICHI 
(Paul Wilkins.VVorthing. 
West Sussex). Restore. 
Repair & Service Nakamichi 
Cassette Decks. 
Tel: 0 I 903 695695 
Email: paul 
@bowersandwilkins.co.uk 
www.bowersandwilkins. 
co.uk 

HADEN BOARDMAN 
Repair, service & 
modifications; classic 
& modern. Collection 
available. Redundant / faulty 
equipment purchased. 
selected new equipment 
available. 
Tel 01942 790600 
www.audioclassics.co.uk 

Dr MARTIN BASTIN 
(Shropshire) Garrard 
301/401 restoration, 
renovation and service. 
Special plinths: rumble 
cures. etc. 
Tel: 01584 823446 

D.K. LOUDSPEAKER 
SERVICE 
(Dave Smith. 
Hornchurch. Essex) 
Re-coneing of hi-fi 
loudspeakers, high quality 
loudspeaker systems, PA.. 
power loudspeakers. 
Tel/Fax: 01708 447 344 

LOCKWOOD AUDIO 
(London) 
Tanney loudspeaker 
parts, restoration and 
repair. Also Epos and TDL 
loudspeakers. 
Tel: 020 8 864 8008 
www.lockwoodaudio.co.uk 

LORICRAFT AUDIO 
(Terry O'Sulli.an, Bucks) 
Garrard 301/401 and their 
own 50 I repair, spares and 
service.:Tel: 01488 72267 
www.garrard501.com 

RE VOX 
(Brian Reeves, 
Cheshire) 
Revox tape recorder 
spares, service and repair. 
Accessories also available. 
Tel: 0161 499 2349 

Email: brian@ 
revoxservice.co.uk 
www.revox.freeuk.com 

CLASSIQUE SOUNDS 
(Paul Greenfield, Leicester) 
ESL-57s restored, rebuilt, 
fully renovated or 
improved. Leak. Quad 

valves amps etc. 
Tel: 0845 123 5137/ 
Mob: 0116 2835821 

Email: classique_sounds 
@yahoo.co.uk 
wenv.liashbacksales.co.uW 
classique 

OCTAVE AUDIO 
WOODWORKING 
(Bristol) 
Unit 2, 16 Midland Street, 
St Phillips. Bristol. 
Tel: 0117 925 6015 
www.octave-aw.co.uk 
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No matter what you're doing this summer, make sure 
that you've got your order in for September's Hi-Fi 
World, because it's packed with a diverse diet of weird 
and wonderful kit! We're running a major review of the 
latest Yamaha Soavo 1 Piano loudspeaker [pictured], 
which is the new, heavily reworked version of an old 
favourite. There's also an exclusive review of the superb 
Vivid B1 loudspeakers, straight from the pen of the 
original B&W Nautilus designer. For those on a tighter 
budget, our take on Cambridge Audio's new 650C CD 
player will appeal, and vinylistas will love our review of 

Avid's brand new SuperDiva turntable. We've also got a 
round up of all the latest and greatest affordable digi-
tal-to-analogue convertors. Here's just some of what we 
hope to bring you... 

DAC SUPERTEST: FIREYE II USB, FUBAR Il USB, 
BERESFORD TC-7510, MUSICAL FIDELITY V-DAC, 
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO DACMAGIC, SYMPHONY MINI DAC 
PRE 8( BENCHMARK DAC-1 

AUDIO RESEARCH VSI60 VALVE INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER 
B&W CM5, ROKSAN K2 &. JBL LS30 LOUDSPEAKERS 
AUDIO ORIGAMI TONEARM REBUILD FEATURE 
YAMAHA SOAVO 1 PIANO LOUDSPEAKERS 
ASTIN TREW/SPENDOR SYSTEM FEATURE 
ORIGIN LIVE ENTERPRISE Il TONEARM 
SONY X- SERIES WALKMAN PORTABLE 

AURA NOTE PREMIER MUSIC SYSTEM 
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO 650C CD PLAYER 
ELECTROCOMPANIET ECR-1 TUNER 
PURESOUND A8000 CD PLAYER 
MID SUPER DIVA TURNTABLE 
VIVID B1 LOUDSPEAKERS 
CLARITY 09 TURNTABLE 

_J 

PICK UP THE SEPTEMBER 2009 ISSUE OF HI-FI WORLD OINIALE JULY 31ST 
OR SUBSCRIBE AND GET IT DELIVERED TO YOUR DOOR - see p44. 
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CLASSIC CUTS 

W
hen musos talk 
about 'classic' Stones 

albums, they always 

harp on about the 

early sixties releases 

or ' Exile On Main 

Street', ' Beggars Banquet' and 'Sticky 

Fingers'. However, for the albums 

released between 1972 to around 

1977, those same observers go a bit 

quiet.There are good reasons for 

that: Keith Richards was hooked on 

drugs whilst Mike Jagger was hooked 

on being a celebrity.The result? The 

band didn't produce the goods. After 

1982, Jagger and Richards' arguments 

on band direction tore apart the 

creative heart of the outfit: Richards 

wanting to follow his rock roots 

and Jagger wanting to investigate 

contemporary trends. In between 

these destructive periods, the Stones 

produced two worthy albums, 'Tattoo 

You' ( 1981) and the best album of 

the pair, 'Some Girls'. 

An importantly timed album, 

1978 was awash with revolutionary 

and conflicting musical forces. It 

was no surprise, then, that 'Some 

Girls' contained elements of punk, 

disco and new wave.The album was 

certainly focused but was also packed 

with energy via full-on, powerful 

rock tracks such as 'When The Whip 

Comes Down' and 'Before They Make 

Me Run' plus cross-boundary efforts 

such as the disco-infused blues 

number 'Miss You'. 

Based in the USA, Stephen 

Marcussen has been the engineer 

for the newly remastered 'Some 

Girls' album and, in fact, for the 

new remastering of the Stones back 

catalogue which is currently being 

reissued via Polydor in batches 

of four, on CD. 'Some Girls' was 

ROLLING STONES 
SOME GIRLS 
1978 

"on sound quali-y alone, this series 
of remasters is cefinitely worth it.," 

created via, "the original master 

tapes comprising quarter inch, half 

inch plus other bits and pieces from 

different sources.They may be old 

but they were all in good condition, 

nevertheless", said Marcussen. 

Even good quality tapes can 

present a problem however and, 

for 'Some Girls' that included some 

essential servicing of the original, 

thirty year old masters."Much of the 

splices were a problem and required 

fixing.When they were originally 

splicing the tapes, I don't think that 

they were planning on playing them 

back in the 21st century." 

There are some projects and 

some mastering engineers who, when 

confronted with a set of masters, use 

the opportunity to create a new mix. 

Sometimes this approach can be valid. 

For example, some of the original 

sixties Byrds mixes were aimed at 

sounding good on tinny transistor 

radios and were hence highly 

compressed. Marcussen didn't want 

to take the remix route with the 

Stones roster."No, I remastered the 

tapes 'as mixed'. I took the final mixes 

and remastered those.These are the 

'hallowed' tapes, you don't mess with 

them." 

However, within that compara-

tively narrow remit, the tapes still 

required processing.The last batch of 

Stones' CD issues have been on the 

shelf for a long time and technology 

has moved on, so Marcussen was able 

to better balance the music itself, 

slightly toning down potentially bright 

vocal performances and lifting the 

bass to give it more body, power and 

focus. 

"They haven't been treated in a 

long time, they certainly need to be 

looked at again for today's standards. 

The aim was to bring a sense of 

consistency with the album," said 

Marcussen.This aim was pursued 

by the band itself, incidentally, who 

had a personal role in the project, 

rubber stamping or, if they found any 

problems, requesting tweaks. 

Potential buyers of'Some Girls' 

and the rest of the remastered CDs 

(there are no vinyl versions or any 

fancy hi-res downloads mooted at 

the moment) will ask the important 

question: are they worth the asking 

price of £9 each? After all, there 

are no extras on these discs.That's 

right, not one extra track over and 

above the basic selection. Some will 

disapprove of the entire project 

quoting a lack of value for money. 

However, if you take this newly 

remastered series on face value 

— that is, in terms of sound quality 

alone — and if that aspect is of prime 

importance, which it will be to most 

readers of this magazine, then this 

series is definitely worth it. Frankly, it's 

the best sounding series of Stones 

albums on CD. If you are a digital fan, 

these are the best sources in town. 

Polydor has released 'Some 

Girls' as part of the second tranche 

of Rolling Stones catalogue releases 

alongside 'Tattoo You', ' Emotional 

Rescue' and 'Undercover'.This 

followed the first batch which is also 

out now that included: ' Black And 

Blue', ' It's Only Rock'n'Roll','Sticky 

Fingers' and 'Goats Head Soup'. Look 

out for more releases in the future. 

PR 
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www.usheraudio.com 

Be there. 
THE BERYLLIUM EVOLUTION 

With the music 

The new Usher Beryllium 718 

•••• 

USHER AUDIO TECHNOLOGY 
67 Kai-fong Street Sec.1 Taipei 100 Taiwan Te1:886-2-2381 6299 Fax:886-2-2371 1053 E-mail: usher@ms11.hinetnet 

UK SALES: 
HIAudio, 3 St Fort Place, \X'ormit, Newport on Tay, Fife, DD6 8NT, Tel/Fax: 08450 525259 E-mail: sales@hiaudio.co.uk 

Approved Usher Audio " Standard Dancer Dealers" 

Audio Affair. Birmingham (1)44S Rh9 3237_ 

Audio Elevation, Doncaster, 0800 035 1620 
Audio Emotion, Fife, 01333 425 999 
Big Ears Audio, 01736 740 421 

Glassic-Hi-Fi,North-Lotidon,0208-3-74 3958 
Hazelmere Audio, High Wycombe, 01494 562610 
Hi Fi Sound, Darlington, 0845 6019390 
Infidelity, Surrey, 0208 943 3530 

Mike ManningïVeove01-935 479361-
Senso Systems, Cornwall, 01872 273215 
The Emporium, Suffolk, 01502 719704 

For a full list of dealers offering other Usher Audio loudspeakers visit www.hiaudio.co.uk 
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If music really matteis... 

audio T 

Electrocompaniet products are 

now available from most 
branches of Audio T. 
For a complete list of dealers 

please visit our website 

E LECT POCOMPA 

E L E CT POCOM PAN IET 

NEI10 
mata iatualir 

- 

Made in Norway 

WWW.ELECTROCOMPANIET.NO 




